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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with the application of an approach to the representation 

of engineering products called feature-based design. A feature is a set of information 

which is a generic and functionally significant engineering primitive. In particular, 

this thesis is concerned with the development of approaches to feature-based design 

that allow the viewpoints of different specialists in the design process to be 

represented, and with the development of approaches that will support design 

automation tasks such as optimisation. 

Design representations in product development involve collections of design 

elements, and such representations are related to various application domains in the 

product development process. In this respect, engineering specialists in each 

application domain will carry out their own development of their own view on the 

product. Each view may be represented by a combination of features dependent on 

their own viewpoint representation. The approach used in this thesis is the technique 
in which the generation of multiple viewpoint models uses the design model as the 

primary representation with the application models (e. g. for analysis or 

manufacturing) as the secondary representation. 

In the experimental system, feature definitions are provided for different 

engineering domains, and their entities are generated using a parametric design 

approach by means of an automated macro language within a distributed object 

system. A feature-based description is used as the fundamental representation, and 
feature models appropriate to different applications are evaluated through feature 

transformation from this description. Finite element analysis and geometric analysis 

models are demonstrated as example applications. 

Increasingly, engineers use the repetitive execution of modeling approaches that 

involve a good deal of data translation and are computationally expensive in tasks 

such as optimisation or probabilistic analysis. This thesis demonstrates that by using 
feature-based models the human involvement in the approach can be minimised, and, 

through collaboration with the response surface method shows how the computational 

expense can be reduced. From this work, it may be proposed that many engineering 

tasks may be successfully supported by the collaboration of an automated viewpoint 
dependent feature-based modelling in a distributed object system. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
This chapter will present the basis of this thesis. It introduces feature-based modelling 
for the representation of products in computer-aided engineering design, within the 

area of the product development process. The research is justified and the definitions 

used in this work, e. g. design automation and distributed design, are presented. The 

methodology for the work is briefly described The outline of the thesis is presented. 
Based on these foundations, the thesis will present a detailed description of the 

research. 
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1.1 The applications of computers for the representation of 

products 
For many years now there has been strong pressure in the product development 

process for lower product cost and higher quality [Swink 96]. There has also been an 
increase in the complexity of products due to the rapid development of many new 

materials and process technologies. These market and technology trends are expected 

to continue placing even greater demands on the product development process. Such 

demands mean that price and quality are not the only success factors which need to be 

taken into consideration when developing a new product. Many engineers start to 

understand that time in terms of shorter product development life cycles is also of 

extraordinary importance. The philosophy of concurrent engineering has therefore 

emerged as a way of working where the various engineering activities involved in the 

early product development stages are integrated [Sohienius 92]. 

Process Planning 

Marketing/Distribufion 

Tooling Design 

Structural Engineering 

Cost Accounting 

Quality Assurance 

Supplier/Procurrement 

Project management 

Manufacturing/Assembly 

Recycling 

Figure 1-1. General overview of the representations of the product model 

Much computer aided design effort in recent years has been focused on the 
description of products, and attention has been recently given to product modelling to 

also represent non-geometric product information, shown in figure 1-1. This shows 

that a product model is a representation of a product that contains many aspects of life 

cycle information. The product development process is thus a multi-disciplined 

environment that needs the integration between processes. Each aspect of the product 
development process has its own viewpoint on a product model, and each viewpoint 

requires its own representation for the different aspects of the product development, 

e. g., especially representations for design, assembly, manufacturing, structural 
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analysis, process planning viewpoints, etc. This circumstance implies integration of 

traditionally separated viewpoints in the product development stages. The success of 

the product development process, therefore, depends on cooperation and 

communication within and between the tasks in different viewpoint domains required 
for product development. For this reason, companies have looked to use computers to 

support activities. As a computer-based support tool, computer-aided design (CAD) 

systems have been an important tool to develop various design representations 

required in product development processes, and the trend in engineering design has 

been the use of computers to represent and model designs in computer-aided design. 

For product development, computer-aided design systems have become accepted 

as the central, common engineering design tool for the representations of various 

applications, and geometric modelling in computer-aided design has played a major 

role to represent the design information. Computer-aided design tools, however, may 
have not always delivered what engineers demand. In today's computer-aided design 

based product design process, significant difficulties typically remain. In particular, in 

the early design of geometric modelling it was thought that geometric modelling 

would provide a basis for the automation of different aspects of the design process - 

e. g. especially manufacturing data properties and engineering analysis. For example, 

there may be no general methodologies for the automated routine analysis to support 

product design, for the case of repeated analysis processes, e. g., probabilistic design 

or optimisation. Methodologies may be lacking for creating a system that provides 
designers with the tools which take advantage of the general purpose of analysis tools 

within computer-aided design. As a result, a representation of design and analysis 

associativity may be also lacking. The integration of design, manufacturing and 

analysis processes requires to be a factor in both creating the design model and for 

associating manufacturing or analysis with the design model. Furthermore, a product 

model often has to support analysis models from a variety of engineering disciplines 

that involve different solution techniques, and even within the same discipline 

analysis models of varying solution and complexity can exist for the same analysis 

problem. Hence, the product information used by these analysis models should ideally 

come from a common source to maintain consistency and support the automation of 
design and analysis. 
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What was found, however, was that in order to carry out such automation, 
information was needed about the significance of parts of components from a 

manufacturing or analysis viewpoint. This realisation led to the use of features - 

modelling elements that generally comprise groups of geometric entities with some 

engineering significance - in design and for the product development process. 
Initially, this involved trying to identify features in geometric modelling, and then 

later to design using features rather then geometry. There was considerable initial 

enthusiasm for features, but it was eventually seen that a problem was viewpoint 
dependency in which each aspect of the product model might require its own feature 

models. 

Feature-based design is still regarded as a promising approach for design and 

product development. Improvements are sought through increased capability for 

design (e. g., especially geometry specification and modification) and a better ability 

to act as the integration for manufacturing applications such as process planning, 

assembly planning and analysis. Therefore, a product model may be represented by a 

set of various features by which design is performed by manipulating features through 

feature operations. Feature-based design provides appropriate representations for each 

viewpoint of the product model in terms of the philosophy of concurrent engineering, 

and feature mapping or transformation may provide the solution for the methodology 

to represent multiple viewpoints of a product model with features. This is the multiple 

viewpoint-dependent feature based modelling which supports various applications 
from product development by providing the representations of their viewpoints. Each 

representation of a viewpoint from product development uses a feature model of the 

product aspect for the application. The first aspect of interest in the present work is 

this aspect of viewpoint dependent features. 

1.2 Design automation 
A number of research activities based on computer aided design have recently 

been focused particularly on the problems involved when integrating various 

previously separate systems into a framework that covers all major aspects of the 

automation of the product development phases. Computer based models of the 
integrated design process look at the design process from an information viewpoint in 

order to automate the design process. During the design process, different engineers 
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take information about the design, and manipulate it in order to generate new 
information, for example for manufacturing, for analysis, or for the evaluation of the 
designed product. 

Achieving automation involves the integration of information processing required 
by the various disciplines involved at the various stages of the design process. For 

well-established designs, e. g., in the automotive industry, it may be possible to model 

the flow of information between different designs, and to use these models to assist in 

the automation of aspect of the design process. For example, the optimisation or 

probabilistic design application of an engineering part may involve generation of a 

geometric model of the part, use of the model to generate an analysis model, and use 

of the analysis model to produce information to guide the modification of the 

geometric model. However, using current technology, considerable human input is 

needed to set up geometric models or parametric models for use in such activities, and 

then to use these models in the preparation of analysis models for the activities. 

Product modelling and the design process may be enhanced through the use of 
integrated databases and information systems to maintain and optimise use of design 

information. Maintaining product and process design information requires a number 

of supporting technologies. Among them, feature based modelling is now also 

d regarded as a key technology in achieving high-levels of efficiency, automation an 
integration in this broad area. Computer aided design with feature representation as 

the mechanism may be used to define and maintain product design information for 

analysis and simulation of products from the early stage of the product development 

cycle. By using a feature-based description of engineering parts, the automation of 

such processes as optimisation and probabilistic design may be assisted - the human 

input required in the modelling of the geometry and then in the preparation of the 

analysis model may be very much reduced. Assistance in design automation using 
feature-based design is therefore the second aspect of interest in the present work. 

1.3 Distributed design 
As noticed, competitive markets require rapid product development, and product 

development over computing networks is a new development made in modern 

engineering design [Rosenuran 01]. Design today is undertaken in a distributed 
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fashion by teams that may be on multiple sites. The computing environments used are 

also distributed, with computers connected in networks that allow them, in principle, 

to communicate with other machines all over the world. 

Since product development may be described as a diverse, multi-disciplinary 

concurrent engineering design processes, a design support system for collaborative 

engineering design is based upon the distributed working environment. A mechanism 

for coordinating collaborative activities in a distributed working environment is 

required in modern engineering design processes. Software has been, therefore, 

developed to exploit the distributed networks of modern computing. In order to make 

best use of computing software, a computing process may be carried out on a 

computer under control of another computer. In this way, as a key requirement of 

performing multi-disciplinary product development including engineering design, 

distributed systems may execute different modelling, analysis and simulation 

components over a network with heterogeneity of computer platforms and languages, 

and the previously mentioned design automation will be also achieved by 

automatically invoking processes in an appropriate order. Hence, computationally 

expensive computing activities such as optimisation and probabilistic design may be 

distributed in the most appropriate way. The third aspect of this study has thus been to 

explore how features for design automation may be used in a distributed design 

environment. 

1.4 Research objectives 
The aim of the research is to explore the nature of a feature-based design 

approach for design automation in a distributed design environment. In order to 

pursue this aim, some specific objectives were as follows: 

1. To understand the development of computer-based design representations in 

mechanical design, and the role of features in this work. The outcome of work 

to this objective is presented in chapter 2 and 3. 

2. To understand the way that computer-aided design tasks may be executed 

automatically through different computing applications, and to explore how 

such applications function in a distributed computing environment. This is 

discussed in chapter 4, and then developed further in chapters 5 and 6. 
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3. To explore the nature of viewpoint dependency in features in general and in a 

typical engineering environment, and to investigate how viewpoint-dependent 

models may be constructed for use in design automation systems. This is 

discussed in chapter 5, and further in chapter 6, in which an example 

application of feature-models in an engineering automation task is developed. 

Throughout the work, the research question that is being tested is is it possible to 

significantly reduce the effort required in building engineering models', and then in 

modelling repeated variations of the models for automation purposes, through the use 

of generic features, and `Can this be done in multiple application domains' through 

distributing the computational effort. 

1.5 Research methodologies 
The methodology adapted in the work is of action research using experimental 

implementation of a demonstration program using a commercial CAD package. The 

package used is the SDCR/I-DEAS software. The work is also supported through an 

extensive literature review. The demonstration application was generated using an 

example from an associated research program investigating the use of response 

surface techniques in design automation. 

1.6 Outline of The Thesis 

The outline of the thesis is described as below: 

Chapter 2 gives a description of the engineering design process in computer-aided 

design. The application of concurrent engineering to the engineering design process is 

critical, and it is applied into various engineering design domains essential for product 

development. Geometric modelling in computer-aided design is reviewed in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 3 is about parametric and feature-based design. Since feature-based 

design is an emerging technology in geometric modelling for modem engineering 
design and product development, technologies in parametric and feature-based design 

are reviewed. 

Chapter 4 reviews approaches to design automation and the computer-based 

support technologies which involve information modelling techniques for both 
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process and product information. Among them, distributed object systems for 

automated computer-aided design are identified as the technology applied to the 

viewpoint model in chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 is a proposal for design feature-based descriptions that support multiple 

viewpoint models, and the data structure manipulation, e. g., feature mapping or 

transformation, to generate the viewpoint models is reviewed. Various viewpoint 

modelling techniques are reviewed. As an example, the finite element analysis 

viewpoint of a Bicycle Crank will be demonstrated to inform the viewpoint 

transformation from its design feature descriptions, in the working environment of 

automation and distributed design by a CORBA-based client-server application. 

Chapter 6 provides the descriptions about the various viewpoint models proposed 
from the thesis, and finite element and geometric analysis viewpoint models are 
demonstrated. These viewpoint models are represented with a probabilistic design 

application in which feature-models with varying parameters are built repeatedly in 

order to identify an uncertain design parameter. 

Chapter 7 presents a discussion of the results and suggestions for future work, 
and the summary of research work and findings are also presented. 
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Chapter 2 

REPRESENTATION IN 

ENGINEERING DESIGN 
Applying concurrent engineering to the design process is critical for high quality 

and low cost products. In this chapter in the first section an overview is presented for 

a general concurrent engineering approach to engineering design. The second section 

describes geometric modelling in CAD, in which wireframe, surface and solid 

modelling techniques are defined. As solid modelling techniques, Constructive Solid 

Geometry and Boundary representation including non-manifold models will be 

discussed. Geometric modelling has already become an important tool for a variety of 

applications in many fields. More techniques, especially for parametric and feature- 

based design, will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Traditional engineering drawings can not easily be used for an evolutionary 
design representation in which changes of design are frequently required. If design 

changes are necessary, modification of the drawing is difficult and often results in 

completely new drawings being generated. Such activities often reduce the 

productivity of the engineer or designer. Therefore, increasing the productivity of the 

designer through the automation of repetitive tasks has been a driving force in the 

development of computer-based support tools [McMahon 93]. 

The growth in the use of computer-based design representations has been largely 

based around the rapid developments of computer-aided design (CAD) systems, and 

the importance has been placed on the concurrent engineering philosophy. Today's 

major industrial challenge in computer-based product development is to establish 

corporate development based on a common strategy of concurrent engineering. 
Fundamentally, the concurrent engineering philosophy has been adopted in response 

to the need to reduce costs and product development time. Concurrent engineering 

allows collaborative working environments which provide the communication and the 

integration of different activities throughout the whole life cycle of product modelling. 

CAD technology has made a significant impact on mechanical design [Ishii 92]. 

In many research works, the development of geometric modelling in CAD systems 

had largely focused on the manipulation of the geometry and topology of the product 

representation [Kugathasan 97]. In particular, solid modelling techniques allow 

designers to design products much faster and with cost saving. As the most popular 

techniques, two types of solid modelling techniques, Constructive Solid Geometry 

(CSG) and Boundary Representation, are used. CSG constructs 3D solid models using 

combinations of simple solid primitives and a modelling process using Boolean 

operations of set theory. The models produced by CSG are compact since simple solid 

primitives are retrieved from a built-in library that has pre-defined primitives as 

unevaluated forms. In a boundary representation (B-rep) modeller, a solid is 

represented by dividing its surface into a collection of faces which describe its 

boundary. In the commercial development of geometric techniques, B-rep solid 

modelling techniques, enhanced with the set-theoretic operations of CSG, have now 
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been used to provide substantial modeller capability and functionality in most 

commercial solid modelling systems. 

Design representation as the collection of design elements and their relationships 

is related to various further application domains, for example, manufacturing, 

analysis, and process planning. The design process is the process by which design 

activities are performed to produce a design model that satisfies some given 

specifications [Liang 98]. Since the design process is viewed as sequences of 

transformations between states of information models, applying concurrent 

engineering to such a process may be important for modern CAD systems. Therefore, 

in the philosophy of concurrent engineering, CAD systems are applied for both the 

modelling and communication of designs. In concurrent engineering CAD systems 

may also be used to help automate design or to assist the evaluation of design, and 

integration with other application domains. 
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2.2 Computer Aided Design in Engineering Design 

2.2.1 Engineering design process and models 
Design is concerned fundamentally with the generation, and with the processing 

of information [Rooney 87]. Engineering design is related to the process of actions 

and decisions which are taken during design, in order to achieve a completed product 

design. Research about the design process aims to understand [Liang 981: 

" what the design process is; 

9 how the design process proceeds; 

" how the alternatives in design are produced and evaluated; 

" how the design objectives are translated into a physical form; 

" how designers search or explore alternative designs; 

" how the design history should be managed; 

" and how the design is represented as it progresses. 

Currently, engineering design is a multi-disciplined environment that requires a 

highly integrated and integrating process [Chapman 99]. Designers often conflict with 

constraints to construct product model, manufacturability and other functional 

objectives within the design process. The engineering design process is the process or 

activity that is recögnised as a complex activity which has been investigated with the 

objective of developing formal and structured methods for designing products. The 

design of products is also a complex process requiring a number of activities to be 

carried out to ensure that the product fulfils its functional requirements, and is able to 

be manufactured economically. From these complexities of the artifacts being 

designed, the necessity for computer support for design activities can be indicated. 

This requires obtaining better understanding of the design process, design 

representations, and software-based design tools [Brown 93]. Models of the design 

process are descriptions of the design process, and generally describe the process as 

proceeding in a step-by-step manner from some statement of need through 

identification of the problem, search for the solutions and development of the chosen 
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solution to manufacture, test and so on [McMahon 98]. The models of the engineering 
design process essentially attempt to describe the pattern that designers follow in the 

design of products and models of the design themselves. Models of the design process 

can be classified into a number of types, each of which is based on its own view of 

design, such as prescriptive or descriptive models, natural process or artificial process 

models, decomposition or transformation models, search process or clarifying process 

models, and so on [Liang 98]. For example, perspective models describe the design 

process activities which should be carried out for the best results, while descriptive 

models describe the design process based on observation of the process in practice. 

In [Medland 86], the structure of the design process is, in practice, described in 

three phases, such as: 

1. a primary phase for establishing the concept - handles the conceptual processes 
in which the problems are formulated and bounded, for example, conceptual 
design; 

2. a secondary phase for analysis - checks whether such a proposal could be 

expected to provide the function required, for example, finite element stress 

analysis, kinematic mechanism, vibrations, and dynamics; 

3. a third phase for scheming - checks that such a mechanism or structure can be 

accommodated in the overall product, for example, manufacturing and drafting 

are included. 

From these phases, it can be seen that design tasks in mechanical design are very 

wide from an abstract level for high level design to detailed tasks to establish the type 

of information used for functional purposes, such as manufacturing, process planning, 

and so on. At the end of these phases, the design process provides the physical artefact 

of the design in a condition from which it may be manufactured from the models of 

the design. 

In general, design is the process of specifying a description of an artifact that 

satisfies a collection of constraints [Brown 93] [Thompson 99]. These constraints may 
be collected from a variety of sources. They may be imposed from the known 

problems, the designer, the manufacturer, or the user. These constraints may be 
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divided into direct (e. g., functionality, physical limitations, manufacturability, etc. ) 

and indirect (e. g., weight, general design criteria, etc. ), in the way that they influence 

to design and design process. Therefore, these constrains are processed throughout the 

design process, and can be used for evaluation of the design. However, not all of these 

varied constraints need to be specified initially. It is a characteristic of many design 

problems that new constraints emerge as decisions are made. 

2.2.2 The use of Computer Aided Design in the design process 
Computers have started to contribute to design, by providing analysis tools, 

databases, and computer aided design tools. Term computer aided design (CAD) 

describes design aids that have been developed since the early 1960s from two 

dimensional drafting tools to three dimensional display of objects as wire-frame, 

surface, and solid models [Rooney 87]. 

CAD provides computer support for the design process, and CAD systems mean 
the usage of computer hardware and software for the design of products that are 

needed by designers [Encarnacäo 83]. In principle, CAD may be applied throughout 

the design process. Therefore, CAD is the creation and manipulation of models of a 

design on a computer to assist the engineer in the design process. Since design 

objectives can be thought of as the explicit or implicit objectives of design described 

in the form of functional requirements, function, user specification, and design 

constraints [Liang 98], the use of CAD involves the transformation from design 

objectives to a design model. In the manner in which the design process referred to 

CAD is defined, engineering design process is categorised into [Kim 96]: 

1. functional design stage - the functional requirements of a prospective product 

are identified; 

2. conceptual design stage - mapping from the required functional entities of the 

product to their physical forms occurs. For example, preliminary shapes, size, 

orientations, materials, features, and locations of physical forms are 
determined; 

3. detailed design stage - the product design is created and refined to its final 

form. For example, dimensions, surface modelling, tolerances are refined. A 
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CAD system is traditionally used most widely in this stage. 

The computer assistance to manage these stages of the design process should be 

aimed at improving the productivity of the designer by automation of the repetitive 

and tedious aspects of design [Encarnacäo 83]. CAD has been developed in an attempt 

to overcome perceived limitations (e. g. which particularly involve dealing with 

complexity) in conventional practice [Rooney 87]. In order to support broad and 

complex areas of design process, the functions of CAD in the design process should 

include model definition (e. g. geometric modelling), model manipulation (e. g. 

modification of design model), model visualisation (e. g. image display of design 

model), user interaction (e. g. input and output from user to system), database 

management (e. g. Product Data Management (PDM) for files and data management), 

applications (e. g. creation of information used for evaluation, analysis, manufacturing, 

etc. ) and utilities (e. g. modification of system operations) [McMahon 931 [Brown 931. 

2.2.3 Concurrent engineering approach to engineering design 

The conventional product design process is described as a straightforward 

process, for example, exploring conceptual solutions, developing a chosen solution in 

detail, making the design, prototypes for test, and then final design for manufacturing. 

The use of this straightforward design process detects that there is feedback from the 

later design stages to the early stages for redesign by various purposes. Applying a 

concept into a real engineering design is a procedure consisting of many steps of 

refinement. Specifically, making a product design requires describing the product, its 

dimensions, tolerances, bill of materials, the structure of the product and its 

components, surface treatments [Rembold 94], and analysing the design to identify 

how well it performs. To obtain this information for the design, there is a need to 

process a heavy load of computational tasks for analysing the initial design. However, 

the idea chosen for the initial design never quite works as intended or does not 

perform as well as desired. Therefore, a person who is doing a specific analysis task 

should frequently send back their results to the designer who generated the design, and 

who is going to re-generate the geometry. If the time spent for this communication 
between processes during the product development cycle is decreased, fewer design 

changes can save the lead-time, which is the time for a product development from the 
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initial idea to a product in the market. 

Today, most companies are under pressure to develop products within time 

periods that are rapidly decreased [Willaert 98]. Therefore, the pressure to reduce 

product design and development time-scales is leading companies to conduct design, 

development, analysis and the preparation of manufacturing information in parallel 
[McMahon 98]. Concurrent engineering design manages design evolution, and 

handles the changes within the product development cycle time through the 

integration of activities and processes. Concurrent engineering allows the engineering 
design team to utilise the varied inputs, knowledge and technology to speed up 

product development by integrating product life cycle concerns as early as possible in 

the design process, by performing simultaneously many activities [Chapman 01]. 

Therefore, applying engineering expertise concurrently in the product design process 

can be a useful technique by which product development time can be saved. 
Concurrent engineering is the approach of doing all engineering activities as 

simultaneously as possible. The definition of concurrent engineering is defined to: 

"The concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the 

integrated, concurrent development of a product and its related 

processes, including manufacturing and support. This approach is 

intended to cause the developers to consider all elements of the 

product life cycle from conception through disposal, including quality, 

cost, schedule and user requirements" [George 001. 

Integrated concurrent engineering design for product modelling supports the 

information relevant to selecting the appropriate design, and eliminates or reduces 

uncertainty for the final design development. It does this by bringing specialist 

expertise to bear on the design problem early in the design process. If a product is 

designed in the concurrent engineering approach, possible errors arising from 

mismatched information can be foreseen, and then they can be corrected early. In 

order to apply concurrent engineering to 'the design process, the complexity of the 

design process should be handled and all design activities should be integrated. 

Besides, the methodology of concurrent engineering can be possible if the product 
design environment is an environment where the hierarchical position of each task is 
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not a barrier in information exchange. For example in which concurrent engineering is 

applied to product development, the traditional design process is defined as a 

sequential engineering environment as shown in figure 2-1. 

/F. /0*0ý C°°° d Product Design Prototyping Maufaduring 
Design & Engineering Testing p awn Production 

U. ' Emb? dbww X 
FeedbackFeedback Feedback 

Feedback 

Sequential Engineering 
t Conceptual Design 

---------------"--------- 

gn & Fnginee&g Feedback 

Communication F. tbý 

Testing 
......... j 

CE Life-cycle 
ýý 

Time Savings 

Figure 2-1. Product development process with traditional serial design and 

concurrent engineering, taken from [Sohlenius 92] [McMahon 98] 
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2.2.4 Approaches to the product development process 

Developing a high quality and low cost product is an important policy for today's 

market place [Hsiao 02]. The importance of applying concurrent engineering to design 

comes from the fact that much of the product cost is determined in the design stage. A 

design process, by which product specifications are developed and used within a 

concurrent engineering environment, should be considered [Young 96]. 

The product development process should be analysed and evaluated to propose 

the sequence of product development tasks for a systematic approach. The product 

development stages can be characterised from the design process and others which are 

considered as the entire process of introducing a product including manufacturing. 
The detailed product development stages may be 1) identification of the need for the 

product, 2) development of a product design specification document, 3) generation 

and evaluation of design concepts, 4) detailed design of the most promising concepts, 
5) design and development of the manufacturing facility, and 6) distribution and sale 

of the new product [Young 96]. Throughout these product development stages, 
information is processed from one stage to another often with communication between 

representations. For example, the conceptual design from the stage of identification of 

need for the product may be represented in sketches which are used to generate layout 

drawings as models within a CAD system. 

Each engineer will have his or her own requirements from a model of the product 

for each of the analyses and assessments carried out on the product during this 

process. Research on the conversion of information is presented by [Oshuga 98] and 

[McMahon 95], in which the design process is viewed as sequences of 

transformations between states of information models. Equivalent and non-equivalent 

transformations can be defined for the types of transformations carried out [Oshuga 

89]. In equivalent transformation the underlying design model does not change in the 

transformation (e. g. building a Finite Element model from a CAD model - the 

underlying part does not change) and in non-equivalent transformation the underlying 

model design changes (e. g., conceptual design). Models are either of explicit 

properties (e. g., sometimes called design parameters) or implicit properties (e. g. called 

performance parameters). Explicit properties are those properties required to be 
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defined explicitly by the designers for a design to be made, analysed and tested (e. g., 

geometry), and implicit properties are the properties whose values as defined (e. g., in 

generation of an analysis model) during the design process to judge the fitness for 

purpose (e. g., strength) [McMahon 95]. 

For the method that captures and presents these information models, it would be 

beneficial if the design process is developed in the approach of concurrent engineering 
design. The basic principles of concurrent engineering applied to the design 

development process can be stated as follows [Young 96]: 

9 to perform key product development activities quickly and rigorously; 

9 to perform them in parallel; 

and to overlap the various functions carried out during design, 

manufacturing, analysis, process planning and production processing. 

Therefore, the fundamental issue based on these basic principles is the information 

sharing which breaks down functional barriers by promoting better understanding of 

other requirements from other stages of the product development stages. 

2.2.5 Applications in concurrent engineering design 

There are basically two approaches to implement concurrent engineering, such as 

team-based and computer-based approaches (Gao 00]. In the team-based approach, 

team members are selected from different working areas, for example, design, 
r 

manufacturing, production, and marketing. Concurrent engineering ensures that all 

activities start as soon as possible, work in parallel, and makes for a shorter overall 

product development time. In this approach, the multidisciplinary team prevents a 

series of changes from occurring at the final stages of product development [Gao 00]. 

In the second approach, computer tools are the focus. This concurrent engineering 

with computer-based approach provides an integrated design environment in which 

the tools can communicate, transfer data and co-operate with other applications. In 

this computer-based approach, concurrent engineering is applied into various areas, 
for example, computer-aided engineering (CAE) design environments for cost 

estimation [Barnett 98], product modelling [Christiansen 99], STEP-based product 
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modelling [Tang 01] [Zha 01], knowledge-based systems [Chapman 99] [Chapman 

01] [Sapuan 01], composite structures [Kim 00], agent-based design [Chao 02], 

computer-aided design with feature-based design [Kim 96] [Finger 92], viewpoint 

analysis [Hanneghan 00] and so on. 

Among these applications, feature-based design is the focus of this thesis. 

Feature-based design is introduced as the design methodology in which the high-level 

design operations are implemented to provide the benefits from integrated and 

automated design systems by dealing with high-level design entities called features. 

These entities may embody aspects of engineering meaning, for example from a 

manufacturing point of view, and may thus assist in integration of automation in the 

design process. Computer-aided design with features allows designers to concurrently 
implement design processes. Since feature-based design provides an appropriate 

representation scheme for design and concurrent engineering [Kim 96], the approach 

of this thesis is on the various engineering representations (e. g. manufacturing, finite 

element analysis, etc. ) for feature-based design systems. 
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2.3 Approach to Geometric Modelling in Computer Aided 

Design 

2.3.1 Brief history of Computer Aided Design 

Engineering representation by geometric modelling techniques has been varied 

and has resulted in several types of modeller, such as wireframe, surface, and solid 

modelling, which are the most commonly applied in CAD systems. In the 1960s, a 

simple two-dimensional design technique was applied in CAD systems. In the 1970s, 

wireframe modelling and free form surface modelling started using mainframe 

computers, and solid modelling techniques were proposed later in the 1970s. From the 

early 1980s, work in the integration between CAD and CAM was well established. 
Historically, one of the purposes computer-based drawing for engineering has been 

developed was to reduce the labour of draughting by hand [Rooney 87]. For example, 

symmetrical or repeated parts of a design can be processed without actually repeatedly 
drawing these in full. The main advantages for using computer-aided design and 

draughting systems over traditional drawing board methods are on the productivity 

and greater accuracy [Rooney 87]. This productivity and accuracy is achieved by the 

precision which came from using electronic graphics and mathematical processing 

power of a digital computer. 

2.3.2 Engineering design representations in CAD 

In the early part of this chapter, the design process has been discussed as a series 

of stages (e. g. functional, conceptual and detailed design stages) in which the design is 

progressively developed until a completed description of the design is defined for 

manufacturing or other purposes. To support the design process, designers form a 

series of models using various representations of the design, and others involved in 

the evaluation of the design and in the manufacture of the product extract information 

from these models. A CAD system has to represent data to the operator, and to 

provide means for manipulating them by means of a computer graphic system. 
Nowadays, commercial CAD systems provide these techniques to assist the 

representation of using conventional drawings into new modelling techniques. 
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Engineering drawings and models processed by CAD systems are the way to 

represent product information, including geometry, dimensions and tolerances and 

other technological specifications, such as the mechanical properties of materials and 

method of heat treatment, initial status of stock (e. g. casting machining), functional 

and structural requirements [Gao 94]. Among these, the modelling and manipulation 

of the geometry by CAD systems is one of the most successful technologies. There are 

three types of three-dimensional geometric models: wireframe, surface and solid 

models. These modelling techniques are used to represent component geometry, and 

there are two types of solid modelling: Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) or set- 

theoretic and Boundary Representation (B-rep). A B-rep model is based on a face- 

edge-vertex adjacency graph which contains more detailed and more explicit 
information than any other geometric representation, and it is used in most modem 
CAD systems (e. g. SDRC/IDEAS, Pro-Engineer). 

2.3.3 Wireframe modelling 

The most primitive form of CAD modelling is the wireframe modelling technique 

that is considered as a natural extension of the traditional drafting method. Typically, 

a wireframe model consists of entirely of points, lines, arcs and circles, conic and 

curves. A three-dimensional wireframe model is an edge representation of the object. 

A wireframe is a description of the vertices and edges of a three dimensional object, 

specified by x, y and z coordinates. The wireframe description of an object can be 

used to generate computer drawings in various projections, and can be manipulated by 

an operator for such functions as on-screen rotation. Simplicity of the geometric 

concepts based on wireframe modelling makes it easy to use by designers, and 

provides an easy and fast sketch for various ideas at early design stages. Wireframe 

models are substantially less computationally expensive than solid modellers. 

However, as the disadvantages of this modelling technique, wireframe models 

usually provide ambiguous representation of real objects [Rooney 87]. Models of 

complex designs with many edges become very confusing and even difficult to 

interpret. Wireframe models are not satisfactory interfaces with Computer Aided 

Design and Manufacture (CAD/CAM) because they only use edges and curves, in 

which there is no sense of solidity in the geometry that was created. A wireframe 
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model which is difficult to interpret and may be ambiguous is displayed in figure 2-2. 

Ambiguity in the representation of figure 2-2 may show the object is not easy to 

recognised. This example geometry is originally created as a solid model, but figure 2- 

2 is only displayed with its wireframes to show the limitations of wireframe technique. 

Figure 2-2. Example geometry represented by wireframes, showing ambiguity 

2.3.4 Surface modelling 
Wireframe modellers lack the necessary capability to represent complex surfaces. 

For example, shape design and representation of complex objects such as car, ship and 

airplane bodies and castings can not be utilised by only wireframe modelling. Surface 

modelling overcomes this difficulty by connecting various types of surface elements 

to curve segments. Surface models take the modelling of an object by providing 

information on surfaces connecting the object edges. Typically, a surface model 

consists of wireframe entities that form the basis to create surface entities, and surface 

description is usually considered as an extension to the wireframe representation. 
Surface modelling systems in most CAD systems require wireframe entities as a start. 
In general, a wireframe model can also be extracted from a surface model by deleting 

all surface entities. Beyond geometric design and representation, a surface model may 
be used to calculate mass properties, to check for interface between mating parts, to 

generate cross-sectioned views, to generate finite element mesh and numeric control 
(NC) tool paths for continuous path machining. 
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The most straightforward type of a surface used for this modelling technique 

could be a plane which may be defined between two parallel straight lines. Figure 2-3 

shows examples of surface types. 

Generating curve 

Cave 1 

(c Ruled surface 

Wr 

Boun j/ q%OF ' Gave . 
(e) Swept surface 

(b) Tabulated cylinder 

irve mash surface 

Figure 2.3. Examples of surface types [McMahon 98] 

Each surface type is shown as a mesh of intersecting curves on the surface for the 

purpose of display only. The surfaces are however continuous, and every point on the 

surface is defined by the mathematical relationship for its definition [McMahon 98]. 

As a disadvantage of the surface modelling technique, surface models define only 

the geometry of their corresponding objects and store no information regarding the 

topology of these objects. For example, if there are two surface entities that share a 
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wireframe entity, neither the surfaces nor the entity store such information. Moreover, 

surface models contain no information for object volume. Surface models may be 

thought of as wireframe models with an infinitely thin skin wrapped around them 

[Kugathasan 98]. While surface models provide a precise definition of surfaces and 

can describe complex geometry, their visual rendering is a computationally intensive 

process. 

2.3.5 Solid modelling 

Solid modelling techniques are a natural extension from the use of one- 

dimensional or two-dimensional entities to the modelling of shape using three- 

dimensional solids. Solid models were originally developed to address the problems 

of previous geometric modelling techniques. The problems from these previous 

techniques can be stated to be the lack of robustness, incompleteness and limited 

applicability [Shah 95]. As solid modelling techniques aim to provide complete 

representation of objects in geometric modelling, solid modelling techniques are based 

on: 

1) allowing users to create, store and manipulate complete and unambiguous 

models of physical solid objects; 

2) an improved interface that is adequate for many design, manufacturing, and 

visualisation tasks; 

3) improved automation with less human assistance. 

There is wide variety of other functions with which the solid model database can 
be used many advanced integrated systems. Cross sections may be cut through models 

of complex parts to expose internal details. The kinematic action of moving parts can 

be studied and checked for interference in three dimensions. Solid modelling utilises 

topology, in which the interior volume and mass of properties (e. g. such as weight, 

moment of inertia, and centre of gravity) can be defined. Detailed drawings can be 

displayed accurately by generating images in which hidden surfaces are removed for 

display purposes, and impressive pictorial images of parts may be produced, as shown 
in figure 2-4. Assemblies can be modelled which can increase product quality and 

reduce engineering changes. Today, in many solid modellers, dimension-driven 
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parametric relationships may be used between dimensions to facilitate to edit parts or 

assemblies. For example, diameters of a mating hole and shaft may be parameterised 

to match their dimensions for assembly. After the design is refined, manufacturing 

process planning can be produced from the solid model database for machining or 

manufacturing process of the part. 

Md) 

Figure 2-4. Shaded image of a solid model of a part of an engine 

2.3.5.1 Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) 

Constructive solid geometry (CSG) is a volumetric representation scheme which 

defines objects as a number of primitives [Bao 00]. CSG models follow a set-theoretic 

approach to solid modelling where models are defined as combinations of primitive 

sets by Boolean operations [Shah 95]. In the technique of constructing CSG models, a 

model which has a complex shape can be developed relatively quickly, and its data 

structure is also relatively simple. 
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The traditional CSG primitives can be block, sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus. If 

each primitive used to generate the resulting solid model is valid, then these always 

result in a valid solid. CSG models are guaranteed to model valid solids 

unambiguously. The primitives are combined using the union, intersection and 

difference operations of set theory. A resulting model from a set-theoretic approach is 

often compact, and may be stored in an unevaluated forms in which the edges and 

faces, which result from the combination of the primitives, have to be computed when 

required for the purpose of display [McMahon 98]. The operations used to combine 

solids in CSG are called Boolean operations, shown in terms of two-dimensional 

shapes in figure 2-5. 

Af1B AUB A-B 

Intersection Union Difference 
Figure 2-5. Boolean operations on 2D shapes, modified from [Rooney 87] 

Generation of a model is achieved with an algebraic expression that uses 

transformations and set-theoretic operations. Each solid has a default coordinate 

system. Using a transformation, the solid is positioned relative to a global coordinate 

system. A Boolean operation then combines the solids with respect to the common 

coordinate system. 

As the result of these transformations and Boolean operations, a CSG model is 

represented as a tree structure with internal nodes representing the Boolean operations 

or transformations and leaf nodes the primitives. The tree stores the information about 

the shapes of objects as well as its modelling history that makes the modification of a 

resulting model possible. The CSG tree structure is shown in figure 2-5. 
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Aldi Sd 

Figure 2-5. A CSG solid model and its tree structure 

The primitive solids that form the leaves of a CSG tree structure are represented 

internally as a combination of half-spaces which define a volume of a solid object. 

CSG-tree structures support high-level design instead of low-level geometric entities, 

such as edges, vertices, faces [Su 99]. The concept of half-space is illustrated in figure 

2-6 (A). Boundaries of solid object are defined by three half-spaces, cylinder H1 and 

the two planes H2 and H3 (e. g. which are usually infinite), which completely divide 

three-dimensional space into a solid region and void region. In figure 2-6 (B), the 

volume of the cylinder is defined by the cylindrical region h for which two planes, H2 

and H3, intersect the infinite cylinder Hi. 

A 

Void 

At-*'o 

x 

h 

(A) the concept of half space (9) half-space example model 

Figure 2-6. The concept of half-space and a cylinder defined by half-spaces, 

taken from [Rooney 87] [Mäntylä 88] 
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The compactness of CSG representations is useful for modelling even complex 

objects which may be represented by a restricted number of primitives as well as its 

simple data structure [Broonsvoort 93]. However, a CSG representation of a 3D solid 

model lacks uniqueness. There may be several ways to represent a single solid model. 

One solid model may be represented by multiple valid CSG representations. As 

disadvantages, the number of operations which are available to create and modify a 

solid is limited. Local operations such as detailed modifications of a face are difficult 

to implement. Since CSG models are generated from solid primitives, there is no 

explicit information in the CSG representation about the faces, edges, and vertices of 

an object. 

2.3.5.2 Boundary Representation 

The boundary representation (B-rep) modelling technique that originally 
developed from surface modelling defines a solid as an arrangement of surfaces 
(called faces in B-rep). The appearance of the boundary representation has a similarity 

to surface modelling which represents a model by specifying surfaces on a wireframe, 

with the exception that a surface model does not contain information about 

connections between surfaces and existence of a solid side of the surface on a model. 

A solid in B-rep can be represented unambiguously by describing its faces and 

topologically orienting it in such a way so that at any point that one can tell on which 

side the solid interior lies [Cicirello 99]. 

The constituents of a B-rep model are faces, edges, and vertices. The basis of the 
B-rep approach is in its own hierarchical data structure in which a boundary model 

represents a solid object by a collection of faces. B-rep data structures represent the 

geometric and topological description of the boundary, and a volume of a B-rep solid 

model is represented by a set of faces. The B-rep modelling technique includes the 

topological information to define the connectivity between faces, and the solid side of 

any face is identified. A B-rep solid is then represented as a closed space in 3D space. 

The B-rep modelling technique provides methods for checking topological 

consistency to check that there are no missing or extra faces of connections. This is 

archived by using a data structure in which a B-rep model is constructed from a 
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collection of edge-loops based on vertices, and these edge-loops form the boundary of 

the faces in a uniform structure. Edges are defined in terms of their bounding vertices. 
The basic concept of topological data structure in B-rep models is shown in figure 2-7. 

VI VI : (XI, y1,21) e9 : (A. v2} 
v2 :{ x2, y2, z2} e2 :{ v2, v3} 

e1 v3: {x3, y3, z3} e3 : {v3, v4} 
e4 V2 v4 { x4, y4. z4} e4 :{ v4, v1} 

e9 v5 :{ x5, y5, z5} e5 :{ v5, v6} 

v4 v6 :{ x6, y6, z6} e8 : {v6, v7} 
v7 : (x7, y7, z7) e7 : {v7, v8} 

v3 e2 e10 va : (X8, y8, z8} e8 : (V8, v5} 
e9 : (VI, v5} 

s12 
e3 e10 :{ v2. v6} 

ell: {v3, v7} 

08, 
al 2: 1 v4. A 

," 
11 facel :{ el. e2. e3, e4} 

facet :{ e5. e6, e7, e8} 
e6 face3 : (al. e10, e5, e9} 

e face4 :{ e2, e11, e6. elO} 
Was :{ e3, e12, e7, ell} 

v7 faceS :{ e4, e9, e8.912) 

Figure 2-7. Elements of boundary representation model, 

taken from [Kugathasan 98] 

The data structure of the simple B-rep model in figure 2-8 shows the information 

structure in which connectivity between topological entities is illustrated. The vertices 

around each face are listed in a clockwise order. 

Solid Model Collection 
of faces 

Figure 2.8. Data structure of example boundary representation mod, 

taken from [Shah 95] 

The topological data can be illustrated into a graph which represents their 

connectivity in terms of the topological elements, such as vertices, edges, and faces, 

which form the nodes of the graph. Geometric consistency is also achieved by 
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ensuring that the model defines the boundary of a reasonable solid object. In 

geometric consistency, a B-rep model should be constructed with following conditions 

so as to be valid [McMahon 98]: 

Faces of the model should not intersect each other, except at common vertices 

or edges. 

9 Boundaries of the faces are loops of edges, which do not intersect themselves. 

" The set of faces of the boundary model should be closed, to form the complete 

volume of the model. 

In the respect of previous conditions, the Euler-Poincare formula validates three- 

dimensional objects represented by B-rep, as shown [Kang 93]: 

v+ f -e=2(s-h)+r 

where v, e, and f are the number of vertices, edges, and faces for an object. The 

number of disconnected graphs according to the connectivity of faces or the dual 

geometric graph of the edge-vertex graph is called the number of shells, which 
become s. Interior loops (i. e. rings) in faces is r, which can be obtained from: 

NR,, g(number of rings) = Nioop(number of loops) - Nfa« (number of faces) 

and the number of through holes in a solid is h. Therefore, for the solid object 

represented in figure 2-8 the formula is: 

8-12+6=2 *(1-0)+0 

If this Euler-Poincare formula is satisfied, a collection of faces, edges, and 

vertices can be a valid B-rep model, and this B-rep model is termed a manifold solid 

model. In practical B-rep modelling systems, Boolean operations similar to those used 

in CSG modellers are often provided [Rooney 87]. It is also common to provide 

various sweep operations to produce parts. These operations produce a completed 3D 

surface boundary for the resulting solid object from a 2D profile together with a 
direction, or an axis of rotation. The B-rep modelling technique is widely applied to 

real representations more than any other technique because B-rep modelling is 

superior in terms of its capability of modelling engineering complexity and because of 

the evaluated nature of B-rep model. 
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2.3.5.3 Non-manifold representations 

As a key element of CAD/CAM, geometric modelling systems have developed 

their representation domains from wireframe to surface, to solid including CSG and 

B-rep, and recently to non-manifold modelling. Non-manifold models have recently 

gained a great deal of popularity and various representation schemes have been 

proposed because they allow an even wider range of objects for various applications 

than conventional manifold representations [Lee Olc]. The non-manifold model is 

defined in the B-rep based solid model which does not satisfy the topological 

validation of B-rep modelling. In non-manifold model, many faces meet at an edge, or 

models with faces and edges that are not part of a closed solid. The figure 2-9 shows 

manifold and non-manifold models. 

Figure 2-9. Manifold (left) and non-manifold (right) models, 
taken from [Shah 95] 

The non-manifold topological representation can be applied in various product 

development stages. During the product development stages, a part model may 

sometimes require to represent an unfinished part which does not satisfy the 

topological validation. Non-manifold models can represent it with various wireframe, 

surface or solid objects. For example, non-manifold models can be applied to 

abstracted models for conceptual design, mixed dimensional shapes for design steps, 

solid models for final design, mesh models on abstracted part shape for engineering 

analysis, offset models for tool path generation [Lee 01c]. Such a wide variety of 

geometric models can be created and manipulated by a non-manifold modeler without 

any limitations from the topological validation. 

The basic topological entities of non-manifold models are vertices, edges, loops, 
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faces, shells, regions and a model. The basis of the non-manifold B-rep representation 

approach is in its own data structure in which a B-rep model represents a solid object 

by the collection of faces. The relationships between the basic topological elements 

are illustrated in figure 2-10. 

Model 

Shell I 

Loop'-use II vertex use II Edge-use II Face-use 

Loop II Vertex II Edae II Face 
Figure 2-10. Hierarchical structure of non-manifold modelling [Muuss 911 

In non-manifold B-rep solid models, a vertex represents a topological point, and 

an edge is a line or curve in space connected by either one vertex, or two vertices. The 

loop is a circuit of one or more edges, and defines a boundary of a space. The face 

consists of one or more loops, and represents a surface area. The use of a loop within a 

face is divided into interior (e. g. which excludes an area from the face, for example, a 

hole) and exterior (e. g. which includes an area of in the face) loops. The Shell is 

either a single vertex or a collection of faces, loops, and edges. The collection of faces 

in a shell may enclose a volume, or may represent arbitrary surfaces. The region is a 

collection of shells, and the model is a collection of regions. 

The faces form a solid model by face-use that is the appearance of a face in a 

solid, and the boundaries of the face are defined by simple loops of edges. Then, the 

faces are represented in terms of edges with edge-use that is the appearance of an edge 
in a loop of edges around a face. The edges are restrained with reference to vertices 

with vertex-use. This data structure enables combining connectivity between faces as 

well as identifying the solid side of a face in the model. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Geometric modelling techniques are the core of current CAD systems. However, 

CAD representations generated by only geometric modelling techniques may not be 

suitable for intelligent applications that evaluate life cycle activities. For example, m 

decisions made during the early product modelling stage may determine a large 

proportion of the committed costs, but it may be difficult to make an assessment of 

manufacturing costs just from a geometric model. As the result of this, the advanced 

functionality of CAD systems, for example, flexibility for downstream applications, is 

often required. In addition, the level of information in traditional CAD systems is low, 

and representations of CAD are limited, for example, in information of functional 

descriptions, tolerance, surface finish, and material used [Tang 01]. To overcome the 

limitation of geometric modelling, feature-based design is proposed. Feature-based 

models can be regarded as an extension to solid modelling techniques [Shah 95], and 

therefore the product modelling with features may be a key aspect of applying 

concurrent engineering. Engineering design representation with features provides 

advantages of 1) fast and reliable design functionality, 2) easy modification by 

downstream applications, 3) adequate support for early design stages, and 4) easy to 

transfer data to other applications. Feature-based design will be discussed from the 

next chapter as a core technology of this thesis. 
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Overview of Parametric and Feature 

technology 

This chapter is devoted to an explanation of the general knowledge for parametric 

and feature-based design. In a feature-based representation, low-level geometric 

entities are formed into groups that can be assigned meaningful abstractions in the 

design process. These meaningful abstracts make the features; which are formed 

useful for the manipulation of a design context, and which can convey the application 

information to analysis, manufacturing, and other activities. This chapter will discuss 

the general overview of parametric and feature technology in detail including feature 

recognition and design by features. Among them, design by features will be used as 

the implementation method of this thesis. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Traditional Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems represent a product design 

using low-level geometrical entities as physical components of part geometry such as 

faces, edges, and vertices [Chen 98]. The engineering design process itself is a process 

that requires various engineering information to create and modify a product design at 

the various design stages. Non-geometric properties (e. g., functional information, the 

manufacturing plan and its operations, material properties, and so on) cannot be 

defined as components of a part model if only geometric elements are applied 

[Dohmen 96] [Chen 98]. Since geometry-based CAD systems have such incomplete 

information that is incapable of capturing non-geometric aspects of the designer's 

intent, it may be difficult that some particular application domains are integrated. For 

example, for a finite element model it is difficult to represent all its properties used 

from the stage of creating part geometry to FE simulation such as forces, restraints, 

material properties and mesh density. More abstract design activities such as 

conceptual design, generation of design alternatives, reuse and reasoning on design 

procedures and capturing the functionality of a product may be also impossible. 

Therefore, CAD systems should include the concept of using design primitives, called 

features, that enable capturing geometric and non-geometric attributes of a discrete 

part whose presence or values are relevant to a part's function, manufacture, 

engineering analysis, use, etc., or whose availability as a primitive or operation 

facilitates the design process [Hoffmann 00]. 

In the approach in which features are described in this chapter, features are 

meaningful abstracts with which a design engineer reasons about components and 

products for various engineering purposes. Feature-based design is a technique that 

permits a designer to express design intent while creating the geometry of the product. 
Features can be considered as a way of classifying particular sets of geometric entities 
into higher level representations that have some meaning for activities beyond those of 

geometric specification [Botkin 94]. The geometric entities of a component may be 

collected together into features in a variety of ways that reflect the needs of different 

design and manufacturing applications. 

One early usage of features was based on the ideas of Destructive Solid 
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Geometry, in which a set-theoretic subtraction process removes functionally 

significant sets of low-level entities, which are grouped into as high-level entities, 

typically representing machining operations (for example hole and slot). This is a 

design by features approach, in which model geometry is created by only removing 

features from the base stock (i. e. equivalent to machining a part from base stock). The 

Constructive Design by Features approach by contrast creates model geometry by 

adding or removing features. The design by features approach allows the engineer 

build up a model using a pre-defined model and a feature library [Kugathasan 981. 

Design by features is divided into procedural and declarative methods by the ways 

used to construct model geometry. Procedural design by features creates features by a 

recorded procedural language, and the declarative approach focuses on constraints 
described by parametric design (which will be described later). In contrast, feature 

recognition algorithms search existing part geometry to extract data structures that are 

compatible for features. The relationship between these feature techniques is shown in 

figure 3-1. Finally, by the nature of features that they are based on functionally 

significant use in different design domains, these different domains may each require 

different features - feature modelling may be viewpoint-dependent. 

Feature Ted 

Feature Recognition 

echniques by boundary 
Irepresentat1on 

Graph based 
Syntactic based 

4Techniques by volume 
decomposition 

Decomposition approach 
Set theoritic 

Feature library 

Parametric mode 

Desian by Features 

4 Destructive modelling 

Constructive modemnc 

Procedural design by I 
features 

features 

Figure 3-1. Overall feature technologies 
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A feature-based description will be used as the fundamental representation of the 

engineering applications in this thesis. Feature models and their geometric 

representations appropriate to different applications will be transformed by 

application-specific transformation operations, e. g., adding, modifying, and removing 

aspects of features which need to be modified e. g. geometric description of features 

for geometric analysis, or idealisation/approximation for an application such as finite 

element analysis. These applications will be demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6. Since 

features are required to be generic for the flexible evaluation or transformation of 

geometric modelling, features are entities which can be modified by changing feature 

parameters which are related to geometric descriptions of features. These feature 

parameters are provided from parametric design. Moreover, all operations that are part 

of the process of creating a feature-based model and transformation of the model to 

different applications will be processed by the design by features technique. The 

design by features approach provides two principal advantages such that: 

1. the designer can store in the feature model non-geometric information which is 

available at the design stage and can later be applied to various engineering 

domains; 

2. features can be used to access information associated with particular feature 

types during the design process. This makes it possible to implement advanced 

applications such as concurrent design, real time geometry modification, and 
integration with other applications. 

Various technologies including parametric design and feature based design shown 
in figure 3-1 will be described in this chapter. The general purpose of the modelling 

methodology is the support of methods of automatically generating models for 

carrying out specialist activities, especially engineering analysis tasks. 
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3.2 Overview of parametric design 

3.2.1 Identification of parametric modelling 
Parametric modelling is an approach to construct and to modify model geometry 

with geometric constraints. Parametric modelling is based on the geometry 

construction process in drafting in which each geometric entity is constructed in a 

specific sequence [Chung 00]. In the construction operations, part geometry is created 

by combining low-level geometric entities (such as vertices, edges, and faces) in the 

CAD system using boundary representation. These low-level entities are used to 

construct a model with geometric constraints, which provide the information that 

describes how to construct the geometry of a model. By recording the construction 

steps into sequential relationships between constraints, the geometry can be re- 

constructed after a change in the geometric constraints to reflect the change [Chung 

00] [Kumar 01] [Betting 01]. This re-construction process, which modifies geometry 
by changing dimensions, is called dimension-driven editing [Kumar 011. This 

technique is now available in many commercial CAD systems with a history-based 

approach. In this approach, the sequence of operations that were used to create a solid 

geometry is recorded, and this record represents the history of the solid geometry. 

When dimensions are modified, the solid geometry can be re-constructed by applying 

the sequence of operations, which are sequentially recorded in the history, while using 

the new values of the dimensions or other geometric constraints [Kumar 01]. This 

history based parametric modelling gives the freedom to modify a part after it has 

been constructed without changing the basic representation of the part. This defines 

the term downstream flexibility. The downstream flexibility applied in CAD systems 

supports the top to down modification in which part geometry can be modified by 

changing the values of geometric constraints after the part model is finished its 

construction. The downstream flexibility in CAD systems basically comes from the 

concept of parametric design, which needs to specifically define its history for the 

modifications. 

In parametric modelling, there are many beneficial factors that support geometry 

modelling. Among them, the use of geometric constraints can be focused to ensure 
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that the model geometry (which is parametric) is valid. In a valid parameter range, 

small parameter changes in a parametric model lead to small changes of the solid's 
boundary without a failure to represent the geometry model [Hoffmann 01]. For 

example, a simple contour is constrained with a set of dimensions in figure 3-2. The 

simple contours on (A) are not self-intersecting, and define the topological 

representation that is a closed 2-dimensional space. The (B) shows the inappropriate 

use of geometric constraints that means the geometry is self-intersecting. If a set of 

values is valid, the resulting contours are closed and simple. 

W2 W3 W2 W2 W3 
M/2 

Hl H2 H1 Hl H2 H1 
H2 

(A) (B) 

Figure 3-2. Examples of valid (A) and invalid (B) sets of parametric model 
[Hoffmann 01] 

3.2.1.1 Parametric model and variational model 

The general meaning of `parametric model' is divided into two specific meanings, 
`parametric' and ̀ variational' models. According to the methods used to deal with 

constraint solving, parametric and variational designs both use geometric constraints 

based on mathematical equations to satisfy a constraint solving algorithm in a model. 

Both definitions are described in: 

" We define variational design as a design methodology that utilises 

fundamental `graph theory' and robust `numerical solution' techniques to 

provide `constraint-driven' capability applied to a coupled combination of 

geometric constraints and engineering equations. On the other hand, 

parametric design is a design methodology that utilises special case 

searching and solution techniques to provide `dimension driven' capability 

applied to primarily uncoupled geometric constraints and simple equations. 
(Kramer 92a1 " 
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Parametric modelling, in its specific meaning, is expressed by explicit equations 
[Shah 95] that are capable of being selected and solved sequentially, and which are 

defined by geometric constraints including dimensional constraints. By contrast, the 

constraint equations of variational modelling are defined as implicit equations [Shah 

95], which are solved simultaneously. In the mathematics of variational and 

parametric modelling in [McClelland 95], both parametric and variational approaches 
involve a set of equations where the equation set is characterised by `variables' and 

`constraints'. In general, ̀ variables' are dimensional constraints representing the shape 

of geometry, and other aspects of geometry (such as parallelism, tangency, coincident 

points, etc) are used as `constraints'. The parametric approach employs a sequential 

solution to a set of equations as shown in (a) in figure 3-3. 

Ail 0 ., 
X1 Yl 

0 Az2.. x2 Y2 
0 0\ - ' 
00A Yn 

AU1 A12 ., X1 Yl 
A2 A22.. x2 Y2 
Ast A32.. 

... Am Lxn j Ym 

a) Parametric equation 

b) Variational equation 

Figure 3-3. Parametric and variational equations, adapted from [McClelland 95]. 

The (a) in figure 3-3 shows the parametric equation where each equation is solved 
in sequence from All to A,.,, until all variables are solved. The situation shown in (b) 

represents the variational equation in which the equation set is not linear. This 

variational expression can handle coupled and non-symmetric variables. From these 

mathematical expressions of parametric and variational approaches, some 

characteristics can be identified as shown in table 3-1. 

Parametric solution A parametric model must be fully constrained from the initial stage of modelling 

Constraint equations must be uncoupled 
Variational solution A variational model can be partially or fully constrained 

Constraint equations can be coupled or uncoupled. For example, coupled equations 
are: a= f(b), b= f(c), and c= f(a) 

Table 3-1. Parametric and variational solutions 
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In order to build a parametric model, sets of geometric constraints (for example, 

constrained dimensions, or parallel and coincident) are defined to allow re-configured 

collections of dimensional values to be created by the calculation of a constraint 

solving algorithm in which geometry construction sequences are recorded [Chung 00]. 

Parametric modelling cannot deal with mutually coupled constraints, but constrained 
dimensional variables in its constraint solving method can be rapidly evaluated 

sequentially. 

In a CAD system that supports variational modelling, defining a set of 

constrained dimensional variables starts from picking a feature, and then one or more 

specific geometric constraints are re-configured to the sets of dimensional variables 
desired. Geometric and dimensional constraints in variational geometry are defined 

between low-level geometric entities of the model, and the geometry is updated in 

response to dimension changes to ensure that these constraints are satisfied [Kumar 

00]. Normally, the geometric constraints in variational geometry are converted to 

mathematical equations and solved by numerical methods [Chung 00], which will be 

introduced in section 3.2.2.2. 
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3.2.2 Approach to geometric constraint solvers 

3.2.2.1 Geometric constraints 

In a CAD system that supports a set of geometric constraints for shape definition 

including dimension-driven solid modification with downstream flexibility, geometric 

constraints are defined on the low-level geometric entities of the model. During the 

solid modification process, geometric constraints can be sequentially imposed to 

position one geometric element with respect to another in the condition that 

previously imposed constraints are valid [Kumar 01]. Geometric constraints can be 

explicit dimensions of distances and angles, as well as constraints of parallelism, 

perpendicularity, tangency, etc [Bouma 95]. In this approach, the geometry is updated 
in response to dimension changes such that those constraints are satisfied [Kumar 01]. 

For example, dimensions are included in geometric constraints when they are first 

applied on geometry. Hence, they can be used as variables in mathematical equations 

and graph-based representation of the parametric and variational models. These 

dimensional variables are a set of geometric rules that convey design intent. If one 

dimensional variable of a section is changed, and then the other points and curves, 

which are dependent on it, should follow to modify the section. Besides, other 

geometric constraints (e. g., fixed angle, coincident, parallel, perpendicular, and etc) 

maintain the shape of model geometry while it has been modified. Generally, these 

geometric constraints function to provide the valid representation of geometry, and 

they are characterised as parallelism, coincidence, perpendicular, tangency, 

concentricity, collinearity, and prescribed radii [William 95]. These geometric 

constraints are defined on points, lines, circles, segments and arcs. For example, 

consider a line which is an entity that becomes part of the model geometry with one 

dimensional constraint, length, and which defines an edge as a low-level geometric 

entity. Changing its dimensional constraint, length, can modify this line. A polyline is 

a set of lines joined at their vertices in which two kinds of dimensional constraints, 
length and angle between lines, are also specified when it is created. These two values 

are the dimensional constraints which can be used as variables to modify this polyline. 
A box-shape geometry might be instantiated to a model through three dimensional 

constraints, length, width and height. In this box, there are 12 individual lines to form 
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the shape as its wireframe, and maintain the shape by perpendicular or parallel 

constraints between each specified line whether a dimensional constraint is changed or 

not. 

Bettig [01], reviews constraints and assigns them to different classes as shown in 

table 3-2. 

-Constraint 
types Terminology of type Comment 

1. Distance, angle Dimensional constraint, metric 'Dimensional constraint' is most 
constraint, geometric design common. 
constraints 

2. Coincident, incident, tangent, Logical constraint, geometric 'Logical constraints', 'geometric 
concentric, coaxial, parallel, constraint, structural constraint, constraint' and 'structural 
perpendicular dimensional constraint, geometric constraint' are sometimes used 

design constraint for constraints not involving 
dimensions. 

3. Radius, major, axis, focal Geometric property definition, 'Dimensional constraint'. which 
distance, etc. dimensional constraint, metric directly set property values, is 

constraint most common. 
4. Fixed, fixed coordinate, fixed Geometric property definition Normally, constraints, which stop 
direction, horizontal, vertical rigid body motion, are not 

included 
5. Horizontal distance, vertical Dimensional constraint Normally, constraints, which are 
distance relative to a coordinate frame, are 

not included 
6. Distance along curve, area, Geometric constraint, engineering Except for distance along curve, 
moment of inertia, etc. constraint these constraints, that may be 

described in terms of definite 
integrals, are seldom mentioned 

7. Midpoint, symmetric, etc. Geometric constraint, structural Constraints that involve 
constraint, position constraint positioning relative to reference 

¢eometrv 
Table 3-2. General geometric constraint classes [Bettig 011. 

In this table, the first class of geometric constraints are specified as distance and 

angle constraints that are normally defined between pairs of low-level geometric 

entities. If the values of distance and angle constraints are set to `0', coincident, 
incident, tangent, concentric, parallels and perpendicular constraints in the second 

class can be derived. The zero value for distance constraints to centre point, line or 

axis line of constrained elements becomes concentric and coaxial constraints. 
Constraints (radius, major axis, facial distance, etc. ) in the third class are used to set 

the shape property values that define the geometric elements inside the geometry, such 

as a hole in a geometry. Constraints (fixed, fixed coordinate, fixed direction, 

horizontal, vertical) in fourth class define rigid body motion by their limited geometric 

property values. Distance along curve, area, volume, and moment of inertia 

constraints may be used to describe the mathematical representation of the bounded 
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geometry. The seventh set of constraints (midpoint and symmetric) is normally 

defined on two geometric entities for the position of geometric entities. For example, 
the mid point can be used at the centre of pattern features to position them. 

3.2.2.2 Geometric constraint solvers 

Nowadays, the constraint solver becomes an important component of CAD 

systems that are based on high-level geometric representation. Solving geometric 

constraints is approached in various ways. In the viewpoint of geometric modelling, 

geometric constraints are solved for the purpose of developing sketching systems in 

which a wireframe sketch with dimensions and other geometric constraints are 

instanced to form a valid representation of geometric structure. The constraint solver 

determines the valid solution from the sketch of the geometric elements, and solves 

constraints to determine each geometric element to be satisfied with constraints 

[Bouma 95]. Many constraint solving techniques are reviewed in [Bouma 95], 

[Bhansali 96], [Gao 98b], [Lee 98], [Chung 00], and [Kumar 01]. In this literature, 

they divide the techniques used in the geometric constraint solvers into: 

" numerical constraint solvers 

" constructive constraint solvers 

" symbolic constraint solvers 

Numerical constraint solver 

The numerical constrain solvers can be used to solve constraint equations 

sequentially or simultaneously. In numerical constraint solvers, geometric entities are 

represented as variables, and dimensions are represented as mathematical equations 

[Bouma 95] [Lee 98] [Ge 99] [Chung 00]. Then, the graph-theoretic example graph in 

figure 3-4 is applied to match each equation with `a unique value' to prevent the 

problems caused from over constraining [Chung 00]. After this matching process, the 

constraint solver derives dependency and coupling between all equations to solve 

them sequentially [Chung 00]. However, this solver requires ̀ a unique value', which 

is a good initial value of the dimension that almost satisfies the constraints [Bouma]. 
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ýý Plane 3 

Point 1 

Plane 1 -ý Plane 3 
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Figure 3-4. The example of the algebraic graph for numerical solver, taken 

from [Chung 00] 

Constructive constraint solvers 
Constructive constraint solvers use the way that traditional engineering drawings 

are created by ruler, compass, and protractor [Bouma 95]. A geometric configuration 
that can be constructed by constructive constraint solvers is called a re-configuration. 
This technique is more natural for users while the geometry is interactively debugged 

using a 2D sketch in early stages [Gao 98]. The main approach of this technique is 

based on replacing geometric elements in some order to satisfy the constraints 

constructively. Rule-based constructive constraint solvers and graph-based 

constructive solvers are included in this technique [Bouma 95] [Lee 98] [Gao 98a] 

[Ge 99]. 

" Rule-based constructive constraint solvers - this method uses re-write rules to 

check the validation and to execute construction steps. 

" Graph-based constructive constraint solvers - graph-based solvers use a graph 

that represents constraints. From the graph, construction steps are derived. 

Symbolic constraint solvers 
The symbolic constraint solving approach is also called the ̀ algebraic approach' 

[Chung 00]. In the symbolic approach, solving constraints is similar to the numerical 

approach in which geometric constraints are transferred into algebraic equations, but 

this technique solves the equations symbolically. In the technique in which constraints 

are solved, Degree of Freedom (DOF) based graph reduction is normally applied [Lee 

98]. This DOF-based graph based reduction assigns geometric entities to a graph as in 

figure 3-4 [Bouma 95] [Gao 98] [Chung 00]. Finally, this set of equations is solved 
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numerically [Kramer 90] [Gao 98] [Chung 00]. 

Geometric entities Degrees of Freedom (DOF) 

Point 2 

Line 2 

Circle 3 

Circle with given radius 3 

Table 3-3. Geometric entities and their DOF, taken from [Lee 98] 

Constraint type Associated geometric entities Valency 
Distance point, point I 

point, line I 
point, circle 1 
line, line 2 

Incidence Point, line 1 
Point, circle 1 

Coincidence Point, point 2 
Line, line 2 

Tangency Line, circle I 
Circle, circle 1 

Angle Line, line I 
Parallelism Line, line I 
Concentricity Point. line 2 

Table 3-4. Geometric constraints and their valency, taken from [Lee 98] 

Examples of DOF for different geometric entities are specified in table 3-3, and 

geometric constraints and their valency are defined in table 3-4. A geometric entity 

has its own DOF which define its shape, position, size and orientation, and a 

geometric constraint reduces the DOF of a geometric entity by a certain number, 

called valency of the constraint [Lee 98]. 
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3.3 Overview of Feature-based design 

3.3.1 Feature technology 

3.3.1.1 Features to overcome limitations of the conventional geometric modelling 

The traditional geometric solid modelling techniques, Constructive Solid 

Geometry (CSG) and Boundary Representation (B-rep), are based on design by 

geometry to create a product model. These geometric modelling techniques are 

founded upon formal mathematical methods that include connectivity between entities 

and validity checking methods, which support the building of a geometric model for 

correct and reasonable conditions of using geometric entities. For example, in B-rep a 

solid model can be accurately represented by describing its surface and topological 

information about orientation of the faces, edges and vertices, and about geometric 
descriptions for these entities in three-dimensional design space. By these methods, a 

geometric model accurately represents the shape of a whole engineering component. 

POC 

NO 

Hole 

Figure 3-5. The geometry created by features in B-rep 

There is often a need to modify design geometry after it has been generated. 
Doing this by accessing the geometric primitives of the model may be time 

consuming. Since features are regarded as collections of meaningful information used 

to design primitives, accessing the model through the parameters of the features used 

to create the model may be more effective. For example, the thru-hole in the example 

model in figure 3-5 can be accessed to be modified after its design. This function is 

based on the history based parametric modelling, and it can be achieved for features 
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that are parametrically constructed generic entities. Moreover, features are of more 

value than simply being able to modify geometry easily. If one wishes to reason about 

a part, reasoning will normally be with higher level entities than geometry primitives - 
i. e. features (e. g. for manufacturing planning or for analysis). If one constructs in 

terms of features, then many rules, constraints and other information items may be 

readily associated with the model description. Therefore, the reasons why features are 

used can be: 

9 If a feature is associated with functions or an activity (e. g. stress analysis, 

manufacturing, etc. ), then the feature parameters and constraints may be placed 

to rules and information about that function or activity. 

"A collection of geometry by itself may not be satisfied for geometric reasoning. 

For example to identify how a part may be made, it is first necessary to identify 

elements of the part geometry (i. e. features) which correspond, for example, to 

machining operations. If a designer is going to reason about geometry, he/she 

needs to be able to describe the geometry in terms of high-level entities. 

Therefore, features, other than form features, - (e. g. pattern of loads, material 

properties, precious features), may be helpful in describing a design representation 

with various engineering domains. 

Through increasing demand for the automation of the design process in the 

collaborations with other engineering applications, the design by only geometry may 

not be appropriate to support such integration and automation. The key to success in 

achieving integration from design process to analysis, manufacturing, process 

planning, and other application processes is the integration of the information 

processing required by the various disciplines involved at the various stages of the 

design process. The systems that work with low-level geometric entities may have a 

problem of data access to other applications since only geometry is displayed as an 
image. For example, B-rep is only having the data of geometry and topology, and CSG 

is having primitives and operations. To build the model in other applications, the 

product represented by high-level entities may lead to the absence of high-level 

information in solid modelling database [Shah 88a]. 

For these reasons, geometry alone for describing a part model was not satisfactory 
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for the expression of design intent since the conventional geometry-based CAD 

systems are only supporting the traditional solid modelling techniques based on using 

low-level geometry product development phases [Shah 88a]. In this respect a feature- 

based design may be a better solution. A feature in design process can be recognised 

to be a collection of low-level entities, and the feature is used to reason about the 

design, process planning, finite element modelling simulation, or manufacturing of a 

product. 

3.3.2 Background of the feature technology 

Research on features started from the 1970' for automating NC programming 
[Shah 91]. An early use of features in computer-aided design was the identification of 

model elements of significance to process planning through feature recognition [Shah 

95]. Early usage of feature-based design may be attributed to Arbab, who introduced 

the idea of the construction of a part representation by successive set-theoretic 

subtractions of features corresponding to manufacturing operations in destructive solid 

geometry [Arbab 82]. In 1984, Pratt [Pratt 84] formed the idea of designing directly 

with features. 

Nowadays, many designers understand that features are now part of mainstream 
CAD, in which feature-based modelling represents part models in terms of 

functionally significant high-level entities in geometry such as holes, slots, pockets, or 

bosses [Bidarra 98]. Feature-based design is a means for designers to abstract the 

level of design by working with high-level entities instead of dealing with low-level 

geometric details. 

3.3.2.1 Concept of feature 

The concept of features has been proposed to serve geometric reasoning, which 
involves the application of computer techniques to spatial problems so that deductions 

can be made from geometry [Case 99]. To reduce the difficulty of geometric 

reasoning, part geometry has to be represented by high-level entities that relate 
directly to design functionality, which can be considered as the concept of features. 

In order to serve geometric reasoning in the design process, a feature is a concept 
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which can be defined in terms of generic shape and engineering semantics [Shah 91]. 

Therefore, features relate form and function. The form of a feature depends on the 

model, and its function on the application in which features are used. The problem 

previously mentioned for the traditional geometry-based models is caused from the 

lack of information access between high-level (e. g. volumetric primitives) and low- 

level (e. g. individual topological entities) entities. The integration between the design 

process and application programs requires this level of information access and 

features may therefore hold the key to the integration of geometric modelling systems 

and application programs. 

3.3.2.2 Feature definitions 

In geometric terms features are defined as volumes surrounded by a set of faces 

using the concept of Boundary representation. In the design process, the features 

approach involves adding and removing volumes. For depression features, for 

example for holes or slots, features are the volumes to be removed whilst protrusion 
features are volumes to be added to the part. The definition for the geometric aspect of 

features allows that each feature can be independently represented and manipulated by 

the geometric modeller. The following is the definitions of features in terms of a 

geometric representation. 

"A feature is any entity used in reasoning about the design, engineering, or 

manufacturing of a product [Shah 91]. 

"A feature is a region [Shah 91]. 

0A feature is a physical constituent of a part [Shah 95]. 

"A feature is mappable to a generic shape [Shah 951. 

0A feature has engineering significance [Shah 95]. 

"A feature has predictable properties [Shah 95]. 

"A feature is a collection of faces of a boundary model [Shah 91]. 

Further definitions of features from a geometric shape point of view have been given: 

"A common interpretation of a feature definition is a group of geometric entities 
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that together have some higher-level meaning [Lenau 93]. 

" Features are generic shapes with which engineers associate certain properties or 

attributes and knowledge useful in reasoning about the product [Shah 95]. 

"A feature model is a data structure that represents a part or an assembly mainly 

in terms of its constituent features [Shah 95]. 

" Features are representations of shape aspects of a physical product that are 

mappable to a generic shape and are functionally significant [Bidarrat 98]. 

However, in modern engineering design, geometric representation is not the only 

concern but also much of the useful non-geometric information is of interest in 

engineering applications. Since there are many different application areas in which 

features are used for structural design [Botkin 94], for meshing methodology [Lu O1] 

for conceptual design [Brunetti 2000], for multiple product views [Hoffmann 00], for 

mechanical, electromagnetic analysis, tolerancing views [MG-IT 98], and for 

architecture [Rosenman 96], research into using features results in a number of 

definitions for features, and various definitions are developed for the functional use of 

features in particular application areas [Shah 91]. For example, from the previous 

definitions and a feature uses in different application areas, it can be presumed that the 

shape, functional use and engineering significance of a feature need to be encoded in 

its definition. For this reason, features can be linked with the design process, and can 

be also defined in the design process. Features are also relevant to other application 

domains such as engineering analysis, and these features do not necessarily relate to 

form. As features encode the engineering significance of the geometry, the definition 

must be extended to include the purpose for which a feature is used. Following are 

further feature definitions taking this into account: 

"A feature is any geometric form or entity [Luby 86] whose presence or 
dimensions are relevant to one or more CIM (Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing) functions; or, whose availability to designs as a primitive 

facilitates the design process. 

" Features can be defined differently depending on the context in which they are 

to be used [Joshi 88]. 
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0 Features can perhaps be thought of as Engineering Primitives suited to some 

engineering task [Shah 91]. 

9A feature is any entity used in design, engineering, manufacturing of a product 

[Shah 91]. 

"A feature is any perceived geometric or functional element or property of an 

object useful in understanding the function, behaviour or performance of that 

object [Brown 92]. 

"A feature is a set of geometric entities (faces, edges, and vertices) together with 

specifics of the bounding relationships between them that together imply an 

engineering function on an object [Kang 93]. 

" Features are described as information sets that refer to aspects of form or other 

attributes of a part [Lenau 93]. 

9 Features are meaningful abstracts with which human reason about components 

and products for a variety of purposes [Rose 93]. 

" Features have been identified in the engineering community as the key elements 

which both provide a convenient language for modelling product parts using 

geometric and functional information, and allow each application to have its 

own view of the product [Martino 94]. 

" Features are design primitives and serve as the basis for product representations 

and can incorporate information relevant to life cycle activities [Rosen 941. 

" The features themselves are functionally defined by attributes, which represent 

design and manufacturing significance and semantics [Chen 97]. 

"A feature, which represents a portion of a part, usually has a particular meaning 

or function for some design application [Chen 98]. 

"A feature is a set of entities, which has significance in one or more of a 

product's life-cycle activities [Kugathasan 98]. 

"A feature is described by its use rather than its size or location [Sandiford 011. 

Since a number of feature definitions have been described, all of these definitions may 
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reach some agreements. In geometric representation, 

"A feature is a generic shape, which is a high-level entity. 

9A feature is a set of entities related to a part description. 

In design, manufacturing, and other engineering applications, 

"A feature is an engineering primitive, which is characterised by its functional 

use. 

9A feature is a set of information representing an aspect of a product model. 

"A feature is any geometric or functional element suited for engineering tasks. 

Therefore, for the remainder of the thesis the following feature definition will be used: 

"In various engineering applications including design, manufacturing and analysis, a 

feature is a set of information, which is a generic and functionally significant 

engineering primitive ". 

3.3.2.3 Feature types 

Form features 

From the historic background of feature-based design, a number of feature types 

have existed in various applications. Feature types can be broadly grouped into several 

categories. Foremost among these is the form feature, a set of high-level geometric 

entities that are useful for some design activities. When describing about features in 

geometric representation, usually form features are meant. The form feature concept 

requires the association of engineering significance with shape, and form features are 

defined by specific configurations of surfaces, edges, or vertices [Salomons 93a]. 

Therefore, form features are defined as elements related to nominal geometry [Shah 

91]. Form features can be form elements with function or meaning in a geometric 

model. Form features represent geometric constitution of feature; usually some 

geometric faces attached to geometric elements. The geometric description of form 

features is important, and the functional information is also important for the way that 

form features are used for some part of the object, which is manufactured, assembled, 

or other functional use. It should be identified that a form feature is characterised by 
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its topological description as an element of a part rather than the entire shape of the 

part. The topological description of a form feature is obtained from dimensional 

parameters representing geometric properties of the feature, location and orientation 

parameters describing the position of the feature, semantic constraints imposed by its 

own semantic nature, and validity conditions [Kang 93]. 

Hole Rectangular Pocket 

Ring Slot 
T slot 

Figure 3.6. Examples of form features. 

Various feature types 

The range of features or information sets related to product engineering, including 

form features, have been classified as shown in Table 3-6 [Shah 88a] [Shah 88b] 

[Shah 88c] [Shah 91a] [Shah 91b]: 

Feature type Description 

Form features Nominal geometry. 

Tolerance features Allowable deviations from nominal geometry. For example, deviations from nominal 
form, size, and location. 

Assembly features Grouping of various feature types to define assembly relations. For example, 
position and orientation of the feature. 

Functional features Sets of features related to specific function. Non-geometric parameters can be 
included. 

Material features Material composition, condition, treatment, etc. 

Table 3-6. Various feature types 

Concerning the approach of design of a model by features, form features, material 

features, and primitive or precision features are defined as in Table 3-7 [Salomons 

93a]: 
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Feature type Description 

Form features Pre-defined form, which is nominal shape of components. 

Material features Material types, grades, properties, heat treatment, etc. 

Precision features Geometric primitives used to specify a feature, in terms of the top-level entities. 

Table 3-7. Various feature types 

As noted, early use of features in computer-aided design was the identification of 

model elements of significance to process planning through feature recognition for 

manufacturing [Kang 93] [Shah 95]. Therefore, early definitions for feature types 

were developed with respect to manufacturing processes. Material features specify 

materials for documentation in the manufacturing process [Shah 91a] [Shah 91b] 

[Salomons 93a] [Shah 95]. Precision features specify various deviations from a 

nominal size [Salomons 93a] [Shah 95]. For example, they can be basic geometric 

entities of a part such as surfaces, edges and vertices, or auxiliary geometric attributes 

of a part such as dimensional tolerances, surface finish, centre lines and centre planes. 

As described in the tables 3-6 and 3-7, the various types of features specify the sets of 

information in order to ensure that manufactured parts will be assembled and 

functioned as desired. 

There is another classification which defines form features for manufacturing 

process into the groups shown in Table 3-8 [Shah 95] [William 96]: 

Feature type Description 

Design Form features Local geometric configurations on a manufactured part that have some engineering 
significance during the lifetime of the part. 

Compound features Combinations of single form features. These types of features are having some 
functional relationships. 

Pattern features Regular spatial arrangements of features of the same type, in which the pattern has 
its own semantic significance. 

Complex features Combinations of features belonging to different parts, which taken together play 
some engineering roles. 

Table 3-8. Form feature types. 

Such form feature definitions in table 3-8 are more relevant to the manufacturing 
domain. The form feature definition can often be considered to describe 

manufacturing form features, or, simply, manufacturing features. The manufacturing 
feature definition may implicitly incorporate the function of the feature, and it also 
implies geometry. 
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3.3.2.4 Feature Taxonomy 

The number of design primitives that can be defined as features of every separate 

feature type including all of the geometrical and topological information is very large. 

However, features and features types can be divided up into a hierarchical tree 

structure. This structure is commonly called feature taxonomy. The method of 

classifying features is dependent on the method of representation and the area of 

application [Shah 91a]. The advantage of feature taxonomy is that it can be used to 

classify features in a structured way [Salomons 93a]. A second advantage is that of 

using the notion of inheritance in which properties of upper classes can be inherited by 

subclasses without explicitly being repeated [Salomons 93a]. 

An example of the taxonomies that have been created by researchers is Gindy's 

Form-Feature Taxonomy, which was discussed by [Shah 95] and [Xu 98]. Gindy's 

feature taxonomy scheme provides the required complete structure for feature 

primitives. At its top level this taxonomy has form features; depressions, protrusions 

and surfaces. Each of these three categories is then subdivided depending upon the 

number of external access directions that are presented. External access directions are 

defined as the directions from which the feature can be manufactured. The resulting 

classes are then further divided down depending upon the boundary of the feature, 

which could be open or closed. An open boundary describes features such as a slot or 

a notch that*do not bound themselves with a complete ring of faces. In contrast, closed 

boundary features describe features such as pockets. Finally the bottom level of the 

taxonomy categorises the feature as being through or blind. 

Another version of a feature taxonomy is introduced in figure 3-7 [Flasinski 95]. 

In this feature taxonomy, features are defined as the entities created by subtracting 

volumes from a base stock, and features are divided into primitive features or 

complex features. The primitive features are explicitly represented, and complex 

features are defined as the interaction of primitive features. The primitive features are 

also used to construct the `complex feature'. Features, in which there are no spatial 

interactions, are `separate complex features', and they can define new entities named 

`combined features'. 
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Figure 3-7 Taxonomy of features, redrawn from [Flasinski 95J 

Figure 3-8. Automotive sheet feature taxonomy, taken from [Kugathasan 98] 

A sheet metal feature taxonomy has been proposed in [Kugathasan 98]. Work has 

been done on feature definitions for automobile body panels, and views the body as an 

assembly of panels and each panel as an assembly of features. The features are divided 

into three categories, such as surface features (e. g. which are added to the surface of 

the principal surface), edge features (e. g. which are added to the edges of the principal 

surface), and transition features (e. g. which describe the connectors or transitions 

between the principal surface and attached features). Each of these classes supports a 
hierarchy of features, shown in figure 3-8. 
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3.3.3 Approaches to feature-based modelling 

3.3.3.1 Definitions for feature recognition and design by features 

The objective issue of feature-based design is the transformation of a geometric 

representation into a feature representation with the definition of the design model in 

terms of a feature representation. The application of the feature transforming is either 

interactively or automatically recognised from a model of the object [Prabhakar 92]. 

In interactive modelling, a geometric model is created first, and then features are 

created by the designer, such as picking entities in an image of the part. If an 

automatically computerised design process is the objective, a geometry model is 

generated first, then a computer program or other computerised process uses the 

model to automatically find features. These approaches are called feature 

identification and feature recognition respectively, and are applied for transforming 

geometry to a feature representation. In feature recognition, application features are 

automatically recognised from a model of the object under consideration. Product 

models from both of solid modellers and feature-based modellers can be subjected to 

feature recognition. 

As an alternative approach, the part geometry can be created directly in terms of 

features. This `design by features' approach typically provides the designer with a 

library of features, which not only store geometric meaning but could also have 

associated attributes that are meaningful to move to other engineering tasks. Using a 

feature library, a part is defined as a collection of recognised features, which are 

generated interactively by a designer or automatically by various features 

programming languages and declared constraints in features. 

3.3.3.2 Feature recognition 

Feature recognition research has started from the machining process. Feature 

recognition has been the most popular method of obtaining manufacturing form 

features. The main advantage of feature recognition is that not only models from 

conventional solid modellers can be subjected to it, but also models from feature 

based modellers using other feature types. 

There are several techniques by which features can be recognised- Overviews of 
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feature recognition techniques can be found in [Joshi 90], [Shah 90a], [Pratt 93] and 

[Shah 95]. In the following some feature recognition approaches are reviewed 

according to the classification of feature recognition techniques by Joshi [Jo'shi 90] 

and Shah [Shah 90a]. 

Feature recognition is the process in which the recognition algorithm inspects the 

desired characteristics of the model, in order to find features in a geometric model. 

The process of feature recognition can be broadly divided into three major tasks 

[Prabhakar 92] : 

" Feature definition - customising the rules by which the recognition process 

is specified. 

" Feature classification - classifying features that are recognisable. 

" Feature extraction - extracting features from a solid model. 

Various techniques have been developed for applications such as process 

planning, NC part programming and inspection planning [Shah 95]. In a way to 

recognise features, portions of a geometric model are compared with predefined 

generic features to identify instances that match the predefined ones [Shah 91a]. 

Feature recognition technology also operates on B-rep solids and automatically 

identifies prismatic features and transition features such as fillets and chamfers [Joshi 

90]. Feature recognition techniques automatically or interactively identify and group 

topological entities, such as faces in a solid model, into functionally significant 

features such as holes, slots, pockets, fillets, ribs, etc. This information is then used by 

downstream applications. 

Researches in feature recognition have been spilt into two approaches that are 

investigating features using boundary representation and set-theoretic representation 

[Kugathasan 98]. 'A number of papers are describing these recognition techniques 

[Woodwark 88] [Herbert 90] [Joshi 90] [Shah 91a] [Martino 94] [Shah 95] [Regli 96]. 

The common recognition methods in boundary representation are graph-based and 

syntactic-based recognition [Ferreira 90] [Joshi 90] [Corney 91] [Prabhakar 92] [Han 

97] [Little 97] [Han 98] [Tseng 99]. Set theoretic recognition uses volume 

decomposition and recognition from CSG trees [Joshi 90] [Kim 92] [Vandenbrande 
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93] [Regli 94] [Parry-Barwick 94] [Pariente 95] [Gadh 95] [Sandford 00] [Lu 01]. The 
basics of these recognition techniques are distinguished in [Joshi 90] and [Shah 951 
as: 

" Graph based recognition 

" Syntactic based recognition 

" Decomposition approach Destructive Modelling with Features 

" Set theoretic approach - Recognition from CSG trees 

Techniques using Boundary representation 

Graph based approach 

As B-rep solid model data structures are usually based on a graph-based structure, 
graph matching has been a popular method for feature recognition [Shah 90a]. In this 
approach a B-rep model's graph structure is used, or the structure is converted into a 

simpler graph description. The graph is then parsed in order to recognise features. 

In [Joshi 90] the underlying workings of boundary-based recognition schemes are 
based on the approaches called Attributed Adjacency Graph (AAG). The AAG is 
formulated to: 

G=(N, A, T) 

in which `N' is the set of nodes on figure 3-9, `A' is the sets of lines, and ̀ T' is the set 

of attributes assigned to lines in W. Each face in the left picture of figure 3-9 is 

represented as a node in the right picture with a number, and each edge is described as 

a line. The attributes assigned are `1' on the lines of the right picture if the two 

adjacent faces form a convex angle. The `0' shows a concave angle. In the face-based 

graph matching method all of the edges in the model are categorised as concave, or 

convex by such technique. Therefore, part features in a product model are also 

represented as a sub-graph using AAG of feature instances [Joshi 90]. 
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Figure 3- 9 Face-based recognition for a rectangular box with a hole, modified 
from [Joshi 90] [Kugathasan 97] 

For each feature type, a rule can be written based on the properties of the feature 

graph, and the sub-graphs obtained can be analysed using these rules to determine the 

correct feature type [Joshi 90]. From the example of [Henderson 84], rule-based 

recognition using production rules was described to define features. A production rule 

specifies a series of conditions that must be satisfied for a feature to exist. A 

cylindrical hole can be described as [Henderson 84]: 

If a hole entrance exists, 
And the face adjacent to the entrance is cylindrical, 
And the face is convex, 
And the next adjacent face is plane, 
And this plane is adjacent only to the cylinder, 
Then, the entrance face, cylindrical face and plane comprise, 
A cylindrical hole. 

This rule-based technique is able to handle three-dimensional features, but it is 

not a simple job to write every rule sets for each type of features. This may be a time 

consuming process. Most research work on the graph-based approach is related to the 

recognition of relatively simple features such as holes, slots, bosses, and pockets for 

manufacturing applications, in general, machining-type applications [Shah 95]. This 

approach is the viewed as being the most efficient and is the most frequently applied 
feature recognition technique [Broonsvoort 93]. 
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Syntactic based recognition 

In a technique for recognising features, syntax-based recognition works using a 

pattern-matching approach called syntactic pattern recognition. Syntactic pattern 

recognition uses structural information to create a description of the object that is 

demanded to be recognised [Regli 96]. In syntactic pattern recognition a product 

model or a picture is represented by semantic primitives. Languages have been 

developed for describing sequences of these primitives algebraically and for 

manipulating them with operations that form a grammar [Regli 921. Features can be 

recognised by parsing the feature against the object descriptions in the grammar [Joshi 

90]. 

C_ 
_C 

ei la 
9 

ei ia 

e 
C"C 

Figure 3-10. The pattern primitives and a hole represented using pattern 

primitives 

In figure 3-10, a two-dimensional cross-section is simplified from a normal three- 

dimensional solid model database. The grammar is used to extract the hole from the 

cross-section on the right in figure 3-10. The direction of the edges of the shape is 

indicated by letters assigned using the pattern on the left of the figure 3-10. The 

grammar classifies the hole based on several hole families, which are capable of 

representing small subset of the angles on the hole. In [Joshi 90] and [Shah 95] this 

can be symbolised: 

Hole Grammar: G (V,,, Vt, P, S) 

where, V� is the set of non-terminals, Vt is the set of terminals (c, e, a in figure 3-11), 

and P is the production rules. For figure 3-10 the syntactic pattern recognition 

language defines: 
T- , ,.. 

va ua. ýýý . w4 Y" r 
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L (G) = (c, e°, cm, a", c1 n= 1,2..., m=1,2... ) 

L =c e2 c2a2c 

In another technique to recognise a three-dimensional hole pattern, several syntactic 

elements in figure 3-11 are displayed. 

Hole starting 
Surface 

Hole element 
Surface 

Hole bottom 
Surface 

C: ) 

0 

0 
Figure 3-11. Syntactic elements to recognise a hole, taken from [Shah 95] 

For a feature to be valid to form a hole, a hole takes a start surface, some element 

surfaces, and a bottom surface from the elements in figure 3-11. Each of these surface 

elements is then analysed to the surface type, which forms the hole geometry. 

Techniques by Volume Decomposition 

Decomposition approach to Destructive Modelling with Features 

The decomposition approach basically decomposes a design model into several 

smaller volumes. These decomposed smaller volumes are then used to be 

manufactured, or as design features in order that they can be used for process planning 
[Joshi 90]. 

The decomposition approach to destructive modelling with features (i. e. 

modelling by removing features from an initial part stock, as will be described in the 

next section) uses volume decomposition. The volume decomposition method for 
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feature recognition is done by removing the final part shape from the initial stock and 

dividing the volume representing the difference into features representing machining 

operations [Joshi 90] [Shah 95] [Lee 98]. The Boolean difference between the base 

stock and the recognised features specifies the final part. For example, decomposition 

by sum of volumes is the technique for dividing the removed material into features 

where a non-convex object is represented by a hierarchical structure of convex 

components. This is displayed in figure 3-12. 

so 

Si 

ý- 

1. ti HO 

H1 

S2 

H2 

S3 
Figure 3.12. Convex decomposition by alternating sum of volumes 

In this approach, a part is usually decomposed in its machining regions, for 

example, sum of volumes (ASV) method [Kim 92], which presents a technique that 

uses to recognise form features to machining features. Decomposition approaches are 

applied in recognising (interacting) machining features. Various examples are 

[Vandenbrande 93], [Regli 94], [Pariente 96], [Sandiford 00], and [Lu 01]. 
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Set theoretic approach 

The set theoretic approach recognises features from CSG trees, using the 

relationships between primitives in the binary tree of set-theoretic operations used to 

store CSG models. The primitives in a CSG representation are represented by their 

own axes in local coordinates, and these axes are collected and clustered according to 

spatial relationships [Shah 90a]. Features are then extracted based on conditions 

predefined for the feature [Joshi 90]. Because the binary tree for a typical part defined 

in CSG is not unique, and because adjacent primitives in space may be non-adjacent 

in the binary tree, feature recognition from CSG has been difficult. 

3.3.3.3 Design by features 

A product model can be built by using high-level geometric entities called form 

features. This is known as design by features or generally feature based modelling 

[Salomon 93] [Holland 97]. In all design by features techniques, geometric models are 

constructed by instancing high-level geometric primitives from a library [Shah 91b]. 

The designer is therefore constrained to build the model using only the feature 

primitives that the CAD modeller contains. 

In a design process that is based on constructing part geometry with form 

features, features can be used as simple construction steps for elements of a part such 

as slots and ribs, or to create an entire part such as a bracket. As described in section 

3.3.2.3, feature-based modelling represents part models in terms of functionally 

significant entities, which are form features in the design process, such as holes, slots, 

pockets, or bosses. In addition, a feature can be the key word for indicating a 

functional use. The design process can start either with a more or less complete 

geometric model and define form features on it, or can start from scratch by 

combining form features from a standard feature library. 

Design with pre-defined form features can substantially reduce the number of 

input commands required to define a product model. This is an advantage in re-design. 

The parametric representation for constraining features provides a powerful way to 

change features with respect to their dimensions. In addition, design-by-feature 

techniques to create model geometry need not necessarily incorporate a geometric 
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modeller for their own data structure. The method, in which feature data is not directly 

associated with solid models, is used to input production data for process selection 

and operation planning systems [Shah 91a]. Such systems have been implemented in 

feature modelling languages that store the feature information in a list format. 

In a common sense, the techniques in design by features can be divided into 

destructive and constructive modelling approaches. As noted, the destructive 

modelling approach is based on the machining feature operations, which starts with a 

base stock. Then, part models are created by subtracting (only) from the stock. 

Constructive design by features approach starts from scratch, and part models are 

created by adding and subtracting features. Both design by features techniques create 

part models directly using features, and features are instanced from a feature library 

[Martino 94] [Shah 95] [Wong 95]. 

The destructive modelling approach in design by features 

This technique was originally proposed by [Arbab 82], and we have already seen 
feature recognition for destructive modelling in a previous section. In destructive 

design by features, the designer starts definition of the model by defining a base stock 

(billet) and selecting features, which are retrieved from a feature library [Shah 91a]. 

The features, which are used for Boolean subtraction from the base stock, are more or 

less related to machining volumes. Destructive modelling in design by features 

corresponds to the material removal operations such as milling, drilling and turning. 

Normally, manufacturing features are defined to be derived concurrently [Lee 98]. The 

example of this technique is figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13 Destructive modelling, taken from [McMahon 98] 
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Constructive modelling approach in design by features 

This technique was described by [Shah 91a], etc., in which the `synthesis by 

features' technique is described. The definition of a base stock is not necessarily 

required, and a part is modelled from scratch by adding or subtracting features. The 

synthesis by features approach has been applied to a very broad area of design and 

manufacturing of different kinds of parts. 

In the design by features approach, features are retrieved from a feature library, 

and part geometry is directly created by features. This procedure requires that: 

1. generic feature definitions are stored in a feature library as constrained 

templates 

2. feature definitions stored in a feature library have information on dimensions, 

locations of features, faces and edges to be attached, and various other 

attributes, constraint, and relationships 

3. feature geometry is created from feature definitions stored in a library. 

In the procedures 2) and 3), design by features systems are based on generic 

features that are used as parametric templates for creating features from a feature 

library. In order to create features from templates, features stored in a feature library 

need to have the information that is related to constraints 1) to be assembled onto 

other features or a product model, 2) to be modified by user-input or by other 

application, and 3) to specify tolerance of constraints. 

In this feature creation process, constraints on a feature are managed into two 

approaches, procedural and declarative [Shah 95]. In procedural design by features 

modelling, features are defined in terms of rules and procedures into a feature library. 

Another way that is not procedural is the declarative approach in which features are 

defined using sets of constraints. 

Constraints in a feature 

Before reviewing the procedural and non-procedural techniques, it is appropriate 

to briefly describe the constraints in a feature. Several different types of constraints in 

a feature could be distinguished. Constraints are established on a single object or 
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represent desired relations between two or more objects. For the example shown in 

figure 3-14, dimensional constraints in a feature are 1) used to form the geometry of a 

feature, and 2) used to construct a part model for the assembly of features. 

The first feature constraints are only related to the internal objects of the feature. 

For example, the diameter of a hole, and the height, width and length of a box are only 

used to form each object, a hole and a box. Constraints used for assembly of features 

can be seen as constraints between features, for example, the position of a hole feature 

with respect to two orthogonal planar faces not belonging to the hole feature. These 

dimensional constraints in a feature are often specified and solved numerically in the 

variational or parametric modelling. 

Distance from the centre line of a hole 
to a edge of a box 

Figure 3-14. Two different dimensional constraints on a hole feature 

Tolerances are also related to features as constraints in a feature. Solid modelling 

with a feature based design scheme is the way to define the nominal geometry of a 

part. However, solid modelling is not the only requirement but more information is 

also required for a model that represents all allowable variations of dimensional 

constraints in a part. Tolerances are applied by the functional use of the parts and 

represented as functional constraints. For example, tight tolerances applied to 

manufacturing make the product expensive and hard to manufacture. Therefore, the 

functional use of the tolerances applied on form features is an important part of the 

product model information. 

Procedural design by features 

In the procedural design by features technique, features are created by a 

procedural language that has information on feature properties and constraints 
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together with procedures for computing the properties and constraints [Shah 95]. A 

feature definition used in procedural design by features consists of a collection of pre- 

defined procedures, coded normally in a programming language. For example, object- 

oriented and distributed programming languages such as C'+ and Java collect various 

feature-based design procedures as methods related to the class definitions of the 

features. Several example systems are based on the procedural design by features 

technique. 

The early version of the ASU Feature Testbed described in [Shah 88a], [Shah 

88b], [Shah 88c], and [Shah 95] is an example that is based on the procedural design 

by features technique. The ASU Features Testbed is a collection of modules for design 

and evaluation of mechanical parts for modelling form features, precision features, 

and material features [Shah 88b] [Shah 88c]. After the first generation, the ASU 

features Testbed was developed to support not only the modelling of single parts but 

also of assemblies and providing initial provisions for collaborative design [Bidarra 

98]. The ASU Features Testbed is organised in two shells for feature modelling and 

for feature mapping applications [Shah 88a] [Shah 88c]. The early version of the ASU 

Features Testbed has applied a procedural approach towards feature based design. 

Then, the second approach developed employed a procedural approach in combination 

with a declarative approach [Bidarra 98]. 

In the first ASU Feature Testbed, the feature-based modelling system consists of a 

solid modeller, form feature, precision feature and material feature modellers, and 

modeller interfaces. Form features are used as the fundamental representation. In 

[Shah 88c] material and precision features are introduced. These features can be 

attached to the part's form features to capture material, tolerance and geometry 

information in one model. Rules, knowledge or constraints can be attached to features 

to capture product model design knowledge. In the modellers in the Testbed, precision 

and material features are defined independently, and then these features are networked 

to the form features [Shah 88b]. Interpretative languages are used to describe the 

process in which inheritance and cognition rules for feature templates are created 

when features are defined. According to this environment a feature modelling system 

allows feature creation, feature addition, feature deletion, feature modification. In 
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[Shah 88b], [Shah 88c] and [Shah 95], an example of a feature definition language 

based on sets of procedures is introduced. For example, a cylinder, is described using: 

CYL(attach_face, diameter, length, positive_vector, orientation-vector) 
EXT(attach_face, curve, depth, sweep vector) 
#(sl, bl)(pl, al) 

in which CYL creates a cylinder primitive and EXT is for extruding a linear sweep. 

Inheritance is defined by (s 1, b 1)(p 1, a 1) that makes parameters b1 of feature s1 equal 

parameters al of feature pl. 

GeoNode from Delft University is another example of a procedural design by 

features system, described in [Holland 95] [Dohmen 98], and their recent work is in 

[Holland 00]. In GeoNode a procedural language is defined in which a feature-based 

design system supports geometric parameterisation, topological parameterisation, 

conditional geometry and constraints [Holland 95]. Features are defined as 

parameterised procedural descriptions of form elements with constraints and 

functional connection. These are supported by a procedural language. 

h3 b4 

b5 
: '"'''""- bl hl 

,, : .. I 

BBC*iQeoNud 

Figure 3-15. The basic concept for using geometric tree of GeoNode, modified 

from [Holland 95] [Dohmen 98] 

Features in the graphical manipulation of GeoNode are represented by the 

coordinate hierarchy structure called the geometric tree, shown in figure 3-15 

[Holland 95] [Dohmen 98]. The system, GeoNode, is based on a procedural definition 

of features, and feature definitions are coded in a CSG-oriented definition language. 

The basic idea of the geometric tree is that the modification and assembly of features 
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are done by relating nodes (which define local coordinate systems) of components. 

In figure 3-15, bl, b2, b3, b4, and b5 are the coordinate systems of the block, and 

the dimensions of the block are taken from these coordinate systems. The location of 

the hole are specified by the dimensioning coordinate systems, hl, b5, and b3, and the 

dimensions of the hole are defined from hl, h2, and W. In the geometric tree, a 

coordinate system is defined relative to an existing coordinate system, which is its 

parent system. The coordinate system b4 is inherited from b3 that is inherited from b2, 

and b2 is from bl. The h3 is also inherited from h2, h2 is from hl, and hl is inherited 

from b5. This geometric tree structure captures geometric and topological relations 

between each coordinate system. The inheritances also define the global position and 

orientation of the parent coordinate system. In figure 3-15, modification of the 

location of the hole is done by modifying the distance between b5 and b3 to move the 

hole into a new position. 

In the graphical representation by geometric tree, the model is procedurally 

represented and maintained [Holland 95]. The procedural representation consists of 

modelling procedures defining a model. The statements of the procedural language are 

created by graphical interaction on the geometric tree and by text input by keyboard. 

Non procedural (declarative) design by features 

The previous approach to features in the ASU features Testbed and GeoNode has 

been described as the procedural design by features technique, which is in contrast to 

the declarative design by features technique. In the procedural approach, all levels of 

product relations are modelled with a uniform set of structures and relationships 

instead of using generic constraints. In the declarative design by features technique in 

the category of non-procedural method, features are created by non-procedural 

languages that include the declaration of properties and their relationships [Shah 95]. 

This technique is based on rules and constraints. 

In [Shah 95], the approach towards assembly modelling is presented using DOF 

(Degrees of Freedom)-analysis for constraint satisfaction. In order to handle the 

constraint propagation, the degrees of freedom method is applied to the second ASU 

feature Testbed. In the basic ideas described in [Shah 95], [Bouma 95] and [Kumar 
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01], the Degrees of Freedom method generates a plan consisting of actions that solve 

the constraints defined for geometric objects. The actual degrees of freedom for an 

object in three-dimensional space are three-transitional and three rotational modes. 

Each action will reduce the DOF of the objects to which it is applied. After the DOF 

of an object is removed, the object cannot be moved by any actions. Figure 3-16 

demonstrates DOF-analysis for constraint propagation in two-dimensional space. 

bl bl 

Unsatisfied constraints 
Coincident (b 1, g 1) 

Coincident (b2, g2) 

Figure 3-16. Constraint propagation by degree of freedom analysis, taken 

from [Shah 95] 

In figure 3-16, the unsatisfied constraint ̀coincident (bl, gl)' defines that the 

relationship between the points bl and gl must be coincident, and ̀ coincident (b2, 

g2)' specifies that b2 and g2 also have to be coincident. To solve these constraints in 

figure 3-16, each action (translation or rotation) will remove the each of degree of 

freedom since the plan is that each unsatisfied constraint is incrementally solved. For 

the first constraint `coincident (bl, gl)', the `translation' action moves the block to a 

position where the constraint is satisfied. Then, for `coincident (b2, g2)', the block is 

rotated to be coincident. These procedures are the method, which is applied to features 

used in the second generation of Testbed. 

The FROOM system is a re-design support system where features can be defined 

by interactively drawing a conceptual graph that includes face nodes and their 

constraints. The degrees of freedom analysis is also used to derive and draw sample 

geometry for the new feature class directly on the basis of the face nodes and their 

constraints. Features in the FROOM system can be used for design form features, 

manufacturing form features, and abstract features. The FROOM system is described 
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in [Salomons 93b], [Salomons 93c], [Salomons 93d], [Salomons 94a], [Salomons 

94b] and [Salomons 96]. 

D-m 
Cat sit mat 

Figure 3-17. The example of a conceptual graph, taken from [Salomons 94a] 

Conceptual graphs are useful to support re-design in CAD. Conceptual graphs 

are the graphs with two kinds of nodes, concept and conceptual relations [Salomons 

94a]. In figure 3-17, the blocks denote the concepts while the circle denotes the 

conceptual relation. `Cat' and `mat' are the concepts, and `sit' is the conceptual 

relation that links other two concepts. Therefore, the conceptual graph from figure 3- 

17 can be meaning `a cat sitting on a mat'. For the applied project, the conceptual 

graph is used for knowledge representation that is the focus of the FROOM system 

[Salomons 94a]. 

The conceptual graph provides re-design support to provide and facilitate the 

link with Computer-Aided Process Planning [Salomons 94a]. In FROOM, the objects 

during the design and re-design processes are recognised as concepts in the conceptual 

graph [Salomons 94a]. Concepts in geometry represented by FROOM can be 

assemblies, components, features and faces [Salomons 94a]. Since a boundary 

representation model is constructed by FROOM, its assembly forms a model by 

building components that are built up of features. Such features are constructed by the 

assembly of faces. Conceptual relations in FROOM define the relationships between 

any combination of different types of objects, for example, between assemblies, 

between assembly and feature, or between features. Attributes that are required for 

instanced geometry are part of the object-oriented descriptions of concepts and 

relations, and they are not displayed in the graph. The FROOM system already defines 

an initial set of objects and relations to be used by end-user in figure 3-18, which 

shows the taxonomy of FROOM. In this taxonomy, both of two nodes, concepts and 

conceptual relations are represented. 
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Figure 3-18. Combined taxonomy of FROOM, taken from [Salomons 94b] 

The EXTDesign feature modeller from Helsinki University aims at creating a 
feature modelling system that can combine both the design by features and the feature 

recognition methods into a single framework. In [Laakko 94] [Laakko 96a] and 

[Laakko 96b], the EXTDesign system is overviewed. 

In the feature modelling implemented by EXTDesign, solid and feature-based 

modelling operations can be utilised in parallel during the design process of a part. 

This technique is introduced as an incremental feature modelling approach [Laakko 

96a] in which EXTDesign provides several ways for creating and modifying the 

feature model. The designer who is using EXTDesign can model a part interactively 

using either solid or feature-based operations. The EXTDesign system consists of 

different software components written in the C programming language (for the first 

version in [Laakko 94]) and C' (for the second version in [Laakko 96a] and [Laakko 

96b]) with interfaced with a component of programmed implementation and LISP 

[Laakko 96b]. Feature definitions of EXTDesign are based on a feature definition 

language that uses LISP notation. Solid modelling operations for the basic data 

structure representing EXTDesign objects are written using C++ while feature 

definitions and feature modelling operations are entered, inspected and manipulated 

through a LISP interface [Laakko 96b]. The solid modelling by EXTDesign uses 
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boundary representation founded on manifold modelling. Therefore, the data structure 

is manipulated by Euler operations [Laakko 94]. Feature modelling of EXTDesign 

stores generic information into feature classes, and they are organised into a taxonomy 

that provides inheritance of information stored in each class [Laakko 96a]. 

The main approach of the EXTDesign system is on computer-aided generation of 

part family models by parametric design. The structure of the family is defined by 

parametric descriptions that can be elaborated to a fully detailed model by assigning 

appropriate values to the parameters [Laakko 94]. In EXTDesign, both the parameters 

and feature geometry are dependent on constraints, and they are linked by constraint 

propagation. EXTDesign creates feature and part family classes on the basis of a 

previously designed feature model, and a part family model represents a collection of 

parts presenting some variation in dimensions, tolerances, and shapes. The part family 

modelling consists of two tasks, 1) modelling an initial part, and 2) modelling features 

of the part [Laakko 94]. In the part family modelling a feature definition is written in 

figure 3-19 using declaration language [Laakko 96a]. 

a) 

b) 

(define-feature crossing-t-slot 
(is-a crossing-slot) 
(instance-slots (depth 30) (top-width 50) (bottom-width 100) ... ) 
(surface-slots (side-surface-1 PLANNAR-SURFACE 1) ... )) 

(feature crossing-t-slot-36 
(instance crossing-t-slot) 
(parent-surface block-31-side-6) ... 
(side-surface-1 crossing-t-slot-36-side-1) ... 
(depth 40) ... ) 

Figure 3-19. Example of declaration language in EXTDesign [Laakko 96a] 

In a) in figure 3-19, a feature class definition is outlined, and b) specifies the 

instance of the class a) [Laakko 96a]. The instance structure is described in `instance- 

slots' and `surface-slots' in a), and these two slots become local slots of the instance 

of the class. The instance of the class a) is described in the class b). 
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Using the design by features and feature conversion concepts, a multi-discipline 
feature modeller, called SPIFF, is developed in a declarative approach. Several papers 

[Bronsvoort 97], [Kraker 97], [Dohmen 98] [Bidarra 98a], [Bidarra 98b], [Noort 99] 

describe SPIFF, and more of their declarative approaches are in [Bidarra 93], [Bidarra 

94b], [Dohmen 96], [Versluis 97], [Bidarra 99], and [Bidarra 00]. Specially, the 

overview of SPIFF is well described in [Bronsvoort 97], [Bidarra 98a] and [Bidarra 

98b], in which the structure and functionality of the Cellular Model of the SPIFF 

modelling system are introduced. SPIFF is a prototype multiple-view feature-based 

modeller. The initial approach of SPIFF is based on a multiple viewpoint dependent 

feature-based modelling system. Therefore, the detail related to the viewpoint 

representation of SPIFF will be discussed in the chapter 5. 

A feature model in SPIFF contains a set of features instantiated from a feature 

library specific to the particular viewpoint demanded to be represented [Bidarra 98b]. 

The geometry of features instanced from a feature library to form a product model is 

represented in a central geometric model, called the Cellular Model. In a product 

model built by SPIFF, each feature is associated with one or more shape classes. For 

example, the hole on a box shape like figure 3-16 is associated with a box class. This 

feature included in a box class is parameterised with the class having such features. 

For example, the hole is parameterised with its parameters, diameter and depth, and 

the location of the hole is parameterised with the box's dimensional parameter, which 

may be the distance from an edge to the centre line of hole. For shape modification, 
SPIFF describes the shape extent that is defined into a region of space. In this space, a 

shape instance of a feature is represented with its all parameter value sets that are 

dimensions, position, and orientation. Finally, each shape representation contains a set 

of shape elements of its boundary such as shape faces and shape edges [Bidarra 98b]. 

The hole feature in the box shape has top, bottom and side faces, and top and bottom 

circular edges. 

In order to create a new feature class in the SPIFF, parameterised basic shapes 

such as blocks, cylinders and trapezoidal blocks are used in the first step [Bidarra 

98a]. Then, the shape composition process creates a desired feature shape by 

specifying and relating several basic shape instances by overlapping them. In this 
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process, parameterised basic shapes encapsulate a set of geometric constraints that 

relate parameters to the corresponding shape elements [Bidarra 98a]. From these 

parameterised basic shapes, the feature-based modelling system starts by adding or 

removing. The procedure in which the compound shape of a feature is generated starts 

by selecting a number of the basic shapes required. Applying geometric constraints 

among their faces follows for the relative positioning and orientation of these basic 

shapes. Then, a function of the elementary parameters of the basic shapes is specified 

by means of algebraic constraints. A set of parameters in the constraints is produced 

from the dimensions of all basic shapes. Finally, the faces of the compound shape are 

specified in terms of the faces of the basic shapes to provide the boundary of the 

compound shape. In [Bidarra 98a] the declarative description for these procedures is 

represented. 
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3.3.4 Feature implementation in a commercial CAD system 

3.3.4.1 Feature-based modelling in commercial CAD 

Traditional CAD systems concentrated on geometric information of the product 

rather than the product information that is useful for life-cycle engineering analysis. 

Engineering analysis like thermal analysis or finite element analysis requires 

information regarding product application. This has meant that the usefulness of CAD 

systems to applications where geometric information of the product is transferred to 

engineering analysis and manufacturing may be limited. This inaccessibility can be 

overcome by implementing feature technology. In the 1990's, commercial CAD 

developers like Pro-Engineer and SDRC/I-DEAS started adapting feature-based 

modelling. Nowadays, features are applied in current commercial CAD systems for 

design, processing planning, manufacturing, and assembly planning. Examples of 

current CAD systems are: 

" Pro-Engineer - Pro-Engineer is a product of Parametric Technology 

Corporation. Pro-Engineer is based on a proprietary solid modelling kernel, 

which supports history-based parametric modelling with feature technology. 

The modelling system supports sheet metal, assembly, detail, surface, mesh, 

cabling, and manufacturing by add-on modules. Add-on functionality for 

analysis, Product Data Management (PDM) and other functions are also 

available. 

9 SDRC/I-DEAS - SDRC/I-DEAS Master Series is a CAD/CAM/CAE software 

product. It will be discussed in more detail below. 

CATIA - CATIA is designed and developed by Dassault Systems in France, 

and is marketed, sold, and supported by IBM. CATIA supports the entire 

design team process and 3D design, analysis, styling, and numerical-control 

programming. CATIA enables the. concurrent engineering approach, which 

helps cross functional terms bring a product to market by allowing them to shift 

from fragmented parts design to integrated end-product design. In its 

concurrent operations, 3D design, creation of engineering drawings, analysis of 

product or assembly, visualisation of design as rendered images and 
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acceleration of manufacturing processes are possible. 

9 HP PE/Solid designer - Hewlett-Packard Precision Engineering (HP PE) Solid 

Designer has Dynamic Modelling features, which is the HP's solution instead 

of parametric modelling. In HP PE Solid Designer, dynamic modelling is based 

on intelligent 3D-face manipulation while parametric modelling is based on 

entity history and adding parameters to features. 

" Unigraphics - Unigraphics provides its productive approach to solid 

modelling. In its productive approach, design functionality provides creating, 

editing and visualising how freeform shapes behave as solid. While many 

products base their modelling on a parametric approach, Unigraphics relies on 

a hybrid modeller foundation. With this function, constraining geometry is not 

the focus of the modelling. Unconstrained geometry is completely modifiable. 

With Unigraphics Solid Designer, an explicit geometry may be modified, 

moved, scaled, rotated even if no constraints or parameters have been set to it. 

For creating solid geometry, Unigraphics provides several methods with 3D 

solid primitives, sweep operations of 2D sketches, and its own feature creation 

tool. 

3.3.4.2 SDRC/I-DEAS 

In SDRCII-DEAS, features refer to any attribute that augments the basic shape of 

a part and distinguishes it from other parts. Features can also be used as parts. I-DEAS 

provides two types of features, user-defined features and history features. User- 

defined features are stored and retrieved from a feature catalogue, which functions as 

a feature library. Once features are entered, they can be used for parts through 

construction operations or retrieved as a new part. Another feature type, the History 

feature, results from a construction operation and is included in a part's history. In 

order to create a feature, SDRC/IDEAS provides a design modeller where initial 

design concepts are developed. A part that was created in the design modeller can be 

used for mass properties calculations, interference checking, assembly modelling, 
finite element stress analysis, system dynamics, manufacturing, and drafting. IDEAS 

has two ways to create feature geometry. In the first way, part geometry is created 
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from primitives, which are familiar CSG-based solid shapes. Another way is to 

extrude or revolve 2D sections that were interactively drawn. After you create solid 

models of parts, you can modify them with construction operations that include 

cutting, joining, and intersecting with different parts. 

Feature-based modelling in I-DEAS makes these processes easy to create and 

change part models. Features make the modelling process more closely match the 

physical reality of the manufacturing processes rather than the mathematics of a solid 

modelling program. For example, a counter bored hole can be constructed with a 

feature called a "Counter-bore" which corresponds in size and shape to a milling tool 

instead of a pair of mathematically abstract cylinders. Features can be user-defined 

features, and can be used as simple construction steps such as slots and ribs or to 

create an entire parameterised part such as a bracket. 

The examples generated using features in a commercial modeller, SDRC/IDEAS 

are shown in figure 3-20. Building this geometry started from the sketching the 
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wireframe model that enables modification of dimensional constraints after the 

construction. Then, extrusion or revolution makes the wireframe the geometric feature 

where various shapes of form features are attached and created to form a product 

model. 

SDRC also introduced an Open Architecture, which is based on CORBA 

(Common Object Request Broker Architecture). The Open Architecture allows 

" customising the user interface, 

" automating frequently-used commands with a macro language that allows a 

record of design procedures, 

" writing Open Architecture CORBA-based programs that directly access model 

file data. 

I 
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3.4 Discussion 

Throughout the chapter, form features function to provide a geometric aspect of a 

product model, and furthermore features are aimed to handle various engineering 

design information. Geometric constraints in parametric design technique are used to 

construct and to modify geometry of form features, and this process provides the 

functionality in which generic features obtain the advantages which they can have 

from the parametric design. The design by features technique is the methodology to 

directly generate a feature model without traditional geometric representation. Generic 

features and their information required for geometric reasoning will be stored in a 

feature library, as a pre-process of feature-based modelling, and the model will be 

generated by a external application having a rule set by which features are retrieved 

and assembled. These techniques of the feature-based design provide the 

representations required for product development stages, and are the fundamental 

issue of this thesis. 

The focus of the research obtained from the literature reviews has been on 

building effective engineering design representations for design automation using 

feature-based design (i. e., a design by features technique). Design by features is an 

approach for the high-level modelling of design objects that allows for sharing of 

information between activities such as design, manufacturing, process planning, and 

analysis. The first specific topic in the research has been addressed in this chapter, 

namely the development of generic form-feature definitions and frameworks for the 

design by features techniques (e. g., destructive and constructive, and procedural and 

declarative). Since a feature is defined as a geometric formation on an object that can 

be associated with various viewpoint information, approaches to the incorporation of 

feature information from a CAD model were reviewed. The research issue that comes 

out of this review concerns how features should be modelled in computer-aided 
design systems such that feature models may be constructed in design automation 

systems. For the complete support of the design by feature technique, user-defined 
features are required. In most applications that support complete design by features, 

feature classes generated by the user become user-defined collections of the system. 
Therefore, this is a supplementary research issue. That is, how should user-defined 
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features be represented within a design automation framework? These questions will 

be addressed in section 4.3 in the next chapter, and then further in section 5.3, in 

which examples of construction of feature models will be given. In chapter 6 

examples that show the application of feature models in an engineering context will 

be given. 
The experiments that will be implemented in chapters 4 to 6 will explore how 

user-defined features can be built first of all interactively, and then within the context 

of a design automation system programmatically using CORBA-based C+' and 

Program Files in a commercial CAD system, SDRC/I-DEAS. 

The second main research topic is multiple viewpoint dependency modelling 

applications from various product development phases. The way of product modelling 

is feature-based design. In a design automation context the question is how different 

viewpoint models may be created within a design automation application. In chapter 5 

it will be seen that mapping between feature representations is proposed as the method 

of maintaining different viewpoint models. Previous research has involved the transfer 

of a primary design feature model to a secondary viewpoint model, which may require 

delete, add, or modification operations on the primary model. A characteristic of many 

approaches reviewed in viewpoint dependency modelling is that transformation 

between primary and secondary viewpoint models is implemented with geometric 

entities at the level of a standard CAD model. In a design automation context it would 

be difficult in this way to specify procedures for incorporation in probabilistic or 

optimisation routines, for example, since it may be difficult to access and manipulate 

the low-level geometric elements. The research issue is therefore how feature-based 

models according to different viewpoints may be defined and manipulated in a single 

design automation context. This issue will mainly be addressed in Chapter 5. In 

section 5.3, viewpoint mapping operations for design to design analysis mapping will 

be defined, and examples will be given using the Open IDEAS system, through 

programmatic use of system commands. In chapter 6 more extensive examples will 

be given, in this case defining feature models by the creation and manipulation of 

Program Files. In this chapter, feature models for additional engineering viewpoints 

will be described. 

The third research issue concerns the nature of a distributed object system 
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approach to design automation. In particular, how might design automation tasks be 

set up such that the advantages offered by distribution (including the ability to 

repeatedly execute tasks on multiple processors to achieve performance advantages) 

may be realised? The computer-based support technologies, CORBA-based Open I- 

DEAS and its APIs, provide network-based heterogeneous communication, and 

handle the flow of information necessary for the automation of feature-based design 

processes. But how should a CAD system be remotely accessed over a network, and 

how should repeated parametric tasks be managed? In particular, how should the 

tasks be managed when they involve a series of activities within each task, with data 

transfer (reading and recording of variable values) within the task, e. g., in such 

applications as probabilistic analysis or response surface calculation? The Open I- 

DEAS system will be used to remotely access to the CAD modeller SDRC/I-DEAS 

through its APIs over the network. Its use will first be described in section 4.3, after 

introducing some of the underlying technologies in section 4.2. The distributed object 

system proposed in this thesis should be a network-based application that is flexible 

and stable in terms of the collaboration of distributed locations and the management 

of the system integration. For this case, what should be the architecture? These issues 

will be discussed in section 4.2, which will explore such issues as CORBA 

architectures and Tool Management Systems. The work will seek to learn what should 

be the capability and systems features of a CADCAM environment to allow 

distributed design automation activity to be carried out. This question, and the 

response to the research issues described, will be returned to again in the discussion in 

Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 4 

Distributed Design Automation of 
Computer-Aided Design Systems 

As described, computers have made a significant impact on the product modelling 

process, through the use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems. There is a view 

that a CAD system itself is not an adequate tool for the designer to manage today's 

large-scale engineering design works. This is due in part to a lack of intelligence as 

well as the need to integrate the different purpose components that can be used as 

tools. Attempts have been made to increase the intelligence of CAD systems, and to 

mange the collaboration of distributed applications with CAD systems through the 

network. This chapter will review some of the present techniques that may be applied 
for design automation in computer-aided design in which a continual stream of 
information is the key issue to managing the product modelling process. The content 

will include object programming and distributed-object systems using CORBA and its 

commercial products. As popular industrial techniques, STEP, APIs, tool 

management systems, and knowledge-based engineering will be also reviewed. 
Finally, design automation through the programmatic macro language of Program 

Files will be discussed as an implementation method for a design by features 

technique. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Today's large-scale engineering design works involve many different disciplines 

related to the product development life cycle with their own areas of concern and 

expertise [Dabke 98]. In addition, various information from engineering object 

models and representations is processed using varieties of hardware and software, 

which exist in different locations and in different design environments in specific 
disciplines (e. g., CAD, CAM, CAE, PDM, etc. ) [Rosenman 96] [Zhao 01]. Therefore, 

each design activity may be incomplete or isolated in such an engineering design 

environment, and developing applications in large-scale diverse environments 
involving different disciplines is always a difficult task concerned with integrating 

different-purpose components to provide a wide functionality, extensibility, 

supporting interoperability, and implementing the user-interface. Amongst the 

traditional solutions to the integration problem, one may have been achieved by 

building specific application-to-application translators together with specified 
integration scripts, which may be vendor specific. This approach normally has a lack 

of flexibility, and may require the same amount of effort for each application that is 

integrated [Dabke 98]. 

For this reason, large-scale design works related to the product development life 

cycle are moving to distributed computing. Especially, the distributed object system 

can be thought as a design environment which provides support for collaboration in 

the product development stages. Distributed object systems may provide a flexible 

way of making the collaboration of design processes by the communication between 

different disciplines and different vendors through a network, and the collaboration of 
different product design information domains may also be provided. 

The computer-based support technologies that can provide intelligence and 
interfaces in CAD systems will be discussed in this chapter. Programmatic interfaces 

based on an object-oriented approach may deliver advantages through object-oriented 
communication with downstream applications to the engineering design activities. 
Advanced communications achieved by a distributed object system may provide the 
integration through inter-process communication and object sharing. Integration by 

flexible interfaces takes place in sharing and exchanging of design information by 

standard protocols, such as the STEP standard, which provides data translation as well 
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as the standardisation of design data formats. For easy inter-operation between CAD 

systems, inter-operating functionality requires the vendors to modify their systems 

and provide standardised development interfaces, such as Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs). As a strategy to build advanced interfaces in distributed object 

systems, interoperability is required, and provided by mechanisms such as the 

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) standard with various 

commercial products and heterogeneous network-based communication. For 

distributed activities in a distributed working environment, Tool Management 

Systems (TMSs) handle the flow of data and the control of multi-process execution. 
Normally, Tool Management Systems employ an object-oriented approach, and use 

such mechanisms as CORBA standard-based programming. The knowledge used in 

CAD systems may be captured and managed by Knowledge-Based Engineering 

(KBE) systems (or Expert systems). 

Since engineering design processes may be modelled as information flow/state 

transition processes, the key to success in achieving automation is the integration of 

the information processing required by the various disciplines involved at the various 

stages of the design process [Rosenman 96]. Design automation is often necessary for 

the case of repeated execution of modelling to be applied to analysis processes, and 

therefore, an imposed heavy computational load is the commonplace problem [Lee 

01]. In order to meet the increasing requirements of costs, lead time and better 

management in this circumstance, achieving results in satisfactory timescales in a 
heavy computational load can be assisted by automated distributed-object computing 
load across a computing network. This chapter provides an overview of the general 
knowledge required building a distributed object system for the collaborative working 

environment and automated design methods. Among the techniques described in the 

current chapter, Open I-DEAS distributed object programming and a macro language 

called Program Files will be used as core techniques over the next two chapters. 
Program Files have been also employed in the present work as the method in which 
the models generated by the design by features technique are implemented by 

Program Files. The use of Program Files will be described at the end of this chapter 

with two example models. 
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4.2 Approaches to design automation 

4.2.1 Object programming 
Object-oriented technology is making a significant impact on the development of 

CAD systems by the better support for the engineering design activities [Kugathasan 

98]. Applying object-oriented techniques into CAD/CAM systems may provide 

advanced communication with downstream applications with the result that more 

information can be incorporated within the representation that is provided. Therefore, 

object-oriented technology provides more advanced supports for product design. They 

are [Siefert 95]: 

" Allowing multiple levels of abstraction, ranging from a high level class that 

presents an encapsulated view of a product with minimum details to low level 

classes that would contain more detailed representations; 

" Redundancy minimisation through inheritance, in which commonly used 

functional methods need only to be described once in a class. The common 
information from a class would be inherited by its sub-classes. 

Applying these into an example can be feature taxonomies in which feature 

classes are grouped in a single family tree according to similar characteristics, such as 

geometry, properties, or usage [Shah 95]. In such a family tree, as described in the 

previous chapter, features inherit common properties from a higher level to features in 

low level, and the properties inherited may include parameters as well as procedures. 
The example of feature taxonomy, which is represented by object-oriented 

technology, is shown in figure 4-1. In the object-oriented modelling aimed to define 

feature-based models, abstract data types are normally used [Holland 97b]. An 

abstract data type is a user-defined data type that includes data elements along with 

the operations that can be performed on them. The one of the advantages obtained 
from object-oriented programming applied to a feature taxonomy is the concept of 
inheritance by which adding new functionality by describing how the new or derived 

class differs from the base classes. From these considerations, the notion of using 

object-oriented programming can be considered as a basis for organising the feature 

taxonomy. 
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taken from [Holland 97b] 

4.2.1.1 Computer programming 

Using objects in computer programming introduces a new programming concept 

that can help to develop high quality software. Object-orientation also introduces as a 

concept that makes developing of projects easier. In object-oriented programming, the 

data types of data structures as well as the types of operations (that can be recognised 

as functions to be applied to data structure) can be defined. In this way, the data 

structure becomes an object that includes both data and functions. In addition, 

programmers can create relationships between one object and another. For example, 

objects can inherit characteristics from other objects. 

In order to address more advantages and programming details, it is useful to 

distinguish the types of computer programming in the following learning steps 

described in most object-oriented programming tutorial books. 

" Unstructured programming 

" Procedural programming 

" Modular programming 

" Object-oriented programming 

Usually, learning programming starts by writing small and simple programs 

consisting only of one main program. This `main program' stands for a sequence of 

commands or statements that modify data that is global which can be used and 
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invoked in any functions throughout the whole program. In unstructured 

programming, the main program directly operates on global data. 

With procedural programming, the sequence of listed commands in the main 
activities is used to control the program flow. The flow of program commands in a 

procedural way is able to combine returning sequences of statements into one single 

place. As described in the figure 4-2, a procedure call is used to invoke the procedure. 
After the sequence is processed, flow of control proceeds right after the position 

where the call was made. With procedure calls including sub-procedures that are 

procedures of procedures, flow of control proceeds where the call was made after 

processing, and programs can be more structured without errors. For example, if a 

procedure is correct, every time each procedure call is used produces correct results. 
Moreover, in cases there are errors, the search for errors can be narrowed to those 

places which are not proven to be correct. A program in procedural programming can 

be viewed as a sequence of procedure calls. The main program constructed in a 

procedural programming approach is responsible to pass data to the individual calls, 

and the data is processed by the procedures. Once the program has finished, the result 

of data is presented. Thus, the flow of data can be illustrated as a hierarchical graph, 

as a tree shown in Figure 4-2 for a program with sub-procedures. 

Main Program 

Procedure 

ib-procedure 
Main program 

data 

i 

Procedure 1 Procedure 2 Procedure 3 
v 

(a) flow of control (b) flow of data 
Figure 4-2. Procedural Programming 

As the more developed technique from procedural programming, modular 

programming puts together functions into separate modules. Therefore, a program 
does not consist of only one simple part that is not directly related with function. 

Modules interact through procedure calls, and they form the whole program. The role 

of the main program in modular programming invokes procedures by procedural calls, 
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and provides data as parameters used in procedures as shown in figure 4-3. Each 

module has its own data in which each module can manage its internal state which is 

modified by procedure calls to procedures of the module. 

Main program 
data 

Module 1 
data 

Procedure 1 

Module 2 
data 

Procedure 21 Procedure 3 

Figure 4-3. Modular programming 

One of the principal advantages of object-oriented programming techniques over 
procedural programming techniques is that they enable programmers to create 

modules that do not need to be changed when a new type of object is added. A 

programmer can simply create a new object that inherits many of its features from 

existing objects. This makes object-oriented programs easier to modify. To perform 

object-oriented programming, object-oriented programming languages are required. 
Java, C++ and Smalltalk are three of the popular languages, and there are also object- 

oriented versions of Pascal. 

4.2.1.2 Object-oriented programming 

Objects are the central idea behind object-oriented programming, and the 

performance of programs is based on handling objects. In order to understand an 

object, it may be imagined that an object is a box that can receive and send messages. 
This box actually contains methods (the sequences of commands as behaviours) and 
data (information which the commands operates as attributes) [Deitel 99]. 

Traditionally, code and data have been kept apart in the procedural programming. For 

example, in the C language, units of code are called functions, and units of data are 

called structures. Functions and structures are not formally connected in C. A function 

in the C language can operate on more than one type of structure, and more than one 
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function can operate on the same structure. In object-oriented programming, methods 

and data are merged into an object, and all communications among objects and 

programs are done via messages. Messages define the interface to the object, and an 

object is represented by its message interface. Therefore, there is no need to know 

anything about what is in the box in order to use it, and this is called Encapsulation. 

Through the interaction of these objects with messages, programmers achieve higher- 

order functionality and more complex behaviour. 

The object-oriented programming technologies influence every aspect of the 

software development cycle from design through implementation [Snyder 95]. 

Object-oriented programming was born during a time when procedural programming 

was in the mainstream of computer programming. As the result of this situation, some 

languages (such as C, Object Pascal, Modula-3) combine the procedural aspect of 

programming with an object-oriented programming technology. These languages are 

opposed to a pure object-oriented language (such as Java and Smalltaik) which only 

supports the class as its major data construct. Functions do not appear in object- 

oriented programs in which functions are encapsulated as methods with the data they 

process within classes. While procedural programming concentrates on writing 

functions, object-oriented programming focuses on creating own user-defined types 

called classes. Each class contains data as well as the set of methods that manipulate 

data. The data components of a class are called instance variables in Java or data 

members in C'. An instance of a built-in type (for example, integer) is a variable, 

and an instance of user-defined type is an object In object-oriented programming, a 

programmer determines an initial set of classes with which the programming process 

begins. These classes are then used to instance objects that implement a system. 

The four key aspects of object-oriented programming technique are 

encapsulation, inheritance, abstraction, and polymorphism [Snyder 95] [Deitel 99]. 

" Object-oriented programming encapsulates data (attributes) and methods. 

Encapsulation is important in the context of software, where an object's 

attributes are only accessible by the' object itself. This protects data from 

unknown changes by controlling other objects' access. 

" Inheritance is a means for incrementally building new types from existing ones 

by keeping, modifying, and adding properties. By inheritance, there is no need to 
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re-write the entire class if there is already a class which can respond to a bunch of 

different messages. A new, similar class called subclass (in Java) or derived 

class (in C') can be created from the original class by adding just a couple of 

more messages. This new class inherits all the existing messages and all the 

behaviour of the original class. The original class is called the parent class, or 

superclass, of the new class. Inheritance also promotes reuse. There is no need to 

start from scratch when a new program is written. 

" Experience in building software systems indicates that significant portions of the 

code deal with closely related special cases. In such a programming environment, 
it is not easy to overview them in a sense. Abstraction is the process in which an 

object's behaviour or properties is generalised to allow common data and 
interactions to be specified for the abstract classes and inherited for use by the 

child classes. 

" Polymorphism enables to write programs in a general methodology to handle a 

wide variety of existing and related classes that is not yet specified. Programs can 
be written to process generally as superclass objects that are the objects of all 

existing classes in an inheritance hierarchy structure. With polymorphism, classes 

that do not exist during program development can be added with little or no 

modifications to the generic part of the program. 

" Reuse in object-oriented programming comes from the abstraction mechanisms 
that object-orientation provides; by abstracting data and behaviours the model 
becomes more general. For example, a class for representing a button for saving a 

document on a word processor's toolbar is very specific. Abstracting this class so 

there is a class for all toolbar buttons allows many of the behaviours of the save 
button to be placed into this abstracted class so making them available to other 
buttons. For example, dragging the save button to a new toolbar is a behaviour 

that is likely to be the same for all buttons. Thus abstraction promotes reuse. 
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4.2.2 Distributed object systems 

Traditionally, when software programs were created using an object-oriented 

programming methodology, the programs operated mainly in the memory of single 

machines where the program exists. Programming methods other than object-oriented 

were necessary for adapting the software for network use. Distributed object 

technology for networks was developed to provide this functionality. In simple terms, 

distributed object technology allows objects on different machines to communicate 

messages to each other. To help to understand what distributed objects are, figure 4-4 

demonstrates the design of a networked CAD system in which distributed object 

systems implement the remotely controlled design process, `draw a line', on 

distributed client and server sides. As demonstrated in figure 4-4, the design process 

start from when the server receives a message (i. e., a method call in Java or a function 

call in C+), `draw a line', from the client. When the process "draw a line" is executed 

in the CAD system of the server by remote operation, a line object is firstly sent to the 

client after the server creates the line object which create a real line in a CAD system 

located in the server side. In this example, an object equivalent to the CAD system is 

called a remote object, the line and draw objects sent to the client are called a copy 

object, and the message sent from the client to the CAD system object in the server is 

called a remote message. 

Figure 4-4. Remotely controlled design operation. 

The purpose of using distributed object systems is that the clients of the 

distributed objects and their object implementations are portably distributed in the 

networking environment so as to use distributed objects as if they existed locally. An 

application designed for distributed object systems should enable execution of several 

applications located in several computers. In order to implement this functionality, 

users of the applications should communicate with each other via the applications by 
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sharing objects. The objects shared with distributed users should enable execution of 

multiple servers for objects' computational jobs. In addition, the data that the 

application requires to access should be able to be reached by distributed objects. All 

entities used in distributed object systems should be modelled as objects. After the 

application that is desired to be implemented in a distributed object environment is 

modelled as a set of objects, the interfaces required for the application can be 

naturally mapped by the services of the distributed system. 

Distributed object computing systems such as Microsoft COM+ (and its old 

versions, OLE, OLE2, COM, DCOM, and so on), and OMG CORBA with its 

compliant products (such as Orbix, Java IDL, VisiBroker, and so on) are the results of 

extensive development and research. 

4.2.3 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) - 
standard-based distributed object working environment 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is structured to 

allow the integration of a wide variety of object systems [OMG 95a]. A CORBA 

standards-based programming environment for building and integrating client-server 

applications is designed for interfaces that provide services of direct use to objects' 

access application domains. The Application Programmer Interface (API) being used 
in this approach contains a client and server relationship. The client-server 

relationship consists of objects, clients, servers, and proxy. 

The client is the entity that wishes to perform an operation on the object, and the 

object implementation is the code and data that actually implements the object. The 

interaction between objects implements the desired functionality for this application. 
The clients invoke operations on the objects stored in servers, and the servers provide 

objects to clients for functionality. The proxy implements the capability to send 

requests to a remote object. The request from a client side is sent through the Object 

Request Broker (ORB) to a server side. A client, which sends commands to another 

program to be processed, is an entity that desires to perform an operation with the 

objects. After the processing on the server side is completed, the client receives the 

object as a result from the server. And a server can be also recognised as an entity that 
is waiting to receive command objects. The server processes the command objects, 
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then sends the object back to the client program that requested them. 

In order to build a specific application with CORBA, the use of programming 

languages, for example, Java, C++, C or SmallTalk is necessary. However, it is 

difficult to write the distributed object system program by using a procedural 

programming language like C that is not based on using object programming. Java 

and C++ are the most appropriate development tools to construct the distributed object 

system. In Java and C++, all programming procedures are created and manipulated 

using objects. Therefore, integration between the C++ or Java languages and CORBA 

can build appropriate distributed object system for the various industrial purposes. 

There are various industrial products, which can enable building of a CORBA- 

distributed object system with C++ or Java, such as Java IDL, Orbix and VisiBroker. 

These products use the CORBA specification, and they use the technology for 

distributed object systems in which objects heterogeneously interact on different 

platforms across a network. The main aspects of CORBA are referenced in [OMG 

95a] [OMG 95b] [Schmidt 95a] [Schmidt 95b] [Vosniakos 97] [IONA 99] [SDRC 

ms8] and comprise: 

9 The Object Request Broker (ORB) Core: as demonstrated in figure 4-5, the ORB 

is a bridge to deliver requests to objects and return responses to the clients which 

made requests. The ORB is responsible for all of the mechanisms required to find 

the object implementation for the request, to prepare the object implementation to 

receive the request, and to communicate the data. The interface connected with the 

client is completely independent of the location of the object, and of the 

programming language in which it is implemented. 

Client Host Server Host 

calls - 
Object Request B 

Figure 4-5. The client and server relationship by ORB [IONA 991 
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" The Interface Definition Language (IDL): interfaces for objects can be statically 

or dynamically defined in the IDL. With an IDL compiler for a programming 
language mapping, IDL can be used to define, implement and access CORBA 

objects (e. g., which are implemented to communicate between client and server) 
from the programming language. In this process, the IDL specifications are 

compiled into code for the programming language of the application by following 

the translation rules that are defined by its language mapping. This code is then 

directly built into the application. In this approach in which IDL defines the types 

of objects by specifying their built in interfaces, IDL type system of the 

application is fixed. For the example of IDL mapping to C', if the following 

definitions (e. g., which define the error handling code used at the beginning of a 

program and the end of it) appear in IDL, 

// coast example 
interface 0I_ErrorCodes 

{ 

/* Successful completion of method */ 

const 0I ErrorCode C_NO_ERROR=00000; 

} 

the corresponding C++ declaration would be generated as: 

// From OI_ErrorCodes. hxc 

class OI_ErrorCodes: public virtual CORBA:: Object 

{ 

public: 

static const Ol_EnrorCode C_NO_ERROR; 

// From OILErrorCodesCcxx 

const 0I_ErrorCode 0I_ErrorCodes:: C_NO_ERROR=O-. 

" Interface Repository: in another way to define the interfaces for objects, interfaces 

can be added to an Interface Repository (IR) service that represents the 

components of an interface as objects. The IR allows the IDL type system to be 

accessed and written at runtime. The IR is recognised as a CORBA object whose 

operations can be invoked as a normal CORBA object. Using this interface, the 

real utility of the IR supports dynamic invocation. 

" Language Mapping: the IDL language mapping provides the functionality in 

which IDL is mapped to the facilities of a given programming language. The 
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Object Management Group (OMG) has standardised language mapping for C, C', 

Smalltalk, and Java. In another important aspect, the language mapping defines 

the mapping for the ORB interface, and the implementation of OCORBA object in 

the language. 

" Stubs and Skeletons: a stub is the mechanism that creates and issues requests in a 
client side, and a skeleton is a mechanism that delivers requests to the CORBA 

object implementation in a server side. Dispatching objects through stubs and 

skeletons is named static invocation. IDL Stubs and Skeletons are built directly 

into client application and object implementation. 

" Dynamic Invocation: a building interface is also available that allows the dynamic 

construction of object invocations. In the nature of the dynamic invocation, a 

client specifies 1) the object to be invoked, 2) the operation to be performed, and 

3) the set of parameters for the operation through a call or sequence of calls. More 

specifically, CORBA supports a Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) and a 

Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI). DII supports dynamic client request 
invocation, and DSI supports dynamic dispatch to objects. 

" Object Adapters: the Object Adapter makes the link between the ORB and the 
CORBA object implementation. The Object Adapter itself is also an object that 

adapts the interface. The Object Implementation receives a request either through 

the IDL generated skeleton or through a dynamic skeleton. The object 
implementation calls the Object Adapter and the ORB while processing a request 

or at other times. 

" ORB interoperability protocols: CORBA introduces a general ORB 

interoperability architecture that provides the communications between ORBS. 

Direct interoperability is possible when each ORB understands the same object 

references, the same IDL type system, and shares the same security information. 

OMG CORBA provides several advantages for distributed object programming. The 

advantages are described in table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1. Advantages of CORBA [Vogel 98] 
Programming language In order to implement an application designed for distributed object- 
independence by various programming environment by using different programming languages, OMG 
language mapping IDL supports multiple language mapping. Once IDL resources are described, 

each IDL compiler generates its own client stub and server skeleton for 
language mapping. All communications in a distributed objects system 
happen through interfaces that are specified independently of the 
programming language they are implemented in. 

Location independence In the distributed object system of CORBA, object is identified independently 
by its location. OMG IDL in CORBA provides a mechanism of separating 
interfaces from implementations for distributed object applications. After 
interfaces between clients and servers are defined by IDL, distributed clients 
that need to implement server objects are ready to implement different part of 
the system, independently. Then, the ORB supports the implementation of 
this location independence. 

Automatic code generation of The IDL compiler and ORB run-time systems decrease the programmer's 
client and server effort to generate the codes required for client and server sides to open. 

control and close network with CORBA objects. The IDL compiler creates 
such programming language codes from IDL resources. 

Access to standard CORBA Various fundamental CORBA services specified by OMG can be used. The 
services services are naming service, trading service, event service, transaction 

service, and security service 

4.2.4 CORBA products 

Table 4-2. CORBA products 
Java 2 ORB The ORB for Java IDL is included in the Java Development Kit 2 platform 

with which applications can run either Java application or as applets within 
Java enabled web browsers with using HOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) as 
its protocol. Java 2 ORB does not have an Interface Repository, but can access 
an Interface Repository provided by other ORB. 

VisiBroker for Java (Boland) The client-server CORBA 2.0 compliant Object Request Broker written 
completely in Java, is a runtime and supporting development environment for 
building distributed Java applications for the Internet and intranets. VisiBroker 
for Java can be used for client applets that run in Java-enabled browsers such 
as Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer, as well as objects that 
reside on servers. 

Orbix C" (IONA) OrbixWeb is the IONA's Internet CORBA ORB for an implementation of the 
CORBA. and maps CORBA functionality to the C++ programming language. 
It combines a standard-based programming approach to distributed object 
a lication with the Java programming environment. 

Orbix Web (IONA) Java version of Orbix. 
Netscape Communicator Netscape browser combines with the Object Request Broker (ORB) of 

VisiBroker by embracing the HOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) standard as 
the basis for its distributed object model. Once a client program is compiled, its 
applet can issue requests on a CORBA object without downloading the ORB. 

CORBA is a specification, and a guide for implementing products provided by 

several vendors. It is important to understand that the Interface Definition Language 

(IDL) is used only for the interface definition. For implementation traditional 

programming languages are used. Therefore, a mapping from IDL to the 

programming language has to be defined. Currently mappings for C, C, Smalltalk, 

Java, Ada and COBOL are standardised, and commercial products are providing these 
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mechanisms. The CORBA-compliant products supporting Java/C ' languages are 

Java ORB, VisiBroker, Orbix C, OrbixWeb, and Netscape Communicator. Table 4- 

2 describes these products. 

4.2.4.1 Java IDL 

The Java IDL is the CORBA compliant distributed object technology provided 

with the Java Development Kit (JDK). The Java language is portable due to the 

standardised byte-code representation generated by the Java compiler and instanced 

with run-time systems, which are supported by various industry standards. Java is a 

fully object-oriented language with strong support for various software-engineering 

techniques. In Java, all programming procedures are created and manipulated using 

objects. Therefore, integration between the Java language and CORBA can build 

appropriate distributed object systems for industrial purposes, and to this end there are 

various industrial products, which can enable building the CORBA-distributed object 

system. 

Java IDL as specified as a CORBA compliant product is a technology for 

distributed object systems in which objects interact on different platforms across a 

network. The implementation of the Java IDL is an Object Request Broker (ORB) 

provided with the JDK. With an IDL compiler for IDL to Java mapping, it can be 

used to define, implement and access CORBA objects from the Java programming 
language. 

For a Java IDL implementation, the IDL to build a distributed object system 

requires an IDL definition for Java classes and interfaces, and the IDL compiler 

creates client stubs and server skeletons for this requirement. Then, client stubs 

represent a server side in a client for making function calls appear local, and a server 

skeleton acts as a client to the server. In a typical distributed object system in 

CORBA, when a client wishes to invoke IDL-defined operations on object references 

as if they were local methods of function calls, it must link in stubs for the IDL 

interfaces, which convey invocations to the target object distributed in the server. 
Theoretically, using Java DL, Java applications and applets can communicate with 

objects which are distributed on the web and generated with any language since IDL 

provides a common format to represent an object that can be distributed to other 
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applications [Vogel 98]. 

4.2.4.2 Object Request Broker (ORB) for Java IDL 

Java ORB is an ORB that supports a Java language mapping for OMG IDL. The 

Java language mapping from IDL allows clients and objects to be implemented in 

Java. The IDL compiler generates Java classes classified as stub classes for the client 

and skeleton classes for the server. The function of the stub classes is to provide proxy 

objects that clients can invoke methods. The proxy is a local representative for a 

remote object, which implements the support necessary to send requests to a remote 

object. In Java, objects have the role of implementing application, for which interfaces 

are represented by Java public variables and method declarations. However, CORBA 

objects represented in Java IDL allow the objects' operations to be invoked from any 

location and using any programming language, and implement the operations in the 

interface referred to as an object implementation. In Java IDL, the operation is an 

action that can be invoked on a CORBA object, and the method can be invoked on a 

Java object as defined in that objects' public class definition. In addition, the role of 

the client is to invoke the operations on remote CORBA objects stored in the servers, 

which provide CORBA objects for clients and other servers to use. The proxy object 

method implementations invoke operations on the object implementation, which is 

located remotely. Since the object implementation is remotely distributed, the proxy 

object manages and sends the invocation request. In order to send the invocation 

request to the object implementation, the stub code uses the ORB infrastructure in 

which a network transforming and the implementation object locating mechanisms are 

involved. The skeleton class provides the connections between the object 

implementation, CORBA server and the ORB. 

In a typical CORBA server, the communication routines in both client stub and 

server skeleton exchange invocation requests and results via a network connection 

that is set up using ORB library code. The ORB library code must be linked into 

CORBA client and servers, and communicates with the ORB run-time daemon, which 

has the information of the mechanism to activate servers and to locate appropriate 

server hosts and objects when the requests of the implementation are made to servers. 
The information about the connectivity of the objects and servers with Java byte-code 

files is stored in the Implementation Repository - (IR). The IR is a component of 
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CORBA, and it may exist if a product vendor who provides ORB provides the IR. For 

the case that the IR does not exist such as in Java IDL, objects are created by a server 

program, and they survive as long as the server process is running. If the IR exists as a 

component of CORBA such as in Orbix produced by Iona, objects can be activated on 

demand by a run-time daemon loading their state from the Implementation 

Repository. 

4.2.4.3 IDL to Java mapping 

IDL is a declarative language for defining the interfaces of CORBA objects. 

Defining IDL interfaces to objects is the most important step for developing 

distributed CORBA applications. An interface definition in IDL contains attributes 

and operations. Attributes enable clients to get and set values on the object, and 

operations are functions that clients call on an object. With this interface definition, 

IDL is used by ORB-specific IDL compilers to generate targeted language codes. For 

example in Java IDL, the IDL compiler reads IDL definitions, and translates them to 

Java interfaces for stub, skeleton, helper, holder and other Java files. According to the 

mapping specified by the OMG IDL to Java Language, such Java files are generated. 
The syntax of IDL is taken from C, but there are no programming statements for 

object implementation. The only purpose of using IDL is to define interfaces between 

distributed objects. With the interface defined by IDL to communicate to the 

distributed object system, the server side of the distributed object system provides a 

remote interface, and the client side calls this interface remotely. 

As the result of IDL to Java compiling, for example, the files called 

`name_ImpBase Java' are created for the server skeleton to provide basic CORBA 

functionality for the server. The files, 'name_Stub. java' are created for the client stub 

providing CORBA functionality for the client as well as implementing the interface 

defined by IDL resources. The IDL resources are also contained in the Java version of 

the IDL interface files, extended to Java package, `org. omg. CORBA. Object', to 

support standard CORBA object functionality. In addition, the `_Helper Java' class 

provides the functionality to cast the CORBA object type to proper Java object types 

to be used in Java client programming, and `_Holder Java' class holds a public 
instance member of the type of Java version of the IDL file in order to provide 

operations for out or inout arguments, which indicate the direction of the data flow 
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between client stub and server skeleton. 

4.2.4.4 Orbix Cam' 

The basic system architecture may be the same as for the Java IDL because Orbix 

C' is designed by CORBA standards. The Orbix IDL defines a standard mapping 

from IDL to C. For this mapping, the Orbix IDL compiler converts IDL definitions 

to corresponding C' definitions. As the result of the Orbix IDL compiling, the 

compiler generates object skeleton, client stub, and common header files. The object 

skeleton code is the C' code that allows a server program to implement IDL 

interfaces and accept operation calls from clients to objects. To implement the 

interfaces defined in the server side from the client side, the client stub codes inherit 

the class defined in the object skeleton and override the pure virtual functions that 

represent IDL operations with the application code. The client stub defines the C++ 

codes by which client accesses to an objects, and common header files contain 

declarations used by both client and server. These common header files must be 

included on both client and server side. 

4.2.4.5 Communication between ORBs by interoperability 

ORB interoperability specifies a comprehensive flexible approach to supporting 

networks of objects that are distributed across and managed by multiple, 

heterogeneous CORBA-compliant ORBs. In the concept of CORBA interoperability, 

the components of an Object Request Broker distribute and heterogeneously 

communicate application programmes over the network. Therefore, ORB 

Interoperability allows communication between independently developed 

implementations of the CORBA standard. In the implementation, ORB 

interoperability enables a client of one ORB to invoke operations on an object in a 

different ORB via standardised protocols. Thus, invocations between client and server 

objects are independent of whether they are on the same or different ORBS. The OMG 

has specified two standard protocols to allow ORB interoperability, General Inter- 

ORB Protocol (GIOP) for ORB to ORB interactions, Internet Inter-ORB Protocol 

(IIOP). The GIOP allows communicating between different ORBS with ORB 

implementation flexibility, and the HOP specifies how GIOP is built over TCP/IP 

transports. The HOP specifies a standardised interoperability protocol for the Internet. 
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For example, in the implementation of interoperability between ORBs located on 

the local client and the remote CAD server, the client invokes the server through 

ORBs. The ORB takes care of the details of interoperability among a heterogeneous 

network [OrbixWeb 99] [Chiang 01]. Such a client is independent so that there is no 

need to obtain the certain information about the location of the server. CORBA 

requires that the interfaces be expressed by an IDL interface. The client only knows 

the server's interface without knowing how the server is implemented. 

4.2.5 STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) 

In the use of features to develop a product model, it is necessary for feature-based 

design systems to work with other systems and their application programs. From this 

requirement in which the ability to share information is enabled, feature data may be 

exchanged by product data exchange standards between the various systems and 

applications. One of the efforts of developing international standards in data exchange 
is STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data). STEP is the common 

name for standard 10303 of the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 

[Morris 91]. ISO 10303 covers a wide variety of different product types (e. g., 

electronic, electro-mechanical, sheetmetal, fibre composites, ships, architectural, 

process plant, etc. ) and life cycle stages (design, analysis, planning, manufacture, etc. ) 

[Pratt 01]. This standard is composed of individual documents called as STEP ̀ Parts'. 

The table 4-3 describes some of the series of parts published. 

Table 4-3. STEP Part descriptions [Pratt 01] [Tang 01] 
Part number Description 

Part 1 An overview 

Part 11 Description methods (For example, the EXPRESS family of information modelling languages) 

Part 21 Implementation methods (data exchange mechanisms) 
Part 31 Conformance testing methodology and framework 

Part 41 Integrated generic information models 
Part 101- Integrated application resource models 
Part 201 Application Protocols (specific models targeted for product data exchange) 
Part 301 Abstract Test Suites (corresponding to the Application Protocol series) 
Part 501 Application Interpreted Constructs (interpreted models common to two or more Application 

Protocols) 

Among those Parts, Part 11 defines the information modelling language 
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`EXPRESS'. The STEP addresses the requirement through formats and programming 

interfaces derived directly from domain-related information models written in the 

EXPRESS information modelling language [Kahn 01] [Kramer 01]. STEP consists of 

many parts each developed through three major development phases, which are 

Committee Draft, Draft International Standard, and International Standard. STEP is 

rapidly becoming the preferred standard for communicating product data between 

CAD systems. 

STEP is targeted at the exchange of data describing a product between Computer 

Aided X (in which X can be CAD, CAM, ... etc. ) systems. Specifically, the 

exchangeable product data is defined in the Application Protocols. EXPRESS is the 

language used within STEP to formally define the semantics of the data. EXPRESS is 

an object used for information modelling language and is defined in ISO 10303- 

11: 1994. EXPRESS allows the definition of a model as a collection of information 

entities in which they are defined to attributes, constraints, and relationships. It exists 

in a graphical form, called EXPRESS-G, which is an iconic language that provides a 

subset of the modelling capabilities. In further extensions of EXPRESS, EXPRESS-I 

is designed for the display of data instances and the specification of abstract test cases. 

EXPRESS-M is a mapping language that is intended to provide easy access to 

methods which allow mapping between different EXPRESS schema. Another 

member of the EXPRESS family, called EXPRESS-X, is developed for being 

designed as a formal language for semantic and data mapping purposes. 

A number of application environments using STEP have been reported in the 

literature. The data modelling aspect of an integrated product data-sharing 

environment (IPDE) based on the standard has been developed in Arizona State 

University [Liang 99]. They describe the concept of STEP as the definition of 

Application Protocols (APs) as the mechanism for specifying information requirement 

and for ensuring reliable communication in particular application domains [Liang 99]. 

More recently, a data exchange framework for CAD and CAM systems has been 

developed using STEP translators [Chao 01]. This system translates CAD data format 

into the STEP format, and the entire system can be in Internet or in Intranet. Another 

effort for sharing data using STEP and Internet including a heterogeneous interface 

was done by [Shin 00]. In their practical example, shipbuilding design features and 
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STEP model data have been used to implement a shipbuilding product model 
database. In addition, CORBA objects are also implemented for their heterogeneous 

data interface. Their application procedures include product modelling according to 

STEP, feature recognition from 2D drawings, and topological changes in the 

geometric data using a non-manifold model and CORBA objects [Shin 001. More 

work in STEP-based feature recognition is done by [Bhandarkar 00], [Han 01], and so 

on while a feature-based inspection and control system is made with STEP by 

[Kramer 01]. 

4.2.6 Application Programming Interface (API) 

An Application Programming Interface (API) is a series of functions, routines 

protocols, and tools that programmers can use to assist in building software 

applications. With an API, an application can be provided the necessary set of 

interfaces to access the functionality of lower level services in a particular application 

area. For example, a CAD/CAM system supplier might provide an API to allow 

programmatic access to the functionality of its CAD/CAM systems. APIs also exist 

for window systems, file systems, database systems, and networking systems. APIs 

are typically implemented as a function library. An API makes it easier to develop ä 

program by providing all existing methods. Therefore, applying APIs to CAD 

modellers becomes popular in these days for the purposes of display, database storage 

and communication. For future development, user programs should provide the 

improved performance and interfaces of the APIs to the interface set of function calls. 

This is essential for present CAD developers to introduce the API to the rest of the 

program since code development time is required to be minimised. 

A specific API implementation consists of a set of operations used to access an 
instance of a well-defined resource. The sets of operations are typically functions that 

the system uses to provide access to the resource. API operations are made available 

to the application program usually as function calls in a software library. An API 

consists of an external interface and some internal implementation. The external 
interface is used by the application program. This external interface should be 

constant while the API is used. 

Most solid modellers provide APIs for applications to manipulate and interrogate 
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the models in a client-server environment. For example, by following the 

development of a computing environment, CAD/CAM systems and their solid 

modellers are moving into distributed heterogeneous computing to support 

computationally expensive design and manufacturing processes. Communication and 

collaboration in such distributed systems normally require protocols for accessing 

remote objects [Han 98]. A solid modeller in this environment is communicated with 

a software wrapper to provide a uniform API. API calls are implemented in a client- 

sever architecture that provides a solid modeller as a server. Therefore applications 

which externally exist on the client-sever architecture can communicate with the 

server. 

In the efforts (including [Han 98]) to provide standardised APIs for CAD 

systems, [Pratt 01] describes that a general-purpose API is provided for the use of 

standardised operations for the exchange of procedural models. This paper, [Pratt 01], 

was originally written for the current work in extending the STEP standard to enable 

the capture and transfer of parameterised CAD models with geometric constraints 

[Pratt 01]. One of the approaches involves transferring CAD models in a procedural 

form that is expressed in terms of the sequence of operations used to construct them. 

Applying a standard with an API for CAD modellers is necessary to define 

standardised procedural interfaces to enable this to be done. The advantages that can 

be gained from a standardised API are listed in the table 4-4. 

Table 4-4. Advantages from a standardised CAD system API [Pratt 01] 

1. Plug-and-play CAD modeller capabilities in modular integrated product realisation (design and 
manufacturing) systems. 

2. Remove dependence upon CAD supplier for the supply of application software interfacing to system 

3. Encouragement for third-part applications by the systems that interface without modification to any one of a 
range of CAD systems that have implementations of the standardised interface 

4. Exchange of model information with a CAD system in a conversational model, in which the interfacing 
system can specify exact information, and the CAD system can respond precisely. 

In the standardised API to the client-sever architecture that is used for this thesis, 

the SDRC/I-DEAS software provides its CORBA-based Open Application 

Programming Interface (API), which is a collection of software development kits that 

assist in writing custom programs to directly manipulate a wide variety of I-DEAS 

data. Each kit contains libraries of functions and utilities to write certain types of 
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programs. This Open API software module provides: 

" Automatic creation of geometry: This functionality is useful when repetitive 
operations are required or when the geometry can be specified via parameters 

entered on a form in the Open API program. 

" Access to information generated by I-DEAS software: Open API programs 
can read and process data generated interactively with the I-DEAS software. 
This information can be used to drive the operation of the Open API program. 

" Capability to associate user-defined attributes with I-DEAS software entities: 
an Open API application can generate input for another program, such as 
analysis code. For these types of applications, it's often necessary to associate 
additional data with I-DEAS geometry. 

4.2.7 Tool Management Systems 

Today's complex design processes require multiple CAD tools and applications 
in order to perform the various tasks that make up a design process [Sutton 98]. CAD 

tools and related applications may be obtained from several different sources, and 
these tools and applications are often operated within a Computer Aided Design 

environment. Since different sets of CAD tools and environments are combined, the 

entire design process is difficult to manage. Therefore, such different sets of tools are 
designed in parallel by the concept of a multidisciplinary concurrent design, it is 

necessary to control design tools and their sub-applications. 

CAD framework is designed to provide ̀ design data management' and ̀ design 

tool management' [Sutton 98]. A framework is defined as a set of underlying facilities 

provided to the CAD tool developer, system integrator, and end user necessary to 
facilitate their tasks [Cunning 99]. The CAD framework is a software infrastructure 
that provides a common operating environment for Computer Aided Design. A 
framework should enable users to launch and manage tools for creating, organising, 
and managing data. In [Cunning 99], seven functional layers, which are presented in a 
CAD framework, are described to address the issues of data integrity, distributed 
design data management, and configuration management. The seven functional layers 

are: 
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1) basic services (facilitate access to databases); 

2) design representation (creation, storage, retrieval, and modification of a 

model); 

3) data management (facilitate mapping design data); 

4) tool management (models of how to control various design tools); 

5) data and tool integration (provide integration of tools independent of the 

physical, logical, project, object, and data formats); 

6) design process management (facilitate for modelling the design process); 

7) methodology (procedures) [Cunning 99]. 

Among these functional layers, the term `Tool Management' may be focused to define 

the concept of `Tool Management System'. 

In recent years a number of systems, which the Design Information Group of the 
University of Bristol have termed Tool Management Systems (TMS), have been 

developed with the purpose of handling the flow of data and the control of multi- 

process execution for such distributed activities [Lee 01]. In other word, a TMS is a 

system which can maintain consistent versions of data, and invoke user-specified 

tools as necessary in some problem-solving application [Kalavade 95]. Generally, 

these employ an object-oriented approach and use such mechanisms as CORBA or 

other distributed object systems for inter-process communication and object sharing. 
In a TMS, a standard interface to the tool should be provided to invoke tools and their 

sub-applications. However, in the procedures having a standard interface, the terms 

tool integration and tool encapsulation may be defined for tool control. Tool 

integration describes the process in which tools are connected to a TMS, and tool 

encapsulation also describes the process by which a tool management system is 

working to execute and control tools. In tool integration, the source code of the tools 

or APIs should be available to implement communication with the TMS. Then, the 

tool can directly obtain data to operate. In tool encapsulation, a software wrapper 
between a tool management system and tools normally defines the communication 
that works through only the TMS's interface. 

Example systems for the tool management systems are iSIGHT 
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(http: //www. engineous. com/), Samtech's Boss-Quattro (http: //www. samtech. fr/) and 
Lockheed's NetBuilder (http: //aic. parl. com/netbuilder/). It is understood that the first 

and second of these are commercial systems. In the design support system described 

here, CORBA is used for remote access to the SDRC I-DEAS modeller, and for the 

viewpoint to Response Surface method that will be described later, socket-based 

communication for process sequencing has been developed by Kaymaz in (Kaymaz 

01]. 

In [Kaymaz 01] and [Lee 01], Kaymaz developed ADAPRES_NET in which a 

structural reliability problem is resolved by applying structural reliability methods. In 

the work of this thesis, the basic structure is based on an automated computer aided 
design process for creating and modifying a model, and invoking ADAPRES for the 

evaluation of multiple performance functions of a structural reliability problem using 

response surface functions or direct calls to the performance function. This process 

can be distributed over the workstations on a network by the advantage of using 
CORBA [Lee 01]. 

4.2.8 Knowledge-based Engineering 

Products reflect more than just their components. They reflect the design, 

manufacturing, and engineering knowledge that is used to create them. It is not only 

managing the components of a product model, but knowledge-based systems also 
capture and manage the knowledge used to products. In the engineering design 

process, knowledge-based engineering (KBE) is a technology of information 

processing, which involves a reasoning process and knowledge representation [Hew 

01]. Well-structured knowledge management and knowledge-based engineering 

systems allow designers to capture and reuse product development experience. The 

traditional CAD systems (which do not contain any knowledge-based engineering 
design approaches) either employ conventional drawing for design representation, or 

geometric models that still concentrate on the representation of form and material 
with little attention to concepts such as structure, function and design intent 
[McMahon9l]. In addition, early research on computer support for engineering design 

has concentrated on problem-solving techniques instead of dealing with human 

expertise [Gorti 98]. As the result of being unable to record the human expertise in 

such traditional systems, the geometric representation will be in terms of collections 
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of only geometric primitives from which it is difficult to extract data except by 

looking at the drawing/model [McMahon9l]. 

The concept of knowledge in computer-aided design has been discussed in early 

research papers. In [Coyne 87], a computer-aided design system is generally described 

in terms of objects, operations on objects, and some controller for when and which 

operations are brought into action. The state of objects is changeable by the 

transformations brought by various operations under controls. Sets of operations 

constitute the knowledge of the system. Another definition for knowledge has been 

used in [Dim 85] in which knowledge is an artefact, worthy of design. 

Knowledge-based engineering systems represent one of the more commercially 

successful products of research into Artificial Intelligence (Al) [Dim 85] [McMahon 

91] [Hew 01]. The capabilities within a knowledge-based system include [Hew 01]: 

1. A knowledge representation capability: controlling design knowledge through 

modelling. Object-oriented models and natural language rule expressions are 

used to describe the expert knowledge. This can also be referred to as a rule- 

based system. 

2. A reasoning mechanism/capability: dealing with searching for and selecting 

application rules and with evaluating and generating logical arguments using 

objects. The reasoning process normally has conditional statements. For 

example, ̀ if <condition is true> then <draw a conclusion>' [Kugathasan 98]. 

3. An interface capability: providing a sophisticated development environment for 

the developer to program the knowledge-based objects. This provides the 

modeller with a facility for editing and debugging the knowledge-based 

system. 

Knowledge-based technologies, such as expert systems, have been applied to 

various problems in engineering design that typically rely on the availability of many 
different types of knowledge drawn from specialists [Yang 93]. For an example in 

which knowledge-based engineering is applied, the structural analysis is described in 

[Pinfold 01]. The structural analysis is working in order to get the physical response 

of structured systems that are subjected to loads. The geometry used for the creation 

of the finite element mesh is generally an approximation of the model geometry. The 
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pre-processing for an analysis is often time-consuming. Since a simplification of the 

CAD geometry is used, much of the time spent in pre-processing is for correcting 

CAD model geometry. Nowadays, many FE pre-processors provide automated FE 

meshing. However, automatic mesh creation still requires data such as mesh density, 

selection of elements, forces, and the position and types of the boundary conditions to 

be applied [Pinfold 01 ]. Where the same generic problem is to be analysed repeatedly, 

if the rules regarding this problem are created and then referred to them, time can be 

saved in the creation of the mesh [Pinfold 01]. Time-consuming simplification (e. g., 

in figure 4-6) of the CAD geometry to facilitate creating the mesh can be treated in a 

similar manner in which rules for the simplification are created and incorporated in a 

KBE system. In their example, a rule base concerning the creation of first geometry of 

the vehicle structure is generated, and then from this a simplified model for mesh 

generation is created. Finally the generation of the FE mesh itself has been developed 

as a part of KBE program. 
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4.3 Design automation in a distributed object environment 

4.3.1 Distributed object systems in Computer-Aided Design 

In order to build distributed applications, current technology uses sockets, 

messages and events, remote procedure calls, or Object Request Brokers (ORB) with 

the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). As described previously, 

the CORBA standard by OMG is often used for communication. CORBA is a 

specification for building distributed object applications mostly using the C' or Java 

programming languages. In addition, CORBA's growing number of Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) and extensions have made it possible to build 

distributed, collaborative (in which integral parts of various engineering design 

environment are built), multi-tier applications (in which one part runs on one 

computer and another part runs on another, and the individual disciplines are used as 

objects) [Schmidt 95a] [Sistla 00]. The CAD system, which is running in the 

distributed working environment, may have requirements presented below [Wang 98] 

[Rosenman 01]. 

" Network-based system - the system should run on the network. The system 

should be capable of being opened by all users who are distributed over the 

network, and such a system should invoke other systems which are also 

distributed. 

" Heterogeneous platform - since users and systems are distributed, their 

computing environment may be different and should communicate through 

standardised interfaces, such as CORBA IDL. 

" System flexibility - the CAD system consists of a set of distributed tools that 

may be shared by other systems over the network. Therefore, depending on the 

design purpose, the system enables dynamically changing functionality by 

combining system components linked from the network. In addition, new 

technology can be integrated into current legacy CAD systems, for example, by 

sharing and exchanging design information with PDES/STEP, and 

interoperability with APIs and CORBA. 

" System stability - the system, which is collaborative, should provide the 
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distribution of the system locations, and the management of the system 
integration over the network. 

On the basis of this emerging technology, significant efforts in various research 

fields have been taken to automate and to distribute a complex computing task over a 

network, heterogeneously. Current systems' architectures in various researches are 
divided into five modes shown in table 4-5 and figure 4-7. 

Table 4-5. The architecture of current distributed systems [Rosenman 01 ] 

Architecture modes Descriptions 

1. Integrated mode This is the system in which an integrated CAD system works as a shared server for all 
users using an integrated data model. 

2. Distributed- Domain systems are distributed and share the central system that provides 
integrated mode collaborative workspace. 

3. Discrete mode This system has not got a central system, but all domain systems are fully distributed. 

4. Stage-based mode In this system, all domain systems are also fully distributed, but an internal mechanism 
is provided to control the evaluation process between distributed domains. 

5. Autonomy-based This system is the distributed system based on the concept of autonomy in which each 
mode model is implemented as a distributed set of knowledge sources. 
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Figure 4-7. Architecture models [Rosenuran 011 

Among the various research on distributed systems, the software environment 

called NetBuilder, which supports a methodology for the integration of tools and 

people spanning multiple disciplines and multiple vendors, is introduced in [Dabke 

98]. NetBuilder provides a mechanism for coordinating collaborative activities in an 

automated and distributed work environment, which is being used to support 

integration of designers and design tools involved in multi-disciplinary engineering 

analysis in a number of domains hydraulics and propulsion systems in ship design and 
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opto-mechanical systems in satellite design [Dabke 98]. The main aspect to the 

NetBuilder approach, according to [Dabke 98], is the `megaprogramming model' in 

which individual tools are combined. The megaprograms involve the participation of 

diverse disciplines and use of disparate software tools provided by various software 

vendors. For this comprehensive integration, the NetBuilder megaprogramming 

environment provides: 

1) A megaprogramming editor and scheduler (to control the overall process flow), 

2) A module wrapping toolkit (to support encapsulation of existing tools as 

CORBA-compliant modules), and 

3) A catalogue-building capability (to enable registration of such wrapped tools as 

NetBuilder modules). 

In addition, individual legacy systems can be invoked as part of such megaprograms 

by `wrapping'. In NetBuilder, standards for distributed object management, CORBA, 

provide a language for describing object interfaces and a protocol for inter-object 

communication in a networked environment. 

The `CLOVER' environment described in [Zhao 01] is an agent-based 

cooperative intelligent design environment in which system interoperability is 

enhanced. Applications in an environment that can access one another have always 

been an important factor when considering integration of applications and 

interoperability [Zhao 01]. An agent is an intelligent and autonomous unit in a 

cooperative design environment. As intelligent and autonomous applications, agents 

can be integrated flexibly in a distributed environment. In collaborative design 

systems, agents have mostly been used for supporting co-operation among designers, 

providing semantic glue between traditional tools, or allowing better simulations 

[Zhao 01]. 'In their agent architecture, as the understanding of that design is an event- 

driven process implemented by designers following rules, design is composed of a 

serious of tasks in which its product data are processed with tools. Agents of 

intelligent design environment in [Zhao 01] are consequently classified into four 

types: 

1) Process management agents (PMA) - managing the design process based on 

representation of a design process model, 
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2) Design task agents (DTA) - managing the knowledge used in design process, 

3) Tool agents (TA) - finding, providing, and managing general tools for any 

design task, 

4) Product data agents (PDA) - functioning as a conversion or translation layer 

between general agents and legacy engineering databases. 

CLOVER is a multi-agent cooperative intelligent design environment that integrates 

these agents with various technologies, such as common agent communication 

language (KQML), common format for the content of communication (EXPRESS and 

XML on the web), shared ontology (STEP), and a communication layer for the agents 

(CORBA). 

User Interface 

SGUI OmmC w 

MCL+ 

OO-Kernei 

ACIS 
FeatureM instance 
product design 

User Interface 

Figure 4-8. The conceptual architecture of CSCW-FeatureM, 

redrawn from [Stork 98] 

I 

On both sides, the users and management, in the distributed object working 

environments, the easy-to-use support directly integrated into their environment, and 

good response times from a user's point of view are important for cost-effectiveness. 

The advanced Computer Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW) technology was 

introduced in [Stork 98] as a means of providing these capabilities. An extension of 

the CAD systems with CSCW makes that different instances of the CAD systems run 

on distributed workstations and exchange messages over the network. The 

communication is also based on CORBA, and a `FeatureM' capability based on ACIS 

is used for 3D CAD systems that supports feature-based modelling. The core system 

of FeatureM is implemented in C++, and the rest of the system is managed by MCL+ 

(Macro Command Language), which is an object-oriented interpreted language for 
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customised purposes. MCL+ is also used for internal communications. For good 

response time and low network loads, they propose the replicated approach where 

every client application has a local model that is updated locally and incrementally. 

The concept of the collaborative FeatureM approach is shown in figure 4-8. Two 

systems running the FeatureM CAD system are connected to each other by a network, 

as shown in figure 4-7. Both instances of FeatureM communicate with each other via 

messages in order to synchronise. 

An open-system architecture for collaborative CAD system, in which software 

component technology is adopted to build the system, is presented in [Rosenman 01]. 

A component is a reusable application whose data and methods can be accessed and 

operated by other applications. In this system, each building element or assembly is 

designed to a component, and components are managed by the Component Agent 

(CA) method. In that distributed CAs, a web-based interface is provided. This 

distributed CAD system aimed for collaborative working environments is 

characterised to autonomy-based model in the current system architectures, which are 

the software organisation and construction mechanism of a system [Rosenman 01]. 
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43.2 A distributed object architecture of an integrated design 

environment with Open I-DEAS 

4.3.2.1 Overview of Open IDEAS 

The Open I-DEAS software module is an object-oriented client-server 
implementation that enables supporting a distributed object-programming 

environment. It uses Orbix from IONA Technologies as the base technology. Orbix is 

a full implementation of the Object Request Broker of CORBA specification. 
According to [SDRC ms8], Open I-DEAS allows 1) customisation of the I-DEAS 

user interface, 2) automation of frequently-used commands with macros and 

programs, and 3) writing of programs that directly access model file data, within an 

open system environment. In addition, for repeat design process automation, Open I- 

DEAS supports the I-DEAS Macro language called Program file in which macros 

can be extended with programming structure and the user interface can be customised 
to facilitate system integration. 

4.3.2.2 Orbix for Open I-DEAS 

By default, all Orbix Cam' components and applications communicate using the 

CORBA standard IIOP protocol by following the CORBA 2.3 specification at the 

moment time of writing of this thesis. The typical components of Orbix are as follows 
[OrbixWeb 99]: 

9 The IDL compiler parses IDL definitions and produces C' code that allows 
development of client and server programs. 

" The Orbix runtime is called by every Orbix program and implements several 

components of the ORB, including the DII, the DSI, and the core ORB 

functionality. 

" The Orbix daemon is a process that runs on each server host and implements 

several ORB components, including the Implementation Repository. This 

daemon process is known as the Orbix Daemon, also referred to as orbixd. 

" The Orbix Interface Repository server is a process that implements the Interface 

Repository. 
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Specially, the Orbix demon (Orbixd) is important since it provides for dynamic 
I 

server activation. During the communication process, Orbixd is implemented as a pair 

of libraries, one for client applications and one for server applications, and the orbixd 

activation daemon [OrbixWeb 99]. The orbixd needs to be present at nodes running 

CORBA servers, and it is responsible for launching server processes dynamically as 

required. Without the Orbix daemon, non-distributed client and server applications in 

the same process address space may be built using the server library alone. The role of 

orbixd is to connect clients and servers for the first time. Orbixd uses a simple 

database, the Implementation Repository, to obtain activation information for its 

server; for each server the information includes the appropriate CORBA activation 

mode, the name of the associated executable image and any command line 

parameters. An important component of Orbix is its compiler technology, which 

translates CORBA IDL into programming language code, C++, which performs 

remote calls. The generated code is sufficiently sophisticated so that programmers are 

not burdened with extra programming steps. 

4.3.2.3 Distributed object system by Orbix IDL for Open I-DEAS 

Client Host Server Host 

Client 
Object, 

Function call 
I 

Stub Skeleton 

Object Request Broker 

Figure 4-9. Function call on distributed object system in Orbix, 

adapted from [OrbixWeb 991 

The Orbix IDL of Open I-DEAS defines the operations each object provides to 

users of the distributed object. For the Open I-DEAS distributed system shown in 

figure 4-9, the Orbix IDL compiler generated C++ code for client stubs and server 

skeletons using IDL-based description of Open I-DEAS objects created by SDRC 
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developers. In the client application, client stubs are local methods that internally 

perform remote procedure calls. Client stubs behave like the server in that they 

receive method invocations from the client and pass them to server skeletons. Then, 

they receive information back from the skeletons and pass it to the client. In the server 

side, server skeletons are local to the server application code and internally perform 

remote procedure calls. The skeletons act like a client in that they pick up method 
invocations sent across an IOR (Inter-ORB Reference) or HOP network and pass them 

to the server. , 

The Orbix server functions provided by SDRC Open IDEAS are: 

" Registering the executable with the Orbix daemon to indicate how to access 

requested services. 

" Writing a main program to act as the server executable. 

" Filling in skeletons with implementation details. 

And, the Orbix client designed for SDRC Open I-DEAS is: 

" Using IDL to describe the objects and operations available in the distributed 

system. 

" Including Orbix generated header files and linking in client libraries. 

" Using a C' compiler to compile and link code written for a client application. 

The Orbix client link to the Orbix generated header files and libraries should be 

ensured when a client application is built. The required header files for a method of an 

object should be specified by a reference to the appropriate header file. 
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4.3.3 Automated routine design of parametric and feature-based 

modelling with macro language 

4.3.3.1 A macro language as the supporting tool for internally user-defined 
interface. 

Design automation often necessitates repeated execution of modelling and 

analysis processes, which imposes a heavy computational load [Lee 01]. Open I- 

DEAS provides the macro language called the Program file language in which design 

processes can be recorded, and the user interface can be customised to facilitate 

system integration. The Program File strongly supports the automated design process 
in the aspect of feature assembly for repetitive execution of command sequences [Lee 

01]. 

A program file is a macro language that is an external file consisting of design 

process commands, which is created by the SDRC/ I-DEAS software to record design 

procedures. It can be then edited with a text editor for the development of a user 

application. The program file approach is a fully functioned programming language, 

which has the ability to write user-defined application programs for operation of the 

design software. It can be activated in a batch-mode to access the software for 

performing selected tasks from a non-graphical terminal. It consists of a programming 

part and a macro part, and both of them are described by mnemonics, which represent 

the commands and options available in the software, such as icons, buttons and toggle 

the menu status. The mnemonics are generated by using a macro recorder within the 

SDRC/ I-DEAS software, and then can be used by typical programming methods. 

4.3.3.2 Automated design process for the assembly of features 

Feature-based design is a means for designers to abstract the level of design by 

working with high-level entities. In feature-based modelling methodologies, the 

transformation of a geometric representation into a feature representation, such as 

design by features, is generally considered a prerequisite for implementing automation 

and integration in this thesis [Lee 01]. Ordinarily, features in a feature-based design 

representation in CAD systems appear both in user-interface level features of design 

by features system and an internally used feature collection. The internally used 

features are distinguished from the internal data structure (e. g., seams and poles of 
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closed surfaces where they wrap back around and connect to themselves be 

represented as edges) used by a solid modeller. From a user's perspective, an 

internally used feature results in extra edges and vertices that are not part of a natural 

visualisation of bounded shapes in 3D space. To support design applications, for 

example, defining interfaces between features for building a part, some CAD systems 

provide for an extendible collection of user-interface level features while the internal 

set of features recorded in the model representation remains fixed. A user interface 

level feature can be defined as a macro that is evaluated into a collection of internal 

features. The implementation of such a system requires a macro language, Program 

File, which can be interpreted at run time to decide which internal features need to be 

created. 

Automated design by features process 

Figure 4-10. Design by feature procedure by Program Files 

Two examples, a link and a pipe, are created by a design by features technique 

that is implemented by Program File. In the design by features approach applied by 

Program File, features are retrieved from a feature library, and part geometry is 

directly created by features. As described in Chapter3, this procedure requires that 1) 

generic form feature definitions will be stored in a feature library as parametrically 

constrained templates, 2) form feature definitions stored in a feature library have 
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information on dimensions, locations of features, faces and edges to be attached, and 

various other attributes, constraint, and relationships, 3) form feature geometry will be 

retrieved from feature definitions stored in a library. Figure 4-10 provides this design 

by features procedure as a diagram. 

Once all of the design by features procedures, form features definitions and 

constraints have been defined (by recording them into Program Files), the model is 

created automatically by executing Program Files in which a feature-based model is 

dynamically created and modified by a typical programmatic approach. The first 

example is demonstrated in figure 4-11. This link is created using four different form 

features. After the Program File is activated, a designer can choose four types of part 

geometry to be assembled and regenerated with four different features. 
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a) Created model 
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b) Component used as features 

Figure 4-11. Example 1: The link generated by Program Files 
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Figure 4-12. Example 2: Assembly of pipes generated by Program Files 

The second example is in figure 4-12 in which the assembly of pipes is demonstrated. 

This model is provided two form features, which are parameterised pipes for the 

straight and bent shapes. The automated assembly design environment supported by 

program files can provide 1) regeneration of a pipe feature by a programmatic 

approach, and 2) automated recalculation of dimensions and location of new retrieved 
features to match with existing features. The Program Files used for this modelling is 

shown in Appendix B. 

4.4 Discussion 

From the result of reviewing feature-based modelling in Chapter 3, it can be 

acknowledged that systems that work using traditional geometric modelling may have 

a problem of data access to other applications, and in this respect a feature-based 

design may be a better solution for automated design processes. In the next two 

chapters, feature construction may be achieved in design automation through 

programmatic interfaces to CAD systems (such as Open I-DEAS APIs in a distributed 

object system) in chapter 5, and by the use of macro language, Program Files, that 

allows the repetitive execution of command sequences with variation in feature 

parameters achieved by rewriting commands in external data files, in chapter 6. This 

chapter has provided the general knowledge of both techniques. 
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DESIGN OF A VIEWPOINT 

DEPENDENCY DESIGN 

AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
In this chapter, the finite element analysis viewpoint of a Bicycle Crank will be 

demonstrated to inform the design of viewpoint mapping from its underlying feature- 

based model. The system will manage pre-defined features and user-defined features 

from its library and link with outside applications by importing files. Since the basis 

of viewpoint modelling is feature-based design, feature-based models are identified 

for each specialised activity from its own viewpoint in the product development 

stages, and mapping operations are arranged between applications specified by 

feature sets. The features used to represent the viewpoint model are generic for the 

flexibility of the shape aspects for the purpose of each viewpoint representation. 
Hence, feature modification will be implemented from the approach of parametric 
design. All of these operations will be implemented in the environment of the CORBA- 

based Open I-DEAS distributed object system in a client-server working environment. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The design of products is driven by the requirements or demands placed upon the 

products by the customer, expressed in some form of design brief or specification. 
Designs that are proposed to meet these requirements are defined within a design 

space bounded by constraints, and the design process is one of searching within the 
bounded design space. The product design itself may be described by a data model 
incorporating design attributes, describing the modelled properties of the design. 

These modelled properties may be divided into two main classes: design parameters 
that describe the shape, dimension, surface finish and other attributes of the product 
for subsequent manufacture, typically represented in drawings, diagrams and CAD 

models; and performance parameters that describe the characteristics and behaviour of 
the products subject to an external environment that applies "loads" to the products. 
The design parameter model is what is produced in the design process, generally 

today in the form of a CAD model. The performance parameters are estimated during 

the design process by specialist engineers, generally using further models - such as 
Finite Element models - that are used to assist in estimating the performance 

parameters. These additional models may be computer models, mathematical models, 

graphical models and even physical prototypes and test pieces. 
A significant issue in engineering is the amount of time and effort that is spent 

first of all by design engineers in creating CAD models of design parameters and then 

by specialist engineers in creating their models, based on the model of design 

parameters, so that they may make their specialist judgements. There are several 

reasons why the work is time-consuming: creating a new design model from 

geometric primitives can be quite slow; the modification that is often needed to the 

design parameter model by a specialist, e. g., to simplify or approximate the model, 

can also involve a lot of effort. The manipulation of the model also has to be done at 
the level of low-level geometric entities such as faces and edge loops, and this 

contributes to the time taken. The idea behind this work was to explore whether, by 

using features to construct design models and as a basis for specialist models, the 

models could be constructed much more simply so as to avoid lengthy initial 

construction, and to avoid time-consuming conversion between models. Furthermore, 
if the construction and manipulation of features can be carried out programmatically 
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then complete design and analysis procedures may be incorporated easily into 

optimisation or probabilistic analysis processes. In principle this can be done now, 

but only for parametric designs for which the parametric model is constructed first 

and then built into the automation process; by using features then in principle different 

feature models may be constructed very easily. 

The advantage of using feature models is that the design and the analysis process 

may be defined very easily. Even more than this, however, different manufacturing 

viewpoint models could perhaps allow the same design to be explored in different 

ways, simply for example by translating the design features to forging or casting 

features, for example, and exploring the effect of these different manufacturing 

approaches on the performance (weight, stress etc. ) of the resulting design. 

In order to achieve this, it is necessary to be able to specify feature models and 

their manipulation into different viewpoints in such a way that they may be 

constructed and manipulated easily. Ideally, some sort of language would be 

provided for the specification of features, and of the way in which they are assembled 

together into a model and then manipulated for different applications. This language 

would provide mechanisms for the definition of features, for the combination of 

features into a model, for the manipulation of features (simplification, approximation 

etc. ) and for the association of loads and boundary constraints with a feature model. 

These mechanisms eventually have to be translated into operations for a CAD or 

geometric modelling system. So, for example, a feature model of a link, which 

comprises an "eye", a "shank" and another "eye" needs to be translated into the 

system commands needed to construct these features. When the model is then 

manipulated into a FE model, then there may need to be simplification or 

approximation of the feature models and then loads and boundary conditions need to 

be applied to the features of the design model. In practice this means firstly that a 

different feature model may need to be created with alternative geometric 

representation of the features (to account for the simplification) and secondly that 

loads and boundary conditions need to be applied to the features, or more precisely to 

the faces of the features. Thus the viewpoint-dependent manipulation should involve 

automatic execution of CAD system commands in some way such that the appropriate 

geometric entities and FE entities are created. The aim of the experiments reported 

here is therefore firstly to explore how different feature models may be constructed 
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easily in a design automation approach, and secondly to explore how mapping 

operations between feature representations may be executed. 
Current multiple viewpoint models constructed by feature-based design often 

only support form feature-based viewpoint models, for example, feature-based part 

detail design and manufacturing process planning. Feature-based representations of 

various analysis viewpoint models are still research issues to be developed. Formal 

representation and transformation (i. e., feature mapping) for building feature-based 

information are also issues in the development of multiple viewpoint dependent 

feature-based design. 

The functional properties of a viewpoint model are the essential aspect of the 

modelling of multiple viewpoint representations since multiple viewpoint models are 

characterised by their functional purpose. Feature-based models are therefore 
identified for each specific application. Feature mapping is implemented to transform 

one viewpoint model (i. e., primary viewpoint) to another (i. e., secondary viewpoint). 
Feature mapping from a primary viewpoint model to a secondary viewpoint model 

may involve modifying, removing, or adding features including the information of 
functional use logically associated to the secondary viewpoint model, to provide 
feature definitions of the secondary viewpoint model with the feature model of the 

primary viewpoint model. The mapping process may act as a filter so that only the 

required information passes to the secondary application. Feature mapping is able to 

build the secondary viewpoint feature-based model on the basis of feature 

information, instead of geometric information only, of the primary viewpoint feature 

model. 

In multiple viewpoint dependency modelling, applications from various product 
development phases are supported by having a feature model for each of them 
[Bronsvoort 97]. The design representation of the model is created from features 

which are functionally significant generic entities. By using features the effort 

required in the construction of a model may be very much reduced [Lee 01]. Feature- 

based design may provide benefits to the multiple viewpoint modelling, such as: 

" capturing of product modelling and its processes; 

" providing different viewpoint models along the process plans; 

" the integration of the non-geometric information like material properties; 
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" hierarchical structured and object-oriented description of product and other 

viewpoint applications; 

" providing much quicker implementation with new designs if they' can be 

constructed from features. 

With these benefits, a multiple-viewpoint feature modelling system should allow 

multiple viewpoints on a product model, each one for a certain application. Each view 
has its own feature model of the product, with design by features from an application- 

specific feature library. The feature library of a viewpoint contains feature 

descriptions that represent generic requirements from the application related to the 

viewpoint [Noort 99]. Because only features from the feature library of a view are 

used to build a feature model for that view, each feature model for a view satisfies the 

requirements from the application related to that view. In addition to feature instances, 

the feature model can also contain model constraints that, just like the feature 

instances, represent specific requirements of its own application. The representation 

of functional properties is the essential aspect of the modelling of multiple 

representations. Such description is reasonable in the multiple views divided by the 

functional concerns between the viewpoints of design and finite element models that 

will be demonstrated in this chapter. 

Feature-based models are identified for each specialised activity, and mapping is 

arranged between applications specified by feature sets. Feature mapping may be one 

solution proposed to support the use of multiple feature-based models. The term 

applied to the activity of passing sets of features from one viewpoint to another is 

feature mapping. Feature mapping or feature transformation is an important 

requirement for the flexibility of feature based systems since features should have 

applications in various stages of engineering processes from initial design to more 

applied engineering tasks. The development of a product model requires that all the 

views on the concept of converting one feature view into another has been proposed 

as a means of allowing integration between engineering viewpoints of design and 

other engineering applications. 

In viewpoint-dependent feature-based design, there may be automatic 

transformation between the feature-sets used for different viewpoints, or an 

underlying design feature representation may be presented differently in different 
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viewpoints. The aim of this chapter is to define how viewpoint dependent feature 

models can be built into automated design methods in the approach of a tool 

management system. This will be demonstrated by the Open I-DEAS distributed- 

object client-server application using API and Program File's mnemonics with an 

example viewpoint model, finite element stress analysis model of a Bicycle Crank. 

The feature operations, which are initially developed, involve applying loads and 

boundary conditions to specific named topological entities, faces. This may be 

managed by a library of features, and some of the suggestions will be demonstrated. 

The structure of this chapter will be as follows. The representations of multiple 

viewpoints with features will be discussed in terms of feature mapping for viewpoint 

dependent models with various mapping techniques, and feature mapping operations 
by Open I-DEAS. For the implementation, feature-based description and viewpoint 

mapping of a Bicycle Crank, and viewpoint mapping implementation by Open I- 

DEAS, will be demonstrated. 
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5.2 Approaches to Viewpoint-dependent Product Modelling 

5.2.1 Multiple disciplines, views, and models with dependency 

Each engineering activity has its own view of a product [Dohmen 96]. The view 

represents the activity's own way of looking at the product [Bronsvoort 97]. The 

concept of a viewpoint for the specific engineering representation gets its significance 

with the respect to a user who wishes to access a subset of a design environment. A 

viewpoint of the engineering representation is one of the elements of the model 

applied to give a user access to a design or other engineering applications [MG-IT 

98]. 

Viewpoint dependency is overviewed in [Salomons 93] and [MG-IT 98], and the 

description about the multiple viewpoint representation in this chapter is made with 

reference to [McMahon 95], [Shah 95], [Rosenman 96], [Bronsvoort 97], [Kraker 

97a], [Kraker 97b], [Bidarra 98b], [Martino 98], [Remondini 98], [Hoffmann 00] and 

[Noort 00]. 

5.2.1.1 Engineering representation and view 

The representation of objects within a mechanical design environment uses 

extensive geometric aspects. During the engineering design process, various 

engineering representations of the designed artefact are created and used for different 

engineering tasks dependent on needs, for example, in terms of manufacturing, 

structural analysis, process engineering, design information, or etc. A representation 

for the various engineering requirements can be translated in an equivalent manner 

through different models, and each of the models may be used as the basis of 

representing a specific engineering requirement [MG-IT 98]. For example, the 

geometric representation of a product model can be obtained through different models 

to get an identical object of geometry. The concept of a viewpoint gets its significance 

with respect to a user wishing to access a subset of a design environment. However, 

viewpoints do not have all the information an engineer could manipulate since all the 

engineering design viewpoints required for a product development could not be 

represented (e. g., conceptual design) currently with features, and they are therefore 

restricted to a specific area under the different engineering usage. 
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For engineering design representation, the design is considered to be described by 

explicit attributes, implicit attributes and auxiliary models [McMahon 95]. Explicit 

attributes, also called design parameters by some authors [Suh 90] are the definitive or 
descriptive properties which describe the product for manufacturing, and the implicit 

properties, also called performance parameters, may be judgements, performance- 

related assessments, or emergent properties. In this paradigm, the information model 

of the design may describe the attributes of the design as sub-sets of the information 

model, and the design is defined and assessed by the design process, which is 

modelled to show the communication between information models. In [McMahon 

95], three broad categories of information models are described, as shown in table 5- 

1. 

Table 5-1. The information models of the design [McMahon 95] 
Categories Examples Description 

Models of design Shape, dimension, tolerance, The information models used to explicitly 
attributes and so on represent the emerging design during the 

design process 
Models of Strength, loads, constraints, The information models used to represent 
performance attributes manufacturability, and so on attributes that are implicit in the emerging 

design subjected to environmental 
(loading) conditions 

Auxiliary or Finite element models, The information models used in the 
intermediate models mathematical models and so on design process, in order to assist the 

estimation of implicit attributes 

By referencing table 5-1, it is assumed that the various auxiliary models are used 
by different engineering design specialists. For example, stress analysts use finite 

element models, heat transfer models are used by thermodynamists, and fluid 

dynamics models are used by aerodynamicists, amongst others. Since each expert uses 
different auxiliary models, different views of the same type of auxiliary model are 

used by different experts. For example, different finite element models can be used by 

different viewpoints, such as fatigue, vibration, noise, and harshness analyses. 
Furthermore, since the different engineering meanings are assigned to particular 
elements of a product, particular elements may have different implications. For 

example, a geometric form of a product model may have implications on the ways in 

which a structural analysis or a manufacturing process plan can be done. Finally, since 
the different aspects of the explicit attribute are used by the different experts, the 
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identification of engineering meaning or the derivation of auxiliary models for 

particular applications will be applied by viewpoint dependency in which, for 

example, a manufacturing planner would be interested in concave (depression) 

geometric features indicating a machining process, while a stress analyst might be 

interested in protrusion features indicating load bearing members such as ribs or webs. 

Approaches to viewpoint dependency are applied with these aspects, and viewpoint 
dependency in feature-based design will be discussed in following section. 

5.2.1.2 Viewpoint dependency in feature-based design 

Nowadays, features are used in several product life cycle activities [Shah 95] 

[Karker 97b]. In the design process of product modelling, features can model products 

with high-level geometric entities having functionally significant information. For 

each engineering viewpoint, the generic features pertinent for the specific application 

are available [Dohmen 96]. A model instanced by a collection of features and their 

relations is the instance of a representation. 

In several engineering design processes, a part model may be viewed in terms of 
features, which may vary from one application to another [Salomons 93]. Therefore, 

an engineering product, depending on the application domain, could have different 

viewpoints on combinations of features on one component. For example, a design 

viewpoint model is constructed as a set of geometric form features, but a 

manufacturing viewpoint model would be generated with manufacturing features 

which are relevant to the manufacturing process. Each of the engineering activities 

that are carried out at a design stage need particular representations of the product to 

describe and manage various viewpoints for demands from engineers. Therefore, each 

particular representation has its own specific form features. 

The drawback in this circumstance is that the representation that addresses a 

specific viewpoint may be incompatible to fulfil every demand of the engineers. From 

such incompatibility, it may be presumed that features have been of little value 

outside of the design or engineering discipline for which they were created. For 

example, a set of rib features created for structural analysis modelling may be of no 

use to a manufacturer who will view the geometry represented by the same features as 

a set of machined pockets. The rib of the structural analysis model may have no need 
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to have a filleted shape for its comer. A simple structural analysis view may require 

only a collection of ribs without detailed geometry which could not affect the result of 

analysis, but the rib features are required to be filleted in the machined rib for the 

manufacturing viewpoint. The rib of structural analysis is desired to be simple and to 

be created easily since the analysis simulation process is based on its nodes. The 

difference between engineering views is illustrated in Figure 5-1 in which design view 

and manufacturing view are presented. In the design view, the product is represented 
by the collection of elements with a protrusion, a cutout, and filleted. In 

manufacturing view, it is represented with features that correspond to steps of 

manufacturing processes. 

Design view Manufacturing view 

Protrusion 

Fillet ges 

Cutout 

Step 1: Cutout 
Step 3: fillet 

Step 2: 
Cutout 

Base stock 
Base stock 

Figure 5-1. Viewpoint dependency 
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5.2.2 Representation of multiple views of design objects 

5.2.2.1 Multi-viewpoint representation by feature-based design 

Depending on the viewpoint taken, the properties and descriptions of the design 

object are referenced to each other. Models extracted for multiple viewpoints are 

constructed through different components of primitive elements. The basic description 

of the model extracted differs from viewer to viewer, and each viewer may represent a 

model with different elements. So not only is the interpretation of the meaning of a 
design model different from one viewer to another but also, based on a viewer's 

propensity towards certain interpretations, the description of the structure of the 

model differs. Thus, because of this characterised condition of being various, there is 

no single model or even a single set of unique elements, but different descriptions of 
the same elements or different subsets of these descriptions in different models are 

preferred [Rosenman 96]. The various models constructed by the various disciplines 

can be achieved through an approach based on representations of elemental models as 

seen through viewpoints based on functional contexts. Hence, the representation of 
functional properties of design object is the underlying basis for the formation of 
different concepts. 

The basis of the viewpoint-dependent modelling approach is a feature-based 

design description method in which a design feature-based model is normally 

evaluated to the representations required for the different viewpoints, by omitting 
features as necessary (e. g. for unwanted detail). These feature-based models are 

represented according to the application domain from various product development 

phases [Rosenman 96] [Bronsvoort 97] [Kraker 98] [Martino 98] [Bronsvoort Olb] 

[Bronsvoort Olb]. A feature-based model consists of form features which define the 

shape aspect of a product model with functionally significant features. In the previous 
description about the features in design by features application, in Chapter 4.3.3.2, 
features are divided into user-interface level features (e. g., appear in the 

representation for a user) and internally used feature collection (e. g., recognised in a 
CAD system). In a similar manner, form features in multiple viewpoints modelling 

processes are divided into two levels of abstraction, generic feature classes and 
specific feature instances, by [Noort 99]. 
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A feature class is defined to be a parameterised shape, with a specific 
functionality assigned to it. A feature instance is an instance from a feature class with 

a set of parameterised values. Multiple viewpoint form feature modelling is a product 
development approach that combines with form feature modelling. Each viewpoint is 

represented by a feature-based model that is normally produced by a design by 

features technique. Each feature-based model, in the design by features technique has 

been built with instances of feature classes that are viewpoint-specific with a user- 
defined feature library. Therefore, every viewpoint representation has its own specific 
feature library that has own sets of feature classes, which are suitable for its own 

application. For example, as displayed in figure 5-1, each of two viewpoints (e. g. 
design and manufacturing viewpoints) corresponds to the need of the different 

viewpoints. 

It has been clear that the method for generating a part model from features is not 

unique. Since features are dependent on the user's viewpoint, a feature-based system 

must allow users to customise the features in its user-defined data storage such as a 
built-in library, as previously discussed. In addition, since features are used as 

components of parts, they vary from one type of part to another. Features from one 

activity may not be applied in another activity. It is not possible to enumerate all 

possible features that all engineers will ever need. Therefore, a feature-based 

modelling system (such as a design by features application) must allow users to define 

additional features of their own choosing. If a system supports functionality for users 

to define their own features, the system must be flexible, and features should be 

customised to the requirements of a task. In order to satisfy such requirements, the 

feature-based modelling system proposed in this thesis must provide a functionality 

for engineers to formalise and include their own sets of features and feature attributes 

as well as the ability to modify pre-defined features in the system. 

5.2.2.2 Feature mapping for viewpoint dependent models 

Since a part is a collection of features and the view taken of them varies 

according to the application, feature mapping is seen as an important requirement for 

the flexibility of feature-based design systems including multiple viewpoint modelling 
[Kugathasan 98]. Multiple viewpoint representations may be characterised into 

several aspects, briefly listed by [Naja 99]. In terms of a product model handling 
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multiple representations, these five aspects may be: 

" Kernel of the multiple representations - the properties that represent entities 
independently of any viewpoint and for all their existence form the kernels of 

the multiple viewpoint representations. For example, in this thesis, feature- 

based models represent viewpoints required from a product model. Features 

can be recognised as properties, and a feature description can be a kernel of the 

viewpoint representation. 

" Independence between representations - theoretically, each designer separately 
defines each viewpoint representation for the designer's own need. For 

example, each viewpoint model has its own set of features, and therefore, each 

viewpoint model is independently developed. 

" Sharing between representations - since each viewpoint representation is 

normally evaluated from a design feature model, a designer needs to access to 

some information (e. g., of this design feature model) associated to the entity 

and defined for evaluated viewpoint representation. 

" Coherence of the multiple representations -a multiple viewpoint representation 

model consists of a kernel and several partial viewpoint representations. For 

coherence of the multiple viewpoint representation models, all viewpoint 

representations should be constantly maintained in terms that the local integrity 

of each representation as well as the global integrity of all representations must 
be ensured. 

Since feature models are application domain dependent, different subsets of features 

are required for each viewpoint model [Shah 91b] [Kraker 97b] [Kugathasan 98] [Jha 

00] [Noort 00]. In such viewpoint dependency of features, maintaining views 

consistently may be the major issue from the previously stated characteristic aspects 

of multiple viewpoint representation [Kraker 97b] [Hoffmann 00]. A change in the 
feature model of one domain may result in only a change of geometry of some of the 
features in the other models or in a totally different feature model [Jha 00]. Different 

views on a product model should be consistent when they are opened and when they 

are changed, because all views are represented from the same product model. For 

example, the feature model, which represents a viewpoint of product properties from a 
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corresponding life cycle phase, should be geometrically consistent with the current 

product model that means that has equal geometry [Kraker 97b]. 

Feature mapping may provide the consistency between viewpoint representations. 
Feature mapping (feature transformation or feature transmutation [Shah 95], or feature 

conversion [Kraker 95] [Kraker 97b] [Noort 00] for other words) is defined as `the 

derivation of a task-specific feature model from another feature model'. In the way 

that consistently maintaining views is important, feature conversion involves 

converting features from a primary representation to a secondary that is an application 
dependent representation. When feature mapping or conversion, for example, can not 

build a feature model for a new view that is consistent with the product model, no set 

of model faces can be found for the shape faces of any feature class of the view that 

satisfies all constraints of that representation [Noort 00]. In the feature-based product 

modelling process described in [Karker 95], a feature model is represented at three 

levels, such as feature, canonical shape, and evaluated geometry. Entities are 

explicitly (e. g. by procedurally defined geometric entities) or implicitly (e. g. by rules 

and semantics [Pratt 93]) represented by design by features techniques through these 

levels. Application dependent feature parameters, attributes, and constraints inside 

features and with other features are specified with generic feature definition, at the 

level of feature. At a canonical shape level, the parameters of a shape are defined to 

control the individual feature's shape. The assembly of the canonical shapes of 

individual features is finally represented at the level of evaluated geometry. Each 

viewpoint representation is maintained by the feature model that is validated by 

maintaining all constraints, which are describing the properties of a feature and 
defined in each level. 

Since features are high-level descriptions, there are many possible ways to create 
features, but features are unique entities to create physical objects. Therefore, the 

consistency of the feature mapping process may be critical in multiple viewpoint 

modelling since the coexistence of multiple feature views in the same part may lead to 

redundancy [Shah 95] [Jha 00]. For example, in terms of features created by the 

procedural design by features technique, some of the procedures may not be effective 

to modify the preexisting geometry since some features are overlapped. In terms of 

that features are defined as a collection of geometric entities, same geometric entity 
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may be referenced several times. The problems caused from this redundancy can be 

specified, for example, when some modifications are made to a feature in one 

viewpoint feature model, which may be invalid with other viewpoints [Shah 91b]. 

From the redundancy, this results in increased lead-time and cost due to additional 

efforts of reconciliation of the two different versions of shape information and 

subsequent repetition of the tasks in the two domains [Jha 00]. 

Since each feature-based model involves high-level entities which are dependent 

on a viewpoint, a single feature-based model is not enough to satisfy the requirements 
for all viewpoint representations that may come from product development stages. In 

order to construct the multiple feature-based models without redundancy, it may be 

reasonable to transform a feature-based model (which is usually the design view 

called primary viewpoint model) to other viewpoints [Shah 91b] [Hoffman 98]. For 

this process, feature mapping provides the way in which a primary viewpoint model is 

transformed to other viewpoint representation called a secondary viewpoint model. 
This transformation process can be one in which one or multiple secondary viewpoint 

models are associated with one or multiple primary viewpoint models. For such 

transformations, several approaches are discussed in [Shah 91b] [Kraker 95]. These 

include: 

" Identity transformation -A feature from a primary viewpoint model is 

transformed to a secondary viewpoint model with equal geometry. Features 

may be similarly defined by the transformation between two viewpoint 

models. Design hole and manufacturing hole can be the example. 

" Projection transformation -A feature from a primary viewpoint model is 

transformed to a secondary viewpoint model with minimum modification. 
The typical way of this mapping may be applied when design features is 

transformed to manufacturing process planning features which are 

parameterised and positioned using different reference systems. Example can 
be a filleted corner into a shape corner. 

" Adjoint transformation -A feature from a primary viewpoint model is 

transformed to a secondary viewpoint model and logically associated with it. 

For instance, transformation of a design rib into a loaded rib for structural 

analysis. The geometry and parameterisation may be the same, and 
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engineering meaning is different. 

" Conjugate transformation -A single or group of features from a primary 

viewpoint model is transformed to a single or group of features in a secondary 

viewpoint model by rearranging the topological entities of the features. In this 

mapping, features are rearranging to their constituting faces, and these faces 

are regrouped in such a way that new features are formed from portions of 

several different features. 

Design View 
Hole loc 
hole typ 

Hole 

oplo 
Drill locar on 
Drill direction 

Figure 5-2. Identity transformation 

Figure 5-3. Projection transformation 

Through holes 

Figure 54. Adjoint transformation 
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Dihn 

Figure 5-5. Conjugate transformation 

Among these four types of feature transformations, the conjugate transformation 
is significant for automatic feature modification in mapping [Jha 00]. This 

transformation may be achieved by a conjugate mapping shell for converting a feature 

model in one domain to that in another, by which decomposing features in one 
domain into generic entities are then combined differently to obtain the feature model 
in another domain. 

5.2.2.3 Various feature mapping techniques 

A general purpose feature based modelling system will allow the definition of 
desired feature classes for individual organisations with their own product ranges, 
design techniques, and manufacturing methods [Pratt 93]. Multiple applications 
downstream of the design all require their own feature models, and these must be 

generated from a designer's input by the process of feature transformation. In respect 
of handling the consistency and association problems, systems are constructed with 

either a one-way modelling architecture (in which a secondary viewpoint is evaluated 

only from a primary viewpoint) or a multiple way architecture (in which the directions 

of the viewpoint evaluation are unlimited) [Kraker 95] [Hoffmann 00]. 

In the one-way feature-based viewpoint modelling architecture in [Cunningham 
98], [Han 98], [Martino 98], [Kugathasan 98], [Jha 00] and [Lee 011, features are at 
the central focus of the design evaluation process. In this way, features are normally 
derived from the features that form the primary feature-based viewpoint model, and 
these derived features are used to construct application dependent feature models, 
which are the secondary viewpoint models. For the case of the modification process 
which may be a downstream application, the process may start from the primary 
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viewpoint model. 

In [Han 98], a novel feature finder called IF2, which automatically generates a 

part interpretation in terms of machining viewpoint dependent features, is presented 
by utilising information from a variety of sources such as nominal geometry, 

tolerances and attributes, and design features. IF2 utilises geometric procedures for 

feature completion and verification based on DOFF (Object Oriented Feature Finder), 

and functions as a feature model converter when only design features are given. IF2 

follows the hint-based reasoning approach in which a hint is a suggestion that a 

specific machining feature may exist in a part. A hint is generated on the basis of 

information giving evidence for the hint. Evidence is collected from, for example, 

tolerances and attributes, functional features specified by designer, pre-specified 

machining features, and so on. IF2 does not assume that a design hole is machinable, 
but takes the hole as a strong evidence for a machining hole. This evidence gives rise 

to hints that certain machining features might exist. Hints are then ranked by using 

simple certainty factor techniques from the field of uncertain reasoning in Al. The 

strongest hint is processed first, to produce a part interpretation. Finally, a process 

plan for machining sequence for the hole can be determined. 

An approach to an object-oriented, distributed, feature-based system is considered 

as a solution to link the design process to the integrated downstream engineering 

processes. In [Martino 98], the integration in this approach is demonstrated through a 

homogeneous, multiple viewpoint dependent feature-based representation of the part 

model, named the intermediate model. The part geometry is created using features, 

and this feature model is evaluated to obtain the boundary model of the part. A feature 

model dependent on other task domains is extracted through a process of feature 

extraction and feature matching. The intermediate model of the part is formed by 

generic features extracted from this boundary model. Then, the feature matching 

process analyses the features in the intermediate model to identify a feature set 

required for a task domain. The intermediate model is shared between the applications 

and provides them with context specific feature based views. The designer creates the 

object using design features and defines the design model of the object. To maintain 

consistency between viewpoint models, only the designer client can modify the 

model. The design information is developed and stored in the intermediate model 
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from which the feature recognition process derives different feature based models for 

different application contexts, and the intermediate model is the single data structure 

that stores the information of all views. 

In [Kugathasan 98], Kugathasan introduced a single, all-encompassing, world 

model or hyper-representation to exist from which each of the viewpoint dependent 

representations could be derived. Figure 5-6 shows the concept of the hyper-model. 

4 

4 

I` 
Mapping Rules 

Figure 5-6. The concept of the hyper-model, taken from [Kugathasan 98] 

The work in [Kugathasan 98] is involved in the design and development of the CAD 

representation of the pressed steel structure and outer panels of a car body. Like other 

viewpoint mapping techniques, a feature-based description is used as the fundamental 

representation, and the mapping is done by operations which add, remove, or modify 

feature information. Viewpoint dependent models are derived by this formal mapping 

approach that leads to secondary viewpoint models appropriate to each specialist. 

In order to propagate feature modification automatically across different domains 

(such as machining, analysis and modelling), an algorithm has been developed in [Jha 

001. The algorithm propagates changes made in one feature model to other feature 

models of the same part, which has multiple feature models of the part as input. In 

their algorithm, feature models used for modifications are available in the form of a 

tree structure called the feature-tree as output by a multiple feature extraction 

algorithm. The feature-tree makes available to the propagation algorithm a history of 

the extraction process that results in the multiple feature models. The algorithm 
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proposed by feature tress in [Jha 00] addresses the modifications in volumetric 

features and propagates the same efficiently across other feature models. The 

algorithm of modifications is however limited on only the geometry (e. g., not for 

changes of topology) of volumetric features. The algorithm is based on dealing with 

the modification of the faces that form the feature. 

In the multiple-way viewpoint modelling architectures, e. g. SPIFF from [Kraker 

95] [Dohmen 96], [Kraker 97a], [Kraker 97b], [Bronsvoort 97], [Bidarra 98], and 

[Noort 00], and others from [Versluis 97], [Hoffmann 00], each modification is 

propagated automatically to every other view when an application requests 

modifications. In this architecture, modifications required by an application are 

introduced in the view in which the need for them arises, and each modification is 

propagated automatically to every other view. 

Figure 5-7. Representation of multi viewpoints product model, 

redrawn from [Kraker 95] 

A multi-way feature-based conversion system was proposed in [Kraker 951. In 

this system, as previously discussed, the representation of features is considered to 

consist of three levels, such as feature, canonical shape and evaluated geometry. 
These three levels are used to specify the each viewpoint model and its properties. 
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Entities represented at these three levels are described in figure 5-7. On each level, 

there are generic definitions and instances of entities. The design by feature technique 
is processed by instanced features. Instances of entities of the canonical shape and 

evaluated geometry levels are created automatically by the modelling system. The 

implementation of the system is based on constraint maintenance techniques to 

propagate modifications in one view to other views, and they defined a set of 

validation constraints stored in the form of a graph that consists of disjoint sub- 

graphs. Each sub-graph corresponds to one view. The validation constraints defined 

are specified into feature validation constraints and inter-feature validation 

constraints. The feature validation constraints are further classified into four types, 

such as semantic constraints, attach constraints, dimension constraints, and algebraic 

constraints. The inter-feature constraints are of two types, such as algebraic 

constraints and geometric constraints. These constraints have to be defined by the 

user. Link constraints are then generated between two different views by tracking 
feature elements in each view that are at least partly on the part boundary and that 

geometrically overlap. These link constraints are used to propagate modifications 

made in one view to another view. If any of the validation constraints is not 

maintained by the modification made then the user is flagged for a decision. 

In the work described in [Kraker 97a] and [Kraker 97b], automatically identifying 

features is the development. This is done by the use of an intermediate representation 
in between feature models. A feature model created in one view is converted into an 
intermediate representation and other feature interpretations are extracted from the 
intermediate representation. The intermediate model is the cell-based model called 

cellular model. In the cell model satisfying constraints, features are implicitly defined 

in terms of constraints between the entities of the feature and the extraction process is 

based on identifying entities. The cellular model represents a part as a connected set 

of volumetric quasi-disjoint cells [Bidarra 98b]. Each cells either lie entirely inside or 

outside a shape extent. The cells in the cellular model can have any shape [Bidarra 
98a] [Bidarra 98b]. In this approach, modification of features including addition and 
deletion is possible in any view. Propagation of feature modification to other views is 

done by inter-view links constraints. Constrains solvers use the constraints graph in 

figure 5-7 to propagate the modification with link constraints. The SPIFF is their 

system in which the cellular model is applied. A product model created in the SPIFF 
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modelling system consists of several views of a product [Bidarra 98a]. Each one with 
its own feature model, which contains a set of features instantiated from a feature 

library specific to that particular view. The geometry of all feature instances of a 

product is represented in the Cellular Model, which is shared by all viewpoints and 

provides representations for the product geometry. Since the SPIFF Cellular Model is 

aimed at representing feature shapes from different views of the product, each 
Cellular Model entity maintains an owner list where each cell in the Cellular Model 

stores cell elements for each view. Provided cells can have a different nature for 

different views, the nature of a cell with respect to a view is defined as the nature of 

the shape most recently added to the cell's owner list for that view. A cell's nature 

expresses whether its volume belongs to the representations of the part in that view. 

A mechanism for maintaining consistent product views in a distributed product 
information database was proposed in [Hoffmann 00]. In their idea, a single 

repository called a Master model, in which all-relevant product data resides, was 

proposed for the integration of different product information domains [Hoffmann 98]. 

The architecture, which is based on a client-server model, addresses the requirement 
to make persistent associations of design information with net shape elements 
[Hoffmann 98]. Maintaining views consistently is the major problem arisen in a single 

repository, and three mechanisms are proposed for this problem, such as external 
information association mechanism, a constraint reconciliation procedure, and a 

complementary technique for maintaining views under distributed updates [Hoffmann 

98] [Hoffmann 00]. The changes of a view will be followed by the updates of the 

changes of shape, parameters, dimensions, constraints, and attributes. In order to 

maintain different feature views, they apply a core set of techniques familiar from the 
feature recognition literature when dealing with updating the feature history. In the 

scenario of the master model (MM) server, an object-oriented MM server has all 
information to be shared explicitly among the participating subsystems. Each client, 

which demands to edit the product model for its own viewpoint representation, sends 

notifications to the MM server. The MM server modifies, and then notifies the other 
clients which are affected by this modifications. The CAD systems can be the clients 

of the MM server. 
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5.2.3 Data structure of Open I-DEAS for the viewpoint mapping 
The mapping operation requires a mapping language, which provides a formal 

representation of the feature definitions. Through the process of the representing 
viewpoint representations that are derived from design form features, the mapping 
operations are incorporated into a mapping language. For example in [Kugathasan 
98], mapping operations form a hierarchy consisting of the high-level (such as add, 
remove, and modify) and low-level (such as add-feature-to-edge, add-feature-to- 
surface, and replace) operations for the formal representation of the feature definition 

by EXPRESS. CORBA also provides the way of formal mapping operations for the 
feature definitions. These formal mapping operations are provided by Open I-DEAS 
API for C+ classes and member functions, and are communicated between clients and 
servers through CORBA Orbix C. 

Infinite region Ro -*Material region R, -*Void R2 
I 

Ro R, RInner shell So --ý Outer shell Si Outer shell S3 

Inner s hell S2 

Figure 5-8. Regions and shells of a cylinder with a smaller cylinder cut out of the 

middle 

In the data structure that is provided by Open I-DEAS, a part is represented by 

three classes of information such as history tree data, topological data, and geometry, 
and the following description of these data structure will be referenced on [SDRC 

ms8]. The history tree data is used to create the part, and records features and 
modelling operations. The topological data described in [SDRC ms8] 1) provides the 

connectivity of the part, and 2) consists of vertices, edges, and faces. The third 

category, geometry, describes the shape of the part, and also composed of points, 
curves, and surfaces. Its topological representation provides information about the 
logical connectivity of geometry with manifold solids via the boundary representation 
(B-Rep), non-manifold geometry, and collections of faces. Open I-DEAS allows to 
create topological components, such as regions, shells, face uses, faces, loops, edge 
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uses, edges, vertices. These components are overviewed in table 5-2. 

Table 5-2. Open I-DEAS data structure, adapted from [SDRC ms8] 
Components Descriptions 

Region The modelling space is divided into region, which is the collection of shells. A region divides 
space into disjoint 3D volumes whose boundaries are shells. An unbounded space is referred to 
as the infinite region, and a space bounded by the part is regarded for the material region. Inner 
volume bounds the void region, which can be recognised as a subtracted volume of the material 
region. Example is in figure 5-8. The Open I-DEAS API class OI_Region defines the interface 
for regions of material, infinite and void region. In order to create a simple cylinder with a 
smaller cylinder cut out of the middle, the infinite region should be created first, and after that. 
material and void regions can be created. 

Shell A shell represents the boundary of a region as a collection of oriented face-uses. Shells can be 
opened or closed. Outer shells define the maximum volume of a region. and inner shells subtract 
volume from a material region. The fact of being related between inner and outer shells is that 
inner shell S2 and outer shell Si on a face in figure 5-8 are constructed by different face-uses of 
the same face. The Open I-DEAS API class O1$hell defines the shell interface, which bounds a 
region. The outer shell gives the maximum volume of the region, and the inner shell subtracts 
volume from the material region. Therefore, the So is the inner shell of the infinite region Ro. 
and the S, is the outer shell of the material region RI. 

Face-use Face-uses are the element of a face, and construct a shell defining a region. A face has two sides, 
and a face-use is one side of the face. Face-uses have a surface normal orientation based on their 
relationship to the surface normal orientation of the underlying face. The positive direction of a 
face-use has the same orientation as its face's underlying surface, and the negative direction of it 
has the opposite orientation. Moreover, a face-use has a mate, which is the face-use representing 
the other side of the face. Example is figure 5-9. The Ol faceUse class specifies the face-use 
interface. 

Face A face identifies the boundaries for the positive and negative face-uses, and also identifies the 
surface geometry. In I-DEAS, the surface geometry underlying a face is represented by a non- 
uniform rational b-spline (NURBS ). Example is figure 5-9. The O/face class specifies the 
face interface. 

Loop Loops performing a similar function with the shell are the boundaries for a face, and composed 
of oriented edge-use. A loop is a collection of edge uses. The 01-Loop class specifies the loop 
interface. 

Edge-use The oriented uses of edges are an edge-use, which is used to trace out loops that enclose critical 
regions on the face. In addition, the edge-use is used to define the connectivity with adjacent 
faces. The edge-use identifies a parameter space representation of the curve underlying the edge, 
and is thought of as being embedded in a face-use. The orientation of an edge-use relative to its 
edge is recorded in the edge-use. For the parameter space representation of the curve underlying 
the edge, the geometry of an edge-use is a NURBS curve defined in the parameter space 
topology of the face's NURBS surface. Example is figure 5-9. The class OI_EdgeUse defines the 
edge-use interface. 

Edge An edge is the model space boundary of faces, and based on the uniformed direction, edge-use. 
An edge is discovered as a series of continuous edge-uses. The edge pointing to a start and end 
vertex starts at a point of the start vertex, and ends at a point of the end vertex. The edge-use 
supplies information about the face's structure, which shows what faces are bounded by what 
edges. The edge-use on an edge underlying curve geometry also records the orientation of the 
edge with respect to the edge-use. The class 01_Edge specifies the edge interface in the Open 
IDEAS. 

Vertex The boundary of an edge is formed by vertices containing the information for the X. Y. and Z 
co-ordinates of its model space point geometry. However, the vertices do not contain the 
connectivity information. The class O1_Venex specifies the vertex interface. 
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Figure 5-10. The concept of the radial edge structure 

For the connectivity relation between topological data, the radial edge structure is 

used. The radial edge structure, which is in figure 5-10, organises the face-use on an 

edge, and allows the connectivity of all faces that are bounded by edges. The edge 

points to one of its edge-uses, and by following the structural order of radial and mate 

edge-uses (such as a radial to a mate, from that mate to another radial and from that 

radial to another mate), all uses of the edge can be connected and structured for 

connectivity of all faces. The pictures in figure 5-10 show the radial and mate edge- 
uses for the edge structure. Also, another picture diagrams the concept of this 

structure. 

When editing a part in the Open I-DEAS data structure, an orphan part can be 

created on it. Since a part exists, a new program codes can be written to create an 
orphan part from the original part, and then the geometric representation is attached to 
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the orphan part using the programming methods of topological representation or 

wireframe creation. In addition, in order to write a program for the accessing and 

modifying a geometry, parameter space and user topology should be recognised as 
the I-DEAS internal and external data structures that represents for the visualisation. 
For example, the class OI_UserEdge:: GetEdges specifies a user edge from user space 
topology, and the class OI Edge:: GetUserEdge defines the edge interface from 

parameter space topology. 

The I-DEAS internal data structure represents the faces of solid models using 
loops of edges in the parameter space of the surface. On the parameter space, seams 

and poles of closed surfaces are represented as edges in the topology, and vertices 
exist at the endpoints of such edges. However, from a user's perspective, such extra 
edges and poles are not necessary part for a natural visualisation in 3D space. This 

natural visualisation, which removes extra edges and poles, is the user topology, and 
its internal representation is the parameter space topology. Open I-DEAS geometry is 

defined on the topological object that is based on parameter space topology for its 

creation, and also the topological object is displayed on the user topology. 

When the geometric representation is attached to the orphan part using the 

programming methods, 1) I-DEAS topological representation based on B-rep or 2) 

wireframe creations are used [SDRC ms8]. In I-DEAS data structure referenced in 

[SDRC ms8], wireframe geometry gives the information for curve and point data 

associated with topological information that defines the connectivity relationship 
between individual wireframe components. Open I-DEAS can create and access the 

components of wireframe geometry for sections, loops, curve-uses, curves, points, 
connectors, and connector-uses. In addition, in a topological representation loops are 

continuous closed but in wireframe model they enable to be opened. Wireframe data 

is organised into sections, which contains one or more loops. Loops exist only in the 

context of a wireframe section, and are made up of uses of wireframe curves. 
Wireframe curve-uses allow that the wireframe curve is used in more than one loop 

with different orientation, and also wireframe curves can be instanced in different 
loops. Wireframe connector contains the information about the geometry, X, Y and Z 

co-ordinates of point, and a wireframe connector-use associates a point with a curve, 
which is made up of the identifier of its using wireframe curve. Therefore, a 
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wireframe connector-use associates with exactly one curve and one point. A 

wireframe point can be used as a free standing entity or as a point on a wireframe 
curve represented by wireframe connector and wireframe point. 

I 
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5.3 The viewpoint dependency design automation system 

5.3.1 The feature mapping approach to the design automation system 

The approach that has been adopted in this work is a combination of the multi- 
level model approach, such as that employed by de Kraker [Kraker 95], and two 
mapping stages. The multi-level model approach employed by de Kraker describes 

viewpoint dependent models at three levels: at the highest level is a feature-based 
description; at the intermediate level features are described by their canonical shape as 

a CSG-tree; at the lowest level is the evaluated geometry for the model. The 

equivalent in this present work is a three-level architecture comprising: 

1. A feature-based description for each viewpoint, comprising a combination of 
form features and other features such as loads and constraints for analysis. 

2. An executable representation of the feature model, for example, in the form of 
a Program File or an executable object model. 

3. An "evaluation" of the feature model obtained by executing the representation 
defined in (2). 

Mapping between viewpoints: 
e. g. simplification, removal of detail, 

addition of viewpoint-dependent features 

Feature Feature 
model 1 model 2 

Mapping: 
from feature description--- 
to executable 
representation I Executable 

feature Executable 

model 1 feature 
e. g., Program Files model 2 

Evaluated Evaluated 
CAD model 1 CAD model 2 

Figure 5-11. Architecture of multi-level feature-based modelling and mappings 
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There are two sets of mappings associated with this architecture: firstly, mapping 
between the level 1 feature representations, for example for the geometric 

simplification and addition of boundary conditions associated with moving from a 
design model to an analysis model, and secondly mapping between level 1 and level 2 

representations in which the feature model is transformed into the executable 

representation. This is shown in Figure 5-11. Note that because an executable 

representation is used as the intermediate layer, then the low level evaluation can be 

dynamic - for example an analysis model which is evaluated and for which results are 

output. 

The work reported here involves both mappings, although it has concentrated on 

the second of the two mappings. It is assumed that techniques such as that described 

by Kugathasan [Kugathasan 98] would be used for complex mapping of form features 

between viewpoint representations, for example, using some kind of adjoint 

transformation. Simple mapping, limited to addition of analysis features, is described 

below, in particular in section 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.3.3, and again in section 6.2 in the next 

chapter. The question that has been primarily addressed concerns how feature models 

should be mapped to executable intermediate representations, and then how these 

representations may be used in design automation applications. This is done through 

two main experiments using the I-DEAS system: in this chapter (in section 5.3.3.3) an 
Open I-DEAS server application is used to show how features may be constructed and 

manipulated by communication with I-DEAS APIs and executing I-DEAS mnemonic 

commands. In the next chapter a series of experiments show how the same function 

may be carried out by Program Files, which is an alternative approach that is easier to 

implement and appeared to have a performance advantage, although no quantitative 
information is available. 

5.3.2 Feature classification of Bicycle Crank 

For the demonstration of the implementation of viewpoint modelling, the Bicycle 

Crank demonstrated in figure 5-12 is taken as an example to illustrate the modelling 

processes and information content of viewpoint models throughout different states of 

operation. The analysis model of the Bicycle Crank should be subject to severe 
alternating loads if a moment operating cycle is to be modelled, but the FE simulation 

process will be done for simple, sample load cases in this work, because the aim of 
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this chapter is in the development of viewpoint modelling, not the development of 

detailed Bicycle Crank analysis. 

Figure 5-12. Bicycle Crank 

Features have been overviewed in chapter 3 in which a feature is a set of 

information that is a generic and functionally significant engineering primitive applied 

in various engineering application domains including design, manufacturing and 

analysis. From the demand of applying features in various engineering applications, 

the modern CAD system must enable handling geometric and functional data relevant 

to process planning function [Kang 93]. In addition, since features are applied in 

many different application areas, research into using features results in that various 

feature definitions are developed for the functional use of features in particular 

application areas [Shah 91 ]. 

From the previous feature definitions described in chapter 3, it can be presumed 

that the shape, functional use and engineering significance of a feature need to be 

encoded in its definition. Features in design viewpoints consist of a single or a number 

of related geometric elements with a function meaning that is described by its 

geometric shapes. For this reason, features can be linked with the design process, and 

can be also defined in the design process. Features are also relevant to other 

application domains such as engineering analysis, and these features do not 

necessarily relate to form. As features encode the engineering significance of the 

geometry, the definition must be extended to include the purpose for which a feature 
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is used. 

The Bicycle Crank used in this chapter can be described with features. For the 
Bicycle Crank represented in figure 5-12, these features mean form features which are 

used by designer when creating the boundary representation based solid model (e. g. 

such as primary viewpoint model) from which to derive the secondary viewpoint 

model. The design form feature definitions, which is required to be defined in primary 
viewpoint model, should consider: 

1. the number and types of topological entities (e. g. such as vertices, edges, and 
faces) comprising a feature; 

2. the connectivity between such topological entities (e. g. such as edge-uses and 
face-uses); 

3. any geometric requirements on such topological entities (e. g. that one face is 
cylindrical); 

4. any geometric relationships (e. g. such as constraints for perpendicular) between 
such topological entities; 

5. dimensional constraints (e. g. that are used as parameters for dimension-driven 
editing); 

6. functional meaning. 

From these requirements for form feature definitions, form features should be 

functionally significant entities in which there is an association of engineering 

significance with shape. The geometric description of form features is represented by 

geometric information or boundary information of a part in the forms of vertices, 

edges, loops and faces, and relationships among them [Kang 93]. It should be 

identified that a form feature is characterised by its topological description as an 

element of a part rather than the entire shape of the part. Form features should be also 

generic entities, which means that these features are described by a number of 

parameters. A generic feature can be instantiated multiple times by specifying values 
for its parameters. Therefore, the description of a form feature is obtained from 
dimensional parameters representing geometric properties of the feature, location and 
orientation parameters describing the position of the feature, semantic constraints 
imposed by its own semantic nature, and validity conditions. The functional 
information is also important for the ways that form features are used. This means that 
designer creates design form features in order to achieve functionality [Pratt 93]. A 
form feature is then related to designer's decision by its function, not by its size and 
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location. In the sense of regarding design functionality, a Bicycle Crank can be 

represented by the form features in figure 5-13. For example, the hole on the bottom 

of Bicycle Crank is the part of method for holding two components together, and the 

shaft on the top is one means of providing rotation in it. 

Form feature: 
protrusion 01 

Form feature: 
protrusion 03 

Sture: Cutout 02 

Form feature: 
Aft Cutout Ol 

Form feature: 
" 

protrusion 02 
Figure 5-13. Form features of Bicycle Crank for design viewpoint 

Since features are process-specific, the functions applied on the features are 
dependent on the viewpoint [Regli 96]. Therefore, the functions described for the hole 

and the shaft only provide the parts of possible solutions. The functions described 

above are dependent on design domain. Other functions could have applied into other 

engineering domains such as manufacturing application or Finite Elements Analysis 

(FEA) application. For example, it may be said that the initial shape of the Bicycle 

Crank is prescribed by stress analysis considerations. The part to be analysed may 

have form features such as the shaft whose strength for rotational force may be 

particularly important. Since the FE mesh on the analysis viewpoint is normally 

generated on the idealisation (e. g. which is simplified from the detailed design model 

so that it is easier to mesh and computationally less expensive to solve [Dabke 94]) of 

the original part instead of applying on part model itself, this may be defined for 

example to include rotational features which can be analysed in terms of 2D profile 
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[Pratt 93]. In the same manner, symmetry features can be also defined. Symmetry 

features, which are the parts with a high level of symmetry, may be defined to be 

analysed in terms of small section of the original part [Pratt 93]. Furthermore, certain 

regions of the parts may be approximated in terms of a plate which is a thin walled 

element. This can be defined to plate features. In the same manner, curved objects 

can be shell features [Pratt 93] [Dabke 94]. Long and slender objects, which could be 

modelled as beams, can be beam features. These features can be included in the 

category of FE analysis features. In these cases, these analysis features are 
functionally significant in FEA, and geometric shapes of original features are the 

consideration to define these analysis features. A part in FE analysis has certain form 

features for its geometry. Since the finite element mesh is usually generated on the 

original part model, analysis features may be or may be not applied on the mesh with 
this consideration. 

In the FEA simulation process, FEA is an integral part of the overall design 

processes that needs geometry modelling, meshing, indication of boundary conditions, 
integrated simulation solving process, and post processing. Design form features 

represent the geometric aspects of the Bicycle Crank in the design viewpoint. In the 

viewpoint mapping process, material features may specify the information on material 

properties applied for simulation, and analysis features may be introduced for 

specifying the meshing conditions. For a meshing operation, a model is represented 
by form features decomposed into sections which can be meshed automatically by 

using some pre-defined algorithm. The mesh for the overall part is then created by 

assembling the meshes of the sections, and these meshes are modified to obtain 

connectivity at the nodes where they adjoin. Applying a pre-defined algorithm 

requires that these parts of the mesh must conform to the geometrical and topological 

rules of form features which represent the geometry of the product model. 
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53.3 Development of viewpoint mapping operations for the FE analysis 
viewpoint model 

The approach taken in this chapter is how viewpoint dependent feature-based 

models can be built into automated design methods, such as tool management systems 
discussed in chapter 4, in terms of representing feature-based design. The viewpoint 
dependent models build on features-based design, and the feature mapping process 
derives the viewpoint dependent model, the secondary viewpoint model (e. g. such as 
the FE stress analysis viewpoint model of the Bicycle Crank). The entire mapping 
operations will be carried out on the automated distributed-object client-server 
working environment. In such an approach, the feature-based design, from which the 

geometric and topological data is derived for viewpoint dependent feature-based 

models, requires: 

" selection of a primary design viewpoint and a derived secondary viewpoint; 

" if needed, representation of the geometry of the primary viewpoint model in 

terms of generic features; 

" representation of a secondary viewpoint model, such as finite element model 
for the simulation based on several FE aspects, in terms of the feature-based 

primary viewpoint model. 

These requirements are necessary to represent viewpoint dependent models since 
each viewpoint dependent model shares the feature model generated in the primary 
viewpoint model. In order to represent viewpoint dependent models, viewpoint 
modelling operations require: 

" development of mapping operations when the viewpoint dependent models are 

generated; 

" automated viewpoint mapping processes (e. g. which can be repeatedly 
executed) to evaluate the secondary viewpoint model based on an executable 
representation; 

" formal representations for 1) the criteria for manipulating features, 2) the 
invoked viewpoint model, and 3) features during and after viewpoint mapping 
operations. 
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When the viewpoint is invoked, the secondary viewpoint is derived from the 

functional descriptions of features which form the primary viewpoint model. 

Therefore, the primary viewpoint representation may or may not contain the geometry 

specified in the secondary viewpoint. In the current approach, the viewpoint mapping 

is a one-way transformation related to adjoint feature transformation in which features 

in the design viewpoint are transformed to the FE analysis viewpoint model with a 

logical association. In this transformation, the Bicycle Crank of the design viewpoint 
is converted into the FE stress analysis viewpoint by assigning boundary conditions 

and meshing onto its original form features in figure 5-13. There are two possible 

routes to the FE model. One might take the original feature descriptions, and then 

produce meshable geometry from these descriptions (e. g. to use simplified shapes, 

plates and sheets, axis-symmetric parts etc). The boundary conditions and mesh 

would then be applied to this simplified geometry. The second route is to take the full 

geometry (that you have from the original design viewpoint) and to apply boundary 

conditions to this full geometry. The architecture of the viewpoint mapping with 

primary design viewpoint and secondary finite element analysis viewpoint is 

illustrated in figure 5-14. This mapping is the level 1 feature mapping, in which the 

mapping used here defines the operations between a feature description and an 

executable representation, from figure 5-11. This mapping represents a two-stage 

process of design feature modification for the simplification of the primary design 

model followed by addition of finite element analysis features to the model. These 

viewpoint modelling architecture are shown in figure 5-14 

Figure 5-14. The FE analysis viewpoint modelling system 
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5.3.3.1 The design viewpoint model of Bicycle Crank 

In the design domain, form features identified in figure 5-13 are designed to be 

generic by parametric design. Therefore, each of the model geometry of the form 

features is constructed with geometric constraints (e. g. such as dimensional 

constraints) and their relationships applied: 

1) to form the geometry of each form feature, and 

2) to construct the design viewpoint Bicycle Crank model for the design by 

features assembly. 

In the numerical relationships applied to each form feature of design viewpoint 

model, geometric entities are represented as variables, and dimensions are represented 

as mathematical equations. The geometric constraints are solved for the purpose of 

that dimensions and other geometric constraints are instanced to form a valid 

representation of geometric structure. This constraint solving mechanism provides 

better managed dimension-driven editing with a history-based approach, and form 

features are modified in this manner. These form features interactively construct the 

design viewpoint model by the design by features approach in this chapter. The 

generic form feature definitions of form features in figure 5-13 are stored as 

constrained templates in the feature library with the information on feature properties 
including topological data and constraints. Then, form features are created from these 

constrained templates to construct the representation. 

Feature modification is also applied when the feature definitions of the 

constrained templates in the feature library are retrieved. The standard feature library 

provides two types of feature definitions, such as pre-defined design features and 

user-defined features. The pre-defined design features provide the fixed templates of 
design features from the part catalogue where the standard shape of features are, such 

as cylindrical, block, boss, counter, lug, pocket, slot and rib shape features. The user- 
defined features are the complete templates of the form features (e. g. of the Bicycle 

Crank) which allow dynamically modifying their entities by numerical constraint 

solving mechanism while they are retrieving. The Open I-DEAS CORBA-based 

distributed-objects client-server application automatically manages the retrieval of the 

pre-defined design form features as well as modification of the user-defined design 

form features. 
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These user-defined features are created by means of feature-based modelling 
depending on their topological information. The design by features modelling 
mechanism used in this work starts by identifying the topological information, 

specially the names of faces, edges and references. By choosing these identified 

topological entities, feature operations of the assembly and the modification are 
processed. Therefore, such topological entities, which are required for the feature 

modification and assembly operations, are identified when the form features are 
created and stored into the feature library. Each design form feature should be stored 
in the feature library with the name of its topological entities, and these names should 
be interactively interrogated for all instances of form features relations. 

5.3.3.2 The viewpoint mapping to FE stress analysis viewpoint model of Bicycle 

Crank 

In the demands of building viewpoint dependent models, the automated design 

methods of the viewpoint mapping operations are the consideration. In the present 
work, the modification of geometry through an idealisation or approximation process 
prior to analysis, described in [Dabke 94] [Kugathasan 98], is not considered. Instead, 

the concern is the mapping of operations that attach loads and boundary conditions to 

an existing feature-model description, and then mesh it. This mapping operation will 
be implemented between design feature description and executable representation, 
and based on the description of figure 5-11. 

The viewpoint mapping operations involved in taking a design model and 

generating an analysis viewpoint model are as follows: 

" Idealise or approximate the geometry as required 

" Attach loads to relevant elements of the geometry (e. g. faces) 

" Attach boundary conditions (constraints) to relevant elements of the 

geometry (e. g. faces) 

" Add material information 

" Generate the mesh 

The method proposed is to allow the design geometry to be mapped to the 
evaluated CAD model of finite element analysis by an Open I-DEAS application. The 
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design automation system by the Open I-DEAS application implements such mapping 

by communication with I-DEAS APIs and executing I-DEAS mnemonics. A finite 

element analysis feature model is represented as a collection of executable commands 

describing feature modifications, feature parameters and locations, and then for each 

step of the mapping to be described in terms of operations on the whole part (e. g., 

meshing, materials), or on named elements of features (e. g. loads, constraints applied 

to specified faces), again described using executable mnemonics, and as shown in 

Figure 5-14 and 15. In this way, repetitive design automation tasks (e. g. repeatedly 

constructing models for the purposes of optimisation) may be carried out by writing, 

modifying and executing mnemonics by Open I-DEAS and its APIs for the tasks. 

Design viewpoint 
Boundary 
conditions 
on faces 

Apply 
material 
properties 

Mesh on 
the whole 
part 

Finite element 
analysis 

viewpoint 

Figure 5-15. Finite element analysis viewpoint mapping for the Bicycle Crank 

Since loads and boundary condition fields are however associated with 

topological entities of form features, applying loads and constraints to specific named 

faces of features is the issue. The Open I-DEAS application provides the automated 

execution of the viewpoint mapping operations that were initially developed to apply 

loads and constraints to specific named faces of features. In the ideal situation, the 

operations should map the transformation between viewpoints with identified names 

of faces where the boundary conditions are applied. This is the reason that the names 

of faces of the form features in the Bicycle Crank should be identified when the form 

features are created and stored into the feature library. Then, loads and structural 

boundary conditions can be assigned to the model by identifying the appropriate 

topological entities, pre-identified faces, to be loaded or constrained. This would 

make it possible to integrate applying boundary conditions with the automated 

viewpoint mapping process implemented by the Open I-DEAS application. In the 

implementation, the specific topological data of the faces should be stored in both the 

feature library and the viewpoint mapping application, and this data would then be 
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used automatically to apply boundary conditions for the viewpoint transformation of 
the FE analysis viewpoint model. 

In the experimental implementation, there was limited capability to access 
particular, named faces in I-DEAS. A number of experiments were done, and these 
are described below, to investigate the face naming conventions used in SDRC/I- 

DEAS. These experiments showed that, as new geometry is added to a model, the 

numbering of faces changes and thus particular faces cannot be identified simply from 

their original position in a particular feature. In order to figure out this problem, two 

types of feature modification operations can be defined: The first type of modification 
involves changes in only the geometry of a feature, and its topology and connectivity 
of faces remains unchanged. The second type of modification changes the geometry 
and topology of features. Figure 5-16 shows these two types of feature modifications. 

Only geometry 
is changed 

Geometry and topology 
are changed 

Model before modification Model after modification 
Figure 5-16. Two types of feature modifications, adapted from [Jha 00] 

The middle model of figure 5-16 shows an example of a modification made only 
on the geometry of a feature. Its particular, topological data, names of faces, are not 
changed before and after a feature modification operation that only changes the length 

of the model. The other model after a feature modification shows its face topology is 

changed because the topology of the face is changed by the new hole on top. Feature 
deletion and addition are also involved in this second type. These operations may 
affect topology or connectivity of faces belonging to some feature. However, as the 

result of this change, the names of this feature in I-DEAS are completely changed in 
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the way of that all of faces are renamed. Work was done to try to establish a pattern 
in this renaming, but it was not possible to discover such a pattern. This means that 

this feature now has topological data that can not be accessed by the viewpoint 

modelling system if topological changes were made. 

So, the issue in the experimental system was how to access specific elements of 
features (e. g., faces, edges etc. ) for the purposes of attaching loads and boundary 

conditions in the analysis model. In the work demonstrated in this chapter, changes 
in a feature model were limited to those made only for the geometry, not the topology. 
It was necessary that the topological data of the feature-based model remains 
unchanged over the meshing processes because the viewpoint mapping operations 
(especially concerning loads and constraints) had to be based on pre-defined 
topological data. If the modifications are possible for both geometry and topology, 
the topological data of the design viewpoint model in the feature library can be 

accessed for the data in the viewpoint mapping system. Then, this type of feature 

modification can be applied to the viewpoint mapping system of the Open I-DEAS 

application. 

There was an investigation to build a system which can access topological entities 
after a feature's topology is changed. The link in figure 4-9 and pipes of figure 4-10 

are examples which were automatically built to demonstrate the renaming of the 

topological entities after their assembly operation. The program file used for the 
design by features assembly for these two examples provides the programmatic 
approach that specifies the topological entities where a new feature is assembled. 
When the topological entities of the new feature (e. g. which can be a protrusion or 
cutout feature) are assembled to the existing feature model, the specific entities related 
to the design by features assembly are renamed. For example, figure 5-16 shows the 
two features used for the assembly of pipes. 

In figure 5-17, reference planes were attached to each end of the straight-shape 
and bent-shape features, and the names of these reference planes are the same in both 
features. For the flexible modification of feature shapes, these features are stored as 
generic entities in the design by features technique. During the retrieving operation of 
these features, the names of these two reference planes at each end are renamed by the 
program file in the manner of 
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referencePlanel = Pipel 
-i referencePlane2 = Pipe2 

_i 
in which i in both is ordered to 1,2,3,4, and so on. In implementation, the reference 

plane specified by the name referencePlanel is assembled onto the reference plane 

specified by the name referencePlane2 by the program file. Therefore, the design by 

features system can access the information it is necessary for assembly operations. 
These reference planes can be replaced by other topological entities, such as faces, 

edges, or vertices. The example of the program file used to model these pipes is in 

Appendix B. 

A 

reference Plaint 

Straight shape 
feature 

reference Plaln2 

reference Pla! nl 
1i 

Assembly 
Figure 5-17. Assembly of pipe features 

r 

reference Plaln2 

5.3.3.3 The viewpoint mapping operations of the Open IDEAS application 
The Open I-DEAS distributed-object application has been applied to the 

viewpoint dependency design automation system of this chapter. Through the 

viewpoint mapping operations, it is possible to identify that the executable 
representation of the FE analysis viewpoint model is evaluated from the design model. 
Such evaluation involves feature transformation by assigning boundary conditions and 

meshing, in each case resulting in a derived description that may be directly mapped 
onto a geometric model. The creation and modification of the design model can be 

also processed for the purpose of simplification if required. 

Bent-shape 
feature 
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Feature 

viewpoint FE stress analysis viewpoint 

Figure 5-18. Overall structure of the operations 
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Figure 5-19. Example of applying mnemonics for formal mapping approach 

The overall structure of the operations of the viewpoint dependency design 

automation is shown in figure 5-18. In the design viewpoint, the system creates the 

design entity by importing the simulation universal file for the Bicycle Crank 

(interactively created by design by features and transformed to a simulation universal 
file), or pre-defined features are created. Then, this feature-based model is processed 

through the feature modification and viewpoint mapping operations in figure 5-20 and 

21 in which Open I-DEAS APIs and Program File's mnemonics provides the 
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functionality of overall feature-based design and mapping operations. Mnemonics are 

character abbreviations associated with icons or forms. The mnemonic structure is 

hierarchic (e. g. following the menu structure). Therefore, if mnemonics are sent to 

Open I-DEAS server, commands related to mnemonics are executed in the server 

side. Applying FE features to a design feature model is managed by this mechanism, 

and feature operations in figure 5-20 and the rest of the viewpoint modelling 

operations in figure 5-21 are generated by Open I-DEAS API commands. In this case, 

entire operations required for viewpoint mapping can be figured out with mnemonics. 

Figure 5-19 shows the application in which mnemonics are used to represent an 

executable representation of a FE model from a design feature model. Each "box" 

shows the mnemonic commands that are equivalent to a particular feature operation. 

These may be generated programmatically, given some appropriate description of a 

feature model. 

Since the feature-based model is created for the modification of its geometry by 

dimension-driven editing with a parametric approach, accessing of dimensional 

properties via the bin (i. e. where the part model is stored) and their part model is a 

necessary procedure in the Open I-DEAS application. In the both of the feature 
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operations in figure 5-20 and the viewpoint mapping operations in figure 5-21, this 

technique is used to access dimensional properties or topological entities. For the 

viewpoint mapping operations, a FE model (which can be created from a mesh of 

nodes and elements as well as boundary conditions, or a context based empty FE 

model that has no geometry) must be in the working environment. The FE viewpoint 

model for different viewpoint modelling in Open I-DEAS was created as a context 

based part associated with the geometry of the Design viewpoint model. This FE 

model in the part model should be defined as an active model for developing the 

different viewpoint models by the FE simulation process of Open I-DEAS 

application. 

List all bins 

List all part models availablE 

List all FE models available 

Select FEM, Bicycle Crank 

Meshing shell 

Get the model 

Select shell I [_Select solid Select the name of face Seiect the name 

Provide total force 

Figure 5-21. The structure of the viewpoint mapping operations 

At the end of the operations, the simulation solving operation provides the 

solution capabilities for basic static and dynamic structural analysis. This activity 

calculates and stores results, which can then be displayed in a Post-processing 

operation (effectively a post-processing viewpoint on the data). As a result of this 

resulting operation, a data file that has the information about the details of the solving 

process is created. The detail of these operations in the Open I-DEAS application is 

shown in Appendix C. 

In order to launch the application, the Open I-DEAS client applications define the 

connection and error processing with Open I-DEAS server. Then a feature-based 
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model is imported into this Open I-DEAS server application. The feature-based model 
that is used to commence design and FE stress analysis operations includes the 
functionality for supplying different viewpoint modelling as well as context based 

design and simulation models based on the information of the hierarchy structure. 
After being imported, the Open I-DEAS client applications request to produce and to 

represent several aspects of the model imported, such as the design viewpoint model, 
meshing and boundary conditions of the FE analysis viewpoint model, post- 
processing, and model solution. 
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5.4 Discussion 

In the modem design process many different computer-based models are used to 

assist in the representation and assessment of the design product. Increasingly today 

these models are applied repeatedly in applications such as optimisation and 

probabilistic design. It is proposed here that these applications will be assisted 

through the use of design models that are easy to set up with minimum human 

intervention, and for which the data conversion effort between models used by 

different specialists is minimised. Feature-based design may be the way to do this in 

particular an approach that supports viewpoint-dependent features, and is the basis of 

this thesis. 

In this chapter an approach to distributed viewpoint-dependent feature modelling 
is described, and an example is given including design and FE analysis viewpoints. 
The example shows how a design model may be built, and then a FE model developed 

using the same features, based on communication through Open I-DEAS APIs and the 

execution of mnemonic commands by an Open I-DEAS server for the construction. 
In the proposed approach, named geometric elements of features are used as the basis 

for mapping from one model representation to the next. In this system, however, when 

topological changes are made to the feature-based model, naming information for the 

faces is lost, making viewpoint mapping difficult. This limits the extent to which the 

approach can currently be used in design automation, but it is suggested that a 

valuable element of future CADCAM systems would be a facility for feature-based 

models to be constructed with persistent naming for geometric entities (faces and 

edges in particular) which could then be used in programmatic mapping from one 
feature-representation to another. 

The approach demonstrated for distributed computing is done by communication 
to I-DEAS by a CORBA-based Open I-DEAS client. The example system is 

demonstrated in this chapter. This communication includes two types of execution 

methods: 
1) Open I-DEAS programmatic communication through the Open I-DEAS 

Application Programming Interface (API), 

2) sending mnemonics directly to I-DEAS by the Open I-DEAS function 

"CommandProcedure()" (mnemonics are simple character-based commands 
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that are an alternative means of specifying I-DEAS functions to the 
interactive selection provided by the graphical user interface). 

The framework for such methods is implemented within an object-oriented 

computational environment in which CORBA standard-based programming with C'' 

language is used to encapsulate codes as objects. This means this approach has the 

advantages obtained from a distributed object system. In this approach, mnemonics 
are used only to replace some design and analysis commands that are not provided by 

Open I-DEAS. For example, the operations called "mesh" and "boundary conditions" 

and their submenus in Figures 5-21 are implemented by mnemonics. Then the method 
in which mnemonic commands are sent to I-DEAS can be distributed over the 

network. 
In the comparison with the approach of handling mnemonics as parts of Program 

Files that will be demonstrated in chapter 6, requests for feature-based model and 

variable parameters would be distributed to different machines for execution or 

evaluation. Computational loads are therefore distributed over the network by 

invoking other systems. This can have the benefit of allowing multiple machines to be 

used. Since the system is following CORBA standards, this approach also provides 
heterogeneous communication between systems. 

In the next chapter the themes developed in this chapter will be further 

developed, in particular finite element analysis and geometric analysis viewpoint 

models, in which maximum stress and weight information with their underlying 
feature models are estimated within a fully automated viewpoint mapping processes, 
will be presented. 
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THE USE OF VIEWPOINT 

DEPENDENT MODELS IN 

RESPONSE SURFACE 

EVALUATION 
This chapter includes an explanation of the viewpoint dependent modelling approach 

proposed in which a design feature model is transformed to various secondary 

viewpoint models, such as finite element analysis, geometric analysis, machining, 

casting. Among them, finite element analysis and geometric analysis models will be 

demonstrated with an automated design method managed by Open I-DEAS Program 

Files. In addition, the probabilistic design of a geometric analysis model will be 

implemented. Since multiple execution of analysis in probabilistic design involves the 

problem of heavy computational loads, the response surface method may be a 

solution for such time consuming analysis processes. Moreover, automated feature- 

based design, viewpoint transformation and solving analysis will be supportive to 

minimise human effort in such intensive analyses. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The engineering design process is typically highly complex, and involves the 
collaboration of many specialists over a significant period of time [Lee 01]. 

Therefore, applications of modem computer-aided design techniques are often time 

consuming because of computational expense in the effort required to provide designs 

and to solve complicated analyses. Moreover, if design applications are not only in 

deterministic design but also in probabilistic design, it may be necessary to solve the 

analysis in terms of repeated execution to calculate uncertainty of a model. In 

addition, some engineers may do both design and analyses. But, it takes a long time to 
become an expert who is able to develop the CAD designs and perform detailed 

analysis evaluations. These difficulties may be minimised with automated viewpoint 
dependent features-based modelling with the macro language (e. g. such as Program 

Files) and the use of a response surface function, for repeated execution of 

computationally expensive design and analysis processes. 

During the engineering design process specified in this chapter, several 
engineering representations will be described for the needs in terms of design, 

machining, casting, finite element analysis or geometric analysis, and finite element 
and geometric analysis. These representations may be regarded as the different 

viewpoints of specialists. In general, each of these viewpoints may correspond to a 
different underlying representation or a variation on a representation, and these 

representations are referenced to the feature descriptions of the design viewpoint 
model which becomes the primary viewpoint. However, during the design process, a 

great deal of effort is spent in moving or converting data from one representation to 

another. 

In feature-based design, the design representation is created from generic features 

which are prototypical parametric shapes with engineering meaning on their own 
viewpoint representations. By using features the effort required to represent each 
viewpoint model may be very much reduced. In viewpoint dependent feature"based 
design, automated design using Open I-DEAS Program Files is used for the feature- 

sets of different viewpoints. Therefore, the underlying design feature representation 
may be presented differently in different viewpoints. Such viewpoint models illustrate 
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the diversity of the models during the engineering design phase of a product. It can be 

specified that the architecture of a design environment is set up by meeting a feature 

model which is expressed by constraints associated with each viewpoint model, and 

expressing new constraints addresses new feature-based design model and its 

viewpoint analysis model. In order to develop the collaboration of the engineering 
design between viewpoint representations, the representations of product, which 
supports communication by controlled information flow, are necessary. The effort 

required in a model transformation between viewpoints is particularly acute in those 

engineering applications involving repetitive operations. Examples include the 

repeated analysis required in design and analysis iteration of probabilistic design. In 

these applications, the multiple execution of analysis processes is in itself very time 

consuming and a significant constraint on the application of these methods. 

This chapter aims to demonstrate how the automated viewpoint dependent 

feature-based design technique, used to reduce the effort in CAD model definition, 

may be combined with the response surface methodology used to further reduce 

computational intensity for problems such as probabilistic design analysis and design 

optimisation. Therefore, a viewpoint dependent modelling approach is proposed in 

which a design feature model is translated into a finite element model for stress 

analysis, and geometric analysis model for weight estimation. Since the feature-based 

models are described by variable parameters, variations on the models may be defined 

for the purposes of probabilistic assessment simply by varying the values of the 
describing parameters. The response surface method tool, called ADAPRES, will be 
integrated with the Open I-DEAS Program File approach. ADAPRES attempts to find 

the best response surface function by applying statistical tests to the RSF. ADAPRES 

is incorporated into a design support system that combines the response surface 
methodology with a viewpoint dependent feature modeller used to generate data 

points for the response surfaces. 

The work that will be presented represents a second experiment using Open 
I-DEAS to illustrate the way in which a feature model may be mapped to an 

executable description of the model. In this case, as noted, the approach will be to 

generate Program Files that are equivalent to the feature models. This chapter will in 

this way show how these Program Files may be used in a design automation 
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application, and furthermore will show how the parameters of the Program File may 
be modified in the application for the purposes of exploring the design space. 

This chapter will give a brief overview of each of the viewpoint models, such as 
design model, finite element analysis model, geometric analysis model, machining 

model, and casting model. Overviews of Probabilistic design, the response surface 

method, and the ADAPRES response surface tool, follow. The implementation of 

multiple viewpoint dependent feature-based modelling with ADAPRES will be 

demonstrated with finite element analysis of a beam model and geometric analysis of 

a Connecting Rod, in which the approach is used to remotely and repeatedly generate 

a geometry-based viewpoint model for response surface analysis. 
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6.2 Data Structure of multiple viewpoint dependent models 
Developing structured representations of multiple viewpoint dependent feature- 

based product information is necessary for allowing the communication of 
information between participants in the scheme of the design automation. In this 

thesis, the set of viewpoint dependent models listed below is selected for the scheme 

of the automated design method. In the area of such multiple viewpoint modelling, the 
focus taken by this thesis has been on: 

" effective management of the information flow for automated multiple 

viewpoint dependent modelling within the environment of Computer-Aided 

Design; 

" design by features as the approach for the high-level modelling operations that 

allows for sharing of information between each viewpoint application in a 

viewpoint transformation; 

9 that a set of features, which form each viewpoint representation, are generic 
entities that are prototypical parametric shapes; 

" that the selection of viewpoint dependent models is based on the methods in 

which a secondary viewpoint model is derived from the feature descriptions of 

a primary viewpoint model; 

" that a viewpoint transformation is seen as an important requirement for the 
flexibility of the multiple viewpoint modelling. 

In these circumstances, viewpoint dependent models which will be discussed in 

this chapter are: 

" Design model 

" Finite element model 

" Geometric analysis model 

" Machinist's model 

" Casting model 
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6.2.1 Design model 

A design viewpoint model consists of geometric features, and a secondary 

viewpoint model is evaluated from the descriptions of these features. A form feature 

in a design viewpoint model is defined as a geometric formation on an object which 

can be associated with the functional information of the design viewpoint and 

secondary viewpoint models. The parametric, feature based CAD models are used as 

the design variables of a shape aspect of the models. In a one-way viewpoint mapping 

operation, a design viewpoint normally becomes a primary viewpoint model. 

6.2.2 Finite element model 

Finite element analysis used in mechanical engineering design can be defined as 

constructing a simulation of a design model for predicting its performance under 

constraints. The finite element viewpoint model in this work was used to carry out the 

stress analysis evaluation, for example of the Bicycle Crank in chapter S. A finite 

element viewpoint model consists of geometric features which may be transformed to 

analysis features by a simplification/idealisation process for a mesh. Load cases and 
boundary conditions are attached to the geometric features of the model. In the 

previous approach of the chapter 5, the viewpoint mapping was done using adjoint 
feature transformation with logical association. In this transformation, the Bicycle 

Crank of the design viewpoint is converted into the FE stress analysis viewpoint by 

assigning boundary conditions and meshing onto its original form feature 

descriptions. Therefore, two possible ways for the feature transformations to a FE 

analysis viewpoint model were suggested, such that: 

" Meshable geometry is based on the original feature descriptions, and 
boundary conditions are applied to this full geometry in which boundary 

conditions are applied on features; 

" Meshable geometry is produced from the original feature descriptions by 

applying analysis features (e. g. rotational, symmetry, plate, shell, and beam 

features) and approximation through a simplification/idealisation process. 
Then, boundary conditions would be applied to these simplified analysis 
features. 
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In both cases, there is still the issue of applying the boundary conditions to 

elements of the features. In the condition of that a finite element model is generated 

from analysis features underlying geometric form feature descriptions, boundary 

conditions may be directly related to the finite element entities which have been 

idealised to analysis features. In the Bicycle Crank idealised in figure 6-1, constraints 

may be easily applied to the beam feature on the top of the crank because there are no 

geometric entities which are required be accessed to apply constraints. In the same 

way, a cylindrical axis-symmetric feature can be applied. 

Beam 

analysis feotu e 

rý. ymmetry 
ncoy* feakme 

Figure 6-1. Bicycle Crank with analysis features 

In the second way of the feature transformation to a FE analysis viewpoint model, 

the applying analysis features into the design feature geometry for the feature 

transformation is referred to as global idealisation in which the geometric features 

may be deleted or modified [Dabke 94]. Global idealisation may be followed by the 

element idealisation which consists of characterising the finite elements. The original 

geometry may be transformed into a collection of entities depending on the 

characterisation of various geometry as analysis features. The selection of type of 

elements and their material properties is the next step in the modelling process. 

Traditionally, the loads and boundary conditions are applied to the FE entities (e. g. 

nodes and the element boundaries). Since a FE analysis viewpoint model consists of 

analysis features by the element idealisation, such loads and boundary conditions can 

be directly applied on the analysis features, for example, figure 6-1 depicts the 

Bicycle Crank transformed with analysis features. 
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A finite element analyst starts the modelling process with a mix of feature 

descriptions from the primary design viewpoint model (e. g. geometric and topological 
data) and non-geometric data (e. g. material property). In order to accurately analyse a 

product model and apply it as a real world entity, such non-geometric information is 

also required by the analysis process [Chapman 01]. The analyst has to use experience 

to transform this information into a finite element model that is simple enough to be 

computationally responsible. Therefore, creating a finite element model is not a one- 

step process but consists of a series of processes that reflect simplification/idealisation 
including geometric modification, selection of a material model, etc., Several analysis 
features are defined (e. g. in the previous chapter). For the viewpoint mapping between 

the design viewpoint and the finite element viewpoint, the finite element modelling 

system approach needs to have the 

simplification/idealisation: 

following characteristics for its 

" The viewpoint mapping system should allow the design viewpoint 

representation that is formalised with generic feature descriptions. 

" The environment should facilitate the transformation between these viewpoint 
models by automated processes. 

9 The automated system should provide the detail of the viewpoint 

transformation, such as material modelling, detail removal for idealisation, 

applying boundary conditions, and mesh generation. 

6.2.3 Geometric analysis model 

A geometric analysis model consists of geometric features, with material property 
details to get weight information. Within engineering design, it is widely 

acknowledged that cost is proportional to weight in many domains [Renton 01]. To a 
designer or an engineer, a desirable estimated weight of a design for various purposes 
(e. g. optimised weights with strength for a bicycle, an aircraft and a spacecraft) would 
be one that saves material and does not break or overheat in its normal course of 

operation during its life cycle. A geometric analysis model in this chapter will provide 
the information of a weight calculated from its material property detail and its volume 

of product model geometry created by the design by features. 

For the example of the necessity of applying a geometric analysis model, various 
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types of bicycle (e. g. mountain biking, road racing, time trial racing, etc. ) and a 
spacecraft in [Materials by design 96] make it to comprehend that weight is the 
inevitable factor to fit requirements from cost. Mountain bikes must be sturdy and 

strong to withstand the hard knocks and rocks, and need to be replaced often, so cost 
is crucial factor. Steel is used to make their frames stronger and more durable. Road 

racers need light bikes which should be solid, stable and strong. Frames are made 
from titanium for lightness and strength, but at higher cost. Time trial racers ride on 

smooth surfaces at steady speeds, so do not need the strength of road racing bikes. 

Weight is less concern in this case, but aerodynamic frame design as used for more 

speed. Frames are made from carbon fibre reinforced composites. In order to launch a 

spacecraft, weight is a crucial factor. As a result, unique designs such as aluminium 
metal alloy honeycomb structural pänels are used to maximise strength with estimated 
weight. In all of these cases, materials are carefully chosen for the purposes of each 

usage, and weight is balanced with cost to determine the final shape and materials. If a 

geometric analysis model is applied from the early design stage, it will provide the 

weight calculated from such models with materials selected for the various purposes. 

An example system in [BMP 02], the McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA)-St. 

Louis Finite Element Model Weight Estimation System (FEMWTS), is a set of 

management tools used to estimate airframe weight from the early design stage when 
design changes are easy and inexpensive to implement. In this system, weight is 

calculated from the finite element model created for a weight sensitive airframe wing. 
The FEMWTS provides management with the information on weight required 
allocating resources to achieve inexpensive, lightweight airframes. This estimation 

process in [BMP 02] consists of three steps, such as: 

" Transforming the strength model into a mass model using reduction algorithms 
since the model is created from FE model; 

" Estimating weight of the detail part using design parameters such as mass 
properties, structural arrangement, air loads, dynamic requirements, panel 
optimisation and thermodynamics; 

Estimating assembly weight through the addition of assembly design 

parameters for joints, splices, and fasteners. 
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In [BMP 02], it is stated that as the estimation and design processes continue to refine 

weight estimates through the previously specified three steps, the FEMWTS has 

enabled that MDA-St. Louis estimates the weight previously requiring up to several 

weeks, in minutes. It has also allowed MDA-St. Louis designers to make more 
effective design trade-off decisions regarding weight and structural strength. 

Weight estimation is a standard part of computer aided engineering (CAE) 

systems in which weight information is used for the cost estimation by the CAE tools 

within concurrent engineering environment. The standardised CAE tools provide the 
benefit which helps to make decisions early while making changes are still easy and 
inexpensive [Barnett 98]. In the process of coming up with an estimation of the 

weight, all that is needed is a geometric model and material details. If a weight 
calculation exercise requires explanation of a number of designs, this may be assisted 
by rapid feature-based design. More important thought is optimisation or probabilistic 

analysis where many models with small variations are required. 

6.2.4 Machinist's model 

For the manufacturing viewpoint from a machinist, features can be defined in the 
manufacturing domain. Since features are functionally significant entities, 

manufacturing features are often defined as a collection of manufacturing related 

geometric elements which as a whole correspond to a particular manufacturing 

process [Shah 95]. Among them, a machining feature for machinists is defined as a 

predefined representation to support the manufacturability. A machining feature may 
be a parameterised volumetric template that represents the solid volume removed 
from a billet (which is the material from which the part is to be made) by a process 

planned machining operation, which makes a machinist's viewpoint. In order to 
define a machining feature, the volume of material, which the feature can remove 
from a billet depending upon the manufacturing process, should be considered. What 
kind of machining operation will be performed, and how the billet will be accessed to 

perform the operation is also important knowledge that the machining feature 
definition should consider. An instance of a machining feature is created by a specific 
machining operation (e. g. drilling, milling, etc. ) using a cutting tool including tool 

size, type, machining type, etc. 
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A machinist's viewpoint model is accessed by feature recognition (discussed in 

[Shah 91a], [Lee 98], [Kim 02], etc. ), and design by features (i. e. feature-based design 

in [Lee 98], [Bhandarkar 00], [Somashekar 02], etc. ). In the feature recognition 

approach, automatic feature recognition is used to extract machining features from a 

model. In the history of developing manufacturability with features, feature 

recognition seems to have focused on 2-1/2D milling for NC tool paths from 

recognised inner and outer boundaries [Shah 91a]. In other research, machining 
feature recognition considered the method where the parts are created entirely by 

machining operations starting from stock material [Lee 98]. Automatic recognition of 

manufacturing features is used for a variety of applications, including the generation 

of machining features and translation between design and manufacturing features [Lee 

98]. While many papers consider the recognition of machining features from design 

viewpoint model, converting a design feature model to a manufacturing feature model 
has been developed recently with the popularity of feature recognition and design by 

feature system [Li 02]. However, since the concern of this thesis is the representation 

of a machining features model that is generated from geometric form features, without 
feature recognition processes, design by features for machining features can be found 

in form features. Machined parts typically shows local surface configurations as blind 

holes, through holes, pockets, grooves and slots, all of which are examples of form 

features [Pratt 93]. 

Bass Machining features 
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Figure 6-3. Machining feature classification 
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For example, a classification of machining form features is shown in figure 6-3 in 

which machining features are defined as shapes that represent volumes to be removed. 
With these machining features, the approach of this thesis suggests the designing of 

the part using a set of machining features from a database of features (i. e. feature 

library). The main advantage of this process is that the features are essential for use in 

other downstream applications such as process planning [Lee 98]. 

The machinists' model consists of geometric form features subtracted from a 
billet to give the material that is to be removed by machining. Creating a machinist's 

viewpoint model is based on the construction of feature volumes that will be removed. 
Each machining feature has a boundary and a set of characteristic parameters that 
define the machining feature itself [Hoffman 98]. The concavity of faces, edges, 
vertices and relationships between them is used to create these feature volumes. The 

algorithm produces a set of manufacturing feature volumes, each of which represents 
the material to be removed by manufacturing operations [Sandiford 01]. Since 

machining is only a subtractive process, the example is illustrated in figure 6-4 for the 

purpose of the machinist's viewpoint model. 

Figure 6-4. Example of Machinists viewpoint 

Feature mapping between design form features and manufacturing machining 
features is the focus of the work Mapping operations may be divided into two 

situations 1) where design features coincide with machining features, and 2) where 
design features do not coincide with machining features. For example, if a hole of a 
design feature is mapped, it can be directly transformed to a machining feature. If a 
design feature does not coincide with a machining feature (e. g. for the case of a blind 

cut with closed profile and flat bottom where every edge is filleted [Hoffman 981), 
feature mapping needs to do topological and geometric changes for the feature 
descriptions to form a machining viewpoint model. However, there is a still issue how 
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to access to the low-level entities (e. g. edges, faces, etc. ) where such changes are 

needed. In most of the cases, it is done by the recognition of features. 

In both cases, feature transformations may automatically map machining features 

from design form features, by matching names and shape parameters of features (e. g. 

modifying geometry of features by dimension-driven). 

6.2.5 Casting viewpoint model 

Casting is a process to manufacture metal products by moulding. A metal casting 
is an object produced by pouring molten metal into a mold cavity and then allowing 
the metal to solidify. For a part to be an application for casting, the product engineer 

and manufacturing representatives have to determine if the design is castable, 
including geometry, wall thickness and internal passageways. As far as a raw casting 
is concerned, a certain material allowance is required to permit post casting material 

removal by machining. The casting viewpoint model therefore consists of geometric 
features, extended to show a machining allowance. 

In terms of feature transformation, the design model may start in terms of the 

basic required shape, with no draft or fillet radii. The casting model is produced from 

the design model by applying draft and fillet radii to the design model, applying a 

shrinkage allowance and also applying a machining allowance. The model of the 

machined part then involves a further transformation in which the machining 

allowance is removed. An example of this sequence is illustrated in figure 6-5. 
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Figure 6.5. Casting model 
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6.3 Overview of the Response Surface Method tool, 
ADAPRES 

63.1 Probabilistic design model 

Probabilistic design is a technique in which uncertain input parameters and 
assumptions on an analysis model are assessed. Probabilistic analysis of structures has 
found wide application in recent decades due to the power and elegance of this 

approach [Ben-Haim 99]. In probability theory, since the problem parameters do not 
have a single defined value, they are regarded as random variables [Kaymaz 01]. For 

example, using probabilistic analysis can find out how much the results of a finite 

element analysis are affected by uncertainties in the model. An uncertainty or random 
quantity is a parameter where it is impossible to tell the exact value at a given point in 

time (e. g. if it is time dependent) or at a given location (e. g. if it is location 

dependent). 

Typical computer aided design models are expressed and described with specific 

numerical and deterministic values. For example, material properties are entered using 
certain values, and geometric properties of the component are assigned, e. g., a certain 
length or width. An analysis based on a given set of specific numbers and values from 

these typical computer aided design models is called a deterministic analysis. In the 

comparison between deterministic and probabilistic approaches in [Kirchsteiger 991, 

the results of a deterministic analysis are effective for the case of the assumptions and 
input values used for the analysis. However, probabilistic analysis is based on 
uncertainty, and the validity of those results depends on how correct the values were 
for the component under real life conditions. For the comparison between the 
deterministic and probabilistic design approaches, deterministic analysis provides a 
data evaluated from a single point solution. In deterministic analyses, uncertainties are 
taken into account by factors of safety, and this may lead to expensive analysis. 
Probabilistic methods provide a probability of uncertainties for this solution in which 
a design for reliability is possible. In this way an over-design may be avoided. While 
deterministic design systems assess specific design parameters, probabilistic design 

systems take the deviations from those design parameters into account which can 
express tolerances of a model. These tolerances can be applied to mass-production in 
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manufacturing viewpoint environment [Gungor 99]. In addition, in the deterministic 

approach of traditional computer aided models, tolerances can be evaluated, but this is 

done by applying a plus and minus delta-value to an input parameter while all other 

tolerances are maintained as constant. In this approach, interactions between 

tolerances cannot be covered. Interactions lead to the fact that a variation of two 

parameters at the same time can have a much larger effect then the combined effect of 

the variation of the two individual parameters if varied one at a time. Therefore, this 

functionality is important in a probabilistic design approach. 

In an experimental system for probabilistic design, every aspect of an analysis 

model may be uncertain (i. e. subjected to scatter) in some way. If a component is 

analysed, the component is described by a certain set of scatted input parameters, such 

as material and geometric properties of the component, and boundary conditions that 

describe how the component is loaded and where and how they are applied. Then, the 

component is analysed, and for example, deformation, stress, or strain is reviewed as a 

result of such analysis. In addition, its fatigue lifetime may be considered by 

specialists. The principle behind the probabilistic design viewpoint starts with the 

observation in which the input parameters of analysis are subjected to scatter. 
Therefore, as a consequence of such analysis with uncertain input parameters, the 

output parameters are also subjected to scatter. 

A probabilistic design model provides the following [Kirchsteiger 99]: 

" Since the input parameters are scattered, uncertainty of output parameters 

can be answered; 

" Since the input parameters are uncertain, reliability of the model can be 

answered. In other word, the probability that an output parameter does meet 
some of design criteria can be evaluated; 

" If the output parameters are uncertain, it can be answered which of the input 

parameters contribute the most of uncertainty to output parameters. 

The failure of the deterministic design methods in dealing with uncertainty as 
described in the previous section has led a way to find a method which can concern 

uncertainty in engineering design. In order to do this task, the term "event" is used to 

measure uncertainty, which designate all the kinds of the things that are considered 
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uncertain [Kaymaz 01]. Probability can be defined as a numerical measure of the 

likelihood of occurrence of an event relative to a set of alternative events (Ang 751. 

The concept of probabilistic design systems are proposed [Kaymaz 011 in which 

an algorithm that can combine the methods given in figure 6-6 is to be developed in 

order to encounter effects of uncertainty in structural problems. This system is called 

a probabilistic design system including some deterministic methods besides some 

probabilistic analysis method as well. 

Probabilistic design system 

Response Surface method 
Parallel computing 

Monte Carlo Simulation 
0. Reliability analysis 

Deterministic desi n method 
E. g. Parametric and feature-based design system Optimisation 

........................................................................ 

Figure 6-6. Probabilistic design system [Kaymaz 011 

In the descriptions in [Kaymaz 01], reliability is defined as the probability that a 

component or a structure achieves a specified life without failure under a given load 

conditions. Therefore, reliability analysis requires the solution to the probability of 

failure that is defined according to the probability distribution of the random 

variables. The Response Surface Method is a statistical method that forms a 

polynomial function which specifies the relationship between the response of a 

structure and the variables that affect the response. This method is used to get a 

response function by simplifying the performance function of the structure (e. g. a 

function that determines the safe state and failure state of the structure) so that the 

calculation for the probability of failure may become simple. Monte Carlo 

simulation method is used to obtain the probability of failure by utilising the 

sequences of the random numbers that are generated according the probability 

distribution of the random variable. The generated random variables are then 

substituted in to the performance function of the system. In order to get the probability 

of failure, this process is carried out until a satisfactory standard deviation of the 

probability of failure value is obtained. As an objective of this study is to establish a 
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better system to deal with uncertainty in engineering design, the process and methods 

given in the figure must be put in a task. This task can be a structural optimisation 

method. Applying uncertain affects in an optimisation task requires to study stochastic 

optimisation method which is based on the chance constrained programming. In this 

study, the successive linear approximation method is programmed and used as an 

optimisation method. 
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Figure 6-7. The impact of uncertainty on vehicle performance [Mavris 981 

An example in which a probabilistic design approach is applied is the 

examination of the engine of a commercial aircraft [Mavris 98] [Mavris 00]. The 

focus is to explore ways in which probabilistic design methods can be applied to the 

aircraft engine cycle design process. The main objective of the analysis in [Mavris 981 

is to use probabilistic design methods to improve the performance. Probabilistic 

design is defined to estimate uncertainty in performance of a particular design. The 

example is on analytically determining the impact of uncertainty in engine component 

performance of a large commercial transport, particularly the impact on design range, 

fuel burn and engine weight. In the experiment of probabilistic design, the effect of 

the many uncertainties in engine component performance may correspond to 

representing uncertainties in the performance of the overall system, which shown in 

figure 6-7. This figure compares probability distribution functions for aircraft design 

range of two representative engine cycles. The right of the figure provides the 

probability of failure to deal with a design range against design range for two 

bounding engine cycles in a selected design space. The cycle design space is shown in 

left which is presented by the form of normalised range of cycle parameters and a set 
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of distributions for noise parameters. The cycle parameters can be controlled by the 

cycle designer, and the noise parameters are uncertain. 

6.3.2 Response Surface method 

Currently engineering design makes heavy use of complex, and expensive 
computer-based analyses. Statistical techniques are beginning to be used in 

engineering design analyses to construct approximations of these analyses, for the 

purpose of replacing expensive analyses. The response surface method is one of the 

most common techniques for constructing approximations of computer analyses 
[Simpson 98]. The response surface method can be described as a collection of 
statistical tools and methods for forming and exploring approximate functional 

relationships between a response variable and a set of design variables [Yao 96]. 
Therefore, the response surface method can be used to obtain a relationship between a 

specified dependent variable (e. g. the response) and a number of independent 

variables (e. g. the predicator variables) [Shi 00]. The approach to the response surface 
method is to perform a series of experiments based on numerical analysis or physical 

experiments for a prescribed set of design points (e. g. which is the most probable 
failure point on the limit state). From this approach, response surface methods 
construct a global approximation of the measured quantity over the design space 
[Shyy 01]. Hence, they are termed response surface method (RSM) designs. The 

RSM designs are used to: 

" find improved or optimal process settings; 

" troubleshoot process problems and weak points; 

" make a product or process more robust against external and non-controllable 
influences. 

The response surface method was originally developed to analyse the results of 
physical experiments and to form empirically-based smooth models of the observed 
response values, thus any noise that is associated with the experiments is filtered out. 
However, its general usefulness in approximation processes was realised, and the 

application field of the method has spread into many engineering areas. Structural 

optimisation is a particular domain in which the technique has been applied. 
Although the response surface methods differ according to the fields in which they are 
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used, a general response surface method in this application comprises the following 

steps [Kaymaz 01]: 

1. choosing the experimental points (Design. of Experiments); 

2. choosing the type of model function (model choice); 

3. evaluating the modelling error (model error evaluation). 

The RSM techniques utilise design of experiment theory to construct 

approximation models for system performance characteristics obtained either directly 

from experiment or from analysis models [Shi 00]. A performance function is the 
function which includes the functional relationship of the basic variables of a 

component or a systems, and a response surface function will be formed to represent a 

real performance function. 

6.3.3 ADAPRES 

The feature-based modelling approach may be called repeatedly by an external 

program in order to generate data for optimisation, probabilistic analysis, response 

surface method and so on [Lee 01]. The application of a response surface method is 

used to generate response surfaces that may then be used as substitutes for the 

objective functions in such applications. Conventional response surface methods used 
in both probabilistic design and optimisation use a fixed type of a response function 

such as a linear or a quadratic polynomial. However, for implicit problems in which 
the relationships of the input variables in the performance function are not explicitly 
defined, it is almost impossible to assume a fixed type of response. function. The 

widely used second-order polynomial approach may not be suitable for problems 
having either linear or highly non-linear responses. Thus, an adaptive response surface 

method (ADAPRES) is proposed by Kaymaz [Kaymaz 01]. The ADAPRES method 
has been integrated with the viewpoint dependent feature-based modelling application 
in which the design viewpoint models of the Beam and the Connecting Rod are 

represented and their secondary viewpoint models are evaluated from them. 

The ADAPRES method is incorporated in a program used to generate this 
functional approximation to the real problems. In ADAPRES, the type of the response 
surface function is determined according to the response of the system. In this 
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method, both the response surface function and the design matrix that is formed to 

specify the input and output parameters of the systems are improved until a set of 

conditions are satisfied. ADAPRES generates a RSF based on the given input 

variables and the corresponding response from the real function, which altogether 
forms the design matrix. In the forming of the design matrix, the effect of random 

variables is considered to determine which side of the distribution function is to be 

used to generate the experimental points, by which approach the selected points can 
be closer to the limit state. ADAPRES uses this design matrix to form the best RSF 

type, which could be a simple linear function, or higher order polynomial, depending 

on the criteria. In order to determine if both the RSF and the design matrix are 

adequate to use for a particular application, ADAPRES introduces a method to 
determine the effect of the input parameters on the system, through a modelling error 

assessment. By using this error assessment, ADAPRES can form the RSF 

dynamically according to the response of the system, starting from a linear RSF and 

adding non-linear terms as required. 
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6.4 Implementation of multiple viewpoint modelling with the 

Response Surface Method tool, ADAPRES 

6.4.1 Aim and objective of the implementation 

The objective of the present implementation is to see whether a combination of 

generic feature models and automated design methods by Open I-DEAS program files 

and distributed computing can begin to address issues of both viewpoint dependency 

and computational expense [Lee 01]. As examples, finite element viewpoint models 

and a geometric analysis viewpoint model in figure 6-8 will be demonstrated. The 

objective is to identify whether, by describing parts as collections of generic features, 

they may be modelled rapidly from different viewpoints, and then these models used 

to build response surfaces functions automatically to characterise the relationship 

between inputs and outputs for applications such as stress and geometric analysis. The 

method that has been employed is to use the viewpoint dependent feature-based 

modelling capability of a commercial CAD system using a macro language (i. e. 

program files) to allow repeated construction of features. Distributed computation is 

archived partly through the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 

of Open I-DEAS, and partly through a socket-based network programming approach 

of ADAPRES. 

Finite element analysis model Finite element analysis model Geometric analysis model 
based on analysis beam feature based on geometric feature 

description 

Figure 6-8. Examples of viewpoint models 
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6.4.2 Viewpoint transformation operations of parametric and feature- 

based design with response surface method 

6.4.2.1 Parametric and feature-based approach for the automated viewpoint 
modelling 

During the design process, many models of emerging designs are produced in 

order to assist in the judgement of fitness for purpose of the design [Lee 01]. In the 

early part of this chapter, a design viewpoint model, finite element analysis viewpoint 

model, geometric analysis viewpoint model, machinists' viewpoint model, and 

casting viewpoint model are described. Each of these models presents the design from 

a different viewpoint with their own variations on the design set of features which are 
viewpoint dependent. In general, each viewpoint requires its own representations, and 
therefore there is a great deal of effort expended in the design processes in 

transforming design data between viewpoint dependent representations [Karker 95]. 

The effort required in generating and transforming design models is particularly 
onerous in optimisation and probabilistic design in which many design variations are 

explored. The system that works with the respect of feature-based design may be a 

solution for the integration of the information processing, and therefore design by 

features construction is achieved in design automation through [Lee 01]: 

" the use of dedicated knowledge-based engineering systems; 

" the programmatic interfaces to CAD systems and API; 

" the use of Program Files that allow the repetitive execution of command 
sequences. 

The second approach also using mnemonics was taken in chapter 5, and automatic 
viewpoint mapping was demonstrated. This chapter will take the third approach. 
Program Files are used to represent an executable representation of a secondary 
viewpoint from a design model, for which the general structure is illustrated in figure 
6-9. 
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Figure 6-9. General structure of automatic multiple viewpoint modelling 

In the current system, finite element viewpoint models (e. g. one derived from a 

design feature model, and the other constructed from an analysis beam feature) and a 

geometric analysis viewpoint model of a Connecting Rod are taken as the examples of 

the implementation of multiple viewpoint dependent feature models with minimised 

human input. Feature-based design is a means for designers to abstract the level of 

design by working with high-level entities instead of dealing with low-level geometric 

details, as reviewed in previous chapters. The basis of the viewpoint mapping 

approach in this chapter is based on an adjoint transformation and a feature-based 

design (i. e. design by features) description method in which executable 

representations of viewpoint models are repeatedly evaluated from a primary design 

viewpoint model for the purpose of forming response surface functions using Program 

Files and ADAPRES in the environment of Open I-DEAS [Lee 011. User-interface 

level of features is applied to generate the design viewpoint model using I-DEAS 

Program Files. The design by features approach in this chapter provides user-defined 

sets of features to the finite element analysis viewpoint and geometric analysis 
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viewpoint models with the feature library. These user-defined features are used 

repeatedly to build design feature models by Program Files until the response surface 
function is formed. In each iteration process, user-defined feature templates are 

produced with new input variables passed from ADAPRES, and the feature is 

constructed in a particular location with for different feature dimensional constraints 

and parameters. This is where the parametric design approach is applied. This 

dependency between features and their retrieved geometric entities is described by 

geometric constraints including dimensional constraints described in table 3-2. Like 

the examples in previous chapters, this relationship is expressed by mathematical 

equations in which they are parametrically solved. 

The multiple viewpoint dependent feature-based modelling in this system 

supports applications from: 

9 detail design of each component (e. g. generic form features); 

" construction of features with design by features; 

" viewpoint transformation from feature descriptions to executable 

representations of finite element and geometric analysis viewpoint; 

" solving the analysis; 

" providing the result to ADAPRES, and receiving experimental points 

corresponding to random variables (e. g. dimensional variables and forces); 

" generating the response surface function which can replace the expensive 

analyses. 

Since the design by features approach and viewpoint transformation is processed by 

the program file using recorded procedures, the effort spent (e. g. to access a specific 

topological entity) can be decreased. The topological and geometric data used for each 

step of the assembly by the design by features and viewpoint transformation is 

recorded in a program file. The operations, in which analysis results are provided to 

ADAPRES and receive experimental points from ADAPRES, are managed by stored 

procedures in the program file. 
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6.4.2.2 Applying the response surface method for the viewpoint analysis 

The fundamental goal for analysis using response surface method may be to 

understand the behaviour of a model, to analyse the performance of a model using a 

numerical method, and then to formulate possible problems properly. As described 

previously, the main reason for using the response surface method is that a functional 

approximation formed by response surface method for this function or analysis can be 

used instead of calling the time consuming analysis when there is a function or 

analysis of the probabilistic design that takes quite a long time to evaluate. 

As introduced, the response surface method tool ADAPRES is applied to 

decrease the evaluation time of analysis used for the cases of finite element analysis 

stress, and of the geometric analysis. After the design feature model is generated by 

program files with new dimensional variables, these dimensional variables become 

experimental points corresponding to the random variables in ADAPRES. Therefore, 

ADAPRES provides a functional approximation that can replace the real engineering 

design and simulation processes for both of maximum stress and weight of models. In 

order to form such functional representations for both cases, ADAPRES generates a 

design matrix with the initial values of the design parameters of the analysis, and then 

forms a response surface function, based on the response from the analysis. In the use 

of response surface function formed from ADAPRES and program files, the simple 

process, in which variable values input into the function, provides the result instead of 

real analysis process. 

Open I-DEAS Program files 
Design matrix 
Design pararr 

Numerical Calculation 

SDRC/ý-DEAS aralysis viewpoint model 

Call and execute analysis for 
the design matrix 

Repeated until forming 
a RSF sari* the criteria 
set bV ADAPRES 

ADAPRES to get RSF 

Figure 6-10. The collaboration of Open I-DEAS program files and ADAPRES 
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6.4.3 FE stress analysis viewpoint model with ADAPRES 

6.4.3.1 A geometric feature-based beam model and a analysis feature-based 

beam model 

Two types of beam model are demonstrated to learn how the Open I-DEAS 

Program File and the ADAPRES can be integrated. An analysis beam feature model, 

which is generic and consists of a single beam feature in figure 6-8, is directly 

generated without the design viewpoint model. This is the part of a high level entity 

which may be regarded through the idealisation process of a geometric beam feature 

model. This element of the mesh conforms to the geometrical and topological rules of 
form features, and then it can be certainly regarded as an analysis feature-based 

model. Boundary conditions are directly applied on this beam feature. Since this beam 

feature model is generic, this simple model is repeatedly generated with new input 

values from the ADAPRES program for the results of the finite element analysis. 

Another beam model is created with the feature-based design description method 

of the viewpoint-dependent modelling approach. Its design feature model is 

transformed into the finite element viewpoint representation. If a model has a complex 

shape, some features may be omitted as necessary (e. g. for unwanted detail) to present 
features according to the application domain. Each design primitive of this beam 

model is defined by a pre-determined number of geometric model entities, which are 

associated with a set of dimensions that specify the size. For finite element analysis, 
loads and boundary condition fields are associated with geometric model entities, and 
boundary conditions are applied on the face of a feature. The generic characteristics of 

geometry are captured in the feature class definition, and the feature combination and 

characteristics (for a particular viewpoint on a particular part) are achieved by 

assembling a program file to construct the representation, together with data files for 

the feature parameters required [Lee 01]. Any external program may then request the 

construction of the viewpoint design model by requesting the execution of the 

program file or modification of the model parameters through the system API [Lee 

01]. The program file also allows the execution of finite element analysis tasks, 

extraction of results and writing of these to a file or an external process. A simple 

example of such a process is the assembly of a beam (which could be a single feature 

or parametric part) by: 
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1. subtracting one block feature from a second; 

2. adding loads and boundary constraints (which are attached to the end faces of 

the larger block); 

3. and then meshing and executing the analysis, as shown in Figure 6-11. 

Feature-based CAD modeller L ADAPRES --- 
'ý Expercnentd pots carespondrý9 

to the random variables 
Assembly features 'X and Y Dinertiloru between leatues /' 
by Cutout 

I'Force 
on ff* foce 

diots" piopemes 

Modify bcanon 
of cutout featue I 

No 

'X 

V` t 

' i+ 

ADAPRES 

Force 

Maximum Stress 

Figure 6-11. Integrated system procedures [Lee O1 J 

In this model, the location of the block that is subtracted to form the interior of the 

section may be varied in two directions to represent the possibility of a core shift in 

the manufacture of a casting. The values of the offset in the x and y directions are 

stochastic variables, as are the loads on the end of the section. 

6.4.3.2 Stress estimation of FE stress analysis viewpoint with ADAPRES 

The operating sequence of the design support system is as follows. Initially 

ADAPRES forms a design matrix to identify the initial problem parameters to be used 

in forming a trial response surface function. This matrix is used to request the 

construction of feature models for trials for the initial matrix entries. Error 

assessment is then carried out, based on further trial(s), and if necessary additional test 

points processed to achieve a satisfactory response surface approximation for the 
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response of the system. In the case of the beam model shown in Figure 6-11, the 
uncertain parameters for the beam were as noted the x and y offsets of the central void 
(x and y) and the applied load F. The mean and standard deviations used in the 
assessment are as shown in Table 1, and for these values ADAPRES gave a response 

surface function for stress analysis as 

Y= -92.6516 - (0.007296 x xl) + (0.1877 x x2) + (1.6676 x x3) 

Applied load, 
F(N xl 

x-direction 
offset, x(x2) 

y-direction 
offset, y(x3) 

Mean 1.5E4 30 50 
Standard deviation 1E3 1 1 

iauie 6-1. Beam parameters used in RSF Formation [Lee 01] 

which the unit of Y is N/mm2, and the units of x-direction and y-direction offsets are 

mm. The response surface function can then be used for the stress analysis of the 
beam instead of calling I-DEAS for each iteration required by the optimisation or 

probabilistic analysis algorithm. 
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6.4.4 Geometric analysis viewpoint model with ADAPRES 

6.4.4.1 Design by features for geometric analysis viewpoint of Connecting Rod 

A geometric analysis viewpoint model of a Connecting Rod in figure 6-8 is 

represented by geometric features with material property details to get weight 
information. The design viewpoint model of the Connecting Rod is generated by the 
design by features technique, and the design viewpoint is transformed by simply 

applying material properties to the geometry. Here, the term geometric analysis 
designates the phase during which the weight of the design by features model of the 
Connecting Rod is computed in each iteration. This geometric analysis viewpoint 
model, therefore, stands for generic form features where the geometric data appear as 
their geometric parameters of features. For each iteration process to form a response 

surface, the geometric parameters of features can be applied to features as feature 

parameters (e. g. for dimensional constraints) to generate feature geometry. These 
feature parameters are originally generated by the design matrix of ADAPRES, and 

are transferred to features by the Program Files. These feature parameters can be also 

used to manipulate for features retrieved by the design by features technique during 

the iteration process. Therefore, each iteration relies on the data supplied by the 

program file. The design by features technique provides the high-level operations to 

generate feature-based Connecting Rod with feature parameters in each iteration 

process. 

Connecting Rod: Connecting Rod: 
form feature 002 form feature 003 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 004 

Figure 6-12. Form features of Connecting Rod 
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To create the design viewpoint model of the Connecting Rod by means of 
Program Files, the design by generic features process provides the functionality for 

the creation of a hierarchical geometric feature representation which stores generic 
form features described by their parameter set. A set of user-defined geometric feature 

entities in figure 6-12 for Connecting Rod is available as user-defined templates in the 
feature library. Figure 6-12 shows the form features used to generate the Connecting 

Rod, and each of these features also shows five dimensional constraints which are 

produced in the scheme of parametric design. These dimensional constraints are used 
to generate each form feature by the process in which the parametrically constrained 

user-defined feature templates are instanced from the feature library. Some of these 
dimensional constraints become the experimental points corresponding to the random 
variables during the process of probabilistic design in which a response surface 
function is formed by ADAPRES. The fifth experiment point is created at the end of 
the design by features operations for the dimensional constraint between form feature 

001 and 004. The high-level operations by the design by features technique are 
demonstrated in the figure 6-13 and 6-14. 

I` 

1 

, ýI Z ý1 

Design by features: 
Stage 1 

0 

1ý 
,! 

3i11I 

Design by features: 
Stage 2 

Design by features: 
Stage 3 

Design by features: 
Stage 4 

1`1 

Design by features: 
Stage 5 

Cl I' 
4°} f 

4I 
ýI 

Design by features: 
Stage 6 

Design by features: Design by features: 
Stage 7 Stage 8 

Figure 6-13. Design by features modelling stages of Connecting Rod 
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Design by 
features: 
Stage 8 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 6- 

Kwangloon Lee 

Fillet edges 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 004 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 5 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 4 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 3, + 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 21 

Design by 
features: 
Stage 1 

60 Connecting Rod: 
form feature 004 

(ýPUonnecting 

Rod: 
form feature 003 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 003 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 002 

42 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 002 

Connecting Rod: 
form feature 001 
Figure 6.14. Hierarchical structure of design by feature for Connecting Rod 

In the design by features approach demonstrated in figure 6-13 and 6-14, the 

design viewpoint model of the Connecting Rod is created through the automated high- 

level design operations, such as selection, instantiation and assembly of user-defined 
design form features. The values of parameterised dimensional constraints are set 
directly on the user interface level through the integration with ADAPRES. In each 
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iteration process, therefore, program files enable the management of the operations to 

receive a set of randomly created feature parameter values, and to save the analysis 

result. Through the automated design by features operations, the hierarchical design 

structure provides the history-based approach in which the shape configuration in 

terms of low-level parametric entities is recorded at the each node of the hierarchical 

structure shown in figure 6-14. 

6.4.4.2 Probabilistic design model of Connecting Rod 

In the previous chapter 6.3.1, experimental systems of probabilistic design were 
reviewed. Finite element models of the beam models were demonstrated with the 

response surface method tool, ADAPRES, and the case of the geometric analysis 

viewpoint model of the Connecting Rod will be demonstrated in the next part. 
Experimental systems (e. g. including finite element beam model and geometric 

analysis Connecting Rod with the response surface method) of the probabilistic design 

viewpoint are subject to scatter in terms of input parameters, and output results should 
be uncertain. From this, probabilistic design may provide the answers of 1) the 

uncertainty of the output parameters, 2) reliability of the component, and 3) how 

reliability can be improved, by the specialists. This is the fundamental approach of 

probabilistic design. 

The design by features, viewpoint transformation and solving analysis itself with 
automated design method of the program files is in the typical deterministic design 

approach. However, if these operations are analysed by the scattered input parameters 
that influence the result of the output (e. g. result of analysis) with the uncertainty, this 

can be included in the approach of probabilistic design. Since feature-based models 

are described by variable parameters, variations on the models may be defined for the 

purposes of probabilistic assessment simply by varying the values of the describing 

parameters [Lee 01]. Figure 6-15 shows the probabilistic design viewpoint of a 
Connecting Rod, in which dimensional parameters become the input parameters as 

experimental points corresponding to the random variables. In each iteration of the 
implementation, the design viewpoint of the Connecting Rod is parametrically created 
in the scheme of automated design by features (e. g. using the method described in 

previous chapters) with five dimensional parameters, and the model is transformed to 

a geometric analysis viewpoint by simply applying material properties. The 
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probabilistic design viewpoint of the geometric analysis model is represented with 

these five parameters as random variables. Then, the probabilistic design viewpoint of 

the geometric analysis model is solved for the result in each iteration. 

Open I-DEAS Program file 
Probabilistic design viewpoint of Geometric analysis model 

Input parameters 0041 

Diameter 

20.3945 
Standard deviation: 

0.25107295 

From 

7 0000E+00 
Standard deviation: 

251133793 

0021 

-º 

29.9945 
Standard deviation: 

0.25107295 

h 

Kwang/loon Lee 

001 

139 9575 
Standard deviation: 

1.24067481 

Solvinci analysis 

Result of analysis 
6.404169 

Standard deviation: 
0 22459887 

Figure 6-15. Probabilistic design of geometric analysis model of Connecting Rod 

Figure 6-15 shows the structure for the probabilistic design of the Connecting 

Rod where input parameters by means of the geometric analysis model for calculating 

weight are transferred to the output parameter weight, shown in the graphs at the 

bottom of the figure. The units of five random variables are mm, and the program files 

used for this example are given in Appendix D. 
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6.4.4.3 Weight estimation of the geometric analysis viewpoint of the Connecting 

Rod with ADAPRES 

Weight is an important explanatory variable that indirectly accounts for a'variety 

of factors (e. g. cost of a model), and is directly influenced by the change of a model 

volume or materials. However, most traditional weight-driven systems, in which the 

weight of a model is computed, have significant disadvantages which makes it 

difficult to evaluate the effect of a modified model, for reasons of computational 

expenses, or for reasons of computational time for the evaluation process. The design 

by features approach combined with a response surface method may overcome these 
disadvantages. By using automated design by features using Program Files, the effort 

required in the construction of a model may be very much reduced. The viewpoint 
transformation from the design viewpoint to geometric analysis viewpoint is also 

automated by the Program File. As described in the case of forming the response 

surface function of the FE beam model, the response surface method can reduce the 
difficulties of the probabilistic assessment methods by forming a response surface 
function that can be used in place of the computational analysis. 

The form of the response surface function generated from ADAPRES for the 

weight computation of the connecting rod for the given data set is in figure 6-16. In 

each iteration, the Program File 1) creates the design viewpoint Connecting Rod by 

the design by generic features, 2) transforms to geometric analysis the model, 3) 

analyses the model, and 4) transmits the result to ADAPRES, until ADAPRES forms 

the response surface function. 

Five experimental points corresponding to the random variables are chosen to 
form a response surface function. They are 1) distance between large and small end 

centres, 2) diameter of large end head, 3) diameter of small end head, 4) fillet angle, 

and 5) from edges to the centre line of side hole. These variables are the parameters 
used to create each of parametric features for the design viewpoint model of 
Connecting Rod. At the beginning of each iteration, the program file receives a new 
set of these . 

five variables, and the design by features method creates a new geometric 

analysis viewpoint model of the Connecting Rod which has different weight for its 

new volume. 
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Open I-DEAS Program file 
Probabilistic design viewpoint of Geometric analysis model 

2p 
ti 

>iameter of head 
, )put parameters 003 v 

Mean value: 
20.4 

Standard deviation: 

30.0 
Standard deviation: 

Input parameters 002 
can vo üe: 

49.4 
Standard deviation: 

25 

001 

7.0 
Standard deviation: 

Solvi 

Response Surface Method tool, ADAPRES 
Response Surface Function is: 

140 15 

Standard devlatlon: 

y(x) = 3.2352 + 0.0405 * x, - 0.0000209 * x2 - 0.03803 * x3 - 2.23 x 10 '* x4 - 0.160097 * xs 
+0.000142*x; +3.376x10-' *x, *x2 -6.296x10' *x, *x, +1.587x10 9 *x, *x4 

+ 0.000522 * x, * xs - 0.00162 * x. 

In which 

X1(mm)=Input parameter001 

X3(mm)=Input parameter003 
X5(mm) = Input parameter005 

=Input 

=Input parameter004 
Y(X) Kg m/s2 =weight 

Figure 6-16. Response surface function by geometric analysis model 

The ADAPRES program generates a response surface function based on the 

given input variables defined in the design matrix. The design matrix is a matrix 
including sample points by which the RSF is formed. ADAPRES uses this design 
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matrix to form the best RSF type, which could be a simple linear function, or higher 

order polynomial, depending on the criteria. The response surface function described 

at the bottom of figure 6-16 can then replaces the experimental geometric analysis of 
Connecting Rod in analysis requiring mass information. In order to get the weight of 
Connecting Rod, input of the variable values into the RSF is the only simple 

mathematical process required. Therefore, when the computation of weight takes a 
long time to evaluate, this response surface function can use the functional 

approximation for this analysis instead of calling the time consuming analysis. The 
Program Flies used for this implementation is shown in Appendix D. 
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6.5 Discussion 

The work reported in chapters 4 and 6 uses the Program File approach to 

construct a geometric view from form features using design by features, as 

demonstrated in Figures 4-10,11, and 12. As previously noted, there are two ways of 

operating I-DEAS interactively - either by selecting commands using the graphical 

user interface, or by typing commands at the GUI's command prompt using a 

mnemonic language. In addition to their interactive use, using mnemonics to execute 
I-DEAS commands can be done programmatically in two ways: 1) through I-DEAS 

provision of a programmable macro language, Program Files and 2) execution of 

mnemonics by an Open I-DEAS server by a programmatic approach of using its APIs. 

In Chapter 5 the approach to construction of models using the design-by-features 

approach involved controlling the system execution through commands from a 

CORBA-based C++ program using Open I-DEAS. It had been hoped that it would 
have been possible to execute all necessary commands from the C' program, but 

finite element functions were not available in this way. It was therefore necessary to 

use mnemonics, executed by the Open I-DEAS server, to deal with these aspects of 

the models. In addition to the limited functionality available from the C' language, 

the following observations can be made about the approach used in Chapter 5: 

" The mapping from feature model to C++ commands or mnemonics is 

straightforward, but a mixed approach is less satisfactory; 

" Programmatic construction of models in a distributed environment will 

require continuous communication between a central server where the 

workstation constructs models and a client machine where the construction 

procedures are instructed, and may involve slightly higher network traffic. 

Conversely, programmatic execution of functions in open I-DEAS is 

potentially much faster than the (interpreted) execution of Program Files. 

Program Files, also known as "Open Language" by SDRC, use a macro language 

based on the I-DEAS mnemonics. The mnemonics are read by using a macro reader, 

and these mnemonics present the commands and options. Program Files may be 

recorded during interactive use of I-DEAS, and then edited to add additional 
functionality. Variable manipulation and program control functions are added to the 
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mnemonic command language. Program Files provide access to the I-DEAS built-in 

design database, such as the feature library. However, the main usage of Program 

Files is for the automatic execution of design procedures. Design or analysis tasks that 

may be automated can include parametric approach tasks that require designer input, 

routine editing tasks and text manipulation. Program Files can operate on multiple 
design or analysis tasks in sequence (e. g., batch processing) and interact with other 

applications through their programmatic aspect. 

The use of Program Files was a more straightforward approach to constructing 

the feature models than the Open I-DEAS approach. In particular: 

" Program Files are easily created by capture of interactive commands and then 

editing the files. 

" Mapping from feature model to Program File may be achieved by creating a 
Program File by combining segments corresponding to features and other 

operations. 

" Model variables may be modified easily by editing the program file. This 

may be done programmatically. 

" Distribution of execution may be achieved easily, simply by instructing a 

remote workstation to execute a program file. This also reduces the necessary 

network traffic. 

There are negative aspects of using Program Files. As noted, it would be very 
helpful to have the capability of naming geometric in features, and then for these 

names to be persistent such that they can be used in later manipulation of the model. 
The resulting files are difficult to read, and Program File execution is potentially 

much slower than programmatic execution of Open I-DEAS functions. Nevertheless, 

unless absolute performance is an issue (and it may be in some optimisation 

applications), Program Files offer a convenient way of constructing feature models. 
The Open I-DEAS and Program File approaches also show different ways of 

arranging for the distributed execution of tasks. In each approach presented here the 

architecture is that a central computer application works at feature model level, and 

generates and accumulates the data used for example for optimisation or probabilistic 

analysis (e. g. as in ADAPRES). Construction of the CAD models, execution of finite 

element analyses and so on is carried out by I-DEAS, either on the same or separate 

workstations. The nature of the interaction is different between the two applications 
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however. In the Open I-DEAS approach there is continuous communication between 

the central controller and Open I-DEAS server, and the controller passes a stream of 

commands to the remote processes. In the Program File approach the central 

controller again deals with the optimisation or probabilistic analysis data, and uses 

this data to create or edit Program Files, which it then passes for execution to the 

remote process. In this way the process is more asynchronous, and the central 

controller could manage many remote processes simultaneously. 

Two sets of mappings are illustrated in figure 5-11 and implemented in chapter 5 

and 6. The first mapping technique implements the transformation of a feature 

representation to an executable representation. This is done by Program Files in this 

chapter and Open I-DEAS client-server application in chapter 5 (including sending 

mnemonics to I-DEAS server). The second type of mapping is the traditional mapping 
technique in which a feature-based representation is transformed to another feature- 

based representation. The mapping involves simplification, removal of detail, or 

addition of viewpoint-specific features. These mapping operations form a hierarchy, 

and should be incorporated into a feature mapping language. In order to develop this 

formal data structure, for example, EXTDesign by Laakko [Laakko 96a] [Laakko 

96b] shows that feature definitions and other basic data of the system can be entered, 
inspected and manipulated through a C-based LISP interface. As an example of a 
formal mapping language, EXPRESS was used as a fundamental part of the 

development process by Kugathasan [Kugathasan 98]. His experimental 
implementation of a viewpoint-dependent modelling system has been produced using 
the SDRC/I-DEAS geometric modelling system, manipulated through its Open 

Architecture APIs. Therefore, the implementation of this work is possible using a 

similar technique for the formal feature mapping method by a mapping language 

supported by the CORBA standard-based Open I-DEAS. As a result, in the form of 
Open I-DEAS a feature-based model would be represented in a formal representation 
of the feature definitions and of a mapping language. In this approach Program Files 

can still function to provide an executable representation of the feature model, in 

addition to the formal Open I-DEAS API which enables executing Program Files. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overall summary of the thesis. It will begin 

with a restatement of the objectives of the work and a brief review of the main 
approaches that were taken. It then gives a summary of the conclusions that can be 

drawn from the work and the limitations of the methods that have been developed 
Future directions for the research following on from the thesis are presented. 
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7.1 Evaluation of the work 

7.1.1 Development in the Present Thesis 

In the introduction the following research objectives were given: 
1. To understand the development of computer-based design representations in 

mechanical design, and the role of features in this work. 

2. To understand the way that computer-aided design tasks may be executed 

automatically through different computing applications, and to explore how 

such applications function in a distributed computing environment. 

3. To explore the nature of viewpoint dependency in features in general and in a 
typical engineering environment, and to investigate how viewpoint-dependent 
models may be constructed for use in design automation systems. 

The first objective has been addressed via the development of representation 
techniques of feature-based design for which several examples have been given in 

terms of generic features descriptions for product development. With regard to the 

second objective, in the scheme of design automation computer-aided design tasks are 

executed automatically through different computing application, and it has been 

explored how such applications are implemented and function in a distributed 

computing environment with CORBA-based distributed object programming. For the 

third objective, the nature of viewpoint dependency in features in general in a typical 

engineering environment was explored, to investigate how viewpoint-dependent 
models may be constructed for use in design automation systems. From these 

objectives the research issues of this thesis can be characterised into: 

(1) How should features be created in computer-aided design systems such that 
feature models may be constructed in design automation systems, and how 

should user-defined feature collections be created, deleted, and modified 

within a design automation framework? 

(2) How feature-based models according to different viewpoints may be defined 

and manipulated in a single design automation context? 

(3) How might design automation tasks be set up such that the advantages 
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offered by distribution - including the ability to repeatedly execute tasks on 

multiple processors to achieve performance advantages - may be realised? In 

particular, how should a CAD system be remotely accessed over a network, 

and how should repeated parametric tasks be managed? How should the 

tasks be managed when they involve a series of activities within each task, 

with data transfer (reading and recording of variable values) within the task 
(e. g., in such applications as probabilistic analysis or response surface 
calculation)? 

From the first research issue, the experiments that were carried out concerned 
how features could be modelled: in design automation, feature parameters are 

programmatically changed, so the choice is to use a computer language like C4 or a 
Macro language. The experiments that were conducted therefore involved first of all 

exploring 1) how features can be modelled in a CAD system, and then 2) how parts of 
different configurations can be defined in a simple way using features. Once that first 

part of the experiment is done, then it was investigated how a programmatic means of 

constructing features either by using Open IDEAS from a C' program or by using a 
Program File could be used. In this first case, design form features were used. 

In the second research issue, it was explored how the feature-based model could 
be taken and extended to another viewpoint (e. g., in the case of a Finite Element 

model) using the same approach applied in the first research issue. From this 

experiment, it was aimed to understand not just how to take one feature configuration 
and develop another viewpoint, but also in principle how you could model different 

parts using the same feature set and again develop further viewpoint models for these 

parts. Again, the way of incorporating such models into a programmatic method was 

explored and demonstrated. 

In the third research issue, the experiments are carried out to show how a feature- 
based design system can be accessed from a remote workstation, and how a feature- 
based design system may be built into some sort of design automation system (e. g., in 

the case of the ADAPRES work). This work showed how different feature models 
could be interfaced to a design automation system (i. e. to create different feature 

models for different sets of design parameters) and then data extracted from these 
models to feed back to the automation system. In this scheme the architecture of the 
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design automation system allowed passing of instructions to different machines where 

the design and analysis procedures are executed to build different feature models. 
Such procedures can be described by a macro language provided by a CAD system. 

The architecture of the design automation system was therefore developed through co- 

operation of these two techniques. 

Experimental design automation systems were developed over this thesis. These 

systems were approached in two ways, i. e., programmed by CORBA-based Open I- 

DEAS and by macro language, Program Files. Open I-DEAS provides the distributed 

way of managing tasks over a network with many advantages as described in chapter 
4. However, the time spent to develop the Open I-DEAS system relatively takes more 

than Program Files since the nature of Program Files are that they use a recordable 

macro language. In this circumstance, Program Files are proposed to be adapted in the 

situation in which the repeated execution of design and analysis processes is required. 
The shortcoming of the recordable macro language is however there is no real time 

communications with object models and other applications, because of its nature. For 

example, it is difficult to apply a procedure as a next step if there is a change in model 

attributes after merging with or subtraction from other features, in the case that there 

is a need to access the model attribute. Therefore, in the way in which Program Files 

maintain their nature to be developed in a short time with minimum effort, they 

should be evolved to provide a more flexible way of programmatic functionality. 

Developing Program Files by the collaborative work with non-Program File 

approaches, for example Open I-DEAS, may be a solution. 

7.1.2 Limitations 

As described in earlier chapters, the work carried out during the present study 
involves many methods in three different areas: techniques in parametric and feature- 

based design, techniques in design automation by distributed systems and 
SDRC/I-DEAS program files, and techniques in viewpoint-dependent feature-based 

modelling. However, the limitations of the developed work in the study were reported 
from the commercial computer-aided design modeller, SDRGI"DEAS, and also its 

distributed object programming system. 

In the operations for the evaluation of the secondary viewpoint model from the 
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primary design feature-based model, a viewpoint transformation process is necessary. 
As described in chapter 5, the viewpoint transformation for this viewpoint evaluation 
is that both of design viewpoint and finite element analysis viewpoint were logically 

associated and boundary conditions are applied onto the topological entities on design 

features. Accessing to the topological information of feature descriptions on design 

viewpoint is especially required to evaluate finite element analysis viewpoint model, 
in the working environment of the Open I-DEAS distributed object system. However, 

throughout a number of experiments it was concluded that in accessing information 

on topological entities in SDRC/I-DEAS it might not be possible to maintain 

consistent naming of such entities. The commercial CAD package, SDRC/I-DEAS 

used in the work does not allow persistent names to be used. In future CAD systems, 
if feature-based analysis and machining operations are to be carried out in design 

automation systems, a consistent and persistent naming convention should be 

provided for geometric or topological entities. 

The CORBA-based Open I-DEAS distributed object system was successfully 

applied to build the client-server application of feature-based design and finite 

element viewpoint modelling in chapter 5. The application provided distributed and 

collaborative interfaces. Open I-DEAS is based on a commercial CORBA product, 
Orbix. However, an inconvenience noted in the experiments may be reported. The 

Object Request Broker (ORB) is critical to the mechanisms required for finding the 

object implementation for a request, to prepare the object implementation to receive 

the request, and to communicate the data. In order to communicate through the ORBS 

of the Orbix-based Open I-DEAS, the product vendor's own particular network 

protocol is required to communicate with another ORB, but there are no actual 
interfaces provided to other vendors. For example, both the Open I-DEAS client sides 

and server sides require I-DEAS to be running since I-DEAS provides the ORBs. This 

means Open I-DEAS may have a redundancy of computational resource on the client 

side. In an ideal situation, the Open I-DEAS server would enable communication with 

other product vendor's ORBs without I-DEAS running on the client side. An ideal 

programming standard for distributed object systems and its interoperability should 
focus to remove the barrier between vendors. 
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7.2 Conclusion 

Communication between different engineering design domains has been 

historically challenging. Computer-based models of the design process concern the 

design process in the aspect of information flow, in order to develop support tools or 

to automate the design process. For computer-aided design (CAD) systems to be able 

to provide the level of support that is required by engineers within the early stages of 

the product development cycle, therefore they have to be given the ability to 

communicate in a language or a common standard protocol which is familiar to 

engineers. This problem of communicating with CAD systems leads to engineers 

expending a great deal of effort in generating representations for various activities. 
This effort may be put to greater use in terms of improving the product design. The 

collaborative approach to engineering design representation of a product model stores 

all types of product information and takes the different viewpoints of product life 

cycle into consideration. In this way, a product model provides a support for product 
development during the whole product development life cycle, in the scheme of 

concurrent design. 

In the terms of product development by viewpoint dependent feature-based 

modelling, there are several important characteristics that distinguish such modelling 

techniques from current feature modelling approaches. As discussed over the thesis, 

the limitations of current feature-based design may be summarised to that 1) the 

functionality of features in design has been considerably improved, but only shape 

aspects, e. g., geometric and topological data, of features may be mainly used, 2) 

current feature-based design systems may not often adequately maintained during 

viewpoint modelling operations, e. g., validation of features between viewpoint 

models, 3) collaboration of several modelling stages in developing a product model 

with an automated feature modelling system may not yet adequately supported, and 4) 

product models with multi-viewpoints feature models may not yet possible for all 

product development stages. The issue of multiple viewpoint dependent feature-based 

modelling in the product development process is therefore identified in the 

collaborative work through: 

" parametric design to construct generic features; 

" complete feature definitions for design, finite element analysis viewpoints, 
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and geometric analysis viewpoints; 

" design by features for the automated design method by a macro approach 
known as I-DEAS Program Files; 

" distributed design of a feature-based design and viewpoint transformation 

system by the Open I-DEAS distributed object system; 

"a multi-level mapping operation for feature description and executable 

representation; 

" and integration with the response surface method tool, ADAPRES, as a 
demonstration of an approach to handle a computationally expensive design 

activity. 

The work has shown that in the framework of the collaboration for allowing the 

generation of viewpoint models in product development stages within computer-based 

modelling representations it is necessary to properly structure product information 

flow. The methodology provided by the feature-based design structure commences to 

encourage engineers and designers to focus on product development with features. 

One of its main advantages from using feature technologies over conventional 

geometric modelling is the ability to associate functional and engineering information 

to product modelling, and finally can bring feature modelling to a much higher level 

than geometric modelling with regard to modelling applications. 

The design automation by using features is important for today's collaborative 

engineering design representations. Various feature definitions for the product 
development life cycle are assumed to be an essential element for both the support of 

the design process and collaboration in the various product development stages. 
Feature-based design may in the future preferably be performed in an automated way, 

requiring as little interactive input as possible. The main reasons for this automated 
design method by features are that 1) designers may not be able to provide the number 

of features to be defined in various product development stages, and 2) designers may 

not handle all the downstream applications involved in various stages. In the 

automated implementation of the research, features are therefore applied as 

engineering primitives which are useful for the manipulation of a design context, and 

which can convey the application information to various product development 
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applications. By means of appropriate feature definition functionality, multiple 

viewpoint models between design features and analysis features are automatically 

presented. 

Since features are functional entities, they are defined in various product 

development stages through various functional descriptions, e. g., analysis, machining, 

manufacturing, tolerance, assembly and inspection features. From these definitions, 

feature-based design and viewpoint modelling systems should be developed in such 

stages for the development of product modelling. In this thesis, the set of viewpoint 

dependent models (such as design, finite element analysis, geometric analysis, 

machining, casting viewpoint models) is described, and their basic feature definitions 

are provided in the scheme of the product development with the automated design 

method. Among them, finite element analysis and geometric analysis viewpoint 

models with their design viewpoints are implemented as examples. Various analysis 
features were defined, and demonstrated with some of examples. These analysis 
features were evaluated from design feature descriptions in primary viewpoint model, 

and the viewpoint transformation process was the one-way operation in which a 

secondary viewpoint model is evaluated from a design viewpoint model. Therefore, 

the validation of features between viewpoint models may be unnecessary. After the 

primary or secondary viewpoint is changed, all viewpoint models are regenerated. In 

addition, this simple interface provides the benefit for repeated execution of an 

automated viewpoint modelling process which may cause a heavy computational load. 

This was appropriately supported especially with the Open I-DEAS Program Files 

that enables that recorded feature operations are repeatedly executed. 

The viewpoint dependent modelling approach of this thesis has described a 

combination of the multi-level model approach employed by 1) a feature-based 

description, 2) an executable representation of the feature model, and 3) an evaluation 

of the feature model by executing the representation from (2). The mapping described 

here is applied into the transformation between a feature-based description and the 

executable representation. In order to define the mapping technique between feature 

representations that describes each viewpoint model, the formal mapping method 

should be however developed, for example, through the Open I-DEAS APIs. The 

development of formal mapping language is therefore necessary to define a formal 
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data structure for the mapping operations. Then, the mapping applied to the work can 

concern the transformation between feature descriptions. 

As another attempt, the Open I-DEAS distributed object system was used to build 

a feature-based viewpoint modelling system, in the scheme of a collaborative 
concurrent design by distributed working environment. Both the Program Files and 
the Open I-DEAS distributed object system were provided a formalised rule set in an 
appropriate order which reflects the actions carried out by engineers and designers 

when generating the viewpoint dependent models. 

In this circumstance the research has been on building engineering design 

representations for design automation using features, within the area of the product 
development process. A framework for how features are constructed in computer- 
aided design is provided in the thesis. In order to manage various viewpoint models in 

product development, there have been efforts that transfer one application model to 

another by modifying features. Feature-based models according to different 

viewpoints are therefore defined and manipulated in a single design automation 
context. As another aspect of contribution the approach of the distributed object 

system to design automation is proposed. This offers that design automation tasks can 
be set up such that the advantages offered by distribution, including the ability to 

repeatedly execute tasks on multiple processors to achieve performance advantages, 

are obtained. 

As the result of this work, the effort required in building engineering models is 

significantly reduced. Example systems are built for the case of modelling repeated 
variations of the models for automation purposes, through the use of feature-based 

design and distributing the computational efforts. Computer-aided design tasks are 
therefore executed automatically through different computing applications, and how 

such applications function in a distributed computing environment is explored. 
Viewpoint representations of a product are automatically constructed, in a typical 
engineering environment. 
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7.3 Future work 
From the previous discussion of the limitations of current feature-based design in 

product development, complete representations and feature definitions for the product 
development life cycle should be developed as a future work. Further development 

should be focused on: 

" complete development of viewpoint models for machining and casting 

viewpoints; 

" development of a formal viewpoint mapping language that can define 
hierarchical structure of mapping operations; 

" development of two-way feature transformation between viewpoint 

models while maintaining viewpoint consistency, for more downstream 

flexibility; 

" development of a distributed object environment allowing mixing of 

system vendors, for more flexibility. 

The SDRC/I-DEAS modelling system does not provide adequate access to the 

functions in the way of obtaining topological data, and in the way of building 

distributed object systems with different software vendors. This may the reason to use 

a different CAD system, or wait for a future development in which SDRC provides 

this functionality. 
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APPENDIX A 
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Figure A-1. Parametric design of a Bolt 
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Figure A-2. Mathematical relationships between dimensional constraints 
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Appendix A The parametric design of a bolt 

Figure A-3. Wireframe design for the head of a bolt 

In the scheme of parametric design, a bolt is designed as a generic feature. The 

examples in figure A-1 and A-2 show the dimensional constraints and the 

mathematical relationships used to design the bolt. The relationships are explicitly 

represented, and used as variables in mathematical equations in figure A-2. The two 

key parameters, width across corners and width across flats, which are shown in 

Figure A-3 (which is the representation of wireframe geometry of the head), are 

evaluated to the dimensions, D20 and D5 in figure A-2. These two key parameters are 

important to calculate D28 which becomes the key dimension to draw the wireframe 

of the chamfer area for a feature to cutout the head of the parameterised bolt. The 

wireframe of the chamfer was produced by the three dimensions, D27, D28, and D30, 

and all dimensions were parameterised to D5. For the example of parametric design 

between two dimensions, the equational constraint between D20 and D5 is 

D20= 2*sqrt{2*(s/2)^2*[tan(30")/sin(60")] }. ( D5 = s) (Eq I) 

D20/2 (='s/2) is the radius `r of regular polygon of n sides inscribed in circle of radius 

`r, and D5/2 (=s/2) is the radius r for regular polygon of n sides circumscribing a 

circle of radius r. 

The area of hexagon which is calculated from the radius `r of a regular polygon of 

n sides inscribed in circle of radius ̀ r is 

Area = (1/2)n'rzsin(360/n) n=6 and 'r = 4s/2 

= 3('s/2)2sin60' (Eq 2 ). 

And the area of hexagon which is calculated from the radius r for regular polygon of n 

sides circumscribing a circle of radius r is 

Area = nr2tan(180` /n) n=6 and r= s/2 

= 6(s/2)2tan30° (Eq 3 ). 
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The two areas, Eq 2 and 3, are the expressions of the same polygon with different 

radius D20/2 and D5/2 of two circles inside and outside polygon. Therefore, Eq 2 and 

3 are equal. Now `s can be parameterised to s. 

3('S/2)2sin60" = 6(s/2)2tan30" 

'S = 2[2(s/2)2(tan30°/sin60")]um (Eq 4) 

The Eq 1 is the translated expression from the Eq 4 to use in SDRC/I-DEAS. The 

various bolts are represented in figure A-4. These models are instanced with different 

inputs of key parameters, s. 

Figure A-4. Parametrically instanced bolts 
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APPENDIX B 

The design by features technique by the use of 
Program Files 

B. I The design by features procedures for the Links 

B. 1.1 The example of the mathematical equations of dimensional 

constraints of the Link 

In order to build the link shown in figure 4-11(a), there are four generic features 

in figure 4-11(b) used for the design by features Program Files from a feature library. 

As an example of one of them, the wireframe geometry of the pocket is in figure B-1, 

and this pocket is designed in the scheme of parametric design. During the instance 

process in which a generic feature is instanced, from a feature library, this feature will 
be retrieved with the new input values for two dimensional variables, Keydimensionl 

and Keydimension2. Those input values are obtained from a variational table that is 

created by the requirement of standardised feature geometry which prevents invalid 

geometric representation (shown in figure 3-2). The modification of two dimensional 

variables, Keydimensionl and Keydimension2 is then used to calculate the 

geometric instance of the pocket, by mathematical relationships between dimensional 

constraints. 

Key dimensionl -y 

h tO ýC_ 
Key dimension2 

pp 4$, 00 43.00 `r0 

ý" O 

Length 1 iength2 

Figure B"1. Wireframe geometry of the pocket on the link 
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In order to build a feature-based model, features are instanced and assembled in 

the design by features approach. The mathematical relationships are sometimes 
required between features for such technique. For example for mathematical 

relationships between features in figure 4-11(a), four generic features, linkFeatureOO1, 
linkFeature002, linkFeature003, and linkFeatureOO4, are designed in the scheme of 

parametric design by their mathematical relationships, and then the dimensional 

variables of them will be defined by Program Files. As examples, the mathematical 
relationships are: 

1. mathematical relationships of the linkFeatureOO1 

Height_] =Diameter/2.6667 
Height, -Diameter12.6667 

2. mathematical relationships of the linkFeature002 

ED=0.045 

3. mathematical relationships of the linkFeature003. 

Length=0.150 

If (0.01 <=Long width-Short_width) then (draft_angle_1=-2) 

If (0.01>Longwidth-Short_width) then (draft angle_I =-I ) 

Long width=A+B+C 
draft_angle. 2=draft_angle_I 

B=Short_width 

C=A 

If (0-05<=Short-width) then (EztD=0.03548205) 

If (0.05>Short_width) then (EztD=0.025) 

4. mathematical relationships of the linkFeatureOO4. 
D3=S1mml 

D5=D3 

D6=D3 

D7=D3 

A=Long-Short 

If (4Immk<=A) then (draft-l=-2) 

If (4Imml>A) then (draft 1=-1) 

If (40jmmj<=Long) then (ExtrudeDistance=9.3ImmI) 

If (40Jmmi>Long) then (E trudeDistance=6l nunI ) 
If (Long>401 mml) then ((Dianuter-2=S51 nun) (Dion ter_1=SO1mml)) 
If ((Long<=401 mml) && (Long>=36I mml )) then (Diameter_1.40Jmml) 
If ((Long<=40JmmI) && (Long>=361mml)) then (Diameter_2=SOJnzmJ) 
If (Long<361mml) then ((Diameter--2=4S1 mmt) (Diameter 

_1=40lnm )) 
Diameter-IA=Diameter-l/2 
Diameter_2A=Dianutery2 

length=1 S01mml-(Diameter_JA+Dlanuter__A+Imm I+71nunl) 

LengthjA=Length/2 
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Length_2A=Length2 

Movement ll =(Diameter. 2A+7l mml)-(Diameter_1A+7lmml) 
Movement=Movement_A/I 

Length_] =Length-]A +Movement 
Length_2=Length_2A-Movement 

B. 1.2 The Program File for the link 

The design by features procedures and overall design procedures are automated 

and controlled by the Program Files. All features included in the link are design to be 

generic features, and retrieved from a feature library with recalculating their 

dimensions. The recalculating is implemented by algebraic constraints. The design by 

features procedures for the link implements from the main program file which calls its 

sixteen sub-program files. Its hierarchical structure is in table B-l. 

Table B-1. Hierarchical structure of sub-program files 
Program file called program flies to be opened 

Main Jrogram. jinkprg Base, feature_controLprg 

feature�q_controLprg 

feature. 
_controLprg 

feature. A_buildingi prg 
featurej8_building%prg 

Basejeature_control prg Base. featurel0l. prg 
BaseJeaturelO2. prg 
BaseJeaturelO3. prg 
Base, jeature104. prg 

featurel_controlprg BasejeaturelOS. prg 
Basejeature106. prg 
Basejeature107. prg 

featured conrrol. prg Basejeature108. prg 
BasejeaturelO9. prg 
BasejeaturellO. prg 

feature., building. prg feature, 4_controLprg 
Base jeature_cutout prg 
feature-/t jutout. prg 

feature_, B_building. prg ftature_B control prg 
Base. eature_cutout. prg 
feature,. A_cutout. prg 
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The entire design by features process by Program Files are: 

Program File : Main_Program_link. prg 
C: Creating features-based model named link by program K: FIL /disk4/users/staff/mekl/ideasProgram- 

file and feature library fiks/feature. 
., 
building. prg --- create and attach part 

C: with parametriel modelling area B 

C: K: OKAY 

K: #DECLARE ARM(10) .. - define variables ARM K: $ mpos :; /F PR R 

K: $ mpos :; IF PR R --- command to open another K: FIL /disk4/userslstaf ̀/mekUuleasProgram- 

program file files/feature_B.. fsllet. prg -fillet part area B 
K: FIL /disk4/users/staf/mekUuieas_Program- K: OKAY 

filesiBasejeature_control. prg --- directory of program file K: #GOTO ENDPROGRAM 

which will be opened C: - -------------- 
K: OKAY -- end of open commands. C: ATTACHING BOTH OF THEM 

K: #START: --- label C: -- 
K: #MENU "SELECT OPTIONS"ARM(1) 3 4, --- create K: #FEATURE003: 

user-created menu K: $ mpos :; /F PR R 

K: "DSS ARM ON D50", --- content of menu. If designer K: FIL /disk4/users/staf/mekUuieasProgram- 

choose this, ARM(1) =1 files/featurell_building. prg -» create and attach part 
K: "D45 ARM ON D40", --- content of menu. If designer area A 

choose this, ARM(I) =2 K: OKAY 

K: "BOTH OF THEM*, --- content of menu. If designer K: $ mpos :; IF PR R 

choose this, ARM(1) =3 K: FIL /disk4/users/staff/mekllideasProgram- 

K: "FINISH"-- content of menu. if designer choose this, files/featurePJnsilding. prg --- create and attach part 
ARM(]) =4 area B 

K: #IF (ARM(1) EQ 1) THEN GOTO FEATUREOOI K: OKAY 

K: #IF (ARM(1) EQ 2) THEN GOTO FEATURE002 K: $ mpos :; /F PR R 

K: #IF (ARM(1) EQ 3) THEN GOTO FEATURE003 K: FIL /disk4/users/staff/mekl/ideasProgrom- 
K: #IF (ARM(]) EQ 4) THEN GOTO FEATURE004 files/feature_Fillets-AB. prg -fillet part area A and B 
K: #GOTO START K: OKAY 
C : ----------------------------------------- K: #GOTO ENDPROGRAM 
C: ATTACHING PART A C. 

C: __. _..... _. __. _.. ____. w_.. _ý__. _ý ................ C: FINISH WITH CUTOUT AND FILLET OF BASE 
K: #FEATURE001: FEATURE 
K: $mpos:; /FPRR C; 
K: FIL/disk4/users/stag/mekUuieas_Program- K: #FEATURE004: 
filesffeature. A_buildingprg --- create and attach part K: $ mpos :; IF PR R 

area A. K: FIL/disk4/userslstaf/mekfr deasProgram- 

K: OKAY files/Base_ feature_cutout. prg -- create and cutout two 
K: $ mpos :; IF PR R features of 'through. hole' from base feature 
K: FIL /disk4/users/sta /mekUuteas_Program- K: OKAY 
files/feature , 4, fillet. prg --fillet part area A K: $ mpos :; /F PR R 
K: OKAY K: FIL/disk4/userslstgf/mekl/ldeasProgram- 
K: #GOTO ENDPROGRAM fiks/Basejeature�fillet. prg ---fillet base feature 
C: _-__-___________________... _.... __. _. _........ K: OKAY 
C: ATTACHING PART B K: #GOTO ENDPROGRAM 
C: --------------------------^------------ - K: #ENDPROGRAM: 
K: #FEATURE002: . »»_. _... _.... C: 
K: $ mpos :; IF PR R C : filtering 
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C: _.. ». »»».... »---.. »... »».. _...... »»»_... »»» 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos :; Ido df 

K: PAF --- command for display filter 

K: VKDOF 

K: ! VRDOF 

K: ! VFCOF 

K: ! VRPOF 

K: ! VRAOF 

K: ! VRPLOF 

K: IVPIOF 

K: IVRCOF 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
K: $AU 

K :$ mpos :; /do so:,, d: shh appl cant 
K: $ return 

K: $AU 
K: $mpos:: IFPRE 

E: "**" EWD OF SESSION """" 

Program File : Base_feature_control. prg 
K: $mpos:; IFPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/sta /meklideasj'rogram-files Base featurelOl. prg 
K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:: IFPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/sta /mekL'Ideas_Program files/Base_feature102. prg 

K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:: IFPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/staffYmekl/ideas_program-filesBase jeaturel03. prg 

K: OKAY 

K: $ mpos :; IF PR R 

K: F1L/disk4/users/staf/mekbdeas_Program fiks/Basejearure104. prg 

K: OKAY 

E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 

Program File Base_featurel01. prg 
K: $ return K: OKAY 
K: $/caf K: OKAY 

K: CA K: C18: 
K: FP K: PA 1; 

K: P9; K: CONP 

K: OKAY K: OKAY 

K: FC K: $ mpos :; IF PR E 
K: IS 2; E: ****END OFSESSION "" 

Program File Base feature102. prg 
K: $return K: OKAY 
K: $/caf K: D 
K: C16; K: $mpos:; /FPRE 
K: PA1; E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 
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Program File Base feature103. prg 
K: $ return K: 

K: $/ca f K: C 

K: C18; K: D 

K: PAS; K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: OKAY E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 

Program File B ase_feature 104. prg 
K: $ return K: PA 1; 

K: $/caf K: OKAY 

K: C17; K: 

K: PA 1; K: PE 

K: OKAY K: T 

K: K: C 

K: C K: D 

K: D K: $ mpos :; IF PR E 

K: $/ca f E: ""««ENDOFSESSION ""'" 

K: C17; 

Program File : feature_A_control. prg 
C: Attaching the partA 

C: featurel_control 

K: $mpos:; /FPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/sza /mekVdeasj'rogram filesBase jeaturelOS. prg 

K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:; IFPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/userslszaff/mekkldeas_Program-filesBase feature106. prg 

K: OKAY 

K. $mpos:; /FPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/staff/milL'2deasJProgram-files/Base, featureIO7. prg 

K: OKAY 

E: **** END OFSESSION **** 

Program File : Base feature105. prg 
K: $ return 

K: $/ca f 

K: C16; 

K: PA 4; 

K: OK4Y 

K: 

K: FO 

K: A 

K: 

K: "140 
K: C 

K: 

K: 

K: D 

K: $ mpos :: /F PR E 

" E: ****END OF SESSION"" 
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Program File : Base_feature106. prg 
K: $ return K: 

K: $/ca f K: C 

K: C18; K: D 
K: PA7; K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: OKAY E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 

K: 

Program File : Base feature107. prg 
K: $ return K: PA 4. 

K: $/caf K: OKAY 
K: C17; K: 

K: PA 4; K: PE 

K: OKAY K: 

K: K: T 

K: PE K: C 

K: C K: 

K: D K: D 
K: $/caf K: Smpos:; IF PRE 
K: C17; E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 

Program File : feature B control. prg 
C: feature. control 

K: $ mpos :: IF PR R 

K: FIL/disk4/users/sta /mek1Tufras_Program files/Base,. feature)O. prg 
K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:; /FPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/staf/mekVideassProgram-files/BaseJeature109. prg 
K: OKAY 

K: $ mpos :; IF PR R 

K: FIL/disk4/users/sta /mekUuteasJProgran-files/Base feature110. prg 
K: OKAY 

E: **** END OF SESSION **** 

Program File : Base feature108. prg 
K: $return K: A 

K: $/caf K: 
K: C16; K: 140 

K: PA 7; K: C 
K: OKAY K: D 
K: K: $mpos:: /F PRE 
K: FO E: '"'" END OF SESSION "' "' 
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Program File : Base-feature 109. prg 
K: $return K: C 

K: $/caf K: D 

K: C18; K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: PA 3; E: **** END OF SESSION *000 

K: OKAY 

Program File : Base-feature 11 O. prg 
K: $ return K: C17; 

K: $ /ca f K: PA 7; 

K: C17; K: OKAY 

K: PA 7. K: 

K: OKAY K: PE 

K: K: T 

K: PE K: C 

K: T K: 

K: C K: D 

K: D K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: $/ca f E: """ END OF SESSION ý""' 

Program File : feature_A building. prg 
C. -feature-4-building 

K: $ rnpos:; IF PR R 

K: F1L/disk4/users/staff`/meld/ideas. 'rogram-files/featurell_con: roLprg 

K: OKAY 

K: $ mpos:; IFPR R 

K: FIL /disk4/users/sta lmekUuieas_Program files/Base. feature cutout prg 

K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:; /FPRR 

K: FIL /disk4/users/sta /meld/ideas-Program files/feature., 4_cutout prg 

K: OKAY 

E: **** END OF SESSION **** 

Program File : feature_A_cutout. prg 
C : feature 4_cutout K: 

K. $return K: C 

K: $/caf K: D 

K: CIS; K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: PAS; E: """" END OF SESSION " """ 

K: OKAY 
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Program File : feature_A_fillet. prg 
K: $ return 

K: $/cof 

K: 

K: 0.5 

K: 

K: 0.5 

K: 

K: 0.5 

K: 

K: $/cof 

K: 

K: 1s 
K: 

K: 1.5 

K: 

K: $AU 

K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

E: """' END OF SESSION """" 

Program File : feature_B building. prg 
C: feature_B_building 

K: $mpos:; IF PR R 

K: FIL/disk4/users/staff/mekUdeas_Program-files/feature-B-controLprg 

K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:: /FPRR 

K: FIL/disk4/users/stafflmekVdeas_ProgramfilesBasejeature_cutoutprg 

K: OKAY 

K: $mpos:; IF PR R 

K: FIL/disk4/usets/staff/mekUuteasjrogram fileslfeature-B-cutouxprg 

K: OKAY 

E: ****ENDOFSESSION**** 

Program File : feature_B cutout. prg 
C: feature_, B_cutout K: 

K: $ return K: C 

K: $/caf K: D 

K: C15; K: $nTos:; /FPRE 

K: PA 3; E: ""END OF SESSION ""' 

K: OKAY 

Program File feature_B_fillet. prg 
K: $return K: $/cof 

K: $/cof K: 

K: K: 1.5 
K: 0.5 K: 

K: K: $AU 

K: 0.5 K: $ZW 
K: K: $mpos:: /FPRE 

K: a5 E: **** END OF SESSION 

K: 
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Program File feature_Fillet-AB. prg 
K: $ return K: $ /co f 

K: $/cof K: 

K: K: 1ä 

K: 0.5 K: 
K: K: 1.5 
K: 0.5 K: 

K: K: L5 

K: 0.5 K: 

K: K: $AU 

K: 0.5 K: $mpos:; /F PRE 

K: E: ****END OFSESSION **** 

Program File Base_featurecutout. prg 
K: $ return K: Cl S; 

K: $/caf K: PA 7. 

K: CIS; K: OKAY 

K: PA 1; K: D 

K: OKAY K: $Ppos:: /F PRE 

K: $/caf E: ****END OFSESSION **** 

Program File Base_feature_fillet. prg 
K: $ return K: 

K: $ZM K: 1.5 

K: $/cof K: 

K: K: $mpos:; IF PRE 
K: 0.5 E: **** END OF SESSION **** 
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B. 2 The design by features procedures for the pipes 
The design by features technique for the pipes are shown in chapter 5. Its Program 

Files are: 

C: 

/disk4/users/staff/mekVideas_PROJEGT002/PIPE_finis 

h. prg 
C: automated design method with automated modification 

and assembly of PIPE by the, 
C: supporting of feature-based modelling. 
C: 

C: Base feature retrieving from feature library. 

C: 

K: $ mpos :; IF PR R 

K: FIL 

/disk4/userslstaf/mekUuieas_PROJECT00? �PIPE_REVEL 

OPIOI. prg 
K: OKAY 

K: $ return 
C: MODIFY THE DIMENSION OF BASE FEATURE----- 

K: $ Imo e 
K: lab 

K: 

K: D 

K: length_line_I 

K: #INPUT "Input length of PIPE (90)" length 

K: EQ length 

K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: $ return 
C: MODIFY THE ENTERANCE DIMENSION AND, 

FROM THE NEXT FEATUREN, THIS WILL BE 

C: RECALCULATED FROM OUTWARD DIMENSION 

ON TFIE PREVIOUS FRATURE RETRIVED 

K: $/moe 

K: lab 

K: 

K: d 

K: entrance_I 
K: #INPUT "Input entrance diameter(17)" entr 
K: EQentr 

K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: $ return 
C: MODIFY THE OUTWARD DIMENSIONAND, FROM 

THE NEXT FEATURE THIS WILL BE 

C: USED TO RECALCULATE THE ENTRANCE 

DIMENSION ON THE NEXT F&4 TUBE WHICH 
C: WILL BE ASSEMBLIED 

K: S/mot 

K: lab 

K: 

K: d 

K: outward_I 

K: #INPUT "Input outward diameter(1 i)" out 
K: EQ out 
K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: SAU 

C: --_..... _ . _.... »......... __ 
C: MAIN PROGRAMMING SECTION 

C: 
K: #DECLARE REF(20) 

K: #DECLARE DIM(20) 

K: #DECLARENUM(20) 

C: NUM(2) IS USED TO CONTROL THE MUMBER OF 

LABEL TO RENAME THE REFERENCE 
C: PLANE AND POINT ONNEW FEATURE WHICH 

WILL BE ASSEMBLED 

K: #NUM(2)=0 
C: NUM(1) IS USED TO CONTROL THE NUMBER OF 

LABEL TO RENAME THE DIMENSION 

C: LOCATED ON THE FEATURE WHICH IS BEING 

ON THE STAGE OF MODIFICATION 

K: #NUM(1)=l 
K: #REF(I)="PIPEI_" 

K: #REF(2)= "PIPE2_" 

K: #REF(3)="PJPE3_" 

K: #REF(4)= "PIPE4_" 

K: #REF(S)="PIPES_" 

K: #REF(6)= "PIPE6_" 

K: #DIM(I)="lengthline_" 

K: #DIM(2)="uurance_" 

K: #DIM(3)= outward" 

K: #PROGRAMMING: 

K: #MENU "Select feature you want to attach. "PIPE 0 2, 

K: Straight pipe ", 
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K: Beaded pipe" 
K: #IF (PIPE EQ 1) THEN GOTO STRAIGHT 

K: #IF (PIPE EQ 2) THEN GOTO BENDED 

K: #GOTO ENDESIGN 

C: --. -_ .. --------- ... _. -_--_.. _... _... ____...... _........ _. 
C: ATTACH BENDED PIPE 

C: 

K: #BENDED: 

K: #NUM(2)=NUM(2)+1 

K: #NUM(1)=NUM(I)+1 

K: #REF(10)=REF(3)+NUM(2) 

K: #REF(11)=REF(4)+NUM(2) 

K: #REF(12)=REF(6)+Ni1M(2) 

K: $ return 
K: $/caf 

K: C12; 

K: OKAY 

K: LAB 

K: RFPL 

K: PIPEI_1 

K: LAB 

K: 

K: RFPL 

K: REF(10) 

K: C 

K: LAB 

K: 

K: RFPT 

K: PIPE2_1 

K: LAB 

K: RFPT 

K: REF(11) 

K: A 

K: LAB 

K: 

K: CS 

K: PIPES_1 

K: ZA 

K: LAB 

K: CS 
K: REF(12) 

K: Z4 

K: #INPUT "Input the angle for bended PIPE" angle 
K: angle 
K: D 

K: $AU 

K: #GOTO entrance: 
K: #backenter. 

K: #GOTO outward: 

K: #backout2: 

K: $ nipos :: IF PR E 
K: #GOTO PROGRAMMING 
C: -- 
C: : ATTACH STRAIGHT PIPE 

C: - 
K: 

-. ----»»----ý-- 
#STRAIGHT. - 

K: #NUM(2)=NUM(2)+1 

K: #NUM(1)=NUM(1)+1 

K: #REF(10)=REF(3)+NUM(2) 

K: #REF(11)=REF(4)+NUM(2) 

K: $ return 
K: $/caf 

K: CI4: 

K: OKAY 

K: LAB 

K: RFPL 

K: PIPEI_I 

K: LAB 

K: 

K: RFPL 

K: REF(10) 

K: C 

K: LAB 

K: 

K: RFPT 

K: PIPE2_I 

K: LAB 

K: RFPT 

K: REF(II) 

K: D 

K: SAU 

K: #GOTO mlength 
K: #bacbnl: 

K: #GOTO entrance: 
K: #backin: 

X: #GOTO outward. - 
K: #backout: 
K: $mpos:; IFPRE 
K: #GOTO PROGRAMMING 
C: 
C: Modify length of PIPE 

K: #mlength: 

K: #DIM(4)=D1M(1)+NUM(1) 

K: $ return 
K: $hnoe 

K: lab 

K: 
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K: D 

K: DIM(4) 

K: #INPUT "Input length of PIPE (90)" length 

K: EQ length 

K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: #GOTO backml 

C: . »_»». _. »»ý»». »»_»_»»».. »»»»»»»»ý. _»» 
C: Modify entrance diameter of PIPE 

C: 

K: #entrance: 

K: #DIM(5)=D1M(2)+NUM(1) 

K: #Dout=out 

K: $ return 
K: $/moe 

K: lab 

K: 

K: d 

K: DIM(5) 

K: EQ Dout 

K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: $mpos:; /FPRE 

K: #IF (PIPE EQ 1) THEN GOTO backin 

K: #IF (PIPE EQ 2) THEN GOTO backenter 

C: _....... _.. »....... ».. _... _..... _ ................. ». »..... 
C: Modify outward diameter of PIPE 

...... » ................ ». »»................ »»» C: ---- 
K: #outward. 

K: #D1M(6)=DIM(3)+NVM(1) 

K: $ return 
K: $/moe 

K: lab 

K: 

K: d 

K: DIM(6) 

K: #INPUT "Input outward diameter(17)" out 
K: EQ out 
K: OKAY 

K: don 

K: $/upp 

K: $rnpos:; IFPRE 

K: #IF (PIPE EQ 1) THEN GOTO backout 

K: #IF (PIPE EQ 2) THEN GOTO backout2 

K: #ENDESIGN. " 

E: ****ENDOFSESSION **** 

C: File - PIPE DEVELOP101. prg 
K: $ return 

K: $/caf 

K: CA 

K: FP 

K: P10; 

K: OKAY 

K: FC 

K: 1S 3; 

K: OKAY 

K: OKAY 

K: Cl 4; 

K: CO NP 

K: OKAY 

K: $ mpos:; IF PR E 

E: ****)JD OF SESSION **** 
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APPENDIX C 

The Open I-DEAS distributed object system 

program for a Bicycle Crank 

C. 1 Open 1-DEAS programs 
As described in chapter 5, a CORBA-based Open I-DEAS distributed object 

system is programmed. The programs are: 
Design information Group 
Crank. cxx 

a 

r aNrºaaa"ºataa+afaaaa+aaaa+ra. N+N. ºrº+º11aºNaafaaaaaaaaa 

" """ Design by features and FE Simulation """ 
By KwangHoon Lee. 

" "'"" Design Information Group ar"" 
' "'"' University of Bristol """" 
+ +rrrta+++r+a+arra+r+r+aaaaaraarara++a+rººrrraº+aaººaaºa+aar+ 

a 

' DESCRIPTION 
" 
' This program is an example of the Design and Simulation of 
" Geomtry based FE model. 
a 

' Command in the prompt region to execute this example 
' oaxx start Crank 

#include <stdio. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <unistd. h> 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include <stdng. h> 

#include <oicinc/Ol_Connect. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Server. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Part. hx)(> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Bin. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Dimens. hx)c. 
#include <oicinc/OI_Convert. hbc> 
#include <oicinc/OI_ErrorCodes. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Defines. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Systemindependent. h> 
#include <oiigen/OIJccCtl. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Command. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Select. h 
#include <oiigen/OI_SeIFICd. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI Root. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_SeIFICd. hxx> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Event. hx» 
#include <oicinc/OI_CommandWait. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI FEModel. h 
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#define CORBA_IS_NIL, 
-BUG_FIX(obj) 

(obj)->_isNuli() 

// Definition of functions for Sending commands. 
OI_ErrorCode CommandProcedure( 01_Server-ptr ideasServer, 

char "commandSending ); 

// Definitaion of functions for FE model Simulation 
01_ErrorCode Set_model_active(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 
OI_ErrorCode Get_active_model(Ol_Server... ptr ideasServer); 

// Definition of functions for modifying dimensions. 
OI_ErrorCode QueryDim (OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 

// Definition of functions for FE Simulation Modeling. 
OI_ErrorCode PreProcessing (OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 
OI_ErrorCode ModelSolution (OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 
OI_ErrorCode PostProcessing(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 

/' Function Descriptor Block 

' main for Crank. cxx 
f 

' Description: 
f 

Handles connect, disconnect and error processing. 
This function creates an example part by sending I-DEAS command to the 
command server. 

` Option 1) Import a Simulation Universal file for Bicycle Crank 
* Option 2) Create a geometry from Part Catalogue. 

Option 3) Create a FE model based on geometry 
Option 4) Query and Modify the Dimension of Part 
Option 5) Set the FE model active 
Option 6) Get the active FE model 
Option 7) FE Model Pre Processing 
Option 8) FE Model Solution 
Option 9) FE Model Post Processing 

' Access: 

" main(int argc, char *argvo); 

" Additional Comments: 

" None 
R 

int main(int argc, char *argvQ) 
{ 

char "hostName; 
OI_Server_var ideasServer, 
01_Server-ptr ideasServerP; 
OI_AccessControlServer_var accessControlServer, 
CORBA:: Stnng var errorMessage; 
CORBA:: Boolean reportMessage = TRUE; 
OI_ErrorCode errorCode = OID_NO_ERROR; 
char input = NULL; 
char inputPart = NULL; 

/'Definition of character strings. -- '/ 
char importp = 
"$$$!!! /fi; okay; " 
" FIL /disk4/users/staff/mekVOpen_i-DEAS_exampies/Bicyc! e_Crank/Beam. unv; 
"okay"; 
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char blocky = "$$$!!! /cap; okay"; 
char cyiinderfj = "$$$! II ca p ci 2 d; okay"; 
char coney = "$$$!!! ca p ci 3 d; okay"; 
char sphere a = "$$$I!! ca p cl 4 d; okay"; 
char tubeg = "$$$!!! ca p cl 5 d; okay"; 
char plane) = "$$$!!! ca p ci 6 d; okay"; 

char toMASTERQ = "$$$ /ta MM"; 
char toMESHQ = "$$$ /ta ME"; 
char toBOUNDARY Q= "$$$ /ta BO"; 
char CreateFEM f= "$$$ /ma cr; okay; okay; yes"; 

// The complete updata should be done after the modifying geometry 
char CompleteUpdatap = "$$$ III up c; lab Beam"; 

CORBA:: Orbix. setDiagnostics (0) ; 

H Connect to the IDEAS server. 
if ((hostName = OI_GetHostNamep) == NULL) 

cout 
« "Error. Could not obtain host name. Exiting! << endl; 

exit(1); 

ideasServer = ideasServerP = OI_Connect(argc, argv, hostName); 
if (CORBA:: is_nil(ideasServerP)) 

{ 
cout « "Error. Got a nil proxy. Exciting. " «endl; 
exit(1); 
} 

cout «" *** Open I-DEAS client connected to server ***' « endl ; 

H Obtain the access control server object, and lock the server. 
TRY 

accessControlServer 
= ideasServer->GetAccessContmIServer(IT_X); 

errorCode = accessControlSenrer->LockServer(IT_X); 
} 

CATCH (CORBA:: System Exception, se) 
cout 

« "Unexpected exception locking the server" «endl « se << endl; 
} 

CATCHANY 
cout 

« "Unexpected exception locking the server. " <c endl; 
} 

ENDTRY 

// Choose the option to create and simulate a geometry 
do { 
cout « endl « "Choose the option to create a geometry" « endl<<endl; 
cout «" 1- Import a Simulation Universal file for Bicycle Crank" 

« endl; 
cout «2" Create a basic geometry from Part Catalogue" <c endl; 
cout «" 3- Create a FE model based on geometry" << endl; 
cout << "4- Query and Modify the Dimension of Part" << endl; 
cout «" 5- Set the FE model active" << endl; 
cout «"6- Get the active FE model" cc endl; 
cout << 7- FE Model Pre Processing" « endl; 
cout << 8- FE Model Solution' « endl; 
cout << 9- FE Model Post Processing" cc endl; 
cout << Q- Quit" <c endi; 
cin » input; 
if (input) switch(input) 
{ 
case'1' : 
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H Call the function to create a part geometry by program file. 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, import); 

break; 
case '2': 

// Create a basic geometry from Part Catalogue. 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, toMASTER); 

cout « endl « "Choose the geometry you want to create : "«endl; 
cout « "A - Block"«endl; 
cout «"B - Cylinder"«endl; 

cout « "C - Cone"«endl; 
cout « "D - Sphere"«endl; 
cout « "E - Tube"<<endl; 
cout « "F - Plane"«endl; 
cin » inputPart; 
cout « endl; 

if (inputPart) switch(inputPart) 

case'A' : 
case 'a' : 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, block); 
break; 

case 'B' : 
case 'b' : 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, cylinder); 
break; 

case 'C' : 
case 'c' : 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, cone); 
break; 

case 'D' : 
case 'd' : 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, sphere); 
break; 

case 'E' : 
case 'e' : 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, tube); 
break; 

case 'F: 
case T: 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, plane); 
break; 

default : break; 
} 
break; 
case V: 
//Create a FE model based on geometry 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, toMESH); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, CreateFEM); 
cout «'FE model based on this geometry Is created. ' «endl; 
break; 
case '4' : 
// Query and Modify the Dimension of the Part 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, toMASTER); 
errorCode = QueryDim(ideasServer); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, CompleteUpdata); 

break; 
case '5' : 
// Set the FE model active 

errorCode = SeLmodel_active(ideasServer); 
break; 

case '6' : 
// Get the active FE model 

errorCode = Get active_model(ideasServer); 
break; 

case 7': 
// Pre-processing procedure for FE Model 
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errorCode = PreProcessing(ideasServer); 
break; 
case '8: 
// Model Solving procedure 

cout « endl << endl; 
cout « 

"**********""" 

please Restart Open I-DEAS client application """'""""""'"" 
errorCode = ModelSolution(ideasServer); 
break; 
case '9' : 
// Process Post-prcessing procedures 

errorCode = PostProcessing(ideasServer); 
break; 
default : break; 

} while( input 1= 'Q' ); 

// Unlock the server. 
TRY 

{ 
errorCode = accessControlServer->UnlockServer(IT-X); 
} 

CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 
cout « "Unexpected exception unlocking the server. " << endl <c se 

« endl; 
} 

CATCHANY 
{ 
cout « "Unexpected exception unlocking the server. " << endl; 
} 

ENDTRY 

End: 
// Process error message if necessary. 
if (reportMessage && errorCode 1= OID_NO_ERROR) 
cout « endl « endl « "Error " << errorCode << 

<< (const char*) errorMessage « endl; 
cout « endl « "Open 1-DEAS client terminated. " « endl; 

H Disconnect from the server. 
0I_Disconnect(ideasServer); 

exit(0); 
} 

r 
CommandProcedure - Send a command for design and simulation procedure. 

* Description: 
* This function sends a command copied from input string, and also 

can be reused by changing input string. 
' Access: 

' OI_ErrorCode CommandProcedure( 
' OI_Server_ptr ideasServer, char commandSending ) 

' Input Parameters: 

ideasServer, commandSending 

' Output Parameters: 

None 
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* Return Code: 
* 
* OI error code. 
* 

I 
OLErrorCode CommandProcedure( 01_Server_., ptr ideasServer, 

char *commandSending ) 
{ 
01_CommandServer_var commandServer 
OI_CommandWait "commandWait = NULL; 
char 'command = CORBA:: string_alloc(50); 

CORBA:: String var errorMessage; 
OI_ErrorCode errorCode = OID_NO_ERROR; 

// Instantiate a'command wait" object. 
commandWait = new OI_CommandWait(commandServer); 
if (! commandWait) 

{ 
cout « "Error allocating memory for command wait object. ' << endl; 
return OID_CLIENT_OUT_OF_MEMORY; 
} 

TRY 
{ 
// Obtain the I-DEAS command server. 
commandServer = ideasServer->GetCommandServer(IT_X); 

H Instantiate a "command wait" object. 
commandWait = new OI_CommandWait(commandServer); 
if (! commandWait) 
{ 
cout « "Error allocating memory for command wait object. " « endl; 
return OID_CLIENT_OUT_OF_MEMORY; 
} 
// String copy from input command to execute it. 
strcpy (command, commandSending ); 

// Run a program file which creates an example part. 
errorCode = commandWait->SendCommand(command, 

OI_CommandW ait:: E_Errors); 
Release the memory 

CORBA:: string_free( command ); 
command = NULL; 
} 

CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 

cout « "Unexpected exception sending I-DEAS command. " << endl « se 
« endl; 

} 
CATCHANY 

{ 
cout « "Unexpected exception sending I-DEAS command. " « endl; 
} 

ENDTRY 

End: 
// Process error message if necessary. 
if (errorCode != OID_NO_ERROR) 

cout « endl « endl « "Error "« errorCode « ": " 
« (const char') errorMessage « endl; 
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return errorCode; 
} 

1/ FE_Crank. CXX by KwangHoon Lee 
// This is the Object file for the FE model simulation of Bicycle Crank. 

#include <stdio. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <unistd. h> 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include <stnng. h> 

#include <oicinc/OI_Connect. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI Server. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Part. h 
#include <oiigen/OI_Bin. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Dimens. hx 
#include <oicinc/OI_Convert. hxx> 
#include <oicinc/OI_ErrorCodes. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Defines. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Systemindependent. h> 
#include <oiigen/OI AccCtl. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Command. hx)o. 
#include <oiigen/OI_Select. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_SeIFICd. hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Root. hx)> 
#include <oiigen/OI_SeIFICd. hx)c> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Event. hxn- 
#include <oicinc/Ol_CommandWait. h 
#include <oiigen/OI_FEModel. hxx> 

#define CORBA_IS_NIL_BUG_FIX(obj) (obj)-> isNull() 

// Definition of static variables 
static OI_FEModelptr Actiive_Fem; 
static OI_FEModelptr Active_Fem_ptr, 
static OI FEModelSequence *models; 

/* Function Descriptor Block ----- 

static OI_ErrorCode Set model_active(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer) 

" Description: 

Set the FE model 

' Access: 

static OI_ErrorCode SeLmodel_active(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer) 

' Additional Comments: 

' None 

I 

OI ErrorCode Set_model_active(OI_Serverptr ideasServer) 
{ 

int iCommand; 
CORBA:: ULong loop; 
CORBA:: ULong iPickedBin; 
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CORBA:: ULong iPickedPart; 
CORBA:: ULong iPickedModel; 
int ilnp; 
int fret; 

01 ErrorCode errorCode=OID_NO_ERROR; 
OI_BinSequence var bins; 
OI_PartSequence var parts; 
01_FEModel-ptr this_model; 
static OI FEModel real_model; 
OI_EntityName name; 
OI_EntityName modelName; 

// List all bins in the model file 
TRY 
{ 

cout « "\nList of Bins avaliable: \n" «endl; 
bins = ideasServer->GetBins("'", errorCode); 
for(loop=O; loop < bins->length(); loop++ ) 
{ 

name = bins[loop]->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « loop «« name « endl; 

} 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. * « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception .m« endl; 
} 
ENDTRY 

cout « "\nSelect from the list above: " « endl; 
do { 

cin» ilnp; 
cout « endl; 

} while(ilnp <0 11 imp >= loop); 
iPickedBin = ilnp; 
// List all parts in the selected bin 
TRY 
{ 

cout « "\nUst of Parts avaliable: \n" « endl; 
parts = bins[iPickedBin]->GetParts("'", N*N, "*N, 0, errorCode); 
for(loop=0; loop < parts->Iength(); loop++ ) 
{ 

name = parts[loop]->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « loop « ") "« name « endl; 

} 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: System Exception, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. " « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout << 'Unexpected exception. * « endl; 
} 
ENDTRY 

cout « N\nSelect from the list above: " « endl; 
do { 

cin» ilnp; 
cout « endl; 
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} while(ilnp < 011 ilnp >= loop); 
iPickedPart = ilnp; 

// List all FEModels associated with the selected part 
TRY 

cout « "\nList of FEModels avaliable: \n" «endl; 
models = parts[iPickedPart]->GetFEModels("*", O, errorCode); 
for(loop=O; loop < models->length(; loop++) 
{ 

name = ("models)[loop]->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « loop «« name « endl; 

} 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: System Exception, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. " « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception. " « endl; 
} 
ENDTRY 

cout « "\nSelect from the list above: " « endl; 

do { 
cin» ilnp; 
cout « ends; 

} while(ilnp <0 11 ilnp >= loop); 
iPickedModel = ilnp; 

// set global value of active FEModel 
Active_Fem = ('models)[iPickedModel]; 

TRY 
{ 

modelName = Active_Fem->GetName(errorCode); 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: System Exception, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. * « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception. * « ends; 
} 
ENDTRY 

cout « "Active Finite Element Model name: "« model Name « endl; 

return errorCode; 

/* Function Descriptor Block - ------------ - 

static OI_ErrorCode Get_active_model(OI_Server_ptr IdeasServer) 

Description: 

Get the available FE model, and display them 

' Access: 
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static OI_ErrorCode Get_active_model(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer) 

* Additional Comments: 

' None 

OI_ErrorCode Get active_model(OI_Serverptr ideasServer) 
{ 

OI_ErrorCode errorCode=OID_NO_ERROR; 
OI_EntityName modelName; 

H Get the active model from the server 
TRY 
{ 

Active_Fem = ideasServer->GetActiveFEModel(errorCode, IT_X); 
) 
CATCH (CORBA:: System Exception, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. " « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception! « endl; 
) 
ENDTRY 

if (! (CORBA_IS_NIL_BUG_FIX(Active_Fem)) ) 
{ 

modelName = Active_Fem->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « "Active Finite Element Model name: " <c modelName « endl; 

else 
{ 

cout « "No Active Finite Element Model Found" « endl; 
} 
return errorCode; 

Design information Group 
FE_Simulation. CXX by KwangHoon Lee 

* This is the file executing Finite Element Model Simulation. 
* The procedures are characterized into three processes, 
* Pre-Processing, Model Solution, and Pre-Processing. Theses three 
* processes are defined with their own functions. 

y 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <unistd. h> 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include <string. h> 

#include <oicinc/OI_Connect. hx 
#include <oiigen/01-Server. hxc. 
#include <oiigen/OI_Part. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Bin. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Dimens. hxx> 
#include <oicinc/Ol_Convert. h 
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#include <oicinc/OI ErrorCodes. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI Defines. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Systemindependent. h> 
#include <oiigen/OI_4ccCtl. hxx . 
#include <oiigen/OI _Command. 

hxx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Select. hx)c> 
#include <oiigen/OI _SeIFICd. 

hx 
#include <oiigen/OI Root. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI _SeIFICd. 

hxx> 
#include <oicinc/OI _Event. 

hx 
#include <oicinc/OI _CommandWait. 

hxx> 
#include <oiigen/OI _FEModel. 

hx 

#define CORBA-IS_NIILBUG_FIX(obj) (obj)->_isNuli() 

H Definition of functions for sending commands. 
OI ErrorCode CommandProcedure( OI_Server... ptr ideasServer, 

char 'commandSending ); 

r 

" PreProcessing - Pre-processing procedure for FE Model. 

* Description: 
* The Pre-processing procedure is consist of 
* Boundary Condition, 
* Shell Meshing 
* Solid Meshing. 

Access: 

OI_ErrorCode PreProcessing(OI_Server_ptr ideasServer); 

Input Parameters: 

OI_Server_ptr ideasServer 

* Return Code: 
* 

OI_ErrorCode 

OI ErrorCode PreProcessing(OI_Server-ptr ideasServer) 
{ 
01_ErrorCode errorCode =OID_NO_ERROR; 
char PreOption = NULL; 
char *err = NULL; 
CORBA:: String var err_var; 

long ElementLen = NULL; 
char ItemName[15]; 
char FaceName[15]; 
char ItemNameForce[15]; 
char EdgeRange[10]; 
char FaceRange[10]; 
long forces = NULL; 

char ToBoundp = "$$$ /ta BON; 
char ToMeshp =" $$$ /ta ME"; 

//Choose the option for PreProcessing 
do { 
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H Mnemonics for BoundaryCondition 
char BoundCondO ="$$$ ! I! cr re; lab; %s; s; %s; done; okay"; 
char BoundForcep ="$$$ III cr f; lab %s; e; %s; done; " 

"%s; %s; It to; ip am %d; okay"; 
char ForceOnFaceU ="$$$ I!! cr f: lab Beam; s; f4; done; " 

" It to; tram 1000; okay"; 
Mnemonics for Meshing Shell 

char MeshingShell f "$$$ I!! dfn sh; "; el %d; pm; okay"; 
// Mnemonics for Meshing Solid 
char MeshingSolidp= $$$ II! dfn so; "; el %d; pm; okay"; 

char BoundCondCommand [sizeof BoundCond + 50]; 
char BoundForceCommand[sizeof BoundForce + 100]; 
char MeshingCommand [sizeof MeshingShell + 50]; 

cout « endl <c endl « "Choose the option for PreProcessing: " 
« endl<<endl; 

cout «"1- Boundary Condition for displacement restraint" « ends; 
cout «"2- Boundary Condition for total Force' « end[; 
cout «"3- Meshing Shell" « endl; 
cout «"4- Meshing Soild" « endl; 
cout «' E- Exit to main menu" « endl; 
cin » PreOption; 

TRY 
{ 

if ( PreOption ) switch ( PreOption ) 
{ 

case '1' : 
// Boundary Condition process for displacement restraint 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, ToBound); 
cout « "Enter the name of item that own entity: "; 
cin » ItemName; 
cout « "Enter the name of face to apply displacement restraint: m; 
cin » FaceName; 
sprintf( BoundCondCommand, BoundCond, 

ItemName, FaceName); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, BoundCondCommand ); 
CORBA:: string_free( ItemName ); 
CORBA:: string_free( FaceName ); 
CORBA:: string_free( BoundCond ); 
CORBA:: stnng_free( BoundCondCommand ); 
break; 

case '2' : 
// Boundary Condition process for forces 
cout « endl 

« "Enter the name of item that own entity for Force on edge: "; 
cin » ItemNameForce; 
cout « endl «"Enter the name of entity range to apply Force: "; 
cin » EdgeRange; 
cout « endl «"Enter the name of Face for direction of force: "; 
cin » FaceRange; 
cout « endl « 'Enter the total Force : "; 
cin » forces; 
sprintf( BoundForceCommand, BoundForce, 

ItemNameForce, EdgeRange, ItemNameForce, 
FaceRange, forces); 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, BoundForceCommand); 
CORBA:: stnng_free( ItemNameForce ); 
CORBA:: stnng_free( EdgeRange); 
CORBA:: string_free( FaceRange); 
CORBA:: string_free( BoundForce ); 
CORBA:: string_free( BoundForceCommand ); 
forces = NULL; 
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break; 

case '3' : 
// Meshing Shell 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, ToMesh); 
cout « "Enter the Element Length for Shell Meshing: % 
cin » ElementLen; 
sprintf( MeshingCommand, MeshingShell, ElementLen); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, MeshingCommand); 
CORBA:: string_free( MeshingCommand ); 
ElementLen = NULL; 
break; 

case '4' : 
// Meshing Solid 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, ToMesh); 
cout « "Enter the Element Length for Solid Meshing: "; 
cin » ElementLen; 
sprintf( MeshingCommand, MeshingSolid, ElementLen); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, MeshingCommand); 
CORBA:: string free( MeshingCommand ); 
ElementLen = NULL; 
break; 

default : break; 
} 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

err = "Unexpected exception -Perhaps you should exit!! ";; 
} 
ENDTRY 

} while( PreOption ! ='E ); 

return errorCode; 
} 

r 
. 
* ModelSolution - Model Solving procedure. 
. 
* Description: 

This function obtains the model solution. 

* Access: 
. 
* OI_ErrorCode ModelSolution (01_Server-ptr ideasServer); 

' Input Parameters: 
. 

OI_Server_ptr ideasServer 

* Return Code: 
. 

OI_ErrorCode 

. 
I 
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OI_ErrorCode ModelSolution (Ol_Server_ptr ideasServer) 
{ 
OI_ErrorCode errorCode =OID NO_ERROR; 
char *err = NULL; 
CORBA:: String var err, var, 

char ModelSolp = "$$$ I!! to MO" 
"$$$ !!! ss; cre; okay; canc" 
"$$$ II! so okay"; 

TRY 
{ 

errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, ModelSol); 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

err = "Unexpected exception -- Perhaps you should exit!! ";; 
} 
ENDTRY 

return errorCode; 

/' 
- -- 

" PostProcessing - Process Post-prcessing procedures. 

* Description: 
* The Post Processing task provides many different tools for displaying 
* results. Results are stored in results sets. The results data may come 
* from an analysis, or from other sources such as mesh checking commands. 

* Access: 
* 

OI_ErrorCode PostProcessing(OI_Server-ptr ideasServer); 

* Input Parameters: 

' OI_Server.. ptr ideasServer 

* Return Code: 

' OI_ErrorCode 
R 

R 

y 
OLErrorCode PostProcessing(OI_Serverptr ideasServer) 
{ 
OLErrorCode errorCode =OID_NO ERROR; 
char PostOption = NULL; 
char *err = NULL; 
CORBA:: String_var err_var; 

char PostProcessp = "$$$ !! l to PO" 

char report[20]; 
"$$$ H! rep o; fs y; d on; okay; *; FIL %s; y; okay"; 

char reportCommand[sizeof PostProcess + 20]; 
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TRY 
{ 

cout « end[ 
«" Enter the report fileName for resuls of Model Solution 

cin » report; 
sprintf( reportCommand, PostProcess, report); 
errorCode = CommandProcedure(ideasServer, reportCommand); 

CORBA:: string_free( reportCommand ); 
CORBA:: string_free( PostProcess); 
CORBA:: string_free( report); 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

err = "Unexpected exception - Perhaps you should exit!! ";; 
} 
ENDTRY 

return errorCode; 
} 

// Modify_Dim. CXX by kwangHoon Lee 
H This is the object file for accessing and modifying 
// dimensions to the current model. 

#include <stdio. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
#include <unistd. h> 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include <string. h> 

#include <oicinc/OI_Connect. hrov 
#include <oiigen/OI_Server. h»oo- 
#include <oiigen/OI_Part. h 
#include <oiigen/OI_Bin. hioc> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Dimens. hx)o. 
#inciude <oicinc/OI_Convert. hxoc. 
#include <oicinc/OI_ErrorCodes. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI_Defines. h> 
#include <oicinc/OI Systemindependent. h> 
#include <oiigen/OI_AccCtl. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Command. hx 
#include <oiigen/OI_Select. hx)c> 
#include <oiigen/OI_SeIFICd. hx)c> 
#include <oiigen/OI_Root. h 
#include <oiigen/OI SeIFICd. hx 
#include <oicinc/OI_Event. hx 
#include <oicinc/OI_CommandWait. hxc. 
#include <oiigen/OI_FEModel. hxr,. 

#define CORBA_IS_NIL_BUG_FIX(obj) (obj)-> isNull() 

OI_ErrorCode ModifyDim(OI_Part_ptr Active_Part); 

/' 

QueryDim - Query the dimensions from the part selected. 
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. 
' Description: 
' This function obtains and displays name and vaule of all dimensions of 
" the part selected. 

* Access: 
. 
' errorCode OueryDim(Ol_Server-ptr ideasServer); 
. 

Input Parameters: 

OI_Server-ptr ideasServer 

' Output Parameters: 

' CORBA:: String_var dimName; 
CORBA:: Double dimValue; 

" Return Code: 
. 
' OI_ErrorCode 

r/ 

OI_ErrorCode OueryDim(OI_Server-ptr ideasServer) 
{ 

OI_BinSequence var Bins; 
OI_EntityName Name; 
OI EntityName ModelName; 
OI_PartSequence var Parts; 
CORBA:: ULong Loop; 
CORBA:: ULong PickedBin; 
CORBA:: ULong PickedPart; 
CORBA:: ULong PickedModel; 
int Inp; 

OI_Partptr Active_Part; 
char *err = NULL; 
CORBA:: String var err_var, 
OI_DimensionSequence var dimensionSeq; 
CORBA:: String var dimName; 
CORBA:: Double dimValue; 
OI_ErrorCode errorCode=OID_NO_ERROR; 

TRY 
{ 

cout « "\nList of Bins avaliable: M" « endl; 
Bins = ideasServer->GetBins("*", errorCode); 
for(Loop=O; Loop < Bins->IengthO; Loop++) 
{ 

Name = Bins[Loop]->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « Loop «« Name « endl; 

} 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 
err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 

} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

} 
err = "Unexpected exception -- Perhaps you should exit!! ";; 

ENDTRY 

cout < "\nSelect from the list above-.,, « endl; 
do { 
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cin » Inp; 
cout « endl; 
} while(Inp < 011 Inp >= Loop); 

PickedBin = Inp; 
!/ List all parts in the selected bin 
TRY 
{ 

cout « "\nList of Parts avaliable: \n" « endl; 
Parts = Bins[PickedBin]->GetParts("*", "*", """, 0, errorCode); 
for(Loop=O; Loop < Parts->IengthO; Loop++ ) 
{ 

Name = Parts[Loop]->GetName(errorCode); 
cout « Loop «« Name « endl; 

} 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. " << se « end[; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception .u« endl; 
} 
ENDTRY 

cout « "\nSelect from the list above: " « endl; 
do 

cin» Inp; 
cout « endl; 

} while(Inp <0 fl Inp >= Loop); 
PickedPart = Inp; 

// Get the part from the list 
TRY 
{ 

Active_Part = Parts[PickedPart]; 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 

cout « "System exception. " « se « endl; 
} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

cout « "Unexpected exception. " «endl; 
} 
ENDTRY 

if (Active Part); 
{ 
TRY 

{ 
// Retrieve all dimensions for the part selected 

dimensionSeq = Active_Part->GetAIlDimensions(errorCode, IT_X); 
if (errorCode != OID_NO_ERROR) 

{ 
err = Active_Part->GetCurrentErrorMessage(IT_ X); 
err_var = err, //the String var take care of memory 
} 
else 

{ 
int numDimensions = dimensionSeq->Iengtho ; 
// Query and display each dimension 
cout «endl «endl «" Query all Part Dimensions :" «endl; 
cout «" Name of Dimension Value" 

endl; 
for (CORBA:: ULong i=0; 1< numDimensions && err = NULL; i++) 
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dim Name = dimensionSeq[i] -> GetName( errorCode, IT_X ); 
dimValue = dimensionSeq[i] -> GetValue( errorCode, IT_X ); 
cout «dimName «" " 

«dimValue <<endl; 
} 

cout « endl « endl; 
} 

H Select and Modify dimension 
errorCode = ModifyDim(Active_Part); 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 
err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 
} 

CATCHANY 
{ 
err = 'Unexpected exception -Perhaps you should exit!! ";; 
} 

ENDTRY 
} 
return errorCode; 

r 
* ModifyDim - Modify the dimensions from the part selected. 

* Description: 
This function modifies the diemension from the dimenions displayed. 

' Access: 

OI_ErrorCode ModifyDim(OI Par 
_ptr 

Active_Part); 

" Return Code: 

OI_ErrorCode 

OI_ErrorCode ModifyDim(OI_ParLptr Active-Part) 
{ 

01_Dimension_var dimension; 
char dimensionName[30]; 
char newName[30]; 
CORBA:: Double newValue; 
CORBA:: Boolean updateGraphics = 1; 
OI_ErrorCode oiErrorCode = OID_NO_ERROR; 
char DimOption = NULL; 
char 'err = NULL; 
CORBA:: String var err_var, 

do 
{ 
cout «" Insert the name of dimension you want to modify : 
cin » dimensionName; 
cout « endl « endl; 

TRY 
{ 
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// Retrieve the named dimension for the part 
dimension = Active_Part->GetDimension( dimensionName, IT_X ); 

} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 
err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should exit!! "; 

} 
CATCHANY" 
{ 
err = "Unexpected exception -- Perhaps you should e)dt!! ";; 

} 
ENDTRY 
do { 

cout « "Choose the option to modify the dimension :" << endl; 
cout «" 1- Modify the name of the dimension" « endl; 
cout «" 2- Modify the value of the dimension" cc endl; 
cout «" 3- Update the graphics of the part" « end[; 
cout «" B- Back to Previous selection" << end!; 

cout «" E- Move to Main menu" <c endl; 
cin » DimOption; 

TRY 
{ 
if ( DimOption ) switch (DimOption ) 
{ 

case'1' : 
// Modify the name of the dimension 

cout «" Insert the new name of dimension 
cin » newName; 
cout « endl; 
oiErrorCode = dimension-> ModifyName ( newName, IT_X ); 
break; 
case '2' : 
// Modify the value of the dimension 

cout «" Insert the new value of dimension : 
cin » newValue; 

cout «endl; 
oiErrorCode = dimension-> ModifyValue (newValue, IT_X ); 
break; 

case V: 
// Make the change permanent, updating screen 
// graphics at the same time 
oiErrorCode = Active_Part -> Update ( updateGraphics, IT_X ); 

default : break; 
} 
} 
CATCH (CORBA:: SystemException, se) 
{ 
err = "CORBA Failure -- Perhaps you should e)dt!! "; 

} 
CATCHANY 
{ 

} 
err = "Unexpected exception -- Perhaps you should exit!! "� 

ENDTRY 

CORBA:: stnng_free is needed if char* is used 
instead of CORBA:: String_var. 

CORBA:: stringfree(newName ); 

} while ( DimOption 1='B'&& DimOption 1='E'); 

CORBA:: string_free( dimensionName ); 

} while( DimOption != 'E); 
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return oiErrorCode; 
} 

C. 2 Bicycle Crank generated from Open 1-DEAS distributed 

object application 
The figure C-1 shows the design by feature for the design model, and its finite 

element analysis model, generated from the previously shown Open I-DEAS 

programs. 

Figure C-1. The hierarchical structure of the design by features technique 
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APPENDIX D 

The Program Files for the probabilistic design 

and Response Surface Method 

D. 1 Procedures applied to Program Files for. design by 

features and geometric analysis for the Connecting Rod 

Program File: ConnectingRodSampling. prg 

Procedure Define unit 

Define units for design and analysis 
Define mm and N 

} 

Procedure Read Data from file 

Read five variable values 

Open data file "Dimenesions. dat" 

Read "length, diameter of head 1, diameter of head2, fillet angle, from edge" 
} 

Procedure Ekecute Program File 

{ 

Execute Program File "ConnectingRodMain. prg" 

Program File: ConnectingRodMain. prg 

Procedure Design by features operations 
{ 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: featureOO1 

Retrieve featureOOI from feature library 

Apply "length" 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: feature002 
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Retrieve feature002 from feature library 

Apply "diameter of head 1" 

Assembly featureO02 to ConnectingRod: featureO0l 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: feature002 

Retrieve feature002 from feature library 

Apply "diameter of head 1" 

Assembly feature002 to ConnectingRod: feature001 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: feature003 

Retrieve featureO03 from feature library 

Apply "diameter of head2" 

Subtract feature003 to ConnectingRod: featureOOI 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: feature003 

Retrieve feature003 from feature library 

Apply "diameter of head2" 

Subtract featureO03 to ConnectingRod: featureOO I 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: featureOO4 

Retrieve featureOO4 from feature library 

Apply "from edge" 
Subtract featureOO4 to ConnectingRod: featureOOl 

Generate feature ConnectingRod: featureOO4 

Retrieve featureOO4 from feature library 

Apply "from edge" 

Subtract featureOO4 to ConnectingRod: featureOOI 
Fillet edges of connecting Rod 

Apply "fillet angle" 
Fillet edges 

} 

Procedure Create geometric analysis model 
{ 

Apply material properties 

} 

Procedure Calculate weight 
{ 

Calculate weight 
Write the result of calculation into file "weight. dat" 
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D. 2 Program Files for the 

Connecting Rod 

C: ----- _ý__ý__w___ý.. _.. __ 
C: PROGRAM FILE FOR CREATING 
CONNECTING ROD 
C: 

C: - by KwangHoon Lee, Design Information 
Group - 
C: --------. __. _. ___. __-_ 
C: 
C: Execute the Program file 
C: 'connectingRodSampling. prg, 
C: in which, IDEAS calculate weight by creating 
features with new variables 
C: 
C: 1) Generate data for dimensional variables 
C: (1) Execute external program, which was 

compiled by C 
C: (2) Execute external executable 'designmatrix' 
C: -. Generate Random Variables 
C: (3) Read 100 sets of random variables 

from `CCD. dat' 
C: 2) Execute 'connectingRodSampling. prg' 
C: (1) Generate a model by random variables 
C: (2) Calculate weight 
C: (3) Output results into the file i\veight. dat' 
C: 3) Read the result from 'weightdat' 
C: 4) Write the results into resport ReportW. dat' 
C: 5) Do the step 2) to 4) until get 100 set of 

results 
C: ------------ C: This is for the batch mode Running 
C$return 
C: $mpos:; /F0 
C: N 
C: FIL /usr/peoplelmekl/OpenI- 
DEAS ms8Beam_features/ADAPTIVE/IDEAS/me 
kl. mfl 
C: Y 
C: OKAY 
C: 
C: Define Units - mm and N 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; /0 UU 
K: MN 
C: 
C: ------ ---Declare Arrays------ 
C: 
C: Length of Connecting Rod 

LENGTH(120) 
C: Diameter of the hall on main body 

DIA(120) 
C: Small Diameter of the hole on head 

DIAS(120) 
C: Fillet radus 

FILLET(120) 
C: Distance from the centre of side hole to edge 

FROMEDGE(120) 
C: Result of calculation, weight 

probabilistic design of the 

WEIGHT(120) 
C: 
K: #DECLARE LENGTH(120) 
K: #DECLARE DIA(120) 
K: #DECLARE DIAS(120) 
K: #DECLARE FILLET(120) 
K: #DECLARE FROMEDGE(120) 
K: #DECLARE WEIGHT(120) 
C: 
C: Declare for variables inside arrays 
K: #LM=0 
C: Variables for loop 
K: #DECLARE START(S) 
K: #DECLARE FINISH(S) 
K: #DECLARE COUNTER(S) 
K: #SP=" 
C: 
C: - Execute external 'designmatrix' 

C: 
C: #EXECUTE "cd /usr/people/mekl/Openl. 
DEAS_ms8/Weight/Sampling" 
K: #EXECUTE "designmatrix" 
C: 
C: - Read random variables from CCD. dat' 
C: 
K: #COUNTER(1)=0 
K: #FINISH(I)=100 
C: OPEN DATA FILE 
K: #FILEO1 = "CCD. dat" 
K: #OPEN PARAOI FILEOI 
K: #IF (Z ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
error to open CCD. DAT " 
C: Start Loop 001 
K: #LOOPO1: 
C: 
K: #COUNTER(l) _ (COUNTER(I)+I) 
K: #LM=(LM+1) 
K: #READ PARAO 1 FORMAT =" (F7.5)" 
LENGTH(LM) 
K: #READ PARA01 FORMAT =" (P6.5)" 
DIA(LM) 
K: #READ PARA01 FORMAT =" (P6.5)" 
DIAS(LM) 
K: #READ PARA01 FORMAT ="(F6.5)" 
FILLET(LM) 
K: #READ PARA01 FORMAT =" (P5.5)" 
FROMEDGE(LM) 
C: 

", K: #OUTPUT "LM=", LM, " 
"COUNTER(1)=", COUNTER(I). " 
"FINISH(I)="FINISH(1) 
K: #OUTPUT LENGTH(LM). SP. DIA(LM). SP, 
DIAS(LM). SP, FILLET(LM), SP, 
FROMEDGE(LM) 
K: #IF (COUNTER(1) LE FINISH(l))THEN 
#GOTO LOOPO1 
C: -----------»---------End Loop 001 
C: CLOSE DATA FILE 
K: #CLOSE PARA01 
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K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
close error" 
C: ---------------------End READ CCD. dat---------- 
C: ------------- -- ---- C: - Open data 
C: 
C: Open file for Write 
K: #FILE03 = "ReportW. dat" 
K: #OPEN PARA03 FILE03 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
open error" 
K: #TABLE = "LENGTH DIAMETER 
DIAMETER FILLETEDGE FROMEDGE 
WEIGHT" 
K: #WRITE PARA01 TABLE 
C: -- 
C: Create variables by loop 
C: 
C: Arrays holding the random variables (created by 
'designmatrix) 
C: are transport the random variables to 
C: 'ConnectingRodSampling. prg' 
C: in the conditions of 
C: (1) Arrays have variables LM'to specify each 
random variables. 
C: (2) Variables, which is inside Arrays, are 
modified by loop. 
C: ------ 

C: Define variables for loopO2 
K: #COUNTER(2)=O 
K: #FINISH(2)=100 
K: #LM=O 
C: --- -START LOOP 

K: #LOOP02: 
K: #COUNTER(2) = (COUNTER(2)+1) 
K: #LM=(LM+1) 
C: 
C: Execute external program file 
'connectingRodSampling. prg' 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $mpos:; /FPRR 
K: FIL /usr/peoplelmekl/OpenI- 
DEAS_ms8/Weight/Sampling/connectingRodSampl 
ing. prg 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
C: 
C: Read weight from the file 'weight. dat' resulted 
by IDEAS 
C: -- 
C: Open file for read 
K: #FILE02 = "weightdat" 
K: #OPEN PARA02 FILE02 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
open error" 
C: 
K: #READ PARA02 FORMAT ="(2F6.4)" 
WEIGHT(LM) 
K: #OUTPUT "WEIGHT =" WEIGHT(LM) 
C: 
K: #CLOSE PARA02 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
close error" 

C:..................................................... 
C: Write result to resport file 
C:........ » ................... .. 
K: #SP=« 
K: #WRITE PARA03 FORMAT a" (6F6.4)" 
K: #WRITE PARA03 LENGTH(LM), SP, 
DIA(LM), SP, DIAS(LM), SP, FILLET(LM), SP, 
FROMEDGE(LM), SP, WEIGHT(LM) 
C: 
K: #IF (COUNTER(2) LE FINISH(2))THEN 
#GOTO LOOP02 
C: -END LOOP------«-------- 
C: 
K: #CLOSE PARA03 
K: #IF (?. ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
close error" 
C: 
K: #DELETE ALL 
K: #ECHO ALL 
K: $ mpos :; /F PR E 
E: **** END OF SESSION **** 

The file below is executed by 
'ConnectingRodMAIN. prg' 
C: 
C: PROGRAM FILE FOR CREATING 
CONNECTING ROD 
C: 
C: - by KwangHoon Lee, Design Information 
Group - 
C: 
C: (1) Calculate weight 
C: (2) Output results into the file 'weight. dat' 
C: 
C: -Automated Design process by data input from a 
file- 
C: 
C: generate the body feature 
K: $return 
K: $/caf 
K: CA 
K: C mekl 
K: L ConnectingRod 
K: OKAY 
K: Cl 1; 
K: VA LENGTH(LM) 
K: CO NP 
K: OKAY 
C: Generate and attach the head on the body--- 

K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: C14; 
C: Diameter of Head 
K: VA 62.5 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: RFPL 
K: rf4 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 9 
K: flI 
K: FO 
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K: F 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rf2 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf19 
K: D 
C: generate and attach the small head-"-"- "--- K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: C14; 
C: Diameter of Head 
K: VA 30.6 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: CS 
K: cs3 
K: XY 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CS 
K: cs8 
K: XY 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rf2 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf6 
K: A 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CS 
K: cs3 
K: XA 
K: LAB 
K: CS 
K: cs8 
K: XA 
K: 90 
K: D 
C: cutout the hall on main body---- 

K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: Cl 3; 
K: VA DIA(LM) 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: f2 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 35 
K: 18 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 

K: rfl 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf21 
K: D 
C: cut out the hall on head--»------------------------- 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: Cl 3; 
K: VA DIAS(LM) 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: f2 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 39 
K: f14 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rfl 
K: LAB 
K: CP 
K: cp9 
K: D 
C: cut out right side of hall- 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: Cl 2; 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: fl, 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 43 
K: fS 
K: FA 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CP 
K: cpl 
K: LAB 
K: E 
K: 43 
K: e30 
K: 7 
K: 
K: D 
C: cut out left side of hall 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: CI 2; 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: fl 
K: LAB 
K: 
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K: S 
K: 47 
K: f25 
K: FA 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CP 
K: cpl 
K: LAB 
K: E 
K: 47 
K: e69 
K: 7 
K: 
K: D 
C: Fillet edges of connecting rod ---------------- 

K: $ return 
K: $Icof 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: E 
K: 51 
K: e43 
K: e44 
K: e47 
K: e45 
K: 
K: 3 
K: E 
K: 51 
K: e34 
K: e36 
K: e30 
K: e37 
K: 
K: 1.35 
K: DON 
C: 
C: Modify Features - side halls & Radius 
K: $return 
K: $/moe 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
K: FilletRadius 
K: EQ FILLET(LM) 
K: OKAY 
K: DON 
K: $/moe 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
K: FromEdge 
K: EQ FROMEDGE(LM) 
K: OKAY 
K: DON 
K: $/moe 

K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
K: FromEdge_l 
K: EQ FROMEDGE(LM) 
K: OKAY 
K: DON 
K: $/upp 
C: 
C: Physical Properties including ONLY weight 
C: ps) Create new defalut setting. It needs to restart 
IDEAS to be back to previous default setting. Or, 
insert names on Format' in the Physical Properties. 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $/lipr 
K: LAB 
K: ALL 
K: DON 
K: SU Matl 
K: MAT 8; 
K: OKAY 
K: ! SUCL 
K: I CM REP 
K: F 
K: RA 
K: AS 
K: ADC I; 
K: AS; 
K: OKAY 
K: ADD 
K: P 
K: CLR 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: P 
K: FN /usr/peoplelmekl/OpenI- 
DEAS_ms8/Weight/Sampling/weight. dat 
K: OKAY 
K: Y 
K: CANC 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
C: 
C: Delete model file for re-executing in normal 
execution mode 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos :; /ma mb 
K: IS2; 
K: D 
K: OKAY 
K: CANC 
K: $return 
C: ---- 
K: $mpos:; IF PR E 
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D. 3 The Program Files for the Response Surface method for a 
Beam 

D. 3.1 Program File for building analysis feature-based FE analysis Beam 

model 

C: 
C: PROGRAM FILE FOR Creating & FE 
analysis BEAM 
C: - 
C: - 

-- 
by KwangHoon Lee, Design Information 

Group - 
C: 
C: $ return 
C: $mpos:; /F0 
C: N 
C: FIL /usr/people/mekl/OpenI- 
DEAS_ms7/Examples/Beam/mekl. mf 1 
C: Y 
C: OKAY 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $$$/taMM 
K: $ mpos:; /0 UU 
K: MM 
K: $ return 
C: 
C: Input from file 
C: -- 
K: #ECHO ALL 
K: #DECLARE FEMTAG(20) 
K: #FORCE = "bearn_FORCES. dat" 
K: #LIN = "LINEVAL. DAT" 
K: #MAT = "MATRVAL. DAT" 
C. --- - 
K: #OPEN DATAFOC FORCE 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
open error" 
K: #READ DATAFOC FORMAT =� (F10.10)" 
FEMTAG(12) 
K: #READ DATAFOC FORMAT ="(1710.10)" 
FEMTAG(1) 
C: FEMTAG(1) is the force on the beam 
K: #CLOSE DATAFOC 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0)THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
CLOSE ERROR" 
C 
K: #OPEN DATALIN LIN 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
open error" 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT =" (F10.3)" 
FEMTAG(2) 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT =" (F10.3)" 
FEMTAG(3) 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT =" (F10.3)" 
FEMTAG(4) 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT =" (P10.3)" 
FEMTAG(5) 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT =" (P10.3)" 
FEMTAG(6) 
C: FEMTAG(2) - length of beam 
C: FEMTAG(3) - width 

C: FEMTAG(4) - height 
C: FEMTAG(5) - thickness of top and bottom 
C: FEMTAG(6) - thickness of sides 
K: #CLOSE DATALIN 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0)TIIEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
CLOSE ERROR" 
C: 
K: #OPEN DATAMAR MAT 
K: #IF (2_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
open error" 
C: FEMTAG(7) - The name of property 
C: FEMTAG(8) - Module of Elasticity 
C: FEMTAG(9) - Poissons Ratio 
C: FEMTAG(10)- Mass Density 
C: FEMTAG(11)- Yield stress 
K: #READ DATAMAR FEMTAG(7) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT =" (F10.0)" 
FEMTAG(8) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT =" (F7.0)" 
FEMTAG(9) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT ="(E9.10)" 
FEMTAG(10) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT =" (F10.0)" 
FEMTAG(I 1) 
K: #CLOSE DATAMAR 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0)THEN #OUTPUT "FILE 
CLOSE ERROR" 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(12) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(1) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(2) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(3) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(4) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(5) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(6) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(7) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(8) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(9) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(10) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(1 1) 
C: 
C: Creating wireframe line 
C: 
K: $return 
K: $$$/taMM 
K: $/crIsi 
K: OP 
K: FXO 
K: FYO 
K: SX FEMTAG(2) 
K: SYO 
K: OKAY 
C: 
C: Creating Beam section 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $$$/taES 
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K: $ mpos:; /cr sb 
K: FEMTAG(3) 
K: FEMTAG(4) 
K: FEMTAG(5) 
K: FEMTAG(6) 
K: Y 
C: 
C: Save Beam section (beam001) 
C: - 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos :; /ms sto 
K: beam001 
K: Y 
C: ---------------- _. ___w_. _. __ý. _. _ 
C: Create material property 
C 
K: $return 
K: $$$ /ta ME 
K: $ mpos :; /mt 
C: Moudle of Elasticity 200 GPa = 200E+6 -1 
C: Poissons Ratio 0.29 = 0.29 -2 
C: Mass Density 7.8510000Kg/m3 = 7.85E-06 -3 
C: Yield stress 250 MPa= 250000 -10 
K: QCRE 
K: NAME FEMTAG(7) 
K: PROP 1; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(8) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 2; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(9) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 3; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(10) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 10; 
K: VALFEMTAG(11) 
K: MOD 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
C: -- --- 
C: Meshing Wireframe line to Beam with Beam 

section 
C: 
K: $return 
K: $$$/taME 
K: $mpos:; /rnacr 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
K: $mpos:; /dfnb 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: C 
K: CI 
K: DON 
K: EL100 
K: MAO 
K: MS 
K: OKAY 
K: PM 
K: OKAY 
C: 
C: Generate boundary condition on each end of 

nodes 
C: - ---- - 
K: $ return 

K: $$$/taBO 
K: $ mpos :; /cr re 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: NODE 
K: 1 
K: DON 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; /cr f 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: NODE 
K: 2 
K: DON 
K: ZFFEMTAG(12) 
K: YF FEMTAG(1) 
K: OKAY 
P 
C: 
C: Model solution 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $$$/taMO 
K: $mpos:; /ss 
K: CRE 
K: OS 
K: OTY 6; 
K: STLSTO 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
K: CANC 
K: $return 
K: $ mpos :; /so okay 
P 
C: - 
C: Post processing, result to file with output setting 
C: - 
C: Display Results - Element Forces 
C: Deformation results " Displacement 
K: $return 
K: $$$/taP0 
K: $mpos:; fies se 
K: RE3; 
K: ATP 
K: RE1; 
K: AID 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
K: $mpos:; /rep o 
K: OB 
K: FSY 
K: SCN 
K: DON 
K: ROF 
K: OKAY 
K: * 
K: FIL /usr/peoplelmekl/OpenI- 
DEAS ms8Beam/ADAPT1VE/lDEAS/beam. dat 
K: Y 
K: OKAY 
K: $return 
C: ----- 
C: End of program 
C: 
K: #DELETE ALL 
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K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; /F PR E 
E: **** END OF SESSION **** 

D. 3.2 Program File for building geometric feature-based design model and FE 

analysis viewpoint model 
C: ---- 
C: 

------------------------------- 
PROGRAM FILE FOR Creating & FE 
analysis BEAM 

C: 
C by KwangHoon Lee, Design Information 

Group 
C: 
C: ASSEMBLY TWO BEAMS 
C: ---- 
C: $ return 
C: $ mpos:; /F 0 
C: N 
C: FIL/usr/people/mekl/Openl- 
DEAS-msg/]3eam-features/ADAPTIVE/IDEAS/me 
kl. mfl 
C: Y 
C: OKAY 
C: ----- 
K: $ return 
K: $$$ /ta MM 
K: $ mpos:; /0 UU 
K: MN 
C: - C: Input from file 
C: 
K: #ECHO ALL 
K: #DECLARE FEMTAG(20) 
K: #FORCE ="beam-FORCES. dat" 
K: #LIN ="LINEVAL. DAT" 
K: #MAT ="MATRVALDAT" 
C: 
K: #OPEN DATAFOC FORCE 
K: #IF (Z_ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 

open error" 
K: #READ DATAFOC FORMAT ="(FIO-0)" 

FEMTAG(l) 
C: FEMTAG(l) is the force on the beam 
K: #CLOSE DATAFOC 
K: AF (Z-ERROR NE O)THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 

CLOSE ERROR" 
C: 
K: #OPEN DATALIN LIN 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 

open error" 
C* ----dimension for x direction-- 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT ="(FIO. 3)" 

FEMTAG(2) 
C: -------dimension for y direction---- 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT ="(FIO. 3)" 

FEMTAG(3) 
C: empty 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT ="(FIO. 3)" 

FEMTAG(4) 
K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT ="(FIO. 3)" 

FEMTAG(5) 

K: #READ DATALIN FORMAT -"(FIO. 3)" 
FEMTAG(6) 

C: FEMTAG(2) - length of beam 
C: FEMTAG(3) - width 
C: FEMTAG(4) - height 
C: FEMTAG(5) - thickness of top and bottom 
C: FEMTAG(6) - thickness of sides 
K: #CLOSE DATALIN 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE WHEN #OUI? UT"FILE 

CLOSEERROR" 
C: 
K: #OPEN DATAMAR MAT 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 

open error" 
C: FEMTAG(7) - Thc name of property 
C: FEMTAG(8) - Moudle of Elasticity 
C: FEMTAG(9) - Poissons Rado 
C: FEMTAG(10)- Mass Density 
C: FEMTAGO 0- Yield stress 
K: WEAD DATAMAR FEMTAG(7) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT -"(FI 0.0)" 

FEMTAG(8) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT (F7.0)" 

FEMTAG(9) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT -"(E9.10)" 

FEMTAG(I0) 
K: #READ DATAMAR FORMAT ="(FIO. 0)" 

FEMTAG(I 1) 
K: #CLOSE DATAMAR 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE WHEN #OUTPUT"FILE 

CLOSE ERROR" 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(l) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(2) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(3) 
K- #OUTPUT FEMTAG(4) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(5) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(6) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(7) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(8) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(9) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(I 0) 
K: #OUTPUT FEMTAG(I 1) 
C: - 
C: Retrive a feature from the feature library 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: CA 
K: C mekI 
K: FC 
K: IS 1; 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
K: Cl 1; 
K: CO NP 
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K: OKAY 
C: 
C: retrieve a feature and cutout 
C: ýýýý--------- 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: CA 
K: Cmekl 
K: L ADAPRES_beam 
K: OKAY 
K: Cl 1; 
K: Cl 2; 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: F2 
K: VIS 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 
K: F2 
K: FR 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: RR 
K: LAB 
K: E 
K: 
K: ES 
K: 50 
K: LAB 
K: E 
K: 
K: E6 
K: 30 
K: D 
C: __. --- _--- 
C: define the limitation of dimension, which 

defines the distance between features 
a-. 
K: $ return 
K: $/moe 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
K: FromEdge 
K: EXP 
K: TOLL 
K: UDI 
K: LD1 
K: ORIG Y 
K: FLIP 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: 
K: $ return 
K: $/moe 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
K: FromEdge_1 
K: EXP 
K: TOLL 

K: UD I 
K: U) I 
K: ORIG Y 
K: FLIP 
K, APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: 
C: 
C Lirnite it 
C 
C-$ return 
C: $ /cn eq 
C: LAB 
C: 
C: PT 
C: E, 
C: APPEND 
C: IF (FrornEdge > 51 Imml) THEN (FromEdge = 

511mml) 
C: IF (FromEdge < 49 Immil) 71iEN (FromEdge - 

491mmj) 
C: IF (FromEdge-I > 31 Imml) TUEN 

(FromEdge-1 = 31 Imml) 
C: IF (FromEdge-1 < 29 Imml) THEN 

(FromEdge-I = 291mml) 
C: 
C: DONE 
C- OKAY 
C: -DISPLAY- 
K-S return 
K: $ mpos : *, /v v pe of, e345 0-, okay; 
K -. $ return 
K: $ AU 
C, - 
C: Modify dimensions by file input 
C: - 
K: $ return 
K: $ /mo e 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: D 
C: For X 
K: FrornEdge 
K: EQ FEMTAG(3) 
K: OKAY 
K: DON 
K: $ /up p 
K: $ /mo e 
K: 1AB 
K: 
K: D 
C: For Y 
K: FromEdgej 
K: EQ FEMTAG(2) 
K: OKAY 
K: DON 
K: $/up p 
C: - 
C Boundary Condition - Restraints on Face. 
C 
K: $ return 
K: $$$ /ta BO 
K: $ mpos :; /cr re 
K: GEO Y 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
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K: 
K: S 
K: 7 
K: F9 
K: DON 
K: OKAY 
K$ return 
C 
C: Boundary Condition - Forces 
C: ---- 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; /cr f 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 7 
K: FIO 
K: 
K: SE 
K: LAB 
K: ADAPRES-beam 
K: E 
K: 7 
K: E12 
K: Y 
K: LT TO 
K: TRAM FEMTAGG) 
K: OKAY 
K$ return 
C 
C Create material property 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: $$$haME 
K: $ rnpos :; /mt 
C: Moudle of Elasticity 200 GPa = 200E+6 -I 
C: Poissons Ratio 0.29 = 0.29 -2 
C: MassDensity 7.851000OKghn3=7.85E-06-3 
C: Yieldstress 25OMPa =250000 -10 
K: QCRE 
K: NAME FEMTAG(7) 
K: PROP 1; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(8) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 2; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(9) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 3; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(10) 
K: MOD 
K: PROP 10; 
K: VAL FEMTAG(I 1) 
K- MOD 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
C: -- 
C: Meshing 
C: -- 
K: $ return 

K-$ $$/ta ME 
K: $ mpos :; /dfn so 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: 7 
K: * 
K: EL 25 
K: PM 
K: OKAY 
C: 
C: Model solution 
C: 
K: $ return 
K: S$$ /ta MO 
K: $ mpos :; As 
K: CRE 
K: OS 
K: OTY 6; 
K: STL STO 
K: OKAY 
K: OKAY 
K: CANC 
K: S return 
K$ mpos **, /so okay 
C 
C Post processing, result to file with ouput setting 
C 
C: Display Results -ElementForces 
C Deformation results - Displacement 
C cont.. - Display 
K$ return 
K: $$$ /ta PO 
K: $ mpos:; /res se 
K: RE 3; 
K: AT? 
K -. RE I; 
K: ATD 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos /rep o 
K- OCO 
K: SCN 
K: FSY 
K: DON 
K: ROF 
K- OKAY 
K: * 
K: FILAisr/peopletmekl/Openl- 
DEAS-ms8/Beam_features/ADAPMVEIIDEAS/be 
am. dat 
K OKAY 
K: $ return 
C: - 
C: End of program 
C: 
K: #DELETE ALL 
K: $ return 
K- $mpos:; AFPRE 
E: **** END OF SESSION **** 
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D. 4 The Program Files for the Response Surface method for a 
Connecting Rod 

C: 
C: PROGRAM FILE FOR CREATING 
CONNECTING ROD 
C: 
C: 
C: - by KwangHoon Lee, Design Information 
Group - 
C: - 
C: 
C: Execute the Program file 
C: 'comectingRodSampling. prg, 
C: in which, IDEAS calculate weight by replacing 
C: features 
C: 
C 1) Read data from the file 'dimensions. dat' 
C 2) Execute 'connectingRodSampling. prg' 
C 3) Output results into the file 
C: 
C: Define Units - mm and N 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; /0 UU 
K: MN 
C: - 
K: #DECLARE LENGTHO 0) 
K: #DECLARE DIA(10) 
K: #DECLARE DIASO 0) 
K: #DECLARE FILLET00) 
K: #DECLARE FROMEDGE(I 0) 
C: 
C: Input data from file 
C: 
K: #VAL01 = "Dimensions. dat" 
K: #OPEN DAT01 VALOI 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 
open error" 
K: #READ DATDI FORMAT=" (F7.5)" 
LENGTH(l) 
K: #READ DAT01 FORMAT=" (F6.5)"DIA(l) 
K -. #READ DA101 FORMAT =" (F6.5)"DIAS(l) 
K: #READ DAT01. FORMAT=" (F6.5)" 
FILLET(l) 
K: #READ DATDI FORMAT ="(F5.5)" 
FROMEDGE(l) 
K: #CLOSE DAT01 
K: #IF (Z-ERROR NE 0) THEN #OUTPUT"FILE 
close error" 
K: #OUTPUT "length 
LENGTH(I) 
K #OUTPUT "Diameter of hole on Head 
= DIA(l) 
K #OUTPUT "Diameter of hole on small Head 
= DIASM 
K #OUTPUT "Redius on side 
FILLET(l) 
K: #OUTPUT "Distance between centre of hall to 
edge FROMEDGEM 
C: 
C: 

C: Execute external program file 
'connectingRodSatnpling001. prg' 
C: -----------ý-- 
K: $ return 
K: $ mpos:; IF PR R 
K: FIL /usr/people/mekl/Openl. 
DEAS_msS/Weight/ADAPTIVEIIDEAS/connectin 
gRodExe. prg 
K: OKAY 
K: $ return 
C: - 
C: - 
K: #DELETE ALL 
K: #ECHO ALL 
K: $ mpos:; /F PR E 
E: **** END OF SESSION **** 

C: 
C: PROGRAM FILE FOR CREATING 
CONNECTING ROD 
C: 
C: - by KwangHoon Lee. Design Information 
Group - 
C: 
C: 
C: This files is executed by 
ConnectingRodMAIN003. prg' 
C: (1) Calculate weight 
C: (2) Output results into the file \veight. dat' 
C: ---------- 
C: 
C: -Automated Design process by data input from a 
file- 
C: generate the body feature 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: CA 
K: C mekl 
K: L ConnectingRod 
K: OKAY 
K: CI 1; 
K: VA LENGTH(1) 
K: CO NP 
K: OKAY 
C: Generate and attach the head on the body-----. -. 
K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: CI 4; 
C: Diameter of Head 
K: VA 62.5 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: RFPL 
K: rf4 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 9 
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K: fll 
K: FO 
K: F 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rf2 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf19 
K: D 
C: generate and attach the small head ------ 

K: $ return 
K: $/caf 
K: CI 4; 
C: Diameter of Head 
K: VA 30.6 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: CS 
K: cs3 
K: XY 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CS 
K: cs8 
K: XY 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rf2 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf6 
K: A 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CS 
K: cs3 
K: XA 
K: LAB 
K: CS 
K: cs8 
K: XA 
K: 90 
K: D 
C: cutout the hall on main body 
K: $return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: Cl 3; 
K: VA DIA(1) 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
K: f2 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 35 
K: f8 
K: C 
K: LAB 

K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rfl 
K: LAB 
K: RFPT 
K: rf2I 
K, D 
C: cut out the hall on head- 

K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: CI 3; 
K: VA DIAS(l) 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K-3 
K: f2 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K, 39 
K: f14 
K: C 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: RFPT 
K: rfI 
K: LAB 
K: CP 
K: cp9 
K: D 
C: cut out right side of hall 
K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: C12; 
K: OKAY 
K: LAB 
K-S 
K-3 
K: fl 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K, 43 
K: f8 
K: FA 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CP 
K -. cpI 
K- LAB 
K: E 
K: 43 
K: e30 
K: FROMEDGE(l) 
K: 
KD 
C cut out left side of hall- 
K: $ return 
K: $ /ca f 
K: C12; 
K -. OKAY 
K: LAB 
K: S 
K: 3 
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K: fl 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: S 
K: 47 
K: f25 
K: FA 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: CP 
K: cpl 
K: LAB 
K: E 
K- 47 
K: e69 
K: FROMEDGE(l) 
K: 
K: D 
C Fillet edges of connecting rod------ 

K$ return 
K: $ /co, f 
K: LAB 
K: 
K: E 
K: 51 
K: e43 
K: e44 
K: e47 
K: e45 
K: 
K: 3 
K: E 
K: 51 
K: e34 
K: e36 
K: e30 
K: e37 
K: 
K: 1.35 
K: DON 
C: 
C Physical Properties including ONLY weight 
C 
C ps) Create new defalut setting. It needs to restart 
IDEAS to 
C: be back to previous default setting. Or, insert 
nameson 
C: Format'in the Physical Properties. 
C: --- 
K: $ return 
K: $ /Ii pr 
K: LAB 
K: ALL 
K: DON 
K: SU Matl 
K: MAT 8; 
K: OKAY 
K: ! SUCL 
K: ! CM REP 
K: F 
K: RA 
K: AS 
K: ADC I; 
K. A5; 
K: oKAy 

K: ADD 
K: P 
K: CLR 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
K: P 
K: FN /usr/peoplelmekl/OpenI- 
DEAS_ms8/Weight/ADAPTIVE/IDEAS/weight. dat 
K: OKAY 
K: Y 
K: CANC 
K: APPL 
K: OKAY 
P 
C :.. _. ý ............. ý. _... C: Delete model file for re-executing in normal 
execution mode 
C: 
K: $return 
K: $ mpos :; /ma mb 
K: IS2; 
K: D 
K: OKAY 
K: CANC 
K: $ return 
C: 
K: $ mpos:; /F PR E 

5. ' rýfF t3sTY 
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